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PREFACE 
This thesis represents an attempt t o describe the effects of uncertainty 
on location patterns. One of the most important tasks of location theory 
is to explain why spatial concentrations of activity e~ist . Two main 
rea. ons for this concentration of activity are the uneven distribution of 
raw materials and the availability of external economies to firms which 
locate in regions of dense activity. The major argument of this thesis is 
that the effects of uncertai nty on location decisions and on the patterns 
of costs over an economic system are generally to promote the spatial 
concentration of activity. Areas of intense activity, whether they be 
towns, regions or nations, represent in part the 'effects of least risk 
decision taking by entrepreneurs . It is argued in Part A that uncertainty 
is positively associated with concentration and that the assumption of 
uncertainty enables location theory to explain more accurately the 
concentration of activity. Part B contains empirical examples . Part C 
Chapter 10 draws the theoretical and empirical work together in an 
attempt to show how uncertainty affects economies of scale within the firm, 
distance costs , and external economies . 
The examples rely on data from a variety of sources . Two studies --
of the minimax criterion (in Appendix 1) and of the effects of learning 
rates on location (in Chapter 4) -- use data published by the Bureau of 
Agricultural Economics . Chapter 5, on the patten1 of national growth rates, 
Chapter 7, on the location of manufacturing in Australia, and Chapter 9, 
which investigates location patterns within Sydney, all rely mainly on 
published official statistics. Studies of the location of innovations in 
Chapter 4, of the costs of uncertainty i n different lo cat ions ( Chapter 6) 
and of the impact of uncertainty on the location of a few chosen 
industries (in Chapter 8) us e data which were obtained during a personal 
interview survey of manufacturing industry in New South Wal es . ]!'irms in 
small country towns were interviewed for eight weeks between May and 
September 1965, wrule the first six months of 1966 were spent interviewir~ 
firms in Sydney, Newcastle and Wollongong. 
The examples are all short . They attempt only to demonstrate the main 
effects of some location factors -- and in part icular, to show the 
possible effects of uncertainty -- rather than to provide total 
explanations of reality. Several reasons influenced this choice of method . 
It allows an analysis of the effects of scale on w1certainty as a location 
factor . A variety of data reduces the possibility that any one result 
could be due to chance . The cream of the data has been skimmed from various 
location situations to provide an empirica l basis for conclusions which 
are possibly more general than those which could be derived from anyone 
analysis in an equivalent length of time . 
PART A 
THE THIDRY OF LOCAT I ON UNnER UNCERTAINTY 
2 
PROLOGUE 
An addition to the theory of location is developed in this Part of the 
thesis. This revision of the theory is accomplished by changing one of the 
common assumptions of location theorf, the condition that seller s have 
perfect knowledge of economic events . The assumption is altered to suggest 
that sellers have imperfect information and that information is costly 
to collect. By this revision of assumptions it is hoped to i ncrease the 
degree to which location theory can explain reality. 
Chapter 1 sets the stage for the development of this. addition by 
examining the theories which exist. The natUI'e of the problem and the 
solutions proposed by Weber, Losch? Hotelling and Hirschman are analysed . 
The i nvestigation concludes that the major factor causing the concentration 
of economic activity is external economies of scale. 
The following three chapters then attempt the extension of location 
theory by assuming imperfect knowledge. The theory concentrates on 
explaining why activity is unevenly distributed rather than on explaining 
the nature of this distribution. Chapter 2 shows how game theory models 
may be used to analyse the formation of towns and contains some 
supporting examples. In Chapter 3 the agglomerative and distance costs of 
uncertainty are analysed? while the influence of innovations and learning 
rates on location patterns is examined in Chapter 4. Part B of the thesis 
contains some empirical analyses of economic distributions which 
illustrate the effects of the agglomeration and distru1ce costs of 
uncertainty. 
It is not assumed that the effects of uncertainty on the concentration 
of activity are more important than the effects of external economies. 
Indeed, external economies are probably the most important reason why 
activity is unevenly distributed. However to admit this does not imply 
that additional reasons are not important or useful . While the effects of 
uncertainty may be less important than those of external economies? it is 
hoped to demonstrate t rlat the additional explanation of reality obtained 
by assuming imperfec t knowledge is valuable. This demonstration is th~ 
work of Part B ru1d of some examples in Part A. 
3 
CHAPTER. 1 
THE FOm.1ATION 0]' TOWNS AND REGIONS: INTRODUCTION 
Three countrymen were pursuing a Wiltshire thief through Brentford. 
The simplest of them, seeing 'The Wiltshire House ' written under a 
sign, advised his companions to enter it, for there most probably 
they would find their countryman. The second, who was wiser, laughed 
at this simplicity; but the third, who was wiser still, answered, 
' Let us go in, however, for he may think we should not suspect him 
of going among his own countrymen.' They accordingly went in and 
searched the house, and by that means missed overtaking the thief, 
who was at that time but a little way before them; and who, as they 
all knew , but never once r eflected, could not read. . 
Henry Fielding, The History of Tom Jones. 
Economic activity is unevenly distributed over space. Population, income 
and productive assets are largely concentrated in a few nations; within a 
nation , one or a few regions usually predominate; and a few cities and 
towns normally contain much of the productive assets and activity of a 
region. The immediate and most important task of location theory is 
therefore to provide reasons why activity is spatially concentrated. The 
causes adduced to explain the existence of areas of intense activity are 
then used as frameworks within which theory analyses the location of these 
concentrations, their size, and the activities present within them. The 
discussion of location theory in this chapter consequently centres on 
theories of the exi stence of concentrations of economic activity. 
The Problem 
It is useful first to define the problem more explicitly. This is done in 
three ways . Ji'irst, the meaning of the terms ' region ' and 'town ' must be 
clarified and made unambj.guous. Secondly, the extent to which activity is 
unevenly distributed is gauged by means of examples . And thirdly, the 
economic nature of the problem is demonstrated. The validity of existing 
location theories can then be judged against these statements . 
Definitions 
The term ' regions of relatively intense economic activity ' has several 
justifiable meanings . It is assumed here that regions are classificatory 
units -- that the units (points) within each region are distinguished in 
some way from all other points in space . In this case the distinguishing 
characteristic is intensity of activity, as measured by some variable, 
such as output per unit area or population denSity. Thus the problem is 
that when places are classified with r espect to the intensity of activity 
within them, a few areas contain most of the activity. 
Towns may be defined in terms comparable to this. A town may be 
regarded as being simply another type of region. This is perfectly 
4 
valid in some situations, but in this thesis, which is evaluating theories 
1 of to~n formation, a functional definition of tovYns is preferable. There 
may be three types of town (or three types of function within a town) . Tlle 
first type i s an agglomeration of people who work outside the town: for 
example , the farmers in an area nlD.y wish to work outside but to live 
within a village, for defence or to use localised v~ter supplieo. A second 
type of town consists of one firm which sells goods beyond the town and of 
sellers which service the workers and t he firm. Town formation and the 
size of the town depend on the economies of scale of production in the 
firm and on the local multiplier effect. Thirdly, towns may contain 
several firms which sell goods outside the tovm, firms which may be in 
the same industry or in different industries. 
The first two types are largely trivial, for the factors determining 
the growth and the size of these tovVllS are readily identified . 
Consequently, intereot is focused for the remainder of the thesis solely 
on the third type of town. Such a town has two essential charcLcteristics : 
it is an agglomeration of t wo or more activities which perform functions 
for persons or fir!llS, SOI!le of which are not \'lithin the town, and, Sallie 
of the firms must be competing to locate at exactly the same point in' 
space . 
This characterisation contains several implications about the nature 
of these towDS. The characteristic activities do not use land as an 
important factor of production, for otherwise the activities cannot 
locate together: a tovm I s a ctivities are noroally secondary or tertiary . 
The town lliay be formed initially by the location at the same spot of 
persons selling the same good or of persons selling different goods . 
Theories of tovm formation have concentrated on both these aspects. 
Competit ion for the same spot implies that rental payments are mc.de for 
the privilege of locating in the town. 
Scope of the problem 
Activity is unevenly distributed at all scales of enquiry . However f our 
main scales may be distinguished the international, the inter-regional, 
the inter-urban and the intra- urban though some overlapping does 
exist. Some examples at each scale are prOvided, to demonstrate the 
extent to which distributions are uneven. They have been taken, as far as 
possible, from a variety of sources and relate to a variety of areas in 
the world. 
1. No theoretical difference is here made betwoen hamlets, villages, 
to~ns, cities, metropolitan areas, etc •• The term I town I is assumed to 
encompass all these other terms: that is, it is supposed that all I towns I 
have [l common cause or causes, and that cities are differentiated from, 
say, hamlets on other grotmds 1 such as size und complexity. A theory of 
the gro.th of towns is not necess8rily a theory of the formction of towns. 
5 
Thc Sydney Metropolitan Area contains 2,1 97 , 022 persons and covers 
an area of 1385 square miles . However , six Local Government Areas __ 
Banks town, Cant crbury, Fairfield , Parrarnatta, Randwick and the City of 
Sydney -- which make up 8 . 2~fo of the total area , contain 34.43% of the 
population of the Metropolitan Area. One third of the population of Sydney 
lives within one twelfth of its area. Purthermore, one half of the 
2 population l ives within one fifth of the area of Sydney. 
Si milarly a few lar ge cities contain much of the population of many 
countries , especially the relatively rich countries . In 1956, one third 
of the populati on of the USA lived in cities \nth more than one million 
inhabitants; Mexico City contained 11% of the population 'of ~.~exico in 
1955; one third of the poptuation of the Argentine lived in Buenos Aires 
in 1955 ; i n 195 4 Paris contained one sixth of the population of Prance; 
in Sydney and Melbourne live one third of the populntion of Australia; 
twenty- two million people lived in ci ties of more than one million 
i nhabitants in the UK in 1956? The large city is one of the basic features 
of economic spatial organisation. 
ActiYity is also unevenly distributed among regions . In 196 1, 
Australia had a manufacturing labour force of 1. 036 million, of whom 
t hree quarters worked in New South Wales and Victoria , two States which 
accounted for less than one fifth of the area of the Commonwealth~ The mnp 
of population densities in the British Isles (Fig . 1-1 ) reveals that 
marked differences exist be~veen the various regions : extremely high 
densities occur in the London region, the 1lidlands, and in parts of 
Lancashire and Yorkshire , while the Southwest , North Wales , Scotland 
and Ireland exhibit low densities . 
Similar patterns are apparent on the international scale. Fig. 1-2 
demonstrates that income density var i es greatly b8tween the different 
countries of Europe . Income densities in Belgium, the FDR, the UK , and the 
Netherlands are approximntely ten times the income densities in Austria, 
Fi nland, Norway , Portugal , Spain , Sweden and eastern Europe . 
Economic aspects 
The existence of towns and their predominanc e as a method of spatial 
organisation is a problem because ther e are a smnll number of towns in 
any region, whereas a large var iety of market areas might be expected 
2. CBCS, Census of the Commonwealth of Australia, 30th June 1966 , Field 
Count Statement No . 6 , Population: LocnlGovernment Areas and Urban 
Centr es -- New South Wales , Canberra , 1966 . 
3 . Data on the population of countries from International Monetary Fund 
(IIVlF ), Int. finan. Statist. , Washington, 1954 , 1955, 1956 , and on the . 
population of large cities from International Urban Research, The Worlds 
Metr opol itan Areas , Berkeley and Los Angeles , 1959 . 
4. Data from unpublished returns of the 196 1 Census of the Commonwealth. 
FIGURE 1-1 
POPUlATION PER SQUARE 1ITLE, BRITISH ISLES 
Source : H. Fullard & HoCo Darby (eds ) , The University Atlas 9 11th ed . , 
London, 1964~ p . 320 
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FIGURE 1- 2 
GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT PER SQUARE KIIDlVlETRE, EUROPE , 1960 
Sources : data Oll gr oss domestic products froE1 H'IP, Int . finem" Stat . , 1 960 ~ 
excep t for East Germany, Poland, Czechos l avakin, Yugoslavia, Hungary? 
Romanin, Bulgnri a and Al '!:lani a , whi ch are from Statistical Office, United 
Hntions Department of Economic and Socinl Affairs (UNDESA), Stat . Yb.. , 1965, 
New York, 1966i data on nrens from UNDESA, Stat. Yb" 2 1965. 
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among the industries which locate in towns. There are two separate issues; 
theory must explain why two firms of the sam kind locute together and? 
then, why two different types of firm locate at the same place. 
Let us examine first the location of tvvo firms of the same kind. 
Assume an areal market? on which consumers are evenly distributed and on 
which transport costs are directly proportional to distance . Demand curves 
are negatively sloping. If the two firms locate in this market, they will 
separate until their L1arket areas do not overlap . If the market is bounded 
they still separate t o some extent: A third firm which enters the market 
also separates . Thus? loca tion analysis is faced with the problem that? 
in fact? many sellers do locate together even though optimum behaviour in 
a simple model such as this implies separation of firms . 
The second part of the problem concerns the fact that two firms which 
sell differerlt goods often locate together. A large variety of factors 
determine the s ize of the most profitable market areas of the fi rms in an 
industry - - economies and diseconomies of scale in production? density of 
demand? and transpor t costs being the most important. Thus it would be 
rare tha.t the location pattern of~ say? general stores coincides? even 
in part? with the pattern of f i rQs which sell beer. Yet almost all towns 
contain both general stores and hotels. Location theory must provide 
reasons for this agglomerative pattern. 
The problem redefined 
The examples have demonstrated that activity is highly concentrated in a 
few areas on the earth ' s surface. It seeLS iltuitively evident that the 
uneven distribution of raw materials is not 2. suf'ficient cause of the 
degree of concentration~ especially at SOllie: scales . On the other hand ? 2. 
distance cost formulation of the location decision of an individual firm 
suggests that firms which sell goods should disperse. This? then, is the 
problem: why is activity aggregat ed into a few relatively congested areas 
when resources and distance costs do not completely account for such a 
distribution? This thesis represents an attempt to evolve and to assess 
one theory vvhich may help to explain the concentration of acti vi ty. 
This chapter discusses the current state of the theory of location 
in order to establish the limita.tions of theory and the context of the 
new models. Existing theories are discussed vath reference to their 
ability to explain the presence of concentrations of activity ; in 
accordance vrith the division of labour which has developed in the 
l iterature? theories of the existence of towns arc examined separately 
from theories of regional and national concentration. Regional growth is 
analys ed first. 
5. The conditions of and the reasons for this feature are explained below. ' 
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The Concentration of Activity 
Regional growth 
Most of the theories of regional and national growth are spati~lly 
general: they do not generate patterns of activity over space. However 
some have investigated the relationship between econo~c development and 
the spatial structure of a system. For instance, Friedman has m1alysed the 
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changes which occur in locational structure as an economy develops . In 
addi tion -l,ne effects of t he location of an activity on its ability to 
adjust to changing patterns of ' demand have been studied . Exnmples nre 
contained in the work.'.of Schultz7 and liIichollS~ Several theoretical 
studies of regional growth assuming an uneven distribution of resources 
9 have been mnde; however such concepts as the regional economic base are 
not general, for they rely on special factors , such as resource 
distribution. More pertinent to this discussion are analyses of the reasons 
why regions contain different amounts and types of activity -- for examplc~ 
those of Hirschman10 and Lefeber1~ The more extensive statement of 
Hirschman is presented now. 
Hirschmarl assumes that economic development does not appear 
everywhere at the same time. This initial premise is easy to accept: at 
the very least, inXlOvations are at f irst spatially limited . He then 
proceeds to analyse the forces which encourage or limit the spread of 
progress away from the area of early development . Assume that there ar e 
two areas in the country 7 one progressed (i. e., the location of the 
innovation: ' North '), and one bacbvard (' South' ) . Some progress trickles 
down to South, for North increases its purchases and investments in South 
and absorbs some of South ' s unemployment. On the other hand , polarisation 
effects are also apparent. First , Northern goods illldersell South' s 
manufacturing output and exports, which are, by l~pothesis , inefficiently 
produced; secondly~ Northern mm1ufacturers may demand the erection of a 
tariff wall which, if established , causes prices to rise in South without 
generating a corresponding increase in incomes there; and thirdly, 
6. J. R. P. Friedman, '1Jocational Aspects of Economic Development ', 
Land Econ ., vol . 32, 1956, pp . 213- 227 . 
7. T.W. Schultz, The Economic Organisation of Agriculture, New York, 
1953, Chapter 9. 
8 . 'iV.H . Nicholls , ' Industrial- Urban Development ru d Agricultural 
Adjustments, Tennessee Valley and Piedmont, 1939-1954', J . pol. Econ . , 
vol. 68, 1960, pp . 135-149. 
9 . For instance , H. S. Perloff et al., Regions , Resources and Economic 
Growth, Baltimore, 1961, Chapter IV . 
10. A.O. Hirschman, The Strategy of Economic Development, New Haven, 
1958 . 
11 . L. Lefeber, ' Regional Allocation of Resources in India ' , in, 
P.N. Rosenstein-Roden ( ed . ), Pricing and Fiscal Policies, London, 1964, 
pp . 18- 29 . 
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migration to the North tends to be of South ' s most enterprising men. Even 
if polnrisation is the predomil1DJlt effect , however, Hirsclunan suggcsis that 
North must eventually develop South -- if only because of the congestion 
in North12 and the problems caused y a small home rket (due, in turn, 
to depressed Southern incomes). 
Hirschman introduces an additional important point. He suggests that 
' What appears to happen is that the external economics due to the po les, 
th h 1 ' t tl " d b th ' t ' 13 oug rea, are conSlS en y overempnaSlse y e econOilllC opera ors. ~ 
and that this overemphasis is partly due to the formation of a clique o.t 
the region of growth. Unfortunately Hirschman does not explain why 0. 
clique should develop nor why entrepreneurs should overeophasise the 
economies due to location at the poles . The idea of the subjective 
evaluation of sites has many implications for location theory, some of 
which are developed later in the thesis . 
These reduce in effect to five main conclusj.ons. Polarisation is 
enhanced by (i) a low income elasticity of demand in :North for South ' s 
products; (ii) extensive economies of agglomeratiOl in Horth; (iii) Nort"l ' s 
labour force r equirements being met by local population increase; 
(iv) inertia against moving of all except the most enterprising of 
Southern inhabitants; and (v) overevalU2,tion of the econo::!1ies available in 
Horth. If developnent in North docs not greatly increo.se North' ::; dema.'1d 
fOl~ Southern goods and is subject to economies of scale, development tends 
to remain concentrc:,ted in North. If labour is spatially inert, incomes per 
capi ta rise relatively i n North; hO\ ever regional concentra tion may occur 
even though incomes are only temporarily lligher in north thwJ. in South. 
Therefore in a perfect system, i n which labour is mobile and knowledge is 
complete, t he extellt to which ac tivity is concentrated i a limited arE::a 
depends on the income elasticities of demruld fo r the goods produced in 
each area and on the economies and diseconomies of agglomeration. 
The role of econo::!1ies of agglomera tion in promoting concentration has 
o. lso been recognised in theories of town f'ormation. However relative 
income elasticities of demand are not recognised as importo.nt at the urban 
scale . The conclusions reached by Hirschman are few when compared to the 
number of theories of town formation: his analysiS might have been richer 
had some of these notions been included. 
It is difficult to dGcide whether the pO,lfll'iso.tion or spreading 
effects domnate in the world . In underdeveloped countries, as Hirscl1ll18..11 ' s 
Italiru1 ill1d Brazilian examples st~gest, polarisation is probably 
12 . If North is lo.r ge (e . g . , southern Australia), it lllEty not become highly 
congested even if everyone migrates there . Even so~ North is relatively 
congested compared to South? and this creates some impetus to develop 
South. 
13. The Stro.t<:f~f DevelopJ.1ent, p. 185. 
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continuing . IIowever 1 in one primary producer at least -- Australia --
regional concentration (that is, the concentration of activity in one or 
two states) has not increased since 1 9381~ In the high income countries 
which are industrialised, the evidence is cor~used. In the USA 1 it appears 
that the backward regions are catching the more developed regions in terms 
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of both income per head and total product . In other European countries, 
polarisation may still be continuing: it seems that Wales, Northern 
Ireland, and Scotland are still lagging behind England , despite 
governmental assistance. One problem with Hirschman ' s analysis is t l~t it 
does not help to interpret such trends, for it does not relate the 
importance of the various factor'S to stages of economic development . 
Economies of agglomeration 
Weber ' s work was mainly concerned to produc e a theory of the location of 
the firm when assuming punctiform markets and raw material sources 1 ~ But 
he also suggested that the economies due to agglomeration provide one 
reason why towns are formed. A primary factor causing plants to concentrate 
in a town is the cost of transporting goods and services between them. 
Industrial service firms locate close to the firms they serve for the same 
reason. One example of such economies is the location of a can making 
plant adjacent to the fruit and vegetable canning factory of Edgell ' s in 
Bathurst, Hew South Wales. On a larger scale , The BlIP Co . Ltd 1 S iron and 
steel mill in Newcastle has attracted to itself a wide range of factories 
using steel, among them plants making tinplate , wire~ nails and 
machinery . 
A similar agglomeration force is created when goods or s ervices which 
are difficult or costly to render at a distance are produced vU th economies 
of large scale operation. In this situation suppliers and customers 
benefi t from the concentration of consumers aro1.h'1d the supplier . Whereas 
inter- firm lillicages are likely to be important only in closely associated 
industries, scale economies may be available even if firms are in 
dissimilar industries. :i5xamples occur in the provision of public utili tie 
the cost per unit of supplying gas , electricity, water and sewerage 
14. G.J.R. Linge, ' Governments and the Location of Secondary Industry in 
Australia ' ? Econ. Geogr . , vol . 43, 1 967~ pp . 43- 63, Fig . 2, p. 53 . 
15 . Perloff et al ., Regions , Hesources and Economic Growth, Chapters 
II and III. 
16. C.J . Friedrich, Alfred Weber ' s Theory of the Location of Industries , 
Chicago, 1929, a translation of A. Weber, .Uber den Sta..rldort der Industrif;n , 
Tubingen, 1909 . The discussion is not limited to the presentation of 
Vleber . Other vvri ters on the subject include E. M. Hoover, Location Theory 
and the Shoe and Leather Industries , Cambridge, Mass, 1937, Chapter VI; 
E. B. Hoover, The Location of Economic Activity , Ncw York, 1948, Chapter 8; 
W. Isard, Location ru1d the Space Economy, New York, 1956, Chapter 8; and 
P. Sargent Florencc, Investment? Location and Size of Plant, Cambridge , 
1948 , Chapter IV . 
facilities falls (up to a point , at least) as the number of consumers 
. 17 
rlses . 
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Economies may also develop i n the full utilisation of a town ' s labour 
force . If industries have different requirements -- for example , with 
respect to age? sex and skill - - several firms may have to locate 
together if the whole range of types of labour available in the town is 
to be used . Firms have reputedly relocated in order to take advantage of 
a pool of labour left unused by the ma jor industry of a locality. An 
instanc e is the movement of the silk industry from Paterson ( N.J . ) to 
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centres in the anthracite region of eastern Pennsylvanla • 
Characteristically such an analysis assumes that the primary 
influenc es on the format i on of towns are industries which are not market 
oriented . The location of raw materials and industries closely 
dependent upon this pattern are envisaged as the prime movers in the 
development of t he general distribution of activity i n soci ety1? 
(However, agglomeration economies are not confined to the manufacturing 
sector: an incentive for retailing firms to locat e close together is 
provided by the tendency for consumers to engage in multi- purpose trips . ) 
Other theori sts have suggested that towns might develop even if raw 
materi al s were never used . In such theories, the tertiary or service20 
functions perform the role of town builders . 
The theory of central places 
Assume an unbounded homogeneous plain on which are located firms in 
several industries . Assume further that the sales of the products of each 
industry a r e maximised, that every firm has a market area sufficiently 
large for it to earn normal profits only, and that all the surfac e is 
21 .. 22 
served by some firm in each industry. Christaller and Losch argue 
that in these conditions a hi erarchy of towns develops as a result of 
costs of transport and economies of scale. 
17. Fi gures relating to the costs of supplying utili ties to various size 
cities in Australia may be found in GoM. Neutze ? ' Decentr alisat ion Policy 
and Traffic Congestion ', unpublished manuscri pt , 1964 , p . 143 . 
18 . J 0 Bo Kenyon, Industri al Localisation and Metropolitan Growth, hicago , 
1960, p. 81-
19. This assumption is implicit in many analyses , but has been made 
explicit in RoC. Bstall & RoO. Buchanan, Industrial Activity and Economic 
Geography, London, 196 1, pp . 167-170. 
20 . Following D.M. Bensusan-Butt , ' A Case for New Cities? ' , Econ. Pap . , 
No. 19, 1965, pp . 16- 27, t he tertiary industries ar e defined as activites 
whi ch require no land in their produc tion and whose products are very 
costly t o transport . 
21 . C.W. Baskin, A Critigue and Tr anslation of Walter C~istalle: ' s. ' ~i e 
Zentralen Orte in Suddeutschland '? Ph. D. thesiS , Universlty of Vlrgl nla, 
Ann Arbor , Micho, 1962 . 
22 . A. Losch, The Economi cs of Location, New Haven, 1959 (trans . U. H. 
\foglom & W. F. Stolper ) . This is the more formal version of the theory. 
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The pattern of market areas in each individual industry is first 
deduced . In 0. given industry, all firms have identical cost curves and 
profit rates, and thereforc all sell over exactly the: same size market, 
an area just large enough for them to earn normal profits . The boundary 
between the market areas of two firms is the locus of the points at which 
delivered prices are equal (Le ., mid- way between tbe firms ). The market 
areas are hexagonal: this is the most efficient regular shape which EQlows 
sales to all areas on the surface2? This pattern of location of each 
industry is the most efficient one possible in the circumstru1ces; the 
idea and the proof are important contributions to the theory of location. 
Losch has then to integrate these individual patterns to generate a 
locational structure for the whole society. In this he is less 
successful , for he assumes that the total pattern is the sum of the 
individual patterns, each of which is rotated around the one highest order 
city24 until the efficlency of the system is maximised . This procedure is 
vital to the development of his model because, once the lowest order 
sellers are located, the pattern of sales of all later sellers cannot be 
described in terms of a simple mathematical funct ion (because population 
is not evenly spread over the system), and so their market a reas and 
locations cannot be defined . However to assume that the patterns are 
additive is to assume that the sellers .vithin a town serve only the 
hinterland of that tOM1 and do not sell to persons within the town itself. 
On average therefor e , towns contain more lower order sellers than the 
theory predicts: the error is larger the larger the town and the lower 
the order of the good . 
The assumption that patterns are additive induces a further and more 
serious consequence . TO~TIS are formed where sellers of two or more types 
are located at the same spot, and Losch arranges his pat terns until these 
coincidences are maximised. The justification for doing this is that it 
maximises the economies of agglomeration. Therefore , while his 
contributions to the theory of market areas are important, Losch"' s theory 
cannot generate towns except by using the ideas "-,,hich Weber advanced. 
Losch has extended our understanding of tle nature and functions of 
towns and town systems, but central place theory is l ess useful as an 
explanation of the existence of towns . 
23 . W. A. Lewis, I Competition in Retail Trade ' , Economica, nevv ser . , vol. 
XII, no . 48, 1945, pp . 202- 234, also derives hexagons as the most 
efficient shape for marke t areas . 
24 . In fact, of course, 0. plain of infinite size must contain an infinite 
number of cities of all orders, including the highest order, unless one 
aSSUIues that the highest order firm can make i nfinite sales . Whereas 
Losch can argue that the assumption of an unbound ed plain is realistic 
because (a) the earth ' s surface is a sphere fu'1d (b) the market areas of 
firms may be small in relation to thc size of the plain, it is 
conceptually more difficult to conceive of infinite sales by a firm. 
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stabi lity in competition 
Whi l e Weber ' s theory i s most useful in expl aining t he location of 
manufacturing fi~s and Losch was most interest ed in the agglomeration of 
firms of different types 5 Ho t elling focused attention upon the location 
of firms i n the same industry2: He assumes a straight line market of 
f i nite length along which consumers are evenly spread; transport costs 
proportional to distance and paid by the buyers; an absolutely inel astic 
demand equal to one unit per consumer per t ime period; zero costs of 
production; consumers who buy only from t he nearer sell er (thus 
minimising transport costs); and two completely mobile sellers , each of 
whom assumes that his competitor will not react to any locationnl or 
pricing decision he may make . 
The only stable location pattern under t hese conditions occurs when 
both s ellers ar e at t he centre of the market. If s eller A is not at the 
c entre , B can obtain more than half the marke t by locating adjacent to A, 
on t he side nearer the centre . However , when B is i n this pOSition, A can 
gai n s i milarly by moving to the centre- s ide of D. The two leap frog i n 
this manner until the centre is reached , when no move by either i s 
profitable . 
Several articl es have discussed this model and extended its r esults 
by r el axing the restrictive assumptions . Chamberlin comment ed that three 
26 
sellers never locate together for the middle one can then make no sales . 
(This is the only disadvantage of analysing a linear rather than a spatial 
model of the theory. If the market is circular, tl1Tee or more s ellers may 
locate at t he centre. ) Lerner and Singer showed that in general the 
number of sellers together never exceeds two and that two s ellers al ways 
l ocate together near each end of the market . The other sellers ar e evenly 
distributed between these pairs27 Hotelling assumed that the products of 
the two sellers were completely substitutable, the only difference between 
. . 28 d S . tl· 29 h t d them bei ng one of d1stance , but Chamberl1n an IDl 11es ave sugges e 
that as the two s ellers approach one another , the attraction of the 
centre i s likely to ari se from the qualitative differentiation of the 
product , while the difference in the distance between them becomes 
insignif'icant . Smi thies also concluded t hat sellers locate near the 
quartiles if the demand curve is negatively sloping rather than vertical , 
25 . H. Hotelling, ' Stability in Competition ', Bcon. J . , vol . 39 , 1929, 
pp. 41-57. 
26. E.H. Chamberlin, The Theory of flonopo l ist ic Competition, Cambridge, 
Mass , 6t h ed . , 1950 , Appendix C. 
27. A.P . Lerner & H. iy. Si nger , ' Some Notes on Duopoly and Spat i al 
Competition ', J . pol . Econ., vol . 45, 1937 , pp. 145- 186. 
28 . The Theory of 1,10nopolistic Competition, Appendix C. 
29 . A. Smithies , ' Opt i mum Location in Spatial Competition ', J . pol . Econ. , 
vol . 49 , 1941, pp . 423- 439 . 
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and that the greater the freight rate in relation to the price intercept 
of the demand curve~ so the nearer the quartiles do the sellers locate. 
Losch30 has objected that a duopolist is unlikely to assume that his acts 
will not provoke a response to his competitor~ that it is improbable that 
either seller assumes he has to share the market, and that an inelastic 
demand curve implies that consumers have infinite incomes3~ 
Some of the criticisms are misplaced ~ however~ for not all the 
assumptions that Hotelling makes are necessary to his result. A number of 
conditions may be relaxed with no injury to his conclusions . The following 
model relaxes the assumptions that each seller is perfectly· mobile and 
that each regards the other ' s price and location as given~ and replaces 
them with the conditions that each regards the other as completely 
antagonistic ru1d that there are costs of relocating. Assume that each 
seller attempts to maximise his profits safely. The matrix in Table 1-1 
represents the results of the several possible location policies of the 
sellers . The table has been calculated on t he assumption that prices are 
fixed: thi s does not affect the results but it makes t he presentation and 
calculation simpler. 
TABLE 1-1 
Proportion of the Market Sales Obtained by Seller A ( in Eighths of Total) 
A' s B' s Choice 
Choice C X M Y D 
C 0 2 3 4 
X 7 2 3 4 5 
IVI 6 5 4 5 6 
Y 5 4 3 2 7 
D 4 3 2 0 
Note : C and Dare the ends of the line ; X and Y are the quartiles; and M 
is the median. 
If s eller B has control of the market~ he has sales (equal profits) 
of unity~ and he regards all sales by A as losses to be avoided as far as 
possible. Table 1-1 presents the payoff to A in terms of the share of the 
market he obtains. Seller A wishes to maximise this payoff and seller B 
to minimise it. The zero- sum game has the solution ( M ~ M) and a value of 
30 . The Bconomics of Location? pp . 72- 75 . 
31. Many other papers have argued the same theme . See, for example, 
G. Ackl ey , ' Spatial Competition in a Discontinuous Market ' , Q. J. Econ. ~ 
vo l. 56, 1942, pp . 212- 230; E. M. Hoover ~ ' Spatial Price Discrimination ' , 
Rev. econ. Stud . , vol. 4, 1937, pp . 182-1 91; ru1d F. Zeuthen , ' Theoretical 
Remarks on Price Policy: Hotelling ' s Case with Variations ' ? .Q. J. Econ., 
vol . 47 , 1932, pp . 231-253. 
four ( eiGhths) . The solution is absolutely stable: even if one seller 
knows the other ' s location, he cannot improve on a median location. 
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This solution thus removes some of the objections to Rotelling ' s 
model . The conclusion still stands even if sellers are imperfectly mobile 
( and therefore choose a sit e before they locate) and even if sellers tru~e 
accoUl1t of each other ' s actions . The results may be extended further by 
assuming an ar eal market: mo r e than two sellers may then locate at the 
centre . Of the remaining assumptions , only that of inelastic demand is not 
generally acceptable . Even when demand is elastiC, there may be some 
occasions when firms locate at the centre, for Greenhut ha~ suggested that 
if costs vary with location, firms are W1c ertain about the policy of their 
r ivals and may therefore locate at the centre for safety3~ Tllcre is , he 
suggests, impr opriety in the daring move to the quartiles . Greenhut ' s 
conclusion depends on the extent to whi ch costs vary with location .in 
cODparison with demand . 
l'Jeutze has attempted to extend Rotelling ' s argument to the case in 
whi ch demand is elastic3? He assumes an areal (circular) market in which 
purchasing power is rising~ firms are i mperfectly mobile , average cost 
curves are 'u' shaped 9 firms haV8 identical cost curves when normal 
profits are included in costs, and techniques of production do not change . 
The point at which demand first becomes sufficient to support a sella' is 
the centre of the market , and so thi s is a likely location for the first 
seller . The second seller, locat ing later , must therefore also go to the 
centre , for this is the OI1~y point at which he can gain one half of the 
market . 
ThiS , however , is not always the solution. If price r i ses with 
di stance from the seller and demand is elastic , the second seller may 
locate away from the centre, to gain the advantage of hi gh sales at pOints 
cl ose to him. If the second seller locates ome distance from the first, 
the total market (for both sellers) is larger, and even though the second 
obtains less than half t his market, his sa18 may be higher th&'1 the half 
the smaller market he can obtain by going to the centre . This is simple 
to show in a linear market3t in general , the second seller locates further 
from the firs t , the higher his pri ce , the more el astic the demand for [lis 
goods , the higher the costs of transport, and t h e lower the price 
intercept of the demand curve . The mathematics of a circular market are 
more difficult , but the same general result applies, though the telldency 
to disperse is slightly less InDrked because a move of a given distance 
32 . M. I,. Greenhut, ' Games , Capitalism 8Jld General Locat i on Theory ', 
Manchr Sch. 8con. soc . Stud . , vol. XXV , 1957 , pp . 61-88 . 
33 . G.M. i"Teutze ? ' A Theoretical and Empirico.l Evaluation of the Economics 
of Location', D. Phil . thesis 1 University of Oxford, 1960 . 
34. See for example 1 Vi. Isard & T.E. Smith, ' Location Games: With 
Applications to Classic Locution Problems ' , Pap ., reg. Sci. Ass . , vol. XIX 1 
1967, section 5. 
away from the centre entails a greater loss of market than in a linear 
market. 
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In general therefore Rotelling ' s model and its revisions are unable 
to generate towns when demand is elastic . Sometimes two sellers do locate 
at the centre o~ the market, but the more usual solution occurs when they 
separate . The models of Rotelling and Losch thus behave similarly: by 
themselves they are unable to generate towns as a normal condition. The 
addition of the conc epts of Weber to either model -- for example , by 
assuming that customers engage in multi- purpose trips -- may improve their 
performance. 
Summar y 
One important factor inducing the concentration of activity into both 
regions and towns is agglomeration economies . As concentrations become 
larger , the unit costs of producing goods within them fall , at least over 
some size ranges . External economies, widely enough interpreted, are, 
almost by definition, sufficient to explain the concentration of activity. 
Neither of the other models of town formatio n proves that in general town ~ 
must exist. Overevaluation of the economies of agglomeration and different 
income elasticities of demand for the products of different areas may 
increase regional concentration. 
Although agglomeration economies may be sufficient to explain the 
formation of concentrations of activity, they are not necessarily the only 
reason why activity clusters . Moreover, all these theories can be 
criticised as being static . LOsch ' s analysis , as he admits, is meant to 
apply only to static conditions, his reason being that ' Dynamically there 
is no best location, because we cannot know the future . , 35 It is at least 
arguable that economic operators do try to take into account futur e 
conditions; consequently it seems worthwhile to determine the extent to 
which such influences may be analysed and therefore to which the 
introduction of expectations may i mprove the predictions of location 
theory. 
Location in an Uncertain Environment 
The concentration of activity into r egions, nations and cities may be 
due in part to common factors . Consequently the analysis which follows is 
theoretically applicable to the several scales : this notion is refined 
later in the empirical work. The discussion assumes that economic 
operators are uncertain of the outcomes of their actions . This assumption 
is markedly different from the conditions that apply in most location 
models , for normally a high degree of certainty and knowledge is assumed , 
either explicitly (as in Losch ' s theory) or implicitly (as in Weber ' s 
model) . The certainty condition is now replaced by assumptions which 
35 . The Economics of Locat ion, footnote 3, p . 16 . 
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roughly parallel reality, in which information is not certain, is dispers ed 
about society, and is costly to gather . The assumption of uncertainty 
introduces one dynamic factor into the analysis -- that the unknown 
future impinges on present decisions . Concentrations of activity are 
structures of society raised in part by entrepreneurs who are 
attempting to over come the problems caused by uncertainty. 
On the one hand, the price system is costly to use . Prices must be 
found and contracts made: when entrepreneurs have imperfect information, 
this costs money, for they often do not moVl where to look for the best 
contracts and prices3~ One element in the cost of a contract is the price 
paid for imperfect information -- making contracts at less than optimum 
conditions by paying too high or receiving too low a price. Entrepreneurs 
therefore have a strong incentive to reduce these transaction and 
information costs, and this they can do by locating together in close 
contact with all other sellers and buyers . 
On the other hand, a firm makes a production decision after 
considering some possible future conditions . This decision results in an 
equilibrium for the firm only for as long as these anticipations remain 
correct. The plans of all firms are interdependent, and so their plans 
must converge and their anticipations must be the same . Firm Y must not 
merely guess what X is going to do and act ac cordingly, it must also guess 
what X is going to guess what Y is going to do (for this anticipation of 
X's affects its decision which, in turn, affects the accuracy of y l s 
decision) . The successful line of action is therefore based on everyone ' s 
expectation of how everyone expects everyone else to behave . If a firm is 
to minimise the costs of decision taking if it is to decide accurately 
and change plans infrequently -- it must be located in a system in which 
expectations are accurately formed. Concentrations of activity are spatial 
organisations which allow firms ' anticipations and plans to be readily 
communicated to each other and which therefore minimise the difficulties 
and errors of decision taking . 
These ideas are examined more closely in the remainder of the thesis . 
Two points are important . One is an analysis of the way in which the cost s 
of imperfect information vary over space and of the effects of these costs 
on location. An historical model of society, based upon a traditional type 
of maximisation approach , is used to develop a theory of the effects of 
uncertainty on running costs in Chapter 3. Innovation and l earning models 
and illustrations of their potential are discuss ed in Chapter 4. Part B 
contains empirical examples of the locat ion of activity ru1d economic 
growth under unc ertainty. In contrast the assumption of an imperfect 
36. H. B. r·1almgren, I Information, Expectations and the Theory of the Firm I , 
Q. J. Econ. , vol . 75, 196 1, pp . 399- 421 , uses these ideas to present a 
theory of the firm. 
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informntion system entails the use of game theory methods to analyse the 
second iclea that of the effects of expectations upon decisions of what 
to produce and where to locate . Chapter 2 introduces these models and 
some data which illustrate their use . The theoretical development is a 
systematic relaxation of assumptions: at first the location of interdepen-
dent firms of the same type are analysed, assuming invariant costs~ then 
the location of firms which sell different goods is examined; and finally? 
in Chapter 3, it is shown hoVl costs vary over space in response to 
uncertainty and reinforce the conclusions reached in Chapter 2. 
Two final points require emphasis . The first is that the thesis does 
not pretend to explain the existence of conce~trations ~ it is claimed only 
that uncertainty is one of the factors causing the pattern to develop . 
Specifically, it is accepted that agglomeration economies are a very 
important cause of the concentration of activity. Other factors are not 
included in the analysis except in a minor way -- as controls. The only 
a i m is to define the association between uncertainty and location . 
Secondly , it is not asserted that uncertainty is the cause of the 
associations which are discovered: the thesis indicates merely that some 
aspects of reality are compatible vrith the theory . It is practically 
impossible to prove that a theory is ' true ' or ' false ' , and the empirical 
evaluation does not claim to have done either . 
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CHAPTER 2 
THO LOCATION OP INTERDEPENTIENT FIRMS 
Again~ among several generally approved opinions? I al~ays chose the 
more modera te ones 9 as being the easier to put into practice and the 
more likely t o be the better ones, since all excess is usually bad; 
b8sidE::s I should be straying less far from the right path? if the 
opinion were wrong? than if? of two extremes? I chose the wrong one . 
Rene Descartes? Discourse on Method. 
The facto r s analysed in locati.on theory are? as we have seen? the costs of 
distance and the economies of agglomeration, These are closely related? 
but their separation may be analytically useful . Whereas Weber ' s1 ideas 
are an explanation of external economies? Christaller~ Losch3 and 
Hotelling4 have emphasi sed distance costs . Despite their differences~ all 
start from a common question~ which revolves around the maximum profit 
location of the f irm. The analyses assume a given pattern of firms and 
consumers and deduce the behaviour of a firm from this existing pattern. 
However this may be regarded as only a partial analysis . Firms are 
interdependent. As Ho"celling realised? the best location for a firm 
depends on the location of all other firms, including the ones which set 
up later . (Hotelling could not develop this idea: h(~ did not have the 
theory of games at his disposal . ) The best location of a firm at a point 
in time therefore dep ends in part on the location of firms in the future . 
Firms must consequently be uncertain about the validity of their choices . 
For example 9 when information is i mperfect a primary r equirement of 
firms is access to i nformation. Traditionally it is assumed that if firms 
make wrong locational choices ? they are eliminated by firms which ar e 
better placed. However in an uncertain environment? if many firms make 
the same wrong decision 9 the location may become a good choice ? for the 
amount of information available and the ability of services at the point 
to help firms adapt quickly increases as the number of firms at the point 
rises. Therefore one criterion of a good choice of a location by 
co- operating firms may be the fact that other firms are millcing the same 
('~cision. A comprehensive t heory of t he location of economic activity 
under uncertainty must consequently include an analysis of the location 
decision and of the manner in which firms react to not knowing all the 
data upon which to base their decision. 
The terms of the discussion are becoming and will continue to be 
very similar to those of oligopolisti c pri ce theory. This must be so: no 
1. Fri edrich? Alfred Weber ' s Theory of the Location of Industries. 
2. BasIdn? A Cri tiQUB nnJ Translation •• •• 
3. Losch? T e Eco n.omics of Location. 
4. HotellLl67 I 'cabili ty in Competition '. 
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spatial market can be purely competitive because of the monopolistic 
advantages offered by distance: An early game- like discussion proposed 
that to solve t~e price structure problem in oligopolistic markets, 
theory must take into account the interdependence of firms? Rothschild 
suggests that firms are engaged in a potential struggle, during which 
they attempt to obtain a secure position from which to launch an offensive 
if necessary . He used the analogy of war: the present discussion first 
discusses other available criteria. 
ethods 
------
Expectations 
Several theoretical tools have been developed to analyse an QDcertain 
system, though perhaps none is completely satisfactory over the whole 
range of situations which might occur. If an entrepreneur knows the 
pr obabilities that the ~arious outcomes shall occur and he b10WS the value 
of these outcomes, he can calculate the expectation, or exp ected value, of 
each of his possi ble decisions . The expected value of the decision is then 
maximised , as in classical economic theory. Thus if an entrepreneur 
chooses~, with possible outcomes a 1 and a 2, the values of wrrich are 
10 and 0 , and the probabilities of occurrence are 0 050 and 0 . 50 
respectively, the value to him (the expectation) of this decision is 
[0.50 x 10 + 0. 50 x OJ, or 5.00 . An alternative choice might be~, with 
outcomes b1 and b2, which have the values 15 and - 5 and the probabilities 
0.40 and 0060 respectively. The expecation of b is 
[0 . 40 x 15 + 0.60 x -5J, i.e., 3. 00 . The entrepreneur chooses a in 
preference to b. 
However, the theory contains some difficulties . It is based upon the 
assumptions that the entrepreneur chooses on several occasions and that 
his ability to engage in a choice is not affected by the outcome of a 
previous decision. In location theory it is rare that consecutive 
decisions are independent, or even that firms have more than one choice. 
Furthermore, this situation is not uncertain, for the entrepreneur has 
full knowledge of the possibilities : the case is normally called risky. 
The theory is more relevant to a decision about premiums made by a life 
assurance company than to a choice by a firm of a location. An analysis 
in which entrepreneurs maximise expectations is not therefore entirely 
applicable to the problem. 
50 MoL. Greenhut, ~hcrocconomics and the Space Economy, Chicago , 1963, 
pp. 55-71, contains an erl1austive discussion of the types of market 
that can occur in a spatial economy, which refines, qualifies and extends 
this statement . 
6 . K. W. Rothschild, ' Price Policy and Oligopoly ' , Econ. J o, vol . 57, 
1947 , pp . 299- 320 . 
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'r:he tool used in this analysis is games theory! There are many types of 
game , but the simplest is the ~/O person zero sum game , in which the gains 
of one player are the losses of another. An equilibrium solution (which 
always exists in t wo person zero sum game s) is defined as that outcome 
for which (a) neither player can force the other into a worse outcome 
and ( b ) neither player can i mprove his outcome, even if he knows the 
other ' s choice . The sensi ble object for each player is to gain as much 
from the game as he can, safely, i n the face of an opponent who is 
8 pursuing an antitheti cal goal. The discussion of the Hotelling model has 
alr eady shown how the use of the game theory solution concept may be used 
to extend previous results~ 
TABLE 2-1 
Payoffs to A in Two Person Zero Sum Card Game 
B' s Choice 
P_ ' s 
Choice Ace Deuce Minimum 
Ace 20 15 15 
Deuce 12 15 12 
M~'{imum 20 15 
Consider for example the matrix in Table 2-1. This matrix 
represents the outCOTI8S of a simple card gan8, played by two persons , A 
and B. If A and B both play aces , A is given twenty units of utility by 
Bj if A plays the ace and B the deuce, A is given fifteeni if' A plays the 
deuce and B the ace, A obtains twelve; if A and B both play deuces, A 
gains fifteen. The problem is to find optimum choices for A and B, 
assuming that choices are not revealed until both have decided . As a 
matter of technique , the solution is given when the maximum of the row 
minima (i. e ., the best of the worst outcomes that A can obtain: the 
maximin) has the same value as the minimum of the colurru1 maxima: the 
minimax . In Table 2-1, the minimax equals the 1.!1axi17un equals fifteen . 
A plays the ace and B the deuce . Even if A ID10WS that B is playing the 
7. There are, of course, many other theories of decision taking , but 
tl1is seems the most appropriate here . An interesting, though illogical, 
theory is that of Shaclde . For the theory, see G.L . S. Shackle, Uncertainty 
in Economics, Cambridge, 1955 , and, ~xpectations in Economics , Cambridge, 
1949, and for the criticisms, see C. Fo Carter, GoP. Meredith & 
GoL.S . Shackle ( eds) , Uncertainty and Business D~cisions , Liverpool, 1954. 
8 . See , for example , R.D. Luce & H. Raiffa , Games and Decisions , New York, 
1957, pp . 56- 87 . 
9 . Chapte.r 1, pp. 15-16. 
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deuce , he cannot do any better; if B knows that A is playing the ace , B 
t ' h' h' 10 canno lmprove lS COlee • 
However in more complicated games the solution is not nearly as 
simple . If one of the player s is Nature (e . g . , a farmer is trying to 
decide which crops to grow to obtain the highest safe income11 ), the 
farmer , if he uses the minimax criterion, is a ssuming t' at Nature is 
choosing a strategy which minimises the outcome to the farmer . The approach 
is therefor e conservative and seems applicable to only a few situntions . 
If a player has more at stake than the simple outcome of the game 1~ or if 
a player has practically no knowledge of the alternatives , the 
cons ervative minimax decision might be chos en. A firm mrucL~~ a large 
capital investment might therefore use the minimax criterion to choose a 
location . 
A solution is also more difficult to find when the two players are 
partly competitive and partly co- operative . The solution depends partly 
on the conditions of the game , especially on the amount of communication 
allowed , and partly on the game environment ( ',hich the players may 
interpret in order to obtain a better than random pr ediction of the 
other ' s choice) . These games are possibly the mos t us ef~ of all in 
location theory: two models are now built upon them. 
Interdependent Location Policies 
The analysis of location decisions by i nterdependent firms may take many 
forms . As in oligopoly theory, an almost infinite variety of assumptions 
is possible . A basic two firm model of the location of sellers may 
analys e the choices of sellers of t he same good (Hotelling ' s case) or of 
firms which sell different goods (Losch ' s case) . In this discussion, a 
model of the choices of two firms which sell the same good is used to 
analyse the effects of lli1certainty and interdependence on town 
formation. Earlier r esults, such as those of Weber, Losch, Smithies13 
and Lewis 1 ~ are assumed to be given: the effects of transport costs , 
density of demand , slope of the demand curve, and price on the location 
of s ellers have already been discussed . 
The fact tha t these influences and agglomeration economies are not 
inoluded in the model does no t imply that they are unimportant. These 
10 . See also the discussion in M. • Dryden, ' Capi t Ci.l Budgeting : 
Treatment of Uncertainty and Inves tment Criteria ' , Scott . J . pol. Econ . , 
vol . XI, 1964, pp . 235- 259 . 
11. This situation has been analysed in P.R. Gould , ' Man Against His 
Environment : A Game Theoretic Framework' , Ann., Ass . am. Geogr., vol . 53, 
1963, pp . 290- 297 . 
12. Thus an industrialist is staking his cap ital , which is not affected 
by his winning but which is lost if he los ~s the game . 
13. Smithies , ' OPimum Location in Spatial Competition ' . 
14. Lewis , ' Competitiol i n Retail Trade ' • 
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influences are omitted because , if it can be shown that towns would form 
as a result of sellers ' uncertainty even when agglomeration economies are 
not present, then it may be concluded that uncertainty is a factor 
promoting the formation of towns even when external economies are 
available to sellers . The model demonstrates that tovms form even when 
there are no external economies; we may theref'ore conclude that in the 
real world , which offers external economies , towns form as a result of 
the effects of external economies and uncertainty. The one does not 
preclude the other, nor may one be said to be more important than the 
other (because evidence is not available to show this). 
Assumptions 
It is assumed that firms know the conditions of the game . Strict 
conditions will be made at first; the effect of relaxing them is then 
noted . There are eleven conditions . 
( a) The market is linear and bounded . The calculation of sales and 
profits is much easier in a linear than in a circular market and the 
analysiS is more definite . A bounded market may approximate reality more 
closely than an infinite market area except , possibly, for firms which 
sell over th~whole world . Later, these conditions will be relaxed , and 
location policies in a spatial market with various degrees of bounding 
will be analysed . 
However while the assumption of a linear market aJ.lows relatively 
simple calculation, it poses tile problem that three sellers cannot locate 
together because the middle one can make no sales . This is one of 
Chamberlin ' s objections to the Hotelling mode1 1~ To overcome this 
difficulty it is Qssumed that, if s everal firms locate at the same point, 
they are equidistant f rom all consumers . Thus if two firms locate at the 
same point and sell identical goods at the same price, they each sell to 
one half of the market in both directions . This condition is more 
realistic than the assumption that consumers react to infinitely small 
differences in sellers ' locations and it permits a more useful analysis 
of location patterns in the relatively simple straight line marke t. 
(b) purchasing power is evenly spread over the market and demand 
curves are negatively sloping . If purchasing power were unevenly 
distributed? a concentration would already exist and the model would have 
assumed the presence of the feature it was trying to explain. Later 
however, having shown that towns form even if demand is even at all 
pOints , the model can investigate the effects of concentration upon the 
development of f uture concentrations. lU1 even distribution of purchasing 
power implies that consumers do not enGage in multi- purpose trips and that 
sellers do not buy from one another. 
15. Chamberlin, The Theory of Monopolistic Competition, Appendix C. 
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(c) Production costs are identical at all points along the market . 
This condition can be relaxed later , but for the time being it facilitates 
comprehension of the argument . 
(d) All firms have identical cost curves when normal profits are 
included in costs . This is a simplifying assumption adopted purely for 
ease of exposition. Cost curves ar e assumed to be ' U' shaped. Some 
empirical evidenc e suggests that long run cost curves may be ' L' shaped 
rather than ' u' shaped1 ~ This evidence is of two kinds -- observations 
of the average level of costs in firms of different sizes and observations 
of costs in a firm as it expands over time . However, these data do not 
contradict the hypothesis that there exists a range over which r eturns 
di minish. As Malmgren has pointed out, the first type of observation may 
merely be taken to mean that firms have not eA~anded beyond the point of 
minimum costs17 Cost curves may be flat over a wide range of output 
because enterprises are not constructed to operat e most efficiently at a 
g i ven output level but to be reasonably efficient over a wide range of 
poss i ble outputs . Conclusions about the nature of cost curves may not be 
drawn from the second type of observation because changes other than 
" "t t 1 " t" 18 lncreases In ou pu a r e a so occurrlng ov~r lme . 
( e ) The goods sold by firms are indistinguishable except by their 
location. This condition est ablishes that firms ar e competing directly for 
sales; it represents one extreme of the range of conditions in reality 
between absolute competition and absolute complementarity. Later 
discussion relaxes the assumption. 
(f) It is impossible for firms to change locations . Some firms may be 
able to change locations at no cost to themselves (for example , ic e- cream 
vendors on a beach) , but most firms find relocation costly, because 
buildings and plants are both long lived and imperfectly mobile . The 
condition may therefore be more realistic than the assumption of perfect 
mobility, and is later made mor e general . 
(g) There is one transport medium on the line, and it serves all 
points equally well . There are no transport economies to be gained by 
firms locating tog ether . Transport rates are the same for all firms and 
are directly proportional to distance . The effect of agglomeration 
e conomi es which accrue from the use of the transport medium is analys ed 
later. 
(h) Two sellers are locating at the same time . This is a simplifying 
assumption which will be relaxed later in the discussion. 
~ 6 . E . g . flee H. Apel , ' Marginal Cost Constancy and its Implications ' , 
Am. econ. Rev. , vol . 38, 1948 , pp. 870- 885; and A.L . £ inkes, ' The Paint 
Industry in Great Britain ' , J . ind o Econ. , vol . 3, 1955 , pp . 144- 170. 
17. H. B. Malmgren, 'What Conclusions are to be Drawn from Empirica l Cost 
Data? ' , J . indo Econ. , vol. 7, 1958 , pp . 136-1 44 . 
18 . See Neutze , ' A Theoretical and Empir ical Evaluation .•• " pp . 108- 111. 
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While this condition is les likely than consecutive location, two sellers 
may be loc~ting at the same time because each does not know that another 
firm is establishing. The market is smaller than the optimum sales volumes 
of the two firms combined. This condition causes firms to be competitive 
and is therefore retained thTOughout. If the mark0t is larger than their 
combined optimum sales volumes, the firms spread out, as in Losch ' s 
analysis . Rowever the market is large enough to support two firms : this 
assumption is introduced to eliminate the problem of when firms establish, 
fOT the analysis is not interested in the order i n which industries 
locate, only in the manner in which any t wo firms behave. 
(i) Sellers attempt to maximise profits safely. In the face of his 
ignor cnce about the behaviour of the other, each s eller acts r ationally 
and locO-tes at the optimum point -- that point at whi ch profits are 
safest and largest? given the likely behaviour of the other. The manner 
in which this is done depends on the later condition3. Similarly , 
consumers minimise costs by buying only from tlle nearer seller. 
(j) The sellers locate in ignorance of each other : they calliillt 
communicate. This assumption introduces into the static model the 
adjustments vvhich a firm makes if it expects other firms to establish 
later . The condition therefore introduces an clement of competitive 
interdependence . 
(k) The decision to locate is made in advance of the act of l ocating 
and the decision, once mnde, is irreversible 3nd is concealed from other 
firms . This condition guarantees that the firUlS choose a location in 
ignorance of the otheT ' s choice : it defines uncertainty. 
Obviously these conditions are not general; they are extreme. 
However they allow tlw initial analYSis to be simple and permit clear 
deductions. Once the first point h2s been made, the assumptions are 
r elaxed and the interdependent decisions a re exarn.L."led under more realisti c 
conditions . 
The main pOints of difference between the conditions of this and of 
previous models may be noted . All agglomeration economies are excluded, 
in contrast to Losch' s theory~ in which external economies are the force 
which drives sellers of different goods together in a town. WhereGs Losch 
assumes complete certainty in his model, Rotelling and the present model 
cause sellers to be unc ertain about the behaviour of their rivals. Losch 
assumes an infinite plain and therefore his sellers of anyone good 
disp erse : concentration of sellers requires bounding. All the models 
make the usual homogeneity assumptions -- homogeneity of locations, 
demand, firms, ruld goods. The assumption in the present model that firms 
cannot change locations and are competitively interdependent allows the 
mod -l to dispense with Rotelling ' s inelastic demo.nd. 
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First o.nalysiE!, 
Both sellers locate o.t the centre of the mo.rket . This behaviour is 
dictated by uncertainty. There are two patterns of loco.tion at which both 
firms receive mnximum profits : the first pattern consists of fi r m ' A' 
near Q1 (the left ho.nd quartile) and firm ' B' near Q2 (the right ho.nd 
quartile) and the second patt ern arises when firm ' B' is at Q nnd ' A' is 1 
at Q2 ' Now ' A' does not know which pattern ' B' is choosing and therefore 
if ' A' locates near Q1' there is a 0.50 chance that ' B' has chosen the 
same pOint. Similarly there is a 0.50 chance that ' B' follows ' A' to Q2. 
Any rational decision made by ' A' is likely to be duplicated by ' B' , and 
so the point at which returns are maximised when both locate together is 
attractive to the sellers: it is the centre. Again, if ' A' chooses Q1 or 
Q2 and ' B' chooses the centre, 'A' controls only a small portion of the 
market and its so.les are correspondingly low. 
However one firTI mo.y manage to drive the other out of the mnrket and 
to become a monopoli st. This mo.y occur if the optimUlll sales volume of firms 
is large in relation t o the mn.rket~ but in many industries it seems 
likely that firms may not wish to monopolise the market because diminishil~ 
returns set in. Some i ndustries will become monopolies, but in many, both 
sellers will ren~in in the centre of the market. Even so, the monopolists 
wi ll not be able to prevent other firms entering the market indefinitely, 
because their cost CU.l'ves are 'u' shaped and do not change. 
'l'herefore two sellers of the same good who o.re trying to maximise 
pr ofits whcn locating in ignorance of the other in a bounded~ linear, 
homogeneous market on which they cannot change locations , both locate at 
the centr e, which is the best of the worst sites. There is a 0 . 50 
pro bability t hat the choice of one will be duplicnted by the other ; the 
maximum profit location when choices are duplicnted is the centre . An 
elementary town is forraed . Depending on the industry, the town may remajn 
or one of the s ellers may eliminnte the ot her. In general therefore the 
model demonstrates that in some industries two sellers locate at the 
centre of the market and fo r m a town. Having proved this central point, 
the discussion now analyses the effect of the uncertainty and 
competitive interdependence condi tions on the formation of towns and then 
r elaxes the other restrictive assumpt i ons . 
Uncertainty and town formn.tion 
Three conditions define the uncertainty facing the sellers . The f irms 
decide on 0. location without knowing the other ' s choice because they ar c 
ignorant of each other and because they make concealed and irrevocable 
plans . This ignorance is given positive content by assuming t hat firms 
cannot change locations : if a bad choi ce is made, the f irm has to suffer 
the consequences . I f these conditions are relaxed, town formation is less 
likely . 
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Thus if firms can communicate with each other , they may agree on a 
common location policy. Profits ar e higher if the two f irms agree t hat 
they locate symmetrically, one near each quartile . (The analysis of 
Smithies19 establi shes t he conditions which affect the locati on of two 
firms such as t hese . ) Whether the two firms do agree to lo cat e near the 
quartiles depends on their ability to trust each other and to make binding 
agreements , and on their assessment of futur e location trends. 
Similarly, if plans can be r evoked , centralisa tion is l ess likely . 
If the first seller locat es whil e under tho impr ession that the oth~r is 
loca ting a t the same tiDe~ he goes to t he centre . However if tho second 
s eller ' s plans can be revoked, he may not now locate at the centre , for 
profits are often greater a t a distance from t he f irst s eller than a t the 
centre . Thus assume a market of length 2r and one firm located at the 
centre of this market . Lot the demand for the pr oducts of a firm be 
(2-1 ) y a - bp , 
wher e X is units sold, £ is pric e to the consumer , and ~ and ~ are 
constants (both positive) . Suppose tha t the price to the consumer is ronde 
up of t wo elements , mill pric e (~) and distance costs ( equal to distance, 
.~) , in the r elation 
( 2-2) P x + d. 
Therefore demand a t any point on the line i s 
( 2--3) y a - b[x + dJ 
and r eturns a t any point are 
( 2- 4) 2 ax - bx - bdx . s xy 
Now if the second firm is a t a distanc e ~ f r om tho centre , it sell s 
for a distance of z t owards the first firm and of r - 2z towards t he end 
of the line. The total r eturns of the second firm are 
( 2- 5) S 
( 2- 6) 
The point of 
(2- 8 ) dS dz 
But (2- 9 ) dS dz 
z 
= f s dd 
d=O 
r - 2z 
+ J s dd 
d=O 
= 
2 1 2 z [adx - bdx - TIbd xJ 
o 
+ [a dx - bdx2 
x[r - zJ[a - bx - ~b(r - 5Z)] . 
maximun r eturns is that point at which 
0 and d
2S 0 
dz2 
< 
x[- a + bx - 5bz + 2br] , 
and this is z ero when 
( 2-1 0 ) x bx + 2br - a - 5bz O. 
19 . Smithies , ' Optimum Location in Spatial Competition '. 
r - 2z 
_ -~ bd2xJ 
o 
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The case when mill price ~) is zero is trivial~ and so we can say tlat 
equation ( 2-,9) is zero when 
( 2-11) b~ x + 2r 2 - a z 5b 
Now ( 2-1 2) d
2S 
- 5bx 
dz2 
== 
since both b and x ar e positive ~ equation (2-12) is always negat ive and 
therefore location at the point determned by equation (2-11 ) is the best 
one for the second firm. Therefore the s econd firm' s best location is off 
centre (~ is positive) if 
(2-1 3) b [x + 2rJ > a. 
The inequality (2-13) is someti~es satisfied, because ~9 ~ and 2r are all 
positive . Thus maximum r eturns for the second seller may be obtained at 
an off' centre location: this is more likely the steeper the slope of the 
demand curve ~ the higher the mll pric e, and the longer the market in 
relation to the price intercept of the demand curve . Once firms are 
allowed to r evoke plans , so that the second is no longer uncertain about 
t he behaviour of the first , the second firm may not locate at the centre . 
The t hird element of uncertainty is tIle impossibility of relocating. 
If firhls cannot revise their choice , they Dust decide on a location tha t 
is best under all poss ibl e locational choices of the other firm. However 
the progressive r el axation of this assumption , by suppos ing that 
relocation is costly and then that mobility is perfect, reduces the risk 
of a location near the quartilcs . Even if they do both locate near the 
Sar!le quartil e , one firm can r eL10ve itself to a. syrrnnetrical position at 
littl e expense. As mobility becomes morc perfect, so the likelihood that 
they will choose a hlaxi mum profit location nenr the quartiles increas es . 
Generally therefore, as uncertainty ri s es, so does the tendency for 
the two sell ers to locate at t he centre and to form an embryo town. When 
unc ertainty is at a maximum ( the fi r ms ca.nnot relocate, carul0t communicate 
and cannot rovoke their plans), they locate at the centre . When uncertainty 
parall els reality when relocation is costly, when firms cannot 
communicate ( because they do not know each other) and when it is costly 
to revoke plans (because buying and selling land and replanning involves 
administrative costs), town formation is still very l ikely . However when 
uncertainty i s low (mobility and communication ar e perfect) , the finIS 
are mo r e a ttracted towards the quartil es . The tendency for two 
competitively interdependent firms to form towns rises with their 
uncertainty. 
Mo r e r ealistic conditions 
Befor e the model can be called general, some of t he restrictive 
assumptions must be relaxed . The r eplacoQent of the assumptions of a 
linear bounded markot, of indistinguishable goods and of two sellers 
locating at the same tiDe does not diminish the t endency for firms to 
concentrnte in towns . 
Few l;}arkets nre linear . In a. circula.r BD.rket , the analysis is 
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similar , though there nre an infinite number of ma.xinum profit locations 
(0.11 the pOll1tS nt the OptiOUffi distance fro~ the centre): but the choice 
of 0. r:lnximun profit locntion off centre still ru..YJ.s the risk thnt the 
other firm locates nearby nnd reduces sales . Thus the risk incentive to 
locate at the centre r emains . If the market is irregula.r, it is practica.lly 
impossible to determine the onximum profit location nnd so the second 
seller has little incentive to locnte at a distnnce from the f~rst, for 
he cnnnot know whethar this policy is profitable . However the sha.po of the 
market ar eD. do es not nffect the existence of risky short run Iilaximun 
profit locations and of a r elatively safe central location, so that th 
fOrQ of the analYSis remains the same . 
Absolute bounding occurs i~frequently . In its extreme forIil the 
assuoption is indefensible in terms of reality. However every region is 
normally bounded to some extent . Political and physical boundaries (the 
sea, rivers , mountain ranges and deserts) hnmper the Dovement of goods 
and services. Sioilarly the diff erence between nbsolute bounding and 
bounding cnused by vnriations in purchas ing power over the plain is one 
of degree not of kind . It is intuitively evident that the LJ.UXi.mUD. profit 
location of the two sellers will be in the area of dense purchasing power 
and that location away froo the centre of the aren is still risky. As 
long as the market is bou...YJ.ded at some distance (either absolutely or by 
low population density) and deruund in the area of dense purchasing power 
is smaller than the optimum volume of output of the two firms cOIilbined , 
the maximum profit location is risky and is therefore avoided . 
The r ealism of this degree of bounding can be established by means 
of an example . Single towns which dominate sone fairly clearly bounded 
market area are common. Thus, in New Zealand , with the excep tions of the 
twin centres of Nnpier and Hastings on the one hand nnd of Palmerston 
North and Wangnnui on the other, every centre with a population of 
20 , 000 or more serves a IDcrrket region which is fnirly clenrly bounded by 
variations in purchasing power2? (Neutze suggests that this is also 
true of 0. great numb er of the smaller towns . ) 
Products may not be entirely alike . Most goods , in the nodern world 
at least, vo.ry between f irms, even if they are nominally nlike : no two 
firms sell the seme rnargarine or shirts. Ve may expect the sellers in 
this situa.tion t o atteopt to differentiate their goods qualitatively as 
a means of steepening the deLland curve for their products . This off'ers 
20 . Neutze, ' A Theor etical and Empirical Evaluation ••• ' , p. 136 . 
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tl t af t d h · h f' t 21 Tl 1em grea er s e y an 19 er pro l s . 1e more different the products 
of the sellers are 1 the less the competition between the firms and so the 
greater the extent to which each firm is a monopolist and to which its 
maximum profit location is at the centre . If goods are qualitatively 
different , the firms are even more attracted towards the centre . 
The most unreal assumption is that two sellers are locating at tho 
srune time . A more reali stic assumption is that sellers are locating in 
s equence ? though irregularly , and that two sellers mny by chance be 
locating contemporaneously . (This requires the assumption that incomes in 
the market are rising , or that the number of consumers is rising , or both. ) 
The poorer the communication in the society, the greater the risk that 
aeveral sellers may be establishing at the same time . Thus , provided that 
firms are uncertain about the behaviour of other firms, the quartile 
maximum profi t location is still risky, because another firm may be 
choosing it at the same time and because another firm DD.y establish later 
and cut off the firm ' s market area . Town formation may be slightly less 
likely than if the sellers know that others are locating at the same time, 
but it remains probable so long as firNS are uncertain about the location 
poli cies of firms which enter the market later . These conditions probably 
r eflect reality . 
The model may now be restated more generally . Assume e.n areal market 
i n which demand is rising and which is bounded . Production costs and the 
availability of transport are equal at all points in the market . Firms 
have f U r shaped cost curves and attempt to maxioise profits safely. 
Sellers are locating on this market and cannot cOL1IDUllicate with other 
potential sellers who have not yet established but who may be locating at 
the same time . Changing locations and changing plans are costly . These 
have been defended as being realistic conditions. 
As each firm reviews its deCision, it finds one or more short run 
maximum profit locations . However, while the number of sellers is still 
small, firms are unlikely to choose these points : instead they may decide 
on a central location, which is already occupied by one or more sellers. 
The short run maximum profit location is riSky, for another firm may be 
chOOSing it as well or may be locating close to it . Some f irms may later 
cut off the firm ' s market area . The firm may anticipate that s ellers wiJl 
attempt to establish qualitative differences between their products . The 
centre is by far the safest long run location. 
In these conditions, which closely parallel reality, sellers of the 
same good therefore tend to locate together . A town is formed (provided 
that one of the sellers does not become a monopolist) . Apparently the 
21. On this poi nt s ee Chamberlin, The Theory of Monopolistic Competition, 
Chapters IV and V. 
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essential conditions are that the firms are competitively interdependent __ 
i . e. ? that ~ho market is smaller than their combined optimum output -- and 
that firms are uncertain about rivals ' policies . Concentration varies 
directly with these two conditions: tovvn :forma.tion is less likely as 
interdep endence decreases and as uncertaj.nty i'alls . It is clear that 
variations in production costs and in the availability and cost of transport 
over the 1~rket enhance the tendency for firms to concentrate . 
A incones rise? two developments occur . It becumes profitable to 
sell othor goods , and so new firms app ear, subject to th8 same pressures 
as the sellers of the first good . They too must loca.te in the centre . 
Similarly, the first s ellers begin to establish qualitative differences 
between their goods . The central town becomes the scene of a greater 
variety of activities: its growth is assured by the location of uncertain 
sell ers of new goods, of sellers of more specialised goods, and of firms 
which sell to the market vvi thin the town. 
Eventually? hov/ever , as denand rises, some sellers locate near the 
edge of the marke t to sell wlspecialised goods to local markets . As 
incomes rise , firms are nble to exist pr ofitably while selling to 
spatially smaller market areas , and the advantages of being a specialised 
pr oducer III the centre decline as more and more speCialists locate there 
( because the demand for the products of a single firm becomes more 
elastic) . Thus some firms find it pr ofitable to sacrifice the economies 
of specialisation in order to sell to a compact local market , to replace 
qual itative product differentiation by spatial product differeiltiation. 
Thus around the central town there develop s everal smaller tovvns that sull 
goods for which tho dem.and per unit area is high and the miniLlum profitable 
firm size is low. These small towns grow and eventually evel smaller 
towns are formed around them. However the differences between the towns 
of the system are very wide: because sellers are uncertain, several firms 
locate at the centre before any feel that the extra profits of a 
peripheral location adequately compensate for its added risks . If 
purchasing power declines at the periphery, the differences between the 
number of sell ers and functions in the central town end in the small er 
towns are even greater . 
Resul ts 
This model has several advantages over its predecessors . The conditions 
of the Dodel meet the obj ections which have been made to Hotelling ' s 
model. The demand curve Illay be negatively sloping , thus saving the 
22 
corollary that consumers have infinite incomes . Hore than tv/a sellors 
can locate together2? Losch ' s ob j ections , that it is unlikely that a 
22. An objection of Smithies? ' Opt i unl Location i n Spatial Competitio ' 
23 . Lerner & Sir~er, ' Some Notes on Duopoly and Spatial Competition ' 
malce t his objection . 
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duopolist will assume tha t h0 has to share the r:1D.rlcet ond that he will 
think that the other hlD.k es no response to his locational and pricing 
d .. 24 0 " CClSlons are overcome . n the other hand, the model docs not usc Losch!s 
infinite plain nor his lli1roal method of simply adding separate industry 
patterns together to generate 0. total location pattern for society. 
Although t he modc'l began by investigating the location of sellers of 
the SD.J:le good , it has also suggested one r ec.son why firElS of' different 
types may locate together i n a town . The centre is a least risk location 
so long as the firms in all industry cannot co- exist without infringing 
each other ' s market areas : thus firrus in different industries will locate 
together in the central town if finns in each of these industries are 
competing for sales against similar firQS. Even if the demand for the 
goods of one industry (X) and the costs of production in that industry are 
complet ely unrelated to the distribution of firms in all other industries, 
the f i rms in industry X locate at the centre provided that they are 
uncertain and competitively interdependent . 
The pressures for sellers to locate together and to forn tovVDS are 
intense. These pressures are related to two variables the 
interdependenc e of firrus (thc.;.t is, the size of the Llarlcet in relation to 
the internal econoni es and diseconofiues of scale) and uncertainty about 
rivals ' decisions: as unc ertainty and interdependenc e fall, town 
formation becomes l ess likely . When these conditions parallel reality, 
when firms a re cOLlpetitively interdependent and uncertainty is high~ town 
formation is extensive. Even on a honogeneous plain, to\~lS form, as a 
result of the least risk behaviour of uncertain interdependent firus. 
Inter-industry Co- operation 
The previous nod el suggested. hoVl towns night form in response to the 
uncertainty of sellers \tithin an industry. The manner in which QDcertainty 
affects the linkG between industries is now investigated. In contrast to 
that model, which was largely cOLlpetitive, the fo llowing game is strictly 
co- operative. Assume two i ndividuals in an econoLLlc system, each of M10m 
has to make an irreversible decision to locate. Assume further that costs 
and sales are invariant with location, except that the two must locate 
toget her to prevent the costs of cOlllIJunication between then becoming 
prohibitive. (This simplifies the arguoent: it is relaxed later.) The 
f irfilS cannot cOIDDlmicate before they locate. In loc ting they can only 
randoDise their choice and hope to coincide , but they will win (in tho 
sense of both going to the same spot) very rarely . 
Ho ~ever a systen may contain some indicators which aid choices of 
this kind . Assume that the economic 8ysten contains five cities , A 
(having 0. population of one lillion), Band C ( ach with 200,000 people), 
24· . Los ch5 The Economics of Location, pp. 72- 75. 
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and D and E (each with 50,000). That thesG cities can exist has been 
demonstrated in the previous game. The two individuals must now p:..'edict 
the ot her ' s decision and predict the other ' s expectation of t heir own 
decision, using the only guido available -- the number and size of cities. 
'rhe only city which can act as a focus of expectations is the largest one
7 
A. This city is the only location which offers n better than random 
chanco of winning. Therefore two (o r [Jore ) individuals, ncting in 
ignoranc e of each other but having to agree on a CODillDn location, set up 
at the point which becomes the focus of expectations by virtue of its 
qualitative differentiation and lli1iqUtn~ss. 
Now this Dodel may bo simply transcribed into the terLls of locatio 
t heory. Possibly the three situations [Jost conforming to the conditions 
assUDed are the establishment, individually, of the buying offic es of one 
firm lli1d the selling offices of another, when the one TIUst be close to 
the other; the l ocation of the first firm in a new industry; and the 
location of a firrJ and the workers in its industry . If these situations 
can be analysed in the terrJs of the gane model, some of the attraction of 
industry to large cities rJight be explained . 
Consider first the location of buying and selling offices. If the 
industry is a new one, it rJay be assUDed that the buyers have not yet 
decided to act as such. Therefore the selling office is located in 
ignornnce of the buyers ' chOices , though in anticipation of an expected 
choice . Costs of cOLLmunication rise with distance between the fir@s . The 
assumptions of the rJodel are typically fulfilled by the situation; hence 
the buying office is located in the largest city , a choice which is 
r epeated by the buying offices and , possibly , by other selling offices . 
However communication costs within the firrJ rise as does distance betvveen 
the offices and the producing p12l1t of the firD. Consequently , if t he 
costs of communication within a fim rise Dore steeply with distance 
than the costs of production fall , the l arg e city becomes an attractive 
site for Danufacturing as well as for buying and selling. The advantages 
of the largest city as a location for buying and selling oake the city 
an attractive site for some manufacturing plants . 
Secondly the conditions of the model apply to the location of a new 
firn in a new industry. A new irm must be able to copy new designs and 
to incorporate the innovations of other fir.:ls in th industry. The firo 
ther efor e locates close to the anticipated location of these later ' ir[Js . 
The conditions of the odel are satisfied : the firo establishes in the 
largest city, tho only point which Offer s' a better than r andOm chc.nc e 
of winning. The later firos also go to the city , to be close to the first 
finl and because they anticipate that this will be the choice of later 
fiITls . 
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The location of firms during the early period of economic development 
is similar. Hirschman indicates that entrepreneurs overestimate the 
economies of agglomeration available at the pOles2: However, this 
conclusion may be misleading? for firms may locate at the poles of 
development not merely to obtain the economies already available there, 
but also to take advantage of the more extensive economies which develop 
later as DIDre firms establish in the core . If firms predict the future 
location patter n of society in order to obtain economies of agglomeration 
in the future? it may appear as if the economies already available at the 
poles are being overestimated . If firms expect other firms to locate at 
the pole , they must also establish there to minimise the costs of 
forming anticipations and gathering information. 
Thirdly , the model may be used to analyse the location of firms and 
labour . Labour has traditionally been regarded as a static element in 
soci ety, whose location is known and whose efficiency is given. However, 
the dec ision of labour to locate may be visualised as a continuing 
process , for decisions to live and work elsewhere or to remain at the 
same point are being 'remade every time a new factory is established . Thus 
the labour pool in a city is not merely existing there, it is continually 
deciding to stay in the city. Furthermore, firms and their potential 
labour force commUl1icate poorly: the conditions of the model hold. 
Thus the firm and its potential labour force must agree, without 
communicating, upon a common focus of expecations . The firm must analyse 
the location decision of each potential element in its labour force and 
each potential worker must consider what he expects the firm to do , what 
he expects each of his fellow workers to do , and what he expects the firm 
and the other workers to expect of him. The focus of expectations is 
stability -- the labour force remains in the ci ty and the firm locates at 
the source of the labour ? which in this example is the largest city. 
Some of the conditions of the model may now be relaxed . The two 
players may not decide at the same time . However , if the first firm thinks 
that the other is locating at the same time , or may be locating at the 
same time , its choice must be made in accordance with the anticipated 
behaviour of the other . The first firm therefore locates in the largest 
city and the second follows in order to reduc e the costs of communication 
between them. The necessary condition t hat the first locates in the large 
city is therefore that the s eller thinks that the second is establishing 
at the same time , or that the seller is afraid that the second may be 
locating when his choice is made . The first seller must be ignorant of 
the timing of the choice of the other . 
25 . Hi rschman, The Strategy of Economic Development, p . 185 , and the 
discussion in Chapter 1, pp. 10-11. 
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The assunption that costs are invariant over space may also be 
relaxed . Make t he extreme assumption fo r the model , that costs rise as 
does t he s ize of city. Even so? if the first player t hinks t hat the 
s econd does not know his pattern of costs , or that the s econd has a 
different pattern of costs , or thnt there are many cheap locations , he 
cannot escape the choic e which anticipations dictate . The gaIJ has become 
one of mixed strategy, but so long as the need fo r co- operation is greater 
than the cost of competition -- so long as the costs of COIDnllli1ication 
between the two spatially separated firms ar e greater than the costs of 
loca ttng at the f ocus of expectations - - the two players locate in tho 
largest city. 
A limited 8J.J.ount of bargaining is also possible . If one of the 
players is a group of individuals , the menbors of which cannot 
cOffiillw1icate auong thens elves , the assumption t hat each individual may 
bargain with t he othor player does not affect the outcome . Each i ndividual 
worker and the firm may regard a Dove as the most profitable choice? but 
each worker expects t he oth er s t o r etain the focus of expectations . The 
i ndividuals wi thin t he gr oup can only decide upon the conmon policy of 
b ehaving as the expectations focus dictates. Each individual i s forced to 
r emain with this behaviour pattern even though he knows t hat some other 
choice is better because he cannot expect the other individuals t o 
agree with him. 
This simple model i ndicates tha t two firms are attracted to the 
largest city in an economic system if' they must agree on a cormnon location 
and if t h e first pl ay er to locat e is unc ertain of the timing of the choiGe 
of the other, even though costs nay be' i n favour of a small city location 
and even though, if ono of t he players i s a group of indivi duals , the 
individuo.ls can cO.I1Eluni cate with the other j)l ayer . As the uncertaint y is 
r elaxed, t he t ende!lcy to concentrate in the l arge city is l ess evident : 
for instance , if the two firDs can cOmTIunicute , they can agr ee on a 
mutually ( nnd socially) mos t profitable location. As i n the previous 
gaLle? t he growth of the largest city is r ctnforced by unc ertainty. 
Everyone I s expectation of what everyone expects of everyone is a 
conservative criterion, but then, t he conc entration of people i n a few 
1 argo ci tics is a conservative or leas t r isk phenomenon. 
An Individual Decisi on 
So far it has been assumed that firms know all the economic conditions 
except the behaviour of rivals . The f ollowing model investigates the 
behaviour of f i rms when futuro economic conditions ar e uncertain. 
Consider the location decision of a f irm in an industry which already 
contains several plants . 'rhe existi ng factories are all in the largest 
ci ty? but the firm believes tha t pr ofits rnay be higher outsid e the city, 
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in a place called ' country'. The firm has an incentive to locate in the 
country, but is afraid that its information is wrong or that the 
profitability of the location mny deteriorate . A possible natrix which 
illustrates the situation is contained in Table 2- 2, which indicates the 
payoff (profits to t he firm) according t o the choice of the firm and the 
state of the economy. 
TABLE 2- 2 
Model A: Payoffs to the Firm 
state of the Econony 
Loca tion Good 
Ci ty 50 
COill1try 75 
Poor 
50 
25 
No set soluti on to this matrix exists , though the choice may be 
analysed under various assumptiollli about behaviour . The firm may feel that 
having no knowledge of the behaviour of the economy should cause it to 
r egard each outcone as equally likely. The mathematical expectation of 
each choice is then calculated . In lJOdel A, the choices are wo rth the same 
and the firm tosses a coin to decide . In model B (Table 2- 3) , on the other 
hand , the firm chooses t rle country location , according to this criterion . 
TABLE 2- 3 
Model B: Payof fs to ' th_ 'Firu 
State of the Econony 
Location Good 
City 50 
Country 75 
Poor 
40 
25 
Alternatively the entrepreneur might act as though the natrix 
r epr esents a two person zero sun game and assume that Nature is going to 
do its best to minimise his profits . The firo chooses that strategy which 
offers the highest profits if the worst comes to the worst : the city 
location is chos en in bot h Dodels A and B. This is a cons ervative dec:i.Bj ("1 
but the criterion may approximate reality when a large investment is at 
stake. We shall see later that some farmers apparently use the minimax 
criterion in planning production decisions , despite its conservativeness . 
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rrhe finl may decide to IDlruLuse the regret which it all feel if a 
26 poor decision is made • Model A and model B become the matrices illustro.tod 
in Table 2- 4. In Table 2- 2, if the economy is good, choice of a city 
location involves a loss compar ed with the cOlli1try ( and , therefore , Savage 
o.ssumes , a regret) of 25; choice of a country location causes no regret; 
if the economy is poor , the ci ty location causes no regret, but the 
country location causes a regret of 25 . That location is chosen for which 
the maxinun regret i n each sto.te of the econony is at a oinimun. In model 
A the choic e is random, for each decision involves the same maximun regret; 
i n model B, the country location is chosen, for this has 0. ma:x:i..uUll regret 
of 15 whereas the city location has 0. maxiLlun r egret of 25 . 
TABLE 2- 4 
Regret matrix: Models A and B 
Model A model B 
Sto.te of the Economy State of the Economy 
Good Poor Location Good Poor 
25 0 City 25 0 
0 25 Cmmtry 0 15 
Thus 0. range of choices is possible , depending on v/hat type of 
behaviour is assUJ!J.ed and on the o.ctual levels of profit in the different 
locations. In general the anticipated profit in the country must be 
sufficiently higher than that in the city to offset the greater risk of 
the country location. The actual difference in anticipated profits which 
i s necessary to persuade a firm to locate in the country depends on th e 
attitude of the firm to risk taking , which in turn depends on such factors 
as the size of the investI:lent, the reserves the firm can rely on, and the 
eas e with which locations can be changed . The larger the investTIent , and 
the more permo.nent it is, the more conservative is the choice of a 
location likely to be . 
Conclusions 
The models erected in this cho.pter ho.ve us ed the decision maki ng criterion 
of the theory of games to analyse the loco.tion decisions of i nterdepender :'; 
firms . The tendency of firms to locate in the least risk position is 
noticeable in all tl1ree models . The first model proposes that the degrc 8 
of concentro.tion in one centre rises as does uncertainty : the more a firm 
26 . This criterion o:f ~hoice is proposed by L. J. Savage , ' The Theory of 
Statistical Decision ' , J . am. statist . Ass ~, vol . 46, 1951, pp . 55- 67 . 
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knows about the behaviour of its rivals and the less the risk of choosi~1g 
a bad location, the lower is the pressure to locate at the centre of the 
mffi'ket . The two later models indicated soue reason why the central city 
might grow at the expense of the sm.o.ller cities . 
The conclusions of the models are relatively sinple and are still 
abstracted . The effects of transport costs, density of demQnd, and 
external economies on the patterns of tovm location have not been 
introduced into the framework of' the theory . This was done because it was 
hoped to show that tovms form even when firTIS cannot take advantage of 
external economies . Then, in the more realistic conditions, it may be 
concluded that town formation is enhanced by external economies and by 
uncertainty . If exten1al economies and uncertainty Cru1 both be ShovVl1 to 
lead to town formation ind epend ently of each other, they ay both be 
r o~arded as causes of the formation of towns in more realistic conditions 
when location at the centre offers external economies as well as being the 
least risk location. The exclusion of external economies is therefore only 
an analytical device to show that uncertainty has an independent effect 
on town formation, end does not imply that external economies are 
uni~lportant in the real Vlorld . 
It is practically impossible to test t hese ideas in practice because 
we have no information on the thought processes of entrepreneurs when 
towns were being fon!1.ed . It can be shown that many large towns are in the 
centre of bounded regions (if allowance be made for the distribution of 
physical features)? but this observation is compatible with several 
theories of town i'OTIlation. A model based on (:;xternal econoBies w01J~d 
suggest such a distribution, and thus the observation cannot be taken as 
evidence of the validity of the models developed in this chapter. 
\Vbat can be done however , is to analyse the choices of people now, 
in order to determine whether the game theory criterion of choice is 
actually used . If people do make choices in accordance with the 
predictions of gD.L1e theory, then the models of this chapter have a much 
stronger basis . Consequently two examples which illustrate the us e of the 
mirnmax decision mnking criterion are provided . In the first il l ust ration 
( Appendix 1 to this thesis), the production decisions of Australian 
bQnana farmers are analysed . This is followed , in Appendix 2, by 0. 
report of an experiment in which people were questioned about locational 
choices under various circuLlstnnces . While these are merely j_solated 
instances, they are useful because very little work has produced evidence 
with which t o evaluate the predictive vu.lue of game theory: it can be 
proved that the choices made by the minimax criterion in a two person zel'O 
sUD game are optimal , but it has yet to be shown thut people can or do 
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make choices in this manner. The results of these examples are now briefly 
reported. 
The banana industry is a useful one to analyse for three reasons . 
First, financial information is available in detail for two enterprises 
(banana and other), thereby allowing an analysis of the allocation of 
inputs to each enterprise. Secondly , there is no extensive complementary 
relationship between bananas and other enterprises on a banana farm. And 
thirdly, there are six major areas of banana product ion in Australia, the 
uncertainty in which varies . The index of uncertainty, defined as the mean 
yearl y change in the maximising allocation to bananas as a perc~ntage of 
the average level of banana inputs, was 23 . 3% in tIle Western Australian 
producing region around Carnarvon; was about 7.07& in Queensland Far North 
and New South Wales North; and was between 1. 2% and 3 . ~ in Queensland 
North, Queensland South and New South Wales South. This permits an 
analysis of the effects of ~cGrtainty on decisions . 
The first stage is to fit quadratic production functions to the 
levels of pre- harvest variable costs and of gross receipts less 
harvesting costs for each enterprise in each year. Data are presented for 
three years and permit an analysis of the short run decision only. In the 
short term, costs which can be readily re- allocated among enterprises are 
labour (hired and familY), fuel and power, f ertiliser, seed , transport 
and packaging, and repairs to equipment . Harvesting costs are excluded on 
the grounds that the farmer is relatively certain about returns to inputs 
by the time of the harvest. 
Three predictions of farmers ' decisions were compared . The first is 
the minimax allocation; the second is the assumption that farmers 
allocate as though average conditions are going to occur; and the third 
model assumes that farmers think that last year ' s conditions will occur 
again this year . The average actual error of the minimax model is 8 . 26%, 
of the mean curve model is 8 . 74%, and of the ' projection ' model is 
11. 40%. In the most uncertain region, Western Australia , the minimax 
error is 0. 52%; in Queensland Far North and New South Wales North the 
average minimax error is 7.55~~ , and in the three least uncertain regions 
the average error is 11. 32%. The minimax prediction is as good as the 
nrQ~ic~~_9n of the mean curve model and improves with increaSing 
uncertainty:Appendix 1 details the limitations to these results . 
The second example , in Appendix 2, tested by experiment the 
proposition that the logic used in the models may approximate actual 
decision making criteria. These results are merely illustrative, for tbey 
are not sufficiently general to be taken as proof of the value of game 
theory methods . The first series of questions was designed to allow 
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people to become us ed to reading matrices : six very simp l e curd games were 
presented > t he results of which indica te t hat the sample was more attracted 
to the risky hi gh outcomes t han strict logic wo uld v"arrant. 
The second problem was based on the reasoning used in the model of 
the location of two firms in different i ndustries . Two people had to choose 
the same city without communication. In t wo examplec > where there was only 
one largest city> significantly more people chose t_at city than chance 
alone would st~gest . However the percentage of all choices which resulted 
in mC!Gtirlgs bei.ng ma.dc r:as no t significantly hj.gh r than in the t wo cases 
where ther e were thr ee l ar ger and two smaller cities . The r esults of this 
experiment were inconclusive. 
The third s eries of questions illustrated the model of the location 
of unc ertain interdependent firms 9 our primary model of town formation . 
The results conformed to t he predictions of the model. When uncertainty 
and risks are high5 60% of ·~he players lo cated in the centre of the mar ket ; 
when tmcertainty is high and risks are low? 33% of' the players located in 
the centre i wh en players could communi ca t e to r educe uncertainty about the 
other ' s choic e ~ 13% loca t ed in the centre; and vmen the choice of the 
other was known f or certain~ only e% of the players chose the centre. There 
is a clearly discernible t r end for the extent and the likelihood of town 
formation to be r elated to uncertainty and to risk. 
The results of t ese examples) of cours e, hardly constitute conclusive 
evidence about the validity of usi ne the minimax criterion to pr edict 
choices . However i n the absence of a wel l defined body of evidence on the 
predictive value of game theorY 5 some t ests had to be made : it is only by 
duplicating such exampl es that the evi dence become s r eliable and gener a l . 
Nevertheless the results of t he banana i ndustry study do increase t he 
likelihood that the decision making criterion us ed in the cons truction of 
the models may approximat e the criteria us ed by people who ar e makL~ 
decisions without knowing all the r elevant f acts. The data do not reject 
the hypothesis that minimax choices ar e made by some entrepreneurs. 
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CHA.Pl'EIl 3 
THE COSTS OF DIJPERF:EDT INFORMA'l'ION 
Certainty is the mother of Quietness and Repose ; and Incertainty the 
cause of variance and contention. 
Sir Edward Coke , The Institutes: A Commentary on Littleton. 
The theoretical theme that uncertainty induces the concentration of 
ac t ivity is now continued. The models built in Chapter 2 assumed that 
costs do not vary over space and examined the effects of uncertainty 
about rivals' behaviour on the location decision of the firm. The present 
discussion considers how the costs caused by uncertainty vary over space . 
An historical model of society is used to show that the costs of 
uncertainty paid by a firm are usually lower when the firm is located 
close to other firms . 
Primary Models 
Assume a plain which is homogeneous in all respects except that 
environmentally induced variability is randomly distributed over it . 
Variability is defined as being randomly distributed when (a) sections 
drawn at random acros the plain exhibit no overall trend in variability 
and (b) points on the plain show different values for the variability 
caused by the environment . The spatial pattern of variability does not 
contain a range of values sufficiently large to offer resource advantages 
to anyone po i nt . Assume that knowledge about the market, about the 
environment, and about competitors' reactions is limited. Therefore two 
notions are inherent in uncertainty: first, ' objective uncertainty ' refers 
to the pat-tern of price and output variability which actually exists and 
secondly, the general term ' uncertainty ' implies the state of mind of the 
entrepreneur as he attempts to make a decision. Assume that uncertainty 
varies, is measureable, and is some unspecified (though positive) function 
of obj ective uncertainty. Suppose that changing a location is costly: 
entrepreneurs therefore try, among other things , to minimise the 
possibility that the cho sen location is a poor one . A rising standard of 
living and a changing technological base are postulated. Two r esults, 
important to the whole discussion, are now proved . 
A spatial pattern of price variability is derived first . Assume that 
a good is produced at all points on the pl ain for a central market and 
that producers pay transport costs to the market . Let the price at the 
market be .E per illli t of go od and l et the cost of transport from a point 
on the plain to the market be u per llilit (.,E is more than~, which is more 
than or equal to zero and which is constant at the point) . If the price 
at the market falls 50%, the new price at the point of production is 
(3-1 ) 1:. _ a 2 l:E2 - a] x G- 1- ] x 10ct/o of the old pric e p - 0. 
[ ' 0. ] 1 
"2 - 2 ( P _ a ) x 1 0010 . 
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The new price is less tha t 5rY/o of the old~ by an amount which is greater 
the smaller is (p - a ) in r elation to ~. 
More formally, the variance of prices in relation to the ave r age 
price a t the point of 
( 3- 2) y p 
production is 
Var (p - a) 
(p - 0. ) 
Var (p) 
p - a 
whereas the variance of prices in relation to the average prices·at the 
market i s 
(3- 3) y 
m 
Var (p) 
p 
In equation (3- 2), Y is an increaSing function of a : as a increasesQ so p - - ' 
do es the varianc e of received prices in r elation to the average r eceived 
pri ce . Thus if transport costs , ~, rise with distance, the further a point 
is from the market~ the higher is the variation of pric es in r elation to 
the average received price a t that point . Therefore if the unc ertainty 
facing an entrepreneur is in part a function of t he var iation in 
percentage pric e changes, the more distant a point is from the market, the 
more unc ertain are r eturns there. 
The spatial patter n and extent of an entrepreneur ' s knowledge of his 
economic environment may now be defined. Suppose that an entrepreneur i s 
making a decision and tha t he wishes his decision t o be accurate. Assume 
further t hat information is costly to collect and that this cost increases 
with distance -- because information has to be transmitt ed over space . 
Suppose that t here are dimi nishing r eturns from extr a information, for 
the costs of processi ng the i nfor mation ris e and ea ch addi tional 
i ncrement of inf or mati on contributes less and less to the accuracy of the 
decision. The most profitable amount of information whi ch the entrepreneur 
should obtain may be deduced f r om these data. 
Let the cos t, ~, of collecting one unit of information at a point be 
(3-4) cad, 
where d is the distance of the point from the entrepreneur and ~ is a 
constant . If information is randomly spread over t he area and is available 
on aver age in unit amounts per unit area, generally :n:d2 uni t s of 
i nfor mation are located within distance d of the entrepreneur . Hence the 
total costs of gathering the inf ormation with the distance i are the 
number of units withi n d times the average cost of collecting these units, 
which is 
(3- 5) c 2 ( 2/3)ad x :n:d (2/ 3 }rrad3 • 
The tot al returns on information gathered are 
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(3-6) R b vr , 
where b is a 80nstant and i is the number of units gathered; therefore 
the return on collecting the units within distance d is 
b f;d2 . 
Hence the profit on informa tion gathering is 
(3-·8 ) p R - C b J1td2 ( 2/3 )1tad 3 • 
Therefore the rate of increase of profit with respect to the distance over 
which information is gathered is 
( 3- 9) dP dd bVrT 
2 2a1td • 
Profit is at a maximum when this function (3- 9) equals zero, i . e. when 
( 3-1 0) d ~ / b/2a\fo 0 
(Note that a 
(3-11 ) 
negative 
dP2 
d2d 
distance is meaningless . ) But 
- 4a1td , 
and since ~, IT, and ~ are all positive, equation (3- 10) defines the 
maximum profit for the firm. 
Thus there is a definite and limited area within which it pays the 
entrepreneur to gather information. Furthermore this area is smaller the 
higher are the costs of sending information over distance and the less 
extensive are the returns from information gathering. Equation (3-8) 
indicates that the amount of profit to be gained by collecting information 
falls as distance increases . Therefore if entrepreneurs try to maximise 
their returns, they have knowledge of only a limited area around them and 
are completely ignorant of circ~~Gtances outside this area. 
These two results ar e i mportant in developing a theoretical pattern 
of 10catiOYl when inform2tion is imperfect . The information requirements of 
the first industry may be defined and its pattern of location may be 
deduced . InforwQtion is then no longer randomly spread over the system 
because the firms in the first industry contribute data, and so no 
simple function relating the profitability of information gathering to 
distance can be constructed for the later sellers . Consequently the 
remainder of the discussion must be informal sinc e the distribution of t he 
population after the sellers of the first good have located cannot be 
described mathematically . 
Agricultural Adjustment 
Consider first the immigra tion of agriculturalists into a country which 
produces goods for export . Exports and immigration are through one port: 
the ' origin '. If knowledge is certain, the equilibrium pattern of 
population and production is represented when returns l ess rent per acre 
are equal over the system. Since retlrrns per acre fall inland (due to the 
costs of sending produce to the origin and of migrating inland from the 
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origin), rent and population density are higher near the origin. When 
information is imperfect , returns at a distance (net of rent) are 
discounted because of lack of knowledge and because the inland economic 
environment is objectively moTe uncertain (for price variability rises 
wi th distance inland) . Consequently competition for land falls as distance 
from the origin rises . Therefore rents fall more rapidly than average 
r eturns net of non- land costs and so, on average , profits exist in the 
i nter ior and are higher the greater the distance from the origin. This does 
not cause another cycle of migrati on however , for the profit is necessary 
compensation to the entrepreneur who faces uncertainty: the rate of 
increase of profit inland equals the rate at which returns are discounted 
at increasing distanc es . Thus population density and rental income are 
hi gher near the origin, though farming profits are higher inland. 
Thus in Fig. 3-1, the upper diagram represents the cer tain economy. 
Returns per acre , AB less non- land costs , CD , equal returns net of non-
land costs , equal rent , EF . Thus , allover the system profits are equal to 
zero . In the unc ertai n system (the lower diagram) , returns , ZY, less non-
land costs , SX , are VT . However , competition for land is on the basis of 
d i scounted returns , ZX . Thus rent , VP, i s paid out of returns net of non-
land costs to give the profit , CT, which rises with distance from the 
origin. 
The agricultural s ector has to adjust continually to the forces 
gener ated by technological change and rising standards of living. This 
dynamic adjustment has been separated from the settlement process i n order 
to illustrate more clearly the processes at work. Moreover , after a recent 
i nnovation or freak event such as a good harvest , subsistence economies 
exhibit a similar, if less differentiated , pattern of settlement . The 
adjustment of the agricultural sector to changes in the economy of both 
export and recently subsistence systems may therefore be analys ed 
together. 
The question has now become one of whether the difficulties of 
agriculture in a changing world are more easily solved when profit rates 
are high (as they are inland) or when uncertainty is low (which occurs 
near the origin) . A rising standard of living creates adjustment problems 
for the agricultural sector because of the implications of Engel ' s law: 
i n general terms, aa living standards rise, the amount of money spent on 
. . 1 food by society does not rise in proportion to the increase In lncome. 
The income elasticity of demand f or farm products at the farm gate is low. 
1 , D. Basu & G. T. Jones , ' The International Pattern of Demand for 
Foodstuffs ' 1 Fm Econ. , 1957 , estimate that the income elasticity of demand 
for all food in the UK in 1954 was 0 . 32 ; Schultz , The Economic 
Organisation of Agriculture, suggests the figure of 0 . 30 for the USA . 
The estimates for the various foods range from about 0 . 60 for meat to 
- 0 . 33 for cereals . 
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FIGURl!; 3- 1 
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Therefore if agricultural technology improves as rapidly as non- farm 
technology, the percentage of the community which is required in food 
producing sectors falls and, insofar as the farm birth rate is as high or 
higher than that of the non- farm community, persons must migrate out of 
agricul ture. 
The model of an entrepreneur ' s spatial knowledge indicates that 
adjustment is easier near the origin because people there know more about 
the possibilities than do farmers inland. Both theoretical and empirical 
studies of the determinants of off- farm migration reinforce this 
conclusion. Sjaastad has shown that income differentials are not important 
causes of either the distance or the direction of migration? at least in 
high income communities~ Hagerstrand has suggested that a knowledge of the 
job opportunities is of prime importance~ other studies have shown that 
industrial unemployment reduces the rate of off-farm migration~ Several 
workers have indicated that the rate of migration falls as the distance 
of the move rises~ These results are implied in the model of spatial 
knowledge patterns . 
Thus~ insofar as job opportunities are greater in the origin -- and 
the following sections will show why this is so knowledge about them 
is more extensive in areas near the origin than in more dist ant places . 
Migr ation off farms is more certain, of less distance, and therefore 
occurs at a faster rate from farming areus which are close to the jobs 
than from more distant communities . Consequently adjustment by the farming 
sector to changing income and technological levels is easiest at points 
near the origin. This dynami c adjustment process tends to reverse the 
earlier situation~ in which farm profits ar e higher inland than they are 
near the origin. 
Uncertainty also affects the pattern of farm incomes because it 
affects the size of farms . Firm size is affected by uncertainty in 
several ways . Accepted theo17 suggests no size limit for the individual 
firm in a static or perfect knowledge situation. Without uncertainty 
ther e would be no place for management in the co - ordinnting sense , apart 
6 from estnblishing initial plans . Thus individual plants within a firm 
2. L.A. Sjaastad, ' The Relationshi p Between Migration and Income in the 
United states ' , Pap . & Proc., reg . Sci . Ass . , vol . 6, 1960 , pp . 37- 64 . 
3 . T. Hagerstrand, ' Migration und Area ' , in, D. Hrumerberg et a1. (eds ), 
hgration in Sweden , Lund, Sweden, 1957, pp . 27-1 58 . 
4 . E.g., D.E. Hathaway 5 Problems of Progress in the Agricultural Economy 
Chicago, 1964; and G. Ahlberg , population Trends and Urbanisation in 
Sweden, 1911 -1 950 , IJund , Sweden, 1956 . 
5 . D.J . Bogue & W. S. Thompson , 'Migr at ion and Distance ' , Am. social. Rev •. , 
vol. 14, 1949 , pp . 236- 244; and M. L. Bri ght & D.S . Thomas, ' Interstate 
Migration and Intervening Opportunities ' , Am. sociol . Rev., vol . 6, 
1941, pp. 773-783 . 6. :C. O. Heady, The Economics of Agricul turnl Production and Resource Use, 
Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 1960 pp . 535-536. 
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could exist at their technically optimum size . However where knowledge of 
the f uture i s uncertai n, man~gement must function continually . As 
uncertainty increaseo, the number of decisions which must be made by 
management also increnses; the greater the number of deci ions, the less 
perfect they become because the supporting 1r.nowledge upon which they are 
based becomes less jerfect. Consequently diminishing returns from 
management are the result of imperfect decisions and tle misdirection of 
resources relative to price and production outcomes? The greater and the 
more frequent the chnnges (i.e . , the greater the uncertainty), the greater 
the amount of decision taking which is necessary. Uncertainty and optimum 
firm size are inversely related through diminishing returns from 
management . If firms have only limited reserves, uncertainty may limit 
firm size in another way . Suppose that the odds for a favourable decision 
are constant regardless of tho size of the investment: the rate earned on 
the investment is constant over a series of trials . However bankruptcies 
are irretrievable, and so firms may limit the size of their investment in 
order that the possible loss is not greater than their reserves . There is 
a desire to stay in business? which is compatible with the long run 
maximum profit criterion. ' As the planned size of the firm increases, the 
possible losses become stendily greater; and people will usually become 
less and less willing to expose themselves to the chnnce of such losses . , 8 
Thus as uncertnin~y increases, the firm (farm) size decreases . Farms 
inland are consequently smaller than farms nenr the origin: as distance 
from the origin l'ises 9 so uncertninty rises, nnd so farms become further 
b(;lov-, their OptiL1Uill technical size. Therefore returns diminisl inland , 
with rGspect to the total farm and to the individual factors of production. 
In general terms, chen, the t echniccl and eco:10mic development of the 
agricultural sector proceeds most smoothly in areas which are near to the 
origin. In an immigrant system this mcy be preceded by a stage in which 
profits are higher at a distance from the origin. If the settl ement 
process coincides in time with technological and income changes, a period 
durine which profits are higher inland than at tho origin mayor may not 
occuri this depends on the rate of inflow of agricultural s8ttlers 
compared to the rate of increase of demand for food in relation to 
teclmical change. Ultimately though, areas further away from the origin 
become more prone to depression. An economy which has recently left the 
subsistence stage develops directly into the state of relatively smooth 
adjustment near the origin. 
7. N. Kaldor , ' The Equilibrium of the Firm ' , Econ. J . , vol. 44, 1934 , 
pp . 60-76 makes this point . 
8 . J.R . Hick, Velue and Capital, London, 1948, p . 199.The pri nciple of 
increasing risk is similar : see TIl . Kalecki , Essays in the 'rheory of 
Economic Fluctuations, London, 1939, pp . 95-1 06 . 
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Manufacturing and Service Location 
The importan~e of agriculture in an economy typically diminishes as the 
economy develops . More and more units of production enter the service and 
manufactvri~~ industries rather than the agricultural sector . This is 
caused by several factors, nmong which the income elasticity of demand for 
food and technical advances in supply conditions are possibly the most 
i mporto.nt . The locational responses of the non -agricultural industries to 
the costs of uncertainty must therefore be analysed . The discussion still 
assumes that there is a relatively dense population at the origin, due in 
the imnigrant economy to the influx of immigrants who discount returns at 
0. dist,:mce, and ill the recently subsistence economy to an innovation or 
local surplus . The analysis considers why industrial development begins 
at the origin and why the impetus does not spread throughout the system. 
One reason lies in the conditions affecting the supply, demand and price 
of capital . Capital is unlikely to move long distances ) at least dtITing 
the early period of industrial development. In general, moving capital iD 
costly _.- of time and money - - and under the assumptions of this discussior'_, 
the risks involved rise rapidly as the distance over which capital is 
moved increases, beccuse both buyer and seller are largely ignorant of 
conditions at a distance from themselves . Risk caused by uncertainty 
severely limits the distances over which capi tnl is moved ~ and much capi -tal_ 
i s therefore only available to 10 cal users . 
However the development of capital markets may be asymmetrical. First, 
the m0re extensive price v.J.riatiolls inland create a higher objective 
uncertainty there: the level of capital floHS inland is therefore lower 
than the level of flows towards the origin. Secondly, any capital which 
enters the country or region from outside probably enters through the 
origin and, because of the opportunities available there and the uncerta1nty 
of inlBnd locations, this capital tends to remain at the developmental 
focus . Thirdly, the supply of capital is related in part to known demand ; 
in the area of dense settlement the larger local marlcet , the wider rang p 
of contacts and the e~ployment of those leaving agriculture encourage a 
larger demand for (and t herefore a larger supply of) capital than exists 
away from the origin. Fourth1y , the costs of banking are lower in places 
of relatively dense settlem' '1t . Financial. information is cheaper to obta:i n 
at the origin (where most of it originates if the supply of information 
is related to population distribution), 0. r,igher population densi ty allow~; 
larger bffiL~S to establish, and the technical costs of arrangil~ large 
loans are lower per unit loaned than the unit costs of arranging small 
loans . Finally, even if capital were formed in relation to population, the 
origin would form more capital than inland areas, so that a firm which 
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requires a large initial capital investment may onl be able to borrow 
such a sum at the origin. 
Therefore capital is more readily available at the origin than 
elsewhere in the system. Even in a modern developed economy, in which 
banking and other lending institutions are nationally organised, the price 
of capi tal may var y significantly over space in response to the costs and 
t he uncertainties attendant upon lending? The assumption o~ uncertainty 
has been necessary to models of capital flow in the historic past : even 
in the middle and lat e nineteenth century, flows of capital were limited 
in the USA? both betvleen regions and between industries . Davis estimates 
that despite substantial locational advantages in the South, shortage of 
finance prevented major development of the cott on textile industry in the 
region until the 1870 ' s 1? Uncertainty causes capital to be more attracted 
to the origin than it would be in a certain environment; this permits more 
rapid progress at the origin than at other poi nts in the system. 
Raw material s 
Secondly, f irms in an uncertain economy are mot i vated by a desire to 
secure raw material supplies . Materials may be in irregular supply because 
the transport system is inefficient or because the source(s) of supply are 
unable to operate continually . Such irr egularities impos e production and 
planning problems on managers and cause wastage through the failure to 
operate valuable capital equipment intenSively . Firms may hold stocks of 
raw mat erials as a means of maintaining continuous production? but this 
r eaction ties up capital. Furthermore, if the supplier is a local 
monopolist , the buying firms have only weak bargaining power: raw materials 
then command a higher price 1: 
Sev0.ral possible patterns of behavi our are implied . A firm may 
a ttempt to reduce uncertain.ty of supplies by buying the r i ghts to operate 
the source or by s ecuring the source itself . The firm has overcome the 
bar gaini ng problem and has greater control over the production of ra v 
mat erial. Alter natively the firm may try to reduce irregulariti es and 
stocks by locating near the supplier. Thirdly , a firm may buy from several 
s upplier s or sources. If price is the problem1 there is now more competition 
to sell, if uncertain supply, the i r regulariti es of each source may 
canc el out . 
9 . Losch, The Economics of Location, pp . 468- 474, found that the interest 
r a t e in the USA in the 1930 ' s rose as did distance from the eastern 
financ i al centres . (But note that banking is not nationally organised . ) 
10 . Lo Davi S, ' 1'he Capital ~,1arkets and Industrial Conc "ntration : The US 
and UK y A Comparative Study ' ? Econ . Ri st . Rev. , 2nd s er . , vol . XIX, 
1966 , pp . 255- 272. 
11 . The importance of bargaining power is 'Nell illustrated by the stress 
it is given in J 0 K. Galbro.i th, Amer ican Capitalism, HarmondS\vorth , London, 
1963 , as a force countering the oligopolistic poY/er which f i rms may 
command with respect to their own industry. 
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The first reaction implies no particular locational behaviour by the 
firm . However this strategy is not useful by itself if the irregularities 
are due to the transport net . Location near the supplier enhances the 
attractiveness of raw materials as a site? but places the firm in a weak 
bargaining position and does not help to overcolne the irregularities due 
to production methods at the source , (If the material is agricultural~ the 
bargaining position of the firm does not deteriorate because of location 
at the source . ) The third reaction implies a drastic reduction in the 
value of raw material locations and? given the likelihood of a good 
transport net to the several sources of supply from the origin 5 increases 
the possibility thc t the firm locates at the origin . 'l:his solution is the 
most comprehensive means of overcoming supply problems and is therefore 
the most likely one to occur theoretically . However the actual choice in 
a given situation depends on the specific problems of supply and on the 
other external relations of the firm . 
Products 
Irregularities also occur between the firm and its market . If these 
irregularities are due mainly to the transport mechanisffi 9 the pressure to 
locate at either the supply sources or the market varies with the relative 
costs of stocks of finished Boods and of raw materials. In general the 
more usual reaction to transport difficulties is to locate at the market? 
because this behaviour allows the firm to buy from several suppliers; 
because the products of a firm are typically more differentiated than its 
raw materials (so that a sufficient stock cover of products costs more 
than an adequate cover of raw materials); and because location away from 
the market involves the additional costs of maintaining a showroom and 
warehouse at the market y of employing and co~trolling salesmen at a 
distance 9 and of establishing immediate and loca l after- sales service 
facilities. Therefore firms which suffer irregularities of supply or of 
marketing are likely to locate at the origin? though in detail this 
conclusion depends on n number of factors? such as the cause of the 
irregularities and the relative importance of raw materials and product 
stocks . 
External economies 
Firms may require that services are constantly available . Business 
services may be used only irregularly -- and at unpredictable intervals of 
time and may be needed at short notice , A firm may be too small to be 
able to emplo;y a range of professional and repair services continuously 5 
and so it relies on specialist firms to supply these services when 
requir ed . Typically however? such services must be supplied and used 
quickly (e . g.? for the repair of specialist machinery); this entails close 
spatial contact with the service firm. In turn the specialist has to be 
servicing severa l customers if the function is to be profitable. The 
external econGmies of uncertainty suggest location in the origin. 
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The firms which use external economies most nre normally the small 
firms in the econorr~, those without an output large enough to justify the 
overhead costs of the specialisod s ervic es . Lnrge pl~~ts , hcving a greatur 
volume of output, may feel freer of dependence on the origin. However not 
all firms are able to adjust by increasing their size : some industries are 
characterised by small plants. (We have already seen some of the ways in 
which uncertainty limits firm size : see pp. 47- 48.) In any case new firms 
are typically small for a time, and so they tend to locate in the origin. 
Then if the firm relocates elsewhere after it has grovill larger and more 
independent, all the information which it has accumulated about the origin 
is wasted. Thus if some firms are conservative in relocating in order to 
preserve information, the attrnction of the origin as a location of new, 
small plants becomes important in promoting the overall growth of the region. 
Not only firms? but also entire industries, locate in the established 
core during the period of their initial development. In a new and rapidly 
evolving industry, the firms are uncertain about the market for the 
products of the industry and, perhaps more importantly, firms are uncertain 
about that part of the market which they may hope to capture. This 
characteristic high v~certainty of new industries is caused by rapid 
technological and stylistic development. Firms in the new industries are 
small, partly because the market is small and partly because capital and 
the market are minimisLng their risk of loss by fostering many small firms 
rather than a few large ones. In small firms research and development must 
be individual and highly selective : the firm is forced by limited resources 
and time to replace the more successful (but long term) method of focusing 
by that of scanning to attCtin new concepts 1 ~ If the firm is unable to 
maintain at least the average rate of improvement, it stagnates and is 
eventually removed. Under the conditions of a high rate of obsolescence 
of ideas and only limited research, firms attempt to increcse their 
security by locating so that they can copy an innovation quickly. 
12. If a series of events is presented to a subject, three main methods 
of developing a true hypothesis about the common elements in these events 
may be used: (i) trial and error, unsystematic and relatively unsuccessful; 
(ii) scanning, in which a narrow hypothesis is formed by hunch and altered 
to fit at least some of the mown facts when shown to be wrong. If the true 
hypothesis is found , it may be obtained earlier than if the thinker uses 
(iii) fOCUSing, in which the whole of the first event becomes the 
hypothesis. This is maintained until the first contradictory event occurs, 
when the common elements in the hypothesis (the previOUS events) and the 
new event become the new hypothesis. The hypothesis becomes progressively 
closer to the truth and is certain to succeed, but it may take longer than 
scanning on the basis of hunches. See R. Tho~son, The Psychology of 
Thinking, Harmondworth , London, 1959, pp. 63- 87. 
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A firm which is sufficiently adaptable must fulfil several 
requirements. It must be in close physical contact with anyone who might 
innovate (because it has only a limited spatial information field) in order 
to acquire the new methods and copy them. Since all firms are potential 
innovators ffild copiers, all firms must locate together. Firms attempt to 
invest the minimum of capital in the business because the failure rate is 
high: heavy running costs are preferable to high overhead costs. Firms must 
be able to hi r e and fire labour at short notice and to rent space. The 
location must be adequately developed for all firms to locate there and to 
adapt properly . These conditions almos t dictate a location in the 
established core. 
Behaviour patterns may change later in the history of the industry. 
When technical change has become less rapid, the firms and the market are 
more confident , and uncertainty has fallen, firms begin to grow larger 
and to internalise some of the services formerly provided by the location. 
Cheapness of the factors of production and accessibility to markets may 
replace speed and ease of ad justment as the dominant locational 
requirements of the firms. Some therefore leave the origin; the proportion 
of firms which do depends on the relative importance of raw materials and 
markets accessibility and di seconomies of scale on the one hand and of 
uncertainty on the other. However even if uncertainty becomes low, some 
firms may remain in the origin - - to fill quick orders , to exploit the 
informntion and the contacts they have gained , and because the costs of 
obtainLDg information about possible new sites may offset the gains from 
relocating 1 -: 
Conclusions 
The analysis has been predicated on the assumption that the economy 
operates to remove those firms which are in a poor location. The structure 
of costs and returns in particular locations has therefore been examined , 
in order to discover those areas against which the economy discriminates. 
The results indicate that costs are lower in the area of concentrated 
development. Agricultural adjustment is easier in areas close to rapid 
economic ch2~ge than in more distant locations; capitnl is available in 
larger quantities and more cheaply in the origin than inland; insecurity 
of materials ' and mElrkets ' supply is generally most easily diminished in 
the origin; the external economies which r educe uncertainty are most 
extensively available in areas of concentrated activity. Fir ms i n the 
more developed locations are less uncertain and Cffil adapt more easily to 
unpredictable events than firms III other parts of the economic system. 
13. This analysis of the location of new firms and new industries is borne 
out in some detail in M. Hall (ed. ), Made in New York q Cambridge, 1959, 
R.M, Lichtenberg , One- Tenth of a Nation, Cambridge , 1960, and R. Vernon, 
Metropolis 1985 , Cambridge, 1960 . 
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The rate of growth of output in developed locations is consequently faster 
than the average for thc economy, and concentration cumulates . 
The discussion has not indicated where , in a nation~ the towns and 
developed regions occur, except that the point of immigration or of the 
initial llLnovation is likely to be the site of a concentration , nor has 
this discussion indicated that there will be more than one developed area. 
However several tovms and regions form if the assumptions are relaxed. 
Internal diseconomies , such as high wages and costs of transport, provide 
an incentive for firms to locate outside a metropolitan area. If the 
environment is variable over space, other regions may acquire dense 
populations, and so other points on the plain may become profitable 
lo cations for some firms, either because of the existence of local raw 
materials or because of the size of local demm1d. 
An obvious implication of the theory is that concentrations may be 
locat ed with reference to factors which are no longer of any importance to 
the industries wit~in them. An individual firm may locate bearing in mind 
the concentration and its constituent activities, which is a relevant and 
logical deciSion , but the reasons for the location of the concentration at 
that especial point or area in space may be immaterial to the firm. Inertia 
is built into the theory : it is implicit in the reasons advanced for the 
existence of areas of intense activity that such areas tend to perpetuate 
themselves. 
The reDainder of the thesis is largely committed to an empirical 
examination of the theory. However before the main body of the data is 
introduced , the following chapter discusses one further element of the 
theory - - the effects of innovations and learning on location patterns . 
~he discussion is supplemented by some data which illustrate the use of 
the ideas to explain the locational decisions of new manufacturing firms 
in New South Wales and the location of linseed growing in Australia. 
CHAPTER 4 
~~~OVATIONS, LEARNING AND LOCATION 
"The one thing I can ' t stand is not to lmow what ' s ahead of me. 
Uncertainty • • ! I ' 
Elizabeth Ferrars, The March Hare Murders. 
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Innovations are not produced at equal rates over c~ economic system, nor 
are they adopted simultaneously at all points in the system. Hagerstrand 
has shown how innovations are diffused through society; but there appear 
to be no models to explain the loc~tion of the invention. This chapter, 
by using the model of a firm' s spatial lmowledge, attempts to develop such 
a theory and to examine its long run significance. Later , these systems 
are used in analyses of linseed farming in Australia and of factory location 
in New South Wal es. 
The Location of Innovations 
An innovation model 
2 The idea that firms have lmowledge of only a limited area around them has 
several implications for a theory of the location of economic activity. 
One model which uses this idea is an fu1alysis of the location of 
innovations . Assume that the number of inventions produced by a group of 
persons is proportional to the population of that group : more specifically, 
let the probability of an invention in an area be 
(4-1 ) klK , 
where k is the population of the place and! the population of the entire 
system. Assume that the number of inventions which result in entrepreneurial 
action (here defined as innovations) is a funct ion of the number of 
inventions and of the number of contacts an inventor has with businessmen . 
The assumption that contacts with businessmen are important when people 
act upon inventions may be rationalised by the notion that to apply an 
invention to manufacture a good or to offer a service may require finance, 
lmowledge of the techniques of manufacturing some other goods, or a general 
business abili ty, which an inventor may no t have. Therefore, let the 
probability that an inventor lmows a businessID2.tl useful to him be 
( 4-2) Pj kla , 
where a is a constant and is more than k. 
1. T. Hagerstrand , ' A JYIonte Carlo Approach to Diffusion ' , Archs curop. de 
Sociol., vol. 6, 1965, pp . 43- 67i @1d ' Quantitative Techniques for 
Analy is of the Spread of Information and Technology ' , in C. A. Anderson & 
JYI . J. Bowman (eds) , Education ru1d Economic Development, Chicago , 1965 . 
2 . See Chapter 3, pp. 43- 44. 
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The probability of an innovation occurring in u place is therefore 
( 4-3) p.p. 
1 J 
2 k j uK. 
Thus if the probability of an invention and the probability of a business 
contact are both linear fUllctions of the size of 8. place 1 the robability 
of an innovation rises as the square of' the population . Large places 
generate mo r e and small places less innovations than their populations 
lead one to expect . For example, if three places have populations of' 10 1 
30 and 60 respectively (then ! = 100») and ~ is 1001 they have 10%9 30% 
and 6\$ of the population of the system) but 2%~ 2Cf/o and 7S;~ of the 
i nnovations produced in the system. 
Now information is collected mainly from areas close to the 
entrepreneur. If good locations nre randomly scattered through the system~ 
the entrepreneur is most likely to find one nenr his own location because 
mo r e time ill1d energy is spent lOOking there . Therefore since the number 
of innovations occurring in 8. place is a function of the square of the 
population of that place) the number of new firms which locute in 0. town 
rises fast er the:..n does its populntion . (A llew firm is defined ns one which 
incorporates ml innovation.) The grenter the population of a tom1 or region, 
the faster its r ate of growth of firms which incorporate aD innovation . 
Some of the work on the diffusion of innovations suggests that the 
nssumptions of this model are typically fulfilled in reality. Information 
flows mainly by perso:1al contacts: Hagerstrand hns found this among 
f ar mers: and it hns been shovvn that the use of new drugs spreads through 
the medical profession largely along the links of u social network~ I n 
nddition Hagerstrand ' s work on local migration and· telephone traffic 
stUdies indicate th:::..t the ' .. , links between individuals i n a farming 
r.: 
population have a very strong distance bias. , :J As a consequence, his 
innovution studies demonstrate that ' Expansion [of an innova tion] then 
takes pl ace in a W2.y which indicates that a new adoption is more likely to 
6 
occur in the vicinity of existing adoptions thru1 further out from them. ' 
Significantly, when eXruaining inteTI1ational diffusions in Europe, 
Hagerstralld finds that the links between national capitnls are stronger 
thru1 distance nlone would predict! This work validitates the main buses of 
the present innovs.tion model. 
3 . T. Hagerstrnnd) ' Aspects of the Spatial Structure of Sociul 
Communication and the Diffusion of Information ' 1 Pap . ? reg . Sci. Ass ' 1 
vol 16; 1966 (Buropean Congress, Cracow? 1965») pp. 27- 42 . 
4 . J . S. Coleman, E. Katz & H. Menzel, ' The Diffusion of an Im10vation 
Among PhysiciEl.ns ' 1 SociometrY1 voL 20, 19571 pp. 253- 270, 
5 Hugerstrand, ' Aspects of the Spatial Structure .• . ', p. 31 . 
6 . Hngerstrand, ' Aspects of the Spntial Structure • . . ' 9 p , 28 
7 . Hagerstrand; ' Aspects of the Spatinl Structure ••• ' ; pp . 33- 34 and 40- 41 . 
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However in a system t ending towards e long run equilibrium? this 
model is not lmportaDt as it stands. Eventually the innovation is diffused 
2illd in the long rlli~ firms locate at the optimum places : the large city 
need not necessarily be the long run optimum location. The model so far ~ 
then~ is only of short run significance~ as are all diffusion models . The 
following discussion introduces a model in which di ffusion r a t es become of 
long term importance~ in which the fact that an innovation is at first 
spatially limited creates enduring patterns of loca tion which do not occur 
if the innova tion is perfectly distributed . 
Learning ffi1d innovations 
Lear ning situations are an immediate corollary of uncertainty . If 
entr epreneurs are ignorant, scope exists for them to l earn : entrepreneurs 
may ch&mge their activities in a manner which persists and recurs over a 
period of time and wr~ch is strengthened by r epetition or practice~ 
Learni ng is implied by uncertainty and is important i n an analysis of 
location under uncertainty - - in two ways . First) the fun ctions relating 
learning and time may be different in two areas because of physical 
factors and ~ secondly, learning functions may differ over portions of a 
ho mogeneous p lain . In the following ru~alysis~ two simple models are 
constructed which illustrate the significance of learning to location 
theory : they are couched in terms of agricultural production but may be 
readily generalised to other activities . 
(i) bnvironmental learning functions 
Assume an economic system which contains two separate types of location. 
A new crop is introduced into this system: it is sold on world markets at 
a fixed and constant price. The farmers in the system have never grown the 
crop before ru1d so they must practice before attaining maximum yields . 
Techniques of production are fixed and constant (excepting the skills of 
farmers, which improve over time) and farmers within each area ave 
identical production functions. Assume that in area A, 
( 4- 4) Yt +1 - Y t B/t( t+1) , 
and that in area B, 
( 4- 5) Yt+1 - Y' t D/t( t+1) . 
In equation (4- 4), Y-c+ 1 is the yie l d of farmers in year (t+1), Yt is the 
yield in year (t), and B is a constrult; similarly, i n equation (4- 5), 
Y' and Y' are yields in years (t+ 1) and (t) respectively, and D is a t+1 t 
const ant . Th difference equation ( 4- 4) has the solution 
8. This definition of l earning is provided in Thomson, The Psychology 
of Thinking ,p 108, from which the idea of using learning functions in 
this way was obtained. 
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FIGURE 4-1 
GRAPHS OF TWO }ITPOTHETICAL LEAillfING FillqCTIONS 
The two fQDctions are Yt 11 - 2/t , in which yields tend to the limit 
eleven; ffi1d Yt 13 - 12/t, in which yields tend to the limit thi r teen . 
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( 4-6) Yt A - Bit (A any constant)~ 
and equation ( 4-5) is solved by 
( 4- 7) Y' t C - D/t (C = nny cor stant). 
Equations (4-6) nnd (4- 7) are hyperbolic functions~ represented only in 
the positive quadrant of a pair of rectangular Cartesian co- ordinates 
(because of external critcria)~ having the values (A-B) and (C- D) 
respectively in year (t=1)9 and tending to the limits A mld C. 
Figure 4-1 contains the graphs of two such functions~ for possible 
values of !~ ], ..Q. and.;Q. In the long ru.n~ farmers in area B (who exhibit 
the Y-h learning function) produce more profitably thnn farmers in A. 
However farmers do not know the futux'e trend of their yields and so? i-
the yield necessary for profits is? say~ ten, the farmers in B are likely 
to cease growing the crops because they will have endured three 
consecutive losses before they ~btalll this yield and they will not blOW 
that the next year is to be any better . In these circumstances only the 
farmers in A grow the crop? even though their yields in the long run are 
lower th~1 the yields of farmers in B would have been. 
This model may a lso be used to interpret the production decisions of 
farmers who have migratod into a previously empty area. If all farmers 
exhibit the same learning functions Yt and Yt for crops A and B, which are 
sold at f'ixed and equal prices, the most likely course of events is that A 
will be grovm in the long run and thz,t crop B will be discarded after two 
or three years production: B is not as profitable as A until the fifth 
year of operation. The model is useful only if B was not grov~1 before A 
was introduced into the area, for if B has been gro\vu for three years 
before A is grov~1? B is always more profitable than A. 
However the model is not generals for it depends on environmental 
conditions. The shape of the functions Yt and Yt depends either on the 
farmers or on the environment -- though environmental differences are the 
more likely cause of variations within a country , Although this mny be 
useful in the realistic conditions of environmental variance, illl 
alternative formulation generates patterns without assuming variation over 
the plain in physical conditions. 
(ii) Learning and diffusion on a ho roogeneous plain 
Tr..is second model assumes a homogeneous plain on which an innovation is 
diffused at a finite rate . The simplest of all systems is analysed, 
in which a good is produced by all farmers in region (a) in year 1 s 
all farmers in regions (a) and (b) in year 2. The entrepreneurs on 
plain all have the same production function, and the Game learning 
function --
(4-8) B/t (t+1), 
that 
and 
the 
by 
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in which ! represents the number of years an entrepreneur has produced a 
good 9 ! i s ou.tput per unit aren? and B is a constant , The difference 
e quation (4-8) has the solution 
(4-9) Yt A - B/ t (A = any constant) , 
Customers absorb tr~~sport costsi therefore the price of a good is equal 
at all points on the plain. A demo..Yld functiol exists for the good: 
(4-1 0 ) 
where P t is t he price and 0t i'" the output in year.!9 und! nnd ~ are 
posi ti ve constunts 9 ! more than or equal to ZOt for all t . }i' nreal units 
of the good are produced in area ( a) and Q unit s in 8.rea ( b). Het ce 
(4-11 ) 0tn = FYt a ? and 0tb = GYtb9 
where the second subscript identifies the region. Thus 
(4-12) Pt = X - Z[FYta + GY(t+1)b J . 
Now? in year (t=1)? the goon is pr oduced in region (a) only. Yield is 
( 4-13) 
and output is 
(4-14 ) 
Hence price is 
(4-1 5) 
° 1a 
x - ZF[A - BJ? 
and therelore returns per entr epr eneur are 
(4-1 6) H1a = [A-BJ[X - ZF( A - B)J. 
I n year ( t=2) 9 
(4--17) Yta = Y2a = A - B/2 ? 
and therefore the out put in region ( a ) i s 
(4-1 8) 02a = F[A - B/2J. 
In region (b )? 
(4-19 ) 
and therefore 
(4-20 ) 
Consequently 
(4-21 ) 
and therefore 
( 4- 22 ) 
and (4- 23 ) 
Ytb 
° 1b 
P 2 
R2a 
R1b 
X - Z[F (A - B/2) + G(A - B)J, 
[A - B/2J[X - Z(FA - ~FB + GA - GB)J 9 
[A - BJ[X - Z(FA - -; -"B + GA - GB) J. 
The difference between the returns to farmers i n region (a) III t heir 
first year of production and the r eturns t o farmers in ( b) III their first 
year is 
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Now) ~ is more than zero (because price falls aG output rises) ruld! is 
more th2.l1 or equal to ~ (because yields are never negative). Therefore 
equation (4- 24) is positive, that is~ R1 a is more than R1 b~ if 
(4-25) ~'FB + GA - GB > O~ 
that is> if 
( 4-26) I'/2G > (B -- A)/B. 
But F and G nre posi ti ve nULlbers and so F/2G is mOl'e than zero; however 
! is more than 12. and therefore B - A is less than zero " Consequently the 
inequality (4- 26) is alwnys "true? and R1a is ahvays more than R1b, 
Therefore the returns per unit area to farmers in area (b) ,in their 
first year of production are less than the returns to (a) 1 s farmers III 
their first year . Further more, the difference in the returns to farmers in 
(a) and (b) is greater the larger is ~ (i . e., the greater the slope of the 
demand curve), the larger is 1::. and the smaller is ~ (that is, the higher 
are the yie lds at the limit and in the f irst year of production) and the 
larger arc K ruld Q. (i. e" the larger the area over which the good is 
produced in each region) . Similarly the returns to entrepreneurs III areas 
!!.9 n+1, n+2~ " ' " 9 in their E!th year of production are l ess than the returns 
to entrepreneurs in area n-1 in the ir roth year~ if areas n, n+1? n+2~ . . " , 
- - - - 9-
start producing the good 19 2, 3, . " , years later thrul area n-1 . 
If profits are !D.ade only on returns which are more than R 1 b and if 
entrepreneurs are not willing to incur Dore than one loss, the good is 
unlikely to be produced in area (b)? though entrepreneurs in (a) continue 
to cultivate the crop . More generally~ if learning takes place and prices 
vary inversely with output~ the later an innovation is adopted in an area 
(as compared with other areas), the less likely it is that the i~novation 
will be profitable in the area. This conclusion suggests that in a lear.ling 
si t uation -- that is, in an uncertain envirO_1IT1ent - - the location of a.l1 
imlovation and the rate at which it is diffused ruo.y be of long rllil 
significance . If an aren produces an lllil0vation it is more lilely to adopt 
that iml0vation profi tnbly than other areas. The difference in 
profitability varies wi t h the slope of the demand curve~ the volume of 
production, the effect of learning on yields and the rate of diffusion of 
the llll1ovation , A combination of the conclusion of the innovation model 
discussed previously, that n disproportionately large number of 
innovations are produced in large cities or regions, ruld this conclusion, 
that the area in which the ilnl0vation is mnde is most likely to adopt it 
profitably, i ndicates that the rate nt which innovations are adopted 
profitably rises with the size of the city or region, Once the populatioll 
i n a system is unevenly distributed over that system, im10vation production 
alld diffusion tend to increase the degree of concentration of activity. 
9 " But as ill becomes large, returns in nll areas tend to the common lihlit A, 
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Exa.mples 
Two exaoples which illu t rnte the use of these models are now discussed . 
The first explores the effect of innovations and of the sphere of 
knowledge of firms on the loc~tion of industry. Data are taken from 
several sources to generate an er pirical model of' the location of one type 
of innovntion -- the founding of manufacturing f irms in New South \tales. 
The second example discusses the influence of rates of learning on the 
location of linseed farminG in eastern Austrnlia. In both i nst8.l1.ces only 
pnrts of the models are used . 
The locution of firms 
(i) The hypothesis 
The nvailabl e evidence suggests that most f i rms are small when they begin 
production. Jervis i n terviewed 72 firms in the English Midlands and found 
that the size of firQS was positively relnted to their age 1? Table 4- 1 
summarises his data. Greenhut and Colberg interviewed the managers of 83% 
of all the new factories which locat ed ll1 Florida in 1956 and 19571] 
Table 4- 2 pr esents their r esults about the size of factories 9 which were 
up to t wo years old a t the time of the survey. Mo st of these relatively 
young factories were smaller than the Florida average. 
TABLE 4- 1 
Relationship Between Age and Size of Firm in English Midlands 
Age Group 
Size 1 (Young) 2 3 4 (Old) Total 
SIilell 16 2 2 1 21 
Me diUDl 5 12 7 11 3? 
L.s.rge 0 4 1 11 16 
Totnl 21 18 10 23 72 
Source : Jervis 9 ' Private COQpany Finance i n the Post War Period ' , p . 192 , 
The first plant of a new firm is likely to be a sQall one when 
ini tially set up: the first plant of a firm is defined as one vvhose 
capital is not obtained by personal connexion from existing factories. 
However pl ants which have be en relocated and branch factories are l ess 
likely to be small, because the firms which establish them hnve had the 
10. F.R. J ervis, ' Private Company Fll1ance in the Post War Per iod , Manchr 
Sch . econ,soc . Stud . , vol. XXV , 1957, pp. 190-211 . 
11 . MoL. Greenhut & MoR. Colberg , Factor s in the Location of Florida 
Indtllitry, Tallahassee, Fl o. , 1962 0 
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TABLE 4-2 
Size of Factories Under Two Years Old? Plorida? 1956- 57 
Type of Plant 
Plant Size First Branch Total 
100+ employees 7 32 39 
25- 99 employees 37 38 75 
- 24 employees 152 144 296 
Total 196 214 410 
Note : ' Branch I plants LYlclude relocations of out- oI- State and Hi thin- State 
factories. 
Source : Greenhut & Colberg ? Factors in the Location of Florida Industry. 
opportunity to grow large. Thus Chi squared indicates that the difference 
in the size distribution of first and branch plants in Table 4- 2 is 
significant with a probability of less than 0. 01. Therefore first factories 
generally have less capital available tho.n branch plants when they are 
established. Consequently less capital is spent on increasing the radius 
of ID10wledge -- that is, on searching 101' optimum sites -- by first plant s 
thru1 by branch plants . Thus first plants are likely to be located closer 
to the source of the innovation (the r8alisation that a factory making SODe 
good at some point may be profitable) than branch and relocated factories. 
(ii) Location by type of plmlt 
Date. were gathered during an interview survey of manufacturing industry 
. N S t" IV 1 t t t th .. 12 H . f d 1 tl st t In ew ou 11 a es 0 es is proposl tlon. aVlng oun w y 1e a e 
of New South Wales was chosen as a location, non- D.etropoli tan f irms 13 
were asked : ' VThy did you locate in this town'? ' . The answers of the firms 
founded by the present owner or manager and of some braYlch factories are 
summarised in Table 4- 3. (The answers of the present managers about the 
behaviour of their predecessors were distrusted, except for some branch 
plants where documentary evidence was available to managers.) 
The table demonstrates the difference between brru1ch ru1d first 
factories in the reasons for their choice of a location. The nanagers 
think that D.ost first plants are located in a town because the founder 
lived there -- the firns Gore located close to the source of' the inno-vation 
__ whereas branch plants are located in a tovm for other reasons, such as 
12. Chapter 6 describes the methods used in this survey. 
13. Sydney firhlS tended to regard a location elsewhere in the s tat e as 
i nconcei vable and 1,le as a fool for asking such a question. The question 
was dropped in order to maintain good will during the interview, 
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access to raw materials or to large local markets . Clearly, first plants 
are located cl oser to the source of the lllnovution than are branch plants 
or relocated pl ants : the difference s exhibited in the table are shovm by 
Chi squared to be significa~t at a probability of less than 0 . 0 1. 
TABLE 4- 3 
Reasons for the Loc:ation of Non- Me tropolitan Firms? New South i7ales 
Factory Type 
Reason Bra."lch First Total 
, IJived here ' 0 46 46 
' Other ' 16 12 28 
Total 16 58 74 
Note: ' Lived here ' was nor mally given as a sole reason, though it was 
sometimes supplemented by an evaluation of de~and, If a firD mentioned 
any other factors, it was classified in the ' Other ' group . The figures in 
the table ar e nUl!J.bers of firms$ not numbers of mentions . 
Source : interview survey , New South Wales, 1965- 66. 
Ther efore locating enterprises may be effectively classified into two 
types . First , the branch and relocated factories tend to be loca ted for 
the reasons traditionGlly analysed in theory -- access to materials, fuel, 
power, markets, lab a lIT , a~d so on. The s econd type of factory is the 
initial plant of the firm, which is generally (though no t a lways ) located 
in the tovm of the entrepreneur (innovator) . The discussion now analyses 
t he fac tors affecting the location of the first plant of c. firm , which 
have received l ess attention than the pressures on a branch plant, 
(iii) Location of the first plant 
Severnl factors affect the location of the first plan.t of a firm. One of 
these is the personal cost of relocation, such as the loss of friends. 
Another is the cost of obtaining knowledge at a distance when firms have 
only limited capital. This Imowledge is largely of two kinds --
acquaintance with local bUSinessmen, which permits credit , supplies ffi1d 
markets to be obtained more eaSily, and knowledge of demand, which allows 
a better choice of industry. The Greenhut ruld Co lberg study found that 
' personal factors with an economic advantage ' (e ,g., friendship with 
customers or suppliers) was more important in determining the community 
within Ploridn which was chosen than i n affecting the deci sion t o loc.::.te 
in Florida: it was the primary f ctor determinirg the choice of u 
COllIDllli1ity in 38 firms ( 20% of the first plants), t he second f~ctor in 
n ine firms, and the tillrd in 49 firms 1 ~ Jervis pointed out one reason why 
14. Greenhut & Colberg, Factors in the Location of ~10rida Industry, 
pp. 77-80. 
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pcrsonnl knowledge is important to new firns : most smull and young firms 
have to use banks to finance expansion (because they have not been able to 
accumulate reserves), and advm1ces are made on securities or, i n the case 
of new fiI'ms~ on the basis of personu.l qualities1? 
A second ques tion has to be asked about first plants : the reaSO~1 why 
this industry wes chosen has to be exo.oined. There must be sufficient 
demm1d to support the factory, either in the present or in the future , and 
ent repreneurs must know the techniques of production or be able to import 
staff who have this knowledge. Generally in sDk~ll firms, the entrepreneur 
himself mus t be skilled in the techniques to be used. Other industries are 
not chosen because the opportlli1ities for profit in relation to the cost 
and the risk of obtainil1g new techniques arc not as high as in the chosen 
indus try. fu1 example of the cost of finding new techniques is provided by 
the early history of Marrickville Margarine Pty Ltd . r.1r Charles Abel, who 
was 0. bo.1cer and pastrycook in the Sydney suburb of Newtown , decided that 
the a~ilable cooking fats were not of top quality and not entirely suited 
to his needs . Accordingly i n 1906 he sent his son to Europe and the UK to 
study the margarine industry. When the son returned in 1908, Abel began 
making margarine f or the baking industry and , l a ter, for domesti c 
consumption 1? It is costly to buy new techniques in this Dmmer, and few 
small firms could afford to spend their capital on such a risky trip. 
Normally therefore the entrepreneur must have worked in a firo. which USGS 
teclmique s similer to the ones he needs. 
Now? first plants cre usu::J.lly located in the hOLle t ovm of the owner. 
But the owner must generally have worked in 0. siLlilo.r firm. (There arc, as 
will be seen, exceptions to tIns generalisation .) Therefore the first 
ploots of firms rarely introduce new LYldustries into towns . If a town or 
region is to obtain a new industry, it must attract branch plants or 
relocating plants , because the first plants of firms normally produce the 
goods already made i n the town or region . Data were collected during the 
interview survey to assess this hypothesis. Pirms were asked their age, 
and whether they were the first firms in the ir.dustry in the t ovm; 
mru1agers were a sked where they obtained their qualifications m1d skills . 
From this information, it was possible to decide whether some firms --
though not all of them were the first firms ll1 the industry in the 
tOv~l or whether the industry was already represented in the tovm when the 
firm was set up . Factories were also classified by status, i nto first 
plants and branch or relocated plants. 
15. Jervis , tprivate CotliJany Finance in the Post War Period t ? pp. 200- 201 . 
16. This infoY'lllation was given during an interview with the Compooy 
Secret D.ry, Marrickville Margarine Pty Ltd, Sydney? 18/5/66 . 
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TABLE 4-4 
Introduction of New Industries into New South Y/ales Towns by Facto!,y Typo 
Type of Industry 
Type of Plant Novel Already Pr esent TO"Gnl 
First plont 40 82 122 
Branch plont 44 18 62 
Total 84 100 184 
Source : interyj_ew survey ~ New South Wales? 1965- 66 . 
Table 4- 4 presents the results, including fi rms located in Sydney one 
non- metropoli tilll areas. The tnble der:lonstro.tes that the first plants of 
firms tend to be in industries a lready present in the towns~ whereas 
branch ffild relocated plants are more likely to bring new industries into 
towns: Chi squared indicates that the differences are significm1t at 0. 
probability of less than 0.01. These r esults are compatible with the 
hypothesis that novel industries are introduced into to\¥l1S mainly thrO~1 
the decisions of firms wl1ich are relocating or setting up branch f actories . 
( i v) Exceptions 
However forty plants~ 2~ of the total? were the first plants in the 
industry in the town and the first plants of the firm. This is more thDn 
expected. The interviews suggested several reasons why some small firms 
were able to ll1troduce new industries into tovms , 
Some manufacturing fllilctions grew out of retailing or service 
functions . Several of the lIk'lnu£acturers of switch gear Dnd electricnl 
control equipment in non- metropolitDn to~ms were formerly retailers or 
repairers of this equipment who had realised the potential of local 
production. Such firms are Braoco Electronics Pty Ltd1; Special Electric 
Manufacturing Co. 18 ond Mon- Arc Products Pty Ltd 1? Similarly ~ James Hardie 
& Co . Pty Ltd began mnking asbestos products in Sydney when the first 
1 · t d20 Wnrld War interrupted the supplies which the firm had previous y lmpor e . 
In these cases the firm1s b10wledge of techniques had been acquired 
gradually during the period when it was 0. retailer or repairer . 
Some firms are established as outlets for locally produced m.o.terial~ 
by the producers. The Leeton Co- operative Cannery Ltd was founded in 1920 
17 . Interview~ Newcastle? 3/5/66 . 
18 . Interview, Wollongong, 28/4/66. 
19. Intervic\' ~ Albury, 1/9/65. 
20. Intervicm, Sydney, 3/3/66. 
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by fruit growers around Leeton (in the Murrumbidgee Irrigation Area) who 
wanted [t loco.l outlet for fruit o.s a means of raising the pr:Lces they 
. d21 h recel ve • '1' e OlD.rence Hi ver Co- opero.ti ve Meo.t Society JJtd 9 at Grafton, 
was set up in 1946 to process the livestock of the local co- operating 
owne'rs2~ In both instarlCes the farmers illld grnziers, who had Imowledge of 
loco.l supply conditions? founded a firLl which was lnrge enougl- to import 
mnnagers Iho hnd cOIDLlerdnl and technical expertise. 
However information does trnvel and SOhle new firms do establish new 
industries in a tovm.Most country newspnpers 'dere founded by mcn who had 
obtained their technical trainlllg in other tov~lS. Soft drink waking ruld 
brick uaking are also industries in which entrepreneurs were mobile. In 
addition9 Llany industries in Newcastle and Wo llongong were established by 
Sydney- siders , whose closeness to these cities enabled then to appreciate 
the possibilities for pr oduction relntively cheaply. These are the 
exceptions to n gcnornlisation the overall validity of which has been 
demonstrated , nnd v/hich is cOLlpatible with the model of information 
availability and cost. The eXaLlple has evaluated t he location of one type 
of i~~ovation9 the formation of new factories. The effects of information 
on the location of factories and the inplications of these effects have 
been analyseo . The discussion constitutes a partial eopirico.l assess@ent 
of the liID dels about the location of innovations. 
Learning functions and 10ca tiOl 
This second exr...mple demonstrates the existence of learning functions nnd 
their use in explaining the location of linseed farming in Australia .. 
Linseed farming has been chosen as nn exo.mple because it is an industry 
only recently established i n this country, so that yield and production 
data are available for the entire period of linseed cultivation. The diJ.tD.~ 
and a partial analysis of them, for the first ten years of linseed 
production have been published by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics2~ 
The study of the Bureau is 0. statiotical analysis of acreage, location , 
and yield per acre of comoercial linseed crops grown over the period 
1947 to 1956. The analysis of yield per acre enbro.ces 8410 of all comnerci ' 1 
crops grown i n Australia during the period. 
( i) Background 
For many years little continuous production took plo.ce and the e phasis 
'o.s on flax rather thrul on seed. In 1927 new , high seed yielding vurieties 
2 1. Intervicw9 Leeton 9 7/ 9/65. 
22. Interview9 Grafton, 27/7/65. 
23. Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Linseed: A Statistical Analysis of 
Area? Production end Yield per Acre in Australia? 1947- 48 to 1956- 57, 
Canberra, undatGd. '1l he Bureau used data supplied by Meggitt Ltd of Sydney. 
Unfortunately this company no longer maintains complete records~ and the 
study cannot therefore be brouglt up to date. 
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were introduced and, following some years of cultural experimentation and 
strain and variety testing, the first worthwhile crop of linseed, amounting 
to 363 tons, was delivered to the crushers in 1947- 48. This crop is 
accepted as the first commercial crop of linseed in Australia2~ By 1956-57 
production had reached 19 9 122 tons. During this period, all the linseed 
produced was bought by a Sydney firm, Meggitt Ltd, on behalf of themselves 
and the other oilseed crushers 9 at a price announced ll1 January or February 
of each year, on the basis of pure linseed, net weight , delivered in 
25 new bags u 
(ii) The changing pattern 
In the first few years of production, crops of linseed were grown in 
Queensland , New South Wales , Victoria and South Australia: see Table 4- 5. 
Acreage was fairly evenly divided between Queensland 9 New South Wales and 
Victoria at first? but by 1952 Queensland was growing one half and New 
South Wales one third of the crop . Table 4-5 also demonstrates that the 
TABLE 4- 5 
Production and Acreage of Linseed in Australia? 1947 to 1952 
Year 
1947-48 1948- 49 1949- 50 1950- 51 195 1-52 
AREA (ACRES) 
Queensland 
JlTew South Wales 
Victoria 
South Australia 
LINSEED FARMERS (NO.) 
Queensland 
New South Wales 
Victoria 
South Australia 
ACRES PER FARMER 
Queensland 
New South Wales 
Victoria 
South Australia 
170 
866 
407 
299 
13 
29 
27 
17 
13 
30 
15 
18 
5 9 515 
79 489 
39510 
19 464 
223 
212 
123 
74 
24 
36 
29 
19 
8 , 554 
79 987 
8 ,356 
39883 
196 
134 
196 
11 1 
41 
58 
42 
34 
11? 400 
16 9 422 
9,855 
6,766 
233 
154 
209 
165 
48 
102 
46 
41 
Source: Linseed : A Statistical AnalysiS ••• , pp . 10 & 13 . 
24 . Linseed: A Statistical Analy~iS"' 9 p. 3. 
20 9 617 
179 165 
59463 
4,780 
304 
143 
68 
97 
59 
95 
67 
49 
25. Data in this paragraph are from Linseed : A Statistical Analysisu, 09 
ppo 1- 4. 
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number of linseed farmers rose in all states until 1950. This early pattern 
of production - - mapped in Fig. 4- 2 -- was largely experimental : the small 
average acreage grown by each farmer indicates that farmers were still 
evaluating the crop2~ 
TABLE 4··6 
Producti on and Acreage o~ Linseed in Australia, 1952 to 1956 
AREA (ACRES) 
Queensland 
New South Wales 
Victor ia 
South Australia 
LINSEED FARMERS (NO.) 
Queensland 
New South Wales 
Victoria 
South Australia 
ACRES PER F AR])flER 
Queensl811d 
New South Wales 
Victoria 
South Australia 
Year 
1952-53 1953- 54 1954- 55 1955- 56 1956- 57 
33 9 820 
21 ~ 195 
49158 
49 025 
23 1 
137 
17 
67 
62 
117 
68 
49 
3 9 205 
29 119 
19 314 
40 
36 
17 
29 
56 
79 
42 
20 
20 9 33 1 
1, 8 19 
1 98 54 
203 
16 
31 
o 
70 
80 
48 
52 ,704 111 ,222 
1,123 2, 191 
784 852 
148 158 
516 
14 
14 
5 
8 2 
77 
58 
25 
942 
18 
18 
6 
103 
111 
35 
I 
24 
Note : no linseed was grovvn in South Australia in 1954- 55. 
Sourc~ : IJinseed: A Statistical Analysis .. . 9 pp. 6, 10 & 13. 
However the eA~erimental pattern soon gave way to a more stable and 
adjusted pattern. Over the period 195 1 to 1954 , the numbers of farmers in 
27 
each state except Queensland dropped markedly, as Table 4- 6 shows • The 
acreage and production figures exhibit a similar trend. By 1954- 55 
Qc;eensland contained 83/~ of the acreage planted to linseed in Australia 
and 85% of the crop was grown there " Over the remaining years of the 
survey , the predominance of Queensland increased : this adjusted pattern i s 
mapped in Fig. 4- 3. The pattern of location in. 1962- 63 was similar; 
26. Notice, however, that acreages per far mer in rew South Wales were 
relatively large . 
27. There was a fall in acreage in all s tates in 1953- 54 , due in the main 
to a fall in the price of linseed in 1952- 53 (see Linseed: A Statistical 
Analysis •.• ? p. 5) . 
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FIGURE 4-2 
PRODUCTION OF LliqSEED IN STATISTICAL DIVISIONS IN AUSTRALIA ? 1947 to 1952 
Note : that while the main producing areas are clearly the Downs Division 
of Queensland and the North West Slopes and North Central Plain of New 
South Wales, significant amounts of linseed were produced over a wide area 
in New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia. 
Source: Linseed: A Statistical Analysis , •. , p . 40. 
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FIGURE 4-3 
PRODUCTION o:B' LTNSEl-t;D IN STATISTICAL DIVISIONS IN AUSTRALIA , 1952 to 1957 
Note : the extreme concentration of production in the Downs Division of 
Queensland. r.1'he difference between this distribution and that portrayed 
in Fig . 4-2 is marked. 
Source : Linseed: A Statistical Analysis .•• ? p . 40. 
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579,000 bushels of linseed were produced in Queensland28 compared with 
105 , 000 bushels in New South Wales2? 
TABLE 4- 7 
Percentage of Successive Growers in Queensland 
Year 
72 
1948- 49 1949- 50 1950- 51 1951-52 1952- 53 1953- 54 1954- 55 1955- 56 
Per Cent r---------------------------------------------------------------
of 
Growers 
32 47 48 51 10 69 76 70 
Note: the table sho ,fs the percent age of t he growers in each year who grew 
a crop in the following year . The year 1947-48 is omitted because only a 
small number of farmers grew a crop . 
Source: Linseed: A Statistical Analysis ••• , p. 34. 
At the same time farmers were becoming more confident of their 
decision whether or not to grow another crop. Table 4- 7 indicates that 
more growers were raising successive crops: whereas in Queensland (the 0 y 
State for which such data were published) in 1948- 49 only about 42% of 
linseed farmers grew crops in the following year , this proportion had risen 
to 7~fo by 1952-1 955 . (A regression equation relating the proportion of 
successive growers to time is not Significant , mainly because of the small 
proportion i n 1952-53.) Furthermore , the proportion of far mers who were 
growing small experimental crops was falling . The data in Table 4-8 
generate the regression equation: 
(4- 27) z 23 . 66 + 6.66X, 
which i s significant at a probability of less than 0.01 and which has a 
standard error of estimate of 6 . 64. 1 is the percentage of all crops in 
Queensland which were of more than forty acres and X is the number of 
30 years after 1947-48 • As Fig. 4- 4 shows, a rising proportion of all crops 
were grown in lots of more than forty acres . 
(iii) Analysis of the pattern 
In most of the area over which linseed is grown, linseed competes with 
wheat. In Queensland , ' Linseed has always been grown as an alternative 
crop to wheat •••• In my opinion expansion or decline of linseed acreage 
will vary according to its price relationship with wheat prices annually 
28 . Statistics of the State of Queensland , 1962- 63 . Brisbane, 1965 , 
pp. ~4-27. . . 
29 . Statistical Register of New South Wales, 1963- 64, Sydney, 1965 , 
p . 37 . 
30 . Note that equation (4- 27) is linear . Obviously the percentage of crops 
which were more than forty acres cannot have continued to rise in this 
fashion for long after 1955- 56 . Regression equations , especially of this 
type, must not be extrapolated beyond the limits of the data employed to 
construct them. 
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FIGURE 4-4 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 'rIi\ A.~D PERCENTAGE OF QUEENSLAfTD LINSEED FARlIIeRS VillO 
PLANTED MORE THMf 40 ACRES 
Source : Linseed: A Statistical Analysis ... , p. 35. 
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TABLE 4-8 
Percentage of Queensland Linseed Growers who Planted more than 40 Acres 
Year 
1948- 49 1949- 50 1950- 51 1951 - 52 1952- 53 1953- 54 1954- 55 1955- 56 
Per Cent r---------------------------------------------------------------
of 
Growel's 
18 47 44 58 53 
Source : Linseed: A Statistical Analysis ••• ? p. 35. 
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received . , 31 Similarly in New South Vlales? ' Linseed is grown in tho wheat 
growing districts. It is a winter crop which comes into direct competition 
with wheat. , 32 In most of South Australia~ linseed competes with wheat for 
land? but 84% of the Victorian crop is grovm in the Western District? where 
linseed competes mainly with sheep and oats3~ Thus? except in Victoria? 
the important factors which determine the states in which linseed is grown 
are the wheat : linseed price, yield and cost ratios. 
rlIachinery used in the cultivation? sowing and harvesting of linseed 
is the s ame as that used in wheat growing. Tl1ese cultural operations cost 
approxim~tely the same for wheat as for linse ed, although spraying for 
Heliothis control and harvesting involve extra work in linseed farming. 
The number of sprayings varies, but in normal years the cost of producing 
linseed may be £2 per acre more than the cost of wheat3~ The report does 
not suggest that tills additional cost varies between States ('r wit hin the" . 
Table 4- 9 indicates the ratios of the price of wheat to the price of 
linseed in each year of the survey. Over much of the period? linseed was 
worth 2.70 to 2.85 times the value of wheat? although the ratio does 
fluctuate markedly. The additional cost of produci ng linseed - - £2 per 
acre -- is expressed as a cost per bushel and subtracted from the price 
of linseed to give a revised price ratio. This ratio f luctuates between 
2.0 and 2.5 in most years. 
In Table 4-1 0 are shown the yearly ratios of the yield of wheat to 
the yield of linseed i n statistical divisions. \/hen the rutio of the 
~-ield of wheat to the yield of linseed is less than the ratio of the 
pr ice of linseed to the price of wheat? linseed is profitable. Such 
31. Mr s.o. Cowlishaw? General President of the Queensland Grain Growers ' 
Association? in Tariff Board Enquiry re Animal and Vegetable Fats and OilS, 
Me lbourne, Sydney and Brisbane , 1960, p . 27; quoted III Linseed: A 
Statistical Analysis .•. , p. 26 . 
32. Mr T.E. Kitamura, New South Wales Department of Agriculture? in 
Tariff Board Enquiry? 1960 , p. 177; quoted in Linseed: A Statistical 
~~alysis •. • ? p. 26. 
33. Linseed: A Statistical Analysis ••• ? p. 26 . 
34. Linseed: A Statistical Analysis .•. ? p. 30 . 
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TABLE 4- 9 
Ratio of Linseed Prices to Wheat Prices 2 1947 to 1957 
Year Linseed Wheat Price Yield Extra Revised 
price per price per Ratio Linseed costs per price 
bushel bushel bushel ratio 
( 1 ) ( 2) ( 1/2) (3) ( 4) [( 1- 4) / 2J 
1947-48 34 1 4-11~ 2.27 8 . 3 4-10 1.95 
1948- 49 41 12-0<Y~ 3.41 5.4 7-05 2.80 
1949-50 35 13-10~ 2.52 8.0 5-00 2. 16 
1950-51 40 14- ooi 2.84 5.4 7- 05 1.83 
1951-52 45 15-11 2.83 4.9 8 - 02 2. 31 
1952-53 32 16- ooi 2.02 7.5 5-04 1.69 
1953-54 35 12-0ei 2.75 5.2 7-08 2. 15 
1954-55 35 12-07! 2.78 8. 1 4-11 2.39 
1955- 56 35 12- 081t 2. 75 9 .8 4- 01 2.43 
1956- 57 35 1 3-0 1~ 2.66 6.7 6-00 2.20 
Notes : col . 1: price of linseed in shillings per bushel (561bs) delivered 
bagged to works i col. 2: price of wheat in shillings per bushel (601bs) 
Pool r etUITl for bagged wheat f.o . b. ports; col. 3: yield of linseed in 
bushels per acre i col. 4: extra costs of produci ng linseed as compared to 
wheat (£2 per acre) divideu by the yield of linseed in bushels per acre? 
and therefore the co lumn gives the extra costs of producing linseed in 
shillings per bushel. Figures relate to the entire Australian crop. 
Sources: cols 17 2? and 1/2 : Linseed: A Statistical Analysis ... ? p. 30' 
col. 3: Linseed: A Statistical Analysis ... ? p. 10; cols 4 and [( 1-4)/2J : 
personal computation. 
occurrences are asterisked in the table: they are r are . The data in the 
table show that l inseed production in Queensland is on average no mo r e 
profitable thru1 production elsewhere? and that most linseed production ? 
except ll1 northern New South Wales? i s unprofitable . 
In most areas linseed can be grown profitably onl y by the better 
f2..rmers. Si xty per cent of all the crops were grown by farmers who grew 
only one crop3; and the relatively poor yields of these farmers weight 
the r esults downwards. Table 4-11 therefore shows the yields of linseed 
by statistical divisions over the period 1954-·56? when relatively few 
farmers were growing the crop for the first time . The average yields in 
Queensland, 8.2 bushe l s per acre? ar e lower than many df the yields 
recorded in other statistical divisions: average yields in the period 
were higher than the Queensl and yield in the North We stern Slopes? 
Central Western Slopes? South West er n Slopes? North Centr al Plains (of 
New South \"Iales)? Central Division (of Victor ia)? and South Eastern 
Division of South Australia. The pattern of production of linseed is 
35. Linseed : A Stati sti cal Analysis . • . , p. 21. 
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TABLE 4-10 
Ratios of the Yields and Prices of Linseed and Wheat ? 
Australia? 1947 to 1957 
"YEA 
STATE RATIO DIVISION 1947 1948 1949 1950 195 1 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 
QLD price 2.48 3.35 2.64 1.92 2.26 1. 65 1. 93 2. 32 2.33 2. 08 
yield Downs 2. 5 5. 1 3.2 2.3 3. 4 3.3 4. 1 3.0 2.7 3.0 
NSW price 2.1IJ. 3. 16 2.42 1.63 2.85 2.08 2. 46 3. 08 3. 12 2.70 
yield C. Tablelands 3.0 5. 5 5.2 1.7 
NW Slopes 2. 2 3.5 2. 3* 3. 2 2.6* 3. 1 4. 5 1.6* 2. 3* 1. 2* 
G'fl Slopes 4.7 6.2 2. 5 3.3 6.1 1.2* 1. 2* 5· 3 
SW Slopes 2.5 5. 2 3.2 6. 9 3.6 2.1 * 
HC Pl ains 1.4* 2.5* 1. 5* 2.5 2.5* 3. 0 3. 1 1. 2* 3.0* 2.7 
Riverino. 1.9* 4.4 3.0 3.6 3.8 3. 2 2.0* 1. 5* 
VIC price 2.27 3.22 2.56 1. 95 2. 49 1. 74 1. 98 2. 39 2.44 2. 11 
yield (' ".ntral 2. 7 2.8* 3.2 2. 1 1. 7* 2. 7 2.5 1. 4* 2. 2 
Western 2.4 2. 9* 3. 7 3.2 3.8 6. 1 4. 8 3.4 4. 8 2.2 
Wimmera 5 . 8 3.7 4. 0 9.3 
Horthern 3.3 4.0 1.8*11. 2 4. 4 8.0 4.8 2.6 
liT -Eastern 2.9 7.6 2.4* 1. 4* 3.8 
SA price 1.89 2.70 2.08 1. 53 2. 22 1. 61 1.89 2. 32 2.03 
" . 
yield Central 3.2 3.2 2.4 3.2 2.5 5.5 
Lower North 3.5 2.2* 2.2 3. 6 3.9 6.5 8. 1 
Upper North 1.2* 4. 3 1.4* 4.4 
S- Eastern 2. 7 1. 9* 2.6 3.4 4.211.4 5. 0 1 7:* oJ 
Sources and Notes: the rows labell ed ' price l contain the values of the 
.r"atio of the price of linseed to the price of wheat, calculated separate 1-
for each State. Linseed prices are the price per bushel ( 561bs) delivered 
baeged to the works, less the £ 2 per acre added costs of production 
expressed as a cost per bushel. Wheat prices are (i ) in New South Wales, 
the average retUl~1 to the grower9 free on rail, countr y rail siding, 
allowLYlg for the cost of bags and including government assistance ( from 
Statistical Reg_ister of New South Wales ? 1962- 63 , Sydney, 1964); ( U) in 
Queensland, the gross value of wheat product ion , including bounties and 
subSidies , divid.ed by the number of bushels produced each yew: (from 
Statistics of the State of Queensland ? 1959- 60 9 and , > 1952- 53 , 
Brisbmle , 1963 and 1955 ) ; ( iii) ll1 Victoria, the gross value of production 
based upon the wholesale price of wheat in the prll1cipal markets and 
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including drought relief and margina l area payments, divided by the 
number of bushels produced (from Victorian Year Book 2 1947- 48, to 
, 1361 , Melbourne 9 1949 to 1961); and ( i v) in South Australia, the 
merchant average buying prices in the principal markets, excluding bounties 
and subsidies (froIl Statistical He ister of South Australia 1958-59, and 
, 1954-55, Adelaide, 1962 and 1957 . 
The l yield 1 figures for each statistical division are the ratios of 
the yields of wheat to the yields of linseed, ea ch in bushels per acre, 
from Linseed: A Statistical Analysis ••• , pp. 51-54. 
therefore apparently anomalous : linseed is grown mainly in Queensland~ 
where yields and yield ratios are l ower than in other arcas. 
(iv) Learning func t ions 
This anomaly may be resolved by introducing learning functions into the 
analysis . Linseed is a new crop and so farmers only obtain their best 
yields after some practice at growing it a~d after learning the optimum 
techniques of production. Therefore a farmer is likely to obtain higher 
yields of linseed after a few years of' production than at his first attempt 
to cultivate the crop . Over the whole of Australia~ the relationship 
between yield and the number of years a farmer has grown the crop is 
(4-·28 ) Y 5.50 + 3.37 log X, 
TABLE 4-11 
Yi elds of Linseed by Statistical Divisions, 1954 to 1957 
Year 
Statistical Division 1954-55 1955-56 1956- 57 Aver3gc 
QLD Downs 8.2 9. 9 6.6 e.2 
nsvi NW Slopes 7.4 9.2 16.8 11. 1 
CW Slopes 11 . 1 16.3 2.8 10 . 1 
SW Slopes 9.0 9.0 
NC Plains 11. 4 7.2 6. 9 9.6 
VIC Central 9.2 14.9 13.5 12.5 
Western 7.1 4.2 7. 5 6.3 
Northe l'TI 3. 6 5. 9 4.7 
SA Lower North 3. 6 3.6 
South Eastern 4.5 12.9 8.7 
Note : some of the divisions tabulated in Table 4-1 0 are not represented 
here because they did not produce any linseed in the three years. A gap 
in the table indicates that there was no linseed production witlun the 
division in that year. 
Source : Linseed: A Statistical Analysis .•• , p. 42. 
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l!'IGURE 4- 5 
LEARHING FUNCTIONS , AUSTRALIAN LTIiSEED FARMERS : 
RELATIONSHIP BE ' . ,EN YIELD liND NUMBER OF YEARS FARj-I[ER HAS GRO',VN THE CR01-' 
Source : Linse ed: iI. Statistical Analysis • •. , p. 21 , suppl emented wi th 
personal cormnunicQtion from Meggitt Ltd. 
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FIGURE 4- 6 
RELNI.'IONSHIP BET;VEEN YiELD AND NUMBER OF YEA..l1S FARMER HAS GRmVlif THE CROP 
Note : how quickly the Queensland farmers attain a. yield of 7. 5 bushels 
per acre 7 compar ed with the farmers in other states , 
Source: Linseed: A Statistical fillalysis .• ' 7 p. 217 supplemented by 
personal communication from Meggitt Ltd. 
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where 1 is yield and ! is the number of years of cultivation. This 
equation, which ros a standard error of estimate of' 1.02 and an associated 
correlation coefficient which is significru~t at a probability of less than 
0 . 05, is based on data wluch have been graphed in Fig. 4-5. Generally 5 the 
longer a farmer has grown the crop, the more: successful he is. 
More important to an understanding of the pattern of linseed 
production is the variation in learning fu.."lctions between the states. The 
graphs in Fig . 4-6 illustrate the functions for each of the four states: 
data are not available by statistical divisions. The equations are 
(4-29 ) y 7. 14 + 1.09 log X 
in Queensland
1 
with.£ less than 0 .05 and standard error of estimate 0 34; 
( 4-30) Y = 4.00 + 0.70 X 
in New South ~ales, with.£ less than 0.02 and standard error of estimate 
1.43;(4-31) Y 5 ,70 + 3.08 log X 
in Victoria, with £ less thrul 0.01 ill~d standard error of esti mate 0.32i 
(4-32) Y 5. 70 + 3.56 log X 
in South Austro.li a, with.£. less than 0. 20 and standard error of estimnte 
0 , 58 . Thus yields reGch 7.5 bushels per acre -- approximately the average 
break even point compared with wheat after 2. 14 years in Queensland, 
after 5" 00 years in New South Wales, after 3.84 years in Victoria , and 
after 3.21 years in South Australia. Consequently, if farmers are only 
willing to try the crop for two years, production will be largely limited 
to Queenslm~d (except for the good or the lucky farmers in other states) 
after the initial period of experimentation. Since no other cause of the 
location of linseed growing in the Downs division of Queensland is 
apparent, it is hypothesised that the differences between farmers with 
respect to rates of learning may be one determinant of the pattern which 
existed in 195 6-57~ although no reason has been found why rates of 
learning should differ betYleen the states . 
Conc lusions 
An important element i n an uncertair environment is the speed> the cost, 
and the mmmer in which information is transmitted among individuals . 
Spo.tiD.l aspects of innovation diffusion have be en studied by Hager strand 
and others36 and so tlus chapter has concentrated OE producing a model 
about the location of inventions and on showing how this model is of long 
term significance. Neither of these two aspects have been tested directly 
against reality, largely because information is difficult to obtain mld 
has problematical meanings . However portions of the model have been ShOV''''-l 
to be compatible wi tll reality: Hngerstrmld has shown that people ' s 
contact s are mostly within a limited area; the location of new firms and 
branch factories in New South -Jales conforms to t he implications of the 
36 . See references, p. 55 . 
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ilLnovation model; ruld the yields of Australian linseed farmers are 
compatible with the hypothesis of learning fWlctions . These results~ if 
not direct evidence about the whole model~ do indicate that portions of 
the model seem to be a useful way of regardin the world. 
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PART B 
El~IR1 CAL LOCATION ANALYSES 
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PROLOGUE 
The analysis of the effects of uncertainty on location patterns has so far 
been mainly theoretical , Some examples have been introduced to demonstrate 
the usefulness of the innovation and learning models9 but the bulk of Part 
A was a theoretical investigation of the economics of location lli1der 
uncertainty . In contrast 9 Part B consists of empirical analyses of location 
pat terns which are interpreted in terms of the distance costs and 
agglomeration economies of uncertainty which were discussed in Chapter 3 , 
In Chapter 59 the relationship between uncertaintY9 r ates of 
investment and national growth is examin.ed . The major factor used to 
measure uncertainty is the variability of prices and exports , A spatial 
pattern of the variability of export prices and volumes is discovered and 
then related to growth. Since international fluctuations flow through more 
formalised structures than the transmission mechanisms outlines so far? 
some empirical examples of greater relevance to international growth are 
presented, The chapter concludes by illustrating the a s sociation between 
the extent of population concentration within nations and variability of 
income . 
The next three chapters relate to the inter-urba~ location of 
manufacturing industry in Australia . In Chapter 6 are presented the results 
of the interview survey condl1ded in New South Wales . This study attempts 
to measure the manner in which some of the costs a ssociated with 
uncertainty __ not3bly the costs of stocks and of communication -- vary 
with industry and tovm size. Having shown how some costs vary over space 9 
Chapter 7 demonstrates the correlation between some factors which measure 
uncertainty and the degree to which different manufacturing industries 
are concentrated in large cities . In the final study at this level 9 
Chapter 8 presents some qualitative analyses of the location patterns of 
a few industries in New South Wales. These studies either illustrate 
interesting aspects of uncertainty or are used to illustrate the 
complexity of the relationship be~Neen uncertainty and location , 
In Chapter 9 the association between uncertainty and the concentration 
of activity is tested at the intra- urban scale , Several variables are 
employed to explain the extent to which metropolitan industries are 
concentrated in the centre of Sydney. This is the smallest scale at which 
an investigation has been made: it is also one of the least successful. 
The empirical analyses of the forces associated with the concentr ation 
of activity include data on a variety of scales - - the national? the 
regional 9 the urban and the intra- urban levels . The study is in this 
sense a broad one . However only one or two factors are analysed in each 
study : the time is not available and it is not the aim of this thesis to 
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examine all the f actors which might cause uneven distributions of activity . 
The study is ther c:':ore a narrow one in that it merely attempts to 
demonstrate tha t S(;:'18 aspects of reality are compatible with the theory 
outlined . At no ti~e is a total explanation of reality attempted : this is 
entirely beyond t :te SCO Je of the work. 
Most of the empirical vvork analyses patterns cleri ved from the spatial 
differences in rUlli~lilg costs when information is imperfect , A choice had 
to be made between interviewing firms which had existed for some time and 
firms wr~ch had newly located: time prevented this study from obtaining a 
sufficiently large sample of both types of firm. Since a comprehensive 
list of all new firms in Australia does not appear to be available? the 
sample of firms was not biased by their age . Data about locational 
decisions are typically unavailable in published sources and so the amoun t 
coll ~ cted for this t hesis is limited . 
CHAPTER 5 
UlWERTAINTY ~ ECONOMIC GROWTH AND POPULATION CONCENTRATION 
"All these disturbances are very bad for trade ..• " 
Graham Greene? Our M.m in Havana . 
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Intense levels of economic activity occur in only a few countries " Among 
the remainder~ development is scattered~ is on a small scale~ and is 
proc 'Gding at slo\'l rates " The world economy may be visualised as 
consisting ofy on the one hand? a few industrial nations? rich for the 
most part and exrubiting intensive development of resources ~ labour and 
capital~ and on the other hand~ a larger number of primary producers~ 
generally poorer and less intensively developed. This chapter analyses 
some aspects of the processes whereby activity has remained concentrated 
instead of spreading out over the entire world economy ; more explicitly? 
the role of uncertainty in generating this distribution is analysed . 
The Design 
Methods 
Formal models relating growth and uncertainty are not constructed: The 
analysis assumes that several factors influen ce growth rates, among the~1 
being the rate of savings~ the use of savings3 and the ability of 
personnel in the economy to take ded sions~ The effect of uncertc..inty on 
these factors is thou examined? and from this examination the influence 
of w1certainty on growth is deduced. Theories of growth are assumed to be 
g;i ven ~ and thE; interaction between these and uncertainty is al1alysed. 
Adequate data coverins some of the aspects of this research are 
available for perhaps fif ty or sixty countries. All the countries for which 
data are published are ir..cluded in the analyses . The major limit on the 
nl~ber of countries admitted is data on the value of export ll1comes . The 
index of variability -- the standard deviation of the percentage year to 
year changes in the value of exports -- becomes more accurate as more 
years are embraced . Furthermore? data must cover the same period of time 
for each country? for only then does variability measure the behaviour of 
1 . The analysis is simila:J.' to those in UNDESA~ Wld econ . Surv. y New York~ 
annually" 
2 . Many models relating investment ? marginal propensity to consume) and 
national inco::<J.e growth have been developed . A classical example is 
R. F . Harrod? ' An Essay in Dynamic Theory ' , Econ . J.? vol. 49, 1939, pp . 
14- 33; see also J. n . Hicks 9 ' 1tr Harrod ' s Dynamic Theory ' ~ Economica? 
voL 16, 1949 9 pp . 106-121. 3. This is theoretically proposed in W.J . Bal@ol, Business Behavio~ 
Value and Growth? New York? 1 959~ pp , 111-1 22 . 
4. Tl1is is on~ of the basic propositions in Hirschman ' s model; see 
Hj.rschllal1~ The Strate.<1;Y of Economic Development, p . 25. 
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the exports of different countries during similar trends in world trade 
and pr odu.ction . Unfortunately data are published only for most of the 
i ndependent countries and for some large colonies ? and consequently many 
of the countries which have only recently become independent are 
eliminated from the analyses~ 
This creates problems. A wi de variety of conditions influence the rates 
of growth of economic systems, and many of them are not readily 
quantifiable . Since the number of observations is limited, anyone analysis 
cannot illustrate the effect of more than three or four factors, at least 
if analysis of variance techniques are used. Therefore preference must be 
given to general factors~ such as income levels or type of good exported? 
which are assumed to be co- variant with? rather than actual determinants 
of~ the prOximate causal influences on growth rates . 
Analysis of variance methods have been preferred to regression 
techniques 9 for two reasons. ~iany of the variables analysed -- the rate of 
inflation is one example -- exhibit such a huge range of variation that a 
regression equation~ even if logarithmic? means very little to the small 
part of the range i n which most countries are located . Such variations can 
be controlled in analysis of variance by classifying the items of the l'a~Jge 
into several groups, each of which contains an equal number of items . 
Simple techniques arc superior in the analysis of data of questionable 
6 . 
accuracy . 
Analysis of varicmce is also necessary to overcome a limitation ii.l 
some of the data. The structure of exports of each COlliltry was described? 
in order to evaluate the i nfluence of commodities on the variability oi 
exports and the growth of income , Unfortunately no j)ublication indicates 
the total value of world trade in each of the SITC codes . Therefore, the 
values of variability and grovvth expected from the structure of the 
exports of a country have to be acquired by adding the exports of all 
countries of each commodity for every year~ calculating the variability 
and growth of the world exports of each commodity, and then applying the 
resuJ.ts to the trade of the countri es . This tedious calculation was 
replaced by the ql..ll cker method of classifyinl countries into groups on 
the basis of the SITC two- digit de.ta~ The analyses thus contain groups of 
5. Data from IMF, Int. finan. Stat., vVashington, annually ~ and UNDESA~ 
Yb. int o Trade Stat . , New York, arn1ually. 
·u . O. Morgenstern, On the Accuracy of Economic Observations, Princeton? 
1950, presents data which indicate that there may be discrepancies of 
25- 30% in the total trade figures of Europeru1 ~~d North American 
trading partners . 
?Using data in ill~DBSA, Yb. int o Trade Stat . , 195 1 to 1961. 
8, fu1 explanation of, and a justification for, the classification procedure 
is contained in Appendix 3 to the thesis . 
9 . UNDESA, Yb. into Trade Stat . ? for 1951 to 1961. 
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countries of similar export structures in order to control the effect of 
the goods exported upon the variability of exports and the growth of 
income. The proper technique for analysi ng data which have been grouped is 
analysis of variance. 
Both rich industrial countries and underdeveloped primary producers 
are included in the analyses. However the so- called centrally planned 
economies are omitted because (a) the hypotheses being tested have been 
formulated in terms of the flow of private capital ~ the restraints upon 
which may be different from those which opera te on the disbursement of 
public funds, (b) many figures are not available, and (c) much of the data 
published is built upon conceptual bases different from those in use 
elsewhere. This omission poses another limitation. upon the generality of 
the resul tso 
The sophistication of the techniques used and the degr ee of 
explanation achieved have been limited by the paucity of data. Only about 
fif ty-five countries are included in the most general a~alysis, and some 
results are based upon data for only fi f teen or twenty countries . 
Consequelltly only three or four independent variables are included in each 
analysis and therefore, even though some associations are significant, the 
unexplained residual is large in all cases . In addition , the data are not 
reliable . However the results are interesting and generally in accordance 
with the hypothesis . 
Definitions and data 
As a preliminary to the main analyses , this section discusses the meaning 
of the concepts used and the sources of the- information employed . 
D~ta on the structure of the exports of every cOwltry were obtained 
from UNDESA, Yearbook of Interna tional Trade Statistics. The classification 
of countries by type of exports was based on the two- digit codings used 
therein, and referred to the years 1958- 1 961~ except for Algeria) Iraq, 
Peru and Venezuala (1957-1 961); Austria, Brazil, Canada, Ghana, Greece , 
Portugal , Spain and Turkey ( 1957-1960); Belgium, Italy, South Africa, UK 
and USA (1960- 1961); CAF, Denmark, France, FDR, Irelmld, Netherlands , 
Norway~ Philippines m1d Sweden ( 1956-1 959); and Ecuador and Israel (1958-
1960) . The earlier limit was the date of the introduction of SITC codings 
to classify the country ' s exports~ and the l ater limit was defined by the 
use of the Revised SITC codes . 
The level of national income was found i n IMF ~ International 
Financial Statistics. The data r efer to 1958-1 960, and were computed in 
$US from national currencies by using the IMP' s conversion factors. The 
population data necessary to calculate income per capita were obtained 
from the same source. The data for Belgium, Burma, India and Peru ~efer 
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to 19 57-1 959~ and for Iraq to 1954-1956 . Income and population estimates 
for Algeria? CAF? Cyprus y Indonesia? Jamaica , morocco , South Africa, 
Thailand? Trinidad and Tobago, and Tunisia arc from SO of UNO? Monthly 
Bulletin of Statjs-cics? New York, monthly, for the same period. The values 
of the growth of p CI' capita incomo refer to the period 1951 to 1961 9 and 
are computed by the compound interest formula from data ill 1 1\1]', 
International Financial Statistics . 
The distance of a country from its markets was defined as the average 
distance over which the exports of a country are moved? weighted by the 
value of trade going to the various destinations . Data on the destinations 
of exports are from n~ s International Financial Statistics; for the period 
1951 to 19 6 1~ and on the distances between ports from w.n. Hutchison, 
World- Wide Marine Distance Tables, London? 1958 . 
The variability of export values is defined as the standard 
deviation of the percentage year to year changes of the value of exports. 
A similar definition is applied to the variability of export prices. Data 
were obtained from D.'IF, International Financial Statistics? and UNDESA, 
Yearbook of International Trade Statistics, for 1951 to 1961, on the 
value of exports9 f . o . b,. The price of exports is the weighted average 
price of exports~ given i n In~l ~ International Financial Statistics , for 
1950 to 1960. 
Other definitions of the instability of export earnings have been 
10 
used. Hassell used the standard err or of the estimate of a regression 
equation of export values on time divided by the mean of the observations ) 
while Wi I1ll" study used the average deviation of the value of exports from 
the trend line (regression equation) fitted by least squares1: The 
standard deviation of the percentage changes has the adva~tage of relating 
very closely to the concept used in the development of a spatial pattern 
f t . t 1 2 1 tIl t At th t . t t G ill cer ClLn y and is simp e 0 ca cu c'e. e same lme ) a cons a~ 
rate of increase of export values (say~ E% per ru1l1um) gives a zero value 
of instability ill all of the definitions, ll1cluding the stffi1dard 
deviation of the percentage cWll1ges . 
Exports as a percentage of the national il1come were derived from 
data in Tr4F 1nternational Financial Statistics, and are the mean of the 
figUL8S for th~ years 1952, 1954, 1956 and 1958 . 
10. B.F. Massell, ' Export ConcentraUon and Fluctuations in Export 
Earnings : A Cross-Section Analysis', Am. econ. Rev. , vol . 54, 1964, 
pp. 47-63 . 
11 . ' Fund Policies and Procedures in Relation to the Compensatory Financing 
of Commodity Fluctuations ' , IMP Staff Pap., vol. 8, 1960, pp. 1-76. 
12. See the discussion and the development of this model in Chapter 3, 
pp. 42- 43 . 
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The rate of inflation is defined as the cost of living in 1961 as a 
per cen tage of that in 1951. Data were obtained from the cost of living 
indices in Hiill', International Financial Statisti.£!2,. 
Gross domestic saving as a percent['.ge of the gross domestic product 
r efers to 1950-1 959, and the data are from SO of UNO, Yearbook of National 
Accounts Statistics, New York, annually. Different time periods are used 
i n the following countries: Argentina ( 1951- 1958) , Brazil , Mexico and 
Panama (1 950-1 958), Burma (1949/50 :958/ 59), Ghana (1 955-1 959) , Greece 
( 1954- 58)1 Honduras ( 1950- 1957), India (1950/51 -1 957/ 58) , Israel 
(1952-1958) and Portugal (1952-1959) . The other indices of savings - -
household saving as a percentage of household disposable income; and net 
domestic saving , net inflow of foreign private capital , and the growth of 
the net inflow of foreign private capital, all as a percentage of the 
gross domesti c product -- are from the same source and for the same time 
periods. The percentag8 of the corporate earnings retained in the company 
is defined as the percentage of the earnings of USA-controlled firms 
overoeas which are not distributed as profits, in the financial year 
1960- 61. Data are from USDC, Survey of Current Business , August 1962, 
Washington , p . 22. 
The results of the classification of countries by commodities 
exported , income level, distance from market, and the importance of the 
export s ector to the national income are represented in Table 5-1. This 
classification is followed throughout the f irst part of the chapter. 
Concentration Be~veen Countries 
The initial pattern 
One basis of the pattern of uncertainty which develops on a plain of 
uniform physical uncertainty is the links between countries created by the 
exchange of goods among them. Goods move between countries, a movement 
which is subject to the costs of transport . If a producing cOlli~try pays 
freight charges~ the variability in the value of its exports (as measured 
by the standard deviation of the percentage year to year changes in value) 
increases the further that country is from its market: this is proved in 
Chapter 31? Data have been assembled to test this model. 
Table 5-2 summarises these data. Income , commodities and distance 
are each Significantly associated with the variability in the value of a 
country ' s exports , with a probability of less than 0.05. Allowing for the 
effects of income and of the type of commodity exported , the further a 
country is from its market , the more variable is the value of its exports. 
This conclusion applies to each of the individual commodity and income 
13. See the discussion in Chapter 3, pp . 42- 43 . 
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TABLE 5-1 
Classifi cation of Countries 
I.NCOMr~s PER CAPITA 
COMMODITY High Low 
EXPORTED DISTANCE FROM MARKET DISTANCE FROM MARKET 
High Low High Low 
Manufactures USA Canad.a* Portugal 
UK FDR 
J2.pan Belgi um* 
Italy 
France 
Netherlands* 
Norway* 
Sweden 
Austria* 
Finland* 
Minerals Chile Venezuala* Iraq* 
Trinidad & Indonesia 
Tobago CAF 
-
Beverages Costa Rica Brazil Colombia 
El Sal vador* 
Guatemala* 
Ceylon* 
India 
Ghana 
Food Argentina Panama Ecuador* Honduras* 
Israel Ireland* Peru~- Mexico 
Australia* Greece Burma* Spain 
NZ* Denmark*- Pakistan Turkey 
S. Afri ca-x- S . Korea Cyprus 
Jamaica Philippines UAR 
Thailand Algeria 
Moroc co 
Tunisia 
Not~ ~ an asterisk indicates that exports are a high percentage of the 
~ational income . 
Sources a~d methods: see discuss i on in text , pp . 87- 88. 
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TABLE 5- 2 
Association Between Income , Distance from r.~arkets ? Commodities Exporte9; 
and Variability in the Value of Exports 
COfI'll.\10DITY High INCOME Low r,iliAN EFFECT 
EXPORTED OF 
lhgh LoYl DISTANCE High Low COMJlilODITIES 
Manufactures 8.34 8 . 29 8. 73 8.33 
F"iner als 10 . 25 6 . 39 17 . 65 13 . 31 
Beverages 12.89 9.76 11 .40 10. 35 
Food 14. 01 9.1 4 19.69 13 . 26 14. 53 
MEAN EFl!'ECT OF DISTANCE M8AH EFFECT OF INCOME 
14.00 High 9. 94 
10 . 21 Low 14.40 
ANALYSIS OF VARIJ\NCE 
Source d.f . S. S. M. S. F. p 
Commodities 3 384 . 6 128. 2 2.9 1 less than 0 . 05 
Distance 1 268 . 3 268. 3 6.09 less tha'1. 0. 05 
Income 1 192 . 9 192 . 9 4.38 less than 0 . 05 
Hesidual 48 2116 . 1 44.1 
Total 53 2961 . 1 
Note: the annotation in the Table of analysis of variance: d . L represents 
"'de'grees of freedom; S. S. represents sum of squares; I'I. S. represents 
mean square i ~ is the variance ratio; B...'1.d.E is the probability of such a 
variance ratio arising by cl~. 
Included: all 54 countries . 
Sources: see discussion on pp . 87- 89. 
groups , except among the low income beverage exporters . (This exception 
is not statistically signifi cant however , for the low income beverage 
group contains seven countries, only one of which is close to its market.) 
The general relationship between distance from markets and variability in 
the value of exports, before taking out the effects of income and type of 
commodity, is illustrated III Fig. 5-1 : the association is positive and 
significant, but the deviations from this trend are wide . 
The expected association between the type of commodity exported and 
the variability of e~)orts holds . Countries which export manufactured 
goods exhibit a lower variability of' export values than do countries 
exporting minerals a'1.d food . The beverage exporters have a variability 
Wl1ich lies between these two extremes, possibly because of the large size 
FIGURE 5-1 
ASSOCIATION BETVlEEN DISTANCE OF A COUNTRY FROM ITS MARKETS 
AN]) VARIABILITY lilT Tlill VALUE OF ITS EXPORTS 
Note: the effects of the l evel of i ncome per head and of t he type of 
commodity exported have not been removed . 
Sources: see discussion, pp . 87- 89 . 
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of the export incomes of some countries -- both India llild Brazil are in 
this group -- and the consequent greater diversity of goods exported. 
Low income countries have more variable export incomes than high 
income countries. (This is not true of the beverage exporters? but this is 
not statistically important? for there is only one high income beverage 
exporter.) A direct causal relationship between variability of exports and 
income is not likely. More probably? income may be correlated with some 
other factors? such as dependence upon a few major export products , 
dependence upon primary products , and the greater i~pact of environmental 
variability on export incomes produced by less sophisticated techniques . 
.I!' urthermore, if variability and rates of growth are associated, countries 
with variable export incomes are those with lower rates of gro\nh, and so 
become the countries with lowest incomes . 
Thus countries which are located at a distance from their markets 
have more variable export incomes than countries close to their markets . 
NOW , variability i n export incomes may be due to variations in the prices 
recej.ved for exports or to variations in the quantum exported or to some 
combination of both. If the data a r e to be compatible with the model 
developed in Chapter 3? a significant part of the variability in income 
must be due to variability in prices. Table 5-3 and Fig. 5- 2 indicate that 
countries which are distant from their markets receive more variable pricGs 
:for their exports than do countries n ear their markets: seventeen 
non- mnnufacttrring countries form the basis of this conclUSion, which is 
significant at the five per cent level. 
TABLE 5-3 
Association Between Distance from f/larkets and Variability of Export Prices 
DISTANCE High Low 
VARIABILITY 13.53 8. 11 
PJJALYSIS OJ:' VARIANCE 
Source d.f. S.S . M.S. F. P 
Distance 124. 5 124. 5 8. 44 less than 0.05 
Commodities 2 47.0 23.5 1.60 not significant 
TIesidual 13 191.8 14.8 
Total 16 363.3 
Included: Australia , Br;)zil , Ceylon , Colombia? Costa Tlica? Denmark, 
Ecuador ? In Salvador? Guatemala? India? IndoneSia , Ireland , HZ ? Peru? 
Philippines? Spain , and Venezu,.9.1a. 
Sources: see discussion~ pp. 87-89. 
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FIGLJHE 5- 2 
Sources : see discussion in text , pp. 87-89 . 
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There is a clearly defined pattern of variability of both the prices 
and the value of exports • .1\t greater dist8.l.1.ces the variability is higher. 
It is assumed in this work that uncertainty lllcreases as does variability? 
that uncertainty is variability before the event . The two are not 
equi valent? for uncertainty comprises more than i.11.come variability? but 
it is contended that variability is positively aosociated with uncertaint~' . 
It follows from this assumption that the Wlcertainty in a country is 
greater t he f urther that country is from its mar kets . 
The processes 
Chapter 3 has suggested that highly variable incomes and low rates of 
i ncrease of L~come are associated for several reasons . High vari~bility 
poses problelI1'3 in the achievement of high growth rates. Since 
international trade is conduc. t ed. through a formalised structure ? the 
analysis can indicate explicitly the links between uncer tainty and growth 
rates . Evidence has been obtained about the operation of some of these 
links. 
(i) Domestic savings 
Variability of export income induces variability of national income and 
therefore of demand and taxable income. The extent to which national 
income varie8 depends on the variability of export incomes ? the 
importance of export incomes in the national 8conomy, and on the 
multiplier effect of cha"ltses in export income on national L11.COme . If the 
multiplier effect ffild the importance of export incomes are constant, more 
variable incomes are associated with more variable national and government 
incomes. The coherent planning of development and the confident investment 
of savings are consequently more difficult. If the currency and the 
balance of payment s are defended? imports must be varied lle response to 
export incomej since the price elasticity of deIDruld for capital goods is 
higher than the elasticity of der~md for food and manufactured goods 1 ~. 
imports of capital goods tend to be more variable than imports of consumer 
goods , 'rherefore variability of export incomes obstructs the optiIllE 1 
evolution and increase of a nation ' s capital assets. 
Evidence is available to test the empirical validity of these 
.celationships . The chart, r ig. 5-3, indicates that the primary producing 
countries which ex...'1ibi t the greatest short-period fluctuations in the 
purchaSing power of exports also have the most fluctuating imports. 
Table 5-4 shows that capital goods imports tend to be more varj.abl€ than 
imports of consumer goods. The loose .association between short-;Jeriod 
fluctuations in the purchasing power of exports and fluctuations i n real 
fixed investment is illustrated III Fig. 5-4: the most fluctuating exports 
and investment levels tend to occur together. 
14. See UNDESA? Wld ecor; . Surv. 2 1958 9 New York? 1 959~ pp . 60- 62. 
EIGURE 5- 3: UPPER CHAnT 
PRIl\'iAHY PRODUCIlTG COUHTHms: RELATIO SHIP BETWEEN SHORT- PERIOD 
FLUCTUATIONS liT PlffiCHASI NG PO\mR OF ~XPOnTS 
MJD REAL FIXED n~VESTlilEHT ? 1950-1 95 7 
FIG&. 5-4: ]JOWER CHART 
ERI illY PRODUCING COUNTRIES: RELATI ONSHIP BBTWEEN SHORT-P~RIOD 
LUCTUATIONS TIT P1.JHCHASli~G rOWEl{ OP EXPOHTS 
AND REAL IEPORTS ? 1950 - 1957 
• 
Source: DESA , WId econ. Surv., 1958 5 Hew York, 1959, p. 6 1. 
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TABLE 5- 4 
Variability of Imports of Capital and Consumer Goods 
Country Capi tal Goods Consumer Goods 
Argentina 13.8 8.6 
Bolivia 9.0 6.4 
Brazil 11. 0 4.6 
Chile 8.6 3.4 
Colombia 8.0 3.5 
Cuba 3.4 6.1 
Guatemala 7.1 5.3 
Honduras 7.3 6.0 
Mexico 7.3 6.0 
Peru 6.3 3.5 
Uraguay 10.6 4.1 
Venezuala 9. 5 1.8 
Note: variability is defined as the mean year to year change (ignoring 
signs) in volume (deflated by national price indices) of i mports over 
preceding year as a percentage of total imports in 1953. 
Period: 1949-1956. 
SOlITCe : UNDESA, WId econ. Surv., 1958, p. 62. 
Uncertainty alters the structure and the amount of private investment. 
The number of openings for profitablE.. investment and the number of losing 
situations are greater in a variable economic system than in a smoothly 
developing system: as uncertainty increases, so does the number of changes 
in the profitability of investments . Hence investors d88ire more liquidity, 
to allow rapid exploitation of the profitable situations or withdrawnl frem 
unprolitable enterprises. Therefore the accent of private investment shifts 
towards inventories and short term fixed assets, away from long term fixed 
assets. Similarly, variabili t y induces a change in company policy towards 
the use of profits. Corporations distribute a larger percentage of prof its 
in uncertain than in certain systems, thus reducing the extent to which 
earnings are used to finance new growth. This follows from the desire 
among shareholders for more liquidity and from the fact that foreign 
investment is a relatively safer use of funds than domestic investment. 
Several empirical indications are available of the link provided by 
savings be t ween uncertainty and growth. The rate of gross domestic 
saving as a percentage of the gross domestic product is associated with 
income and variability of exports. Table 5-5 provides a summary of this 
association, which is based upon data from forty COill1tries and which is 
significant at the one per cent level. The rate of savi ng is high when 
incomes are high and when variability of exports is low. Furthermore, the 
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TABLE 5-5 
Association Between Variability of Val ue of Exports , Per Capita Income 
And Gross Domestic Saving as a P ercentage of Gross Domesti c Product 
HICOl " 
EX?OHT 
V flRI .ABI LI TY High Low Mean 
High 20. 3 14·. 5 16. 2 
I,ow 21. 6 16.7 20. 2 
[:lean 21.2 15 . 2 18. 2 
ANALYSIS OF V ARI AlfCE 
Source d. f. S. S. Mo So F. p 
Income 359 . 6 359. 6 17.5 less than 0.01 
Export Variabilit y 151. 7 151. 7 7.4 less than 0.01 
Hesidual 37 762.7 20. 6 
Tota l 39 1274.0 
Included: Australia, Austria , Belg ium, Brazil, B~a? Canada~ Ceylon , Chile, 
Colombia, Costa Rica, Denm.ark , Ecuador, FDR, Finland, France, Ghana, Gree ce , 
Guat emala, Honduras, Indonesia , Iraq , Israel , I taly, Japan, I'iexico, 
Netherlands, NZ , nor way, Panama, Philippi nes , Portugal, Spain, South Africa, 
Sweden, Thailand, FJ: urkey, UA,.'t , UK, USA, Venezuala . 
Sources: see discussion, pp. 87-89. 
TABLE 5- 6 
Associ ation Between Gross Domestic Saving and Growth of Per Capita Income 
Source 
Domestic 
Residual 
Tot al 
GTIOSS DO STI C SAVINGS 
GIWWTH OF 
PER CAPI TA 
INCOME 
Hi gh 
3.33 
ANALYSI S OT!' 
d.f. S. S. 
Saving 1 15. 0 
40 124.0 
41 139 .0 
Low Bean 
2. 14 2.74 
VA-TU ANCr; 
M. S. F . 
15.0 4. 84 less 
3. 1 
P 
than 0. 05 
Included : the countries included in Table 5- 5, plus Argentina and India . 
So~: see di s cussion, pp . 87-89 . 
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rate of gross domestic s~ving is positively associated with the growth of 
per capita income : forty·~two countries contribute to this conclusion, WhiC~1 
is significant at the five per cent level . Table 5- 6 illustrates the 
relationship. 
Two domestic components of gross savings are net domestic saving as 
a proportion of the gross domestic product and household saving as a 
percentage of household dispos~ble income. The available evidence , 
summarised in Tables 5- 7 and 5- 8 , suggests , however , that these indicators 
of saving are not associated with uncertainty. In each case, the 
relationship is positive among high income countries and negative at low 
incomeso Neither association between variability and saving is 
significant , in whole or in part . 
TABLE 5-7 
Associatiop Between Export Variability, Income and Net Domestic Sav~ 
EXPOR'll INCOME 
VARIABILITY High Low Mean 
High 12. 4 8 . 5 9. 6 
Low 12. 8 7.0 11. 2 
Mean 12. 7 8. 1 10.4 
Included : Argentina, Australia, Austria9 Belgium, Brazil , Burma, Canada, 
Ceylon, Chile , Colombia, Costa Rica, Denmark, Ecuador, Finland , FDR , Fran~e , 
Greece , Guatemala, Honduras, India, Indonesi a , Iraq, Italy, Japan, 
Netherlands , NZ , Norway, Panama, Philippines, Portugal, South Africa, 
Spain, Turkey, UK, USA, and Venezuala. 
Sources : see discussion, pp . 87-88. 
TABLE 5-8 
Association Between Export Variability? Income and Household Saving 
EXPORT INJOME 
VAHIABILITY High Low Mean 
High 11. 0 4. 8 5.8 
Low 7. 5 6. 0 7. 2 
Mean 8.1 5. 1 6.5 
Inc luded : Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil , Canada, Ceylon, Colombia, 
Costa Rica, Denmark, Ecuador , FDR , Finland, France , Honduras , Japan, 
Netherlands, l~ , Norway, Panama, Philippines , Spain, Sweden, UK , USA, 
and Venezuala. 
Sources : see discussion, pp . 87- 88. 
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Three complications emerge in an analysis which uses corporate 
income. First, shareholders may not have a sufficiently effective control 
over company policy to determine t he distribution of funds . The second 
difficulty is that depreciation charges are a major component of corporate 
and enterprise net saving, and that these are mainly related to past 
investment and to current fiscal policy on depreciation allowances rather 
than to the present economicdetermihantsof saving . This implies that 
figures of corporate saving might not be very useful . Thirdly, very few 
data on the use of corporate earnings are published . However, Table 5- 9 
summarises evidence from one source . In twenty- six countries, variability 
of exports is posit ively associa ted with t he percentage of the earnings 
of USA controlled private firms overseas which are distributed as profits . 
The more variable the exports of a country, the greater is the tendency for 
the USA controlled firms in that country to distribute earnings as profits . 
TABLE 5- 9 
Association Between Export Variability , Income and Percentage of 
Corporate Earnings Retained in Firm 
EXPORT INCOME 
VARIABILITY High Low Me,an 
High 30 . 7 39.2 35.2 
Low 38.7 47.5 42 . 8 
Mean 35. 0 43 . 0 39 . 0 
Included: Argentina , Australia, Bel gium, Brazil , Canada, Chile, Colombia, 
Denmark, FDR, France, Honduras , India, Indonesia, Italy, J apan, Mexico, 
Netherlands , NZ , Norway, Panama, Peru, Philippines, South Africa, UK and 
Venezuala. 
Sources: see discussion, pp. 87-89. 
Qualitative evidence is also available to illustrate the effects of 
uncertainty on investment . One example is the effect of company f ailures 
on the stock market, an instance of which occurred in Australia in late 
1966. The following discussion indicates one way in which uncertainty 
affects the market for shares1{ 
Despite a much brighter company reporting season than originally 
anticipated, the share market has remained singularly unimpressed . 
Studies of company profits released since last July indicate that 
more companies this year have reported better results and increased 
their dividends th~~ in the same period last year . And the market ' s 
reaction has been to clip 5~% off the value of stock prices as 
measured by the Sydney Exchange ' s All Ordinaries i ndex. 
One of the big factors holdi ng the market back is the continuing 
damage being wrought by company crashes and enquiries and court cases 
15. The Australian, 19 November , 1966. 
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into much earlier collapse8. This we ek saw another instalment of the 
TI eid Murray tale of incompetence, while on this page today there are 
the losses from Barcus Clark •. • • Earlier in the week Ie had more 
confucian :from Cox Bros while l ast week it was Neon Signs (A/asia) . 
(ii) Foreign investment 
Variabili ty in a c01mtry also discourages foreign i nvestment. Assuming the 
earlier argument that growth is reduced in variable systoms? a couP.try v/ith 
variable export earnings is likely t o incur balance of payments 
difficulties. Two main defences are employed to correct balance of payments 
deficits . The first of these is devaluation; Slllce devaluations are 
typically greater than is strictly necessary to balance impQrt8 and 
16 
exports ? the value of company earnings in terms of fore i gn currencies is 
reduced. The other method of containing the erosion of tradinG reserves 
is to restrict the outflow of capital and the remittance OI profits 
overseas. Both these actions, ' necessary as they way be , reduce the 
liquidity and the effective rate of earning of fore i gn investors . 
Consequently the inflow of foreign capital? especially of investment by . 
private companies and illdi vi duals , decl'eases. 
TABLE 5-1 0 
Association Between .export Variabili t y? Income and Private Foreign Investment 
I UCOl /IE 
EXPORT 
V AT: I AI3I LITY High LoVl Mean 
High 1 . 1 0 . 5 0.7 
Low 1. 6 0.4 1 • 1 
Mean 1.4 0.4 0 . 9 
Included: Argentina, Brazil? Ceylon? Chile ? Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador , 
Ghana., Guatemala, Greece , Honduras, Iraq, Israe l? Mexico , Panama? 
Philippines , Spain y South Africa? Turkey, UAR ? Venezuala. 
Sources : see discussion, pp . 87-89. 
Table 5-1 0 presents data on foreign private L~vestment as a percentage 
of the gro ss domestic product of twenty-one cotmtries . The association 
between private investment and export variability i s gener ally posi ti vo, 
but is negative among low income cOUYltries, Table 5- 11 indicates a mor e 
consistent trend: high income and low variability are associated with a 
high rate of increase of the net flow of private long term car)i tal. These 
two results might be expected. Much i nvestment in under-developed 
economies is by firms located in the ( former) imperial country: investment 
in developing cotlntries has been l a rgely associated with colonial 
16 . G. S. Dorrance, ' Ij'he Effect of Inflation on Economic Development ' ? 
HW Staff Pap. , ·vol. 10, 1963 , pp . 1-47? presents evidence. 
'f 
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administration (apart from US investment in Latin America), and 
consequently ' spheres of interest ' have deve loped. Capi tal tends to flow 
to known areas. A better indication of the effect of uncer tainty on oreign 
investment may therefore be the rate of change of capital inflows. 
TABLI:: 5-11 
Association Bet ween xport Variabili ty~ Income and 
Growth of Foreign Private Investment 
INCOr'lE 
EXPORT 
VAHIABI LITY High Low Mean 
Hibh +0.4 -1. 2 - 0 .2 
Low +0,7 +0 . 5 +0.6 
Mean +0.5 -0.2 +0 .2 
Included: Argentina? Brazil , Burma , Ceylon , Chile? Costa Ri ca? Ecuador , 
Greece , Honduras, P~~ama, Prlili ppines , South Africa9 Spain and Venezuala. 
Sources : see discussion 9 pp. 87-89. 
Some qualita tive s tudi es of foreign i nvestment have been illade . One 
useful source i s a survey of USA businessmel1 ~ conducted by the US 
Department of commer ce1! Some 366 firms were interviewed: tllcyaccounted 
for t wo thirds of the direct US foreign investment at the time of the 
survey a~d 1 0'/~ of the USA cor~)orate assets in 1950. The report of thi s 
survey indicates that two groups of factors were most important in 
determining the amount and the direction of corporate fore i gn investment. 
One of these factors was the possibility of eA~loiting a market lor, or a 
sourCe of supply of the products or services of the firm, with regard to 
both the present and the possibility of future growth. 
The second gr oup of problems were generated by the past, present or 
potential attitudes of the other governments towards foreign investment. 
Four main impediment s we:ce .nentioned 1 ~ These are (a) inconvertibility, 
which was the predominant , most f r equently OCCuri1l5 , and most perSistent 
factor cited; ( b) instability of governments and of economic and social 
conditions, which reduces the abili ty of the firm to ear n profits and 
endangers the security of the invested capital; (c) the attitudes of the 
government and of the people generally towards forei gn capital and towards 
private enterprise; and (a) the laws and r egulations of the foreiGn 
governments . Sometimes the disincentive is direct - - for example , i f the 
17. USDC, Factors Limitin~ U.S. Investment Abroad . Part 1: Survey of 
Factors inro~-cOU'i1'tri.es, Washington, 1953, and Factors Lim ting U. S. 
Investment Abroad . Part 2: Business Views on the U.S. GoverlLffient ' s Role , 
'dashington 9 1954 .. 18. Factors Limiting UoS. Inves t ment Abroad. Part 2 : . • • , p . 4 . 
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currency is inconvertible, profits cannot be remitted -- but at the same 
time the uncertninty of the situntion ncts to deter investment . 
These difficulties are likely to develop in association with export 
variability. As instability and inflation reduce exports, so the country 
may try to maintain a favourable balance of payments by lliniting the 
extent to which currency is converted and profit remitted . The attitude 
of the country towards foreign capital may harden as the difficulties of 
running domestically financed operations become more evident . The 
variability of export incomes is not the only cause of the impedimenta 
mentioned by the survey; it is, however, one of the importa~t factors . 
Part 1 of the sur~ey indicates the impedimenta which limit investment 
in different areas of the world1? While small resources and markets are 
cited frequently , the report also observes that uncertainty and instability 
were generally present throughout Latin America2? Differences in political 
concepts and legal traditions caused misunderstanding and friction. 
Political instability promoted uncertainty, economic uncertainty and 
higher operating costs . Investment was discouraged by the threat of 
uncompensated nationalisation and by the possibility of being harassed by 
fines , discriminatory taxes and labour laws . The exchange risk was one of 
the ever present hazards of foreign investment, for about one half of the 
currencies were subject to controls and not readily convertible. 
Uncertainty about convertibility was an especial hazard to the small 
investor, whose resources for weathering long delays before earnings were 
received were limited. Delays may occur in obtaining equipment and materials 
through customs departments, delays which were at best troublesome, at 
worst prohibitive. 
19. 
20 . 
21-
22 . 
21 Writing of the position in Argentina, the r eport comnents : 
The acquisition, by Government purchase or expropriat ion, of foreign-
owned properties 1ms sharply reduced the scope and volume of foreign 
capital in Argentina. Moreover , the sensitiveness of investors to the 
uncertainties surrounding the economic interventionist intentions of 
the Government, and the extremes to which these policies might be 
carried out, has restrained any considerable amount of capital from 
seeking new ventures in that country. Furthermore , the limitations 
imposed on the remittance of profits and the inability to withdraw 
principal, as a result of exchange difficulties , are an overriding 
deterrent to prospective investment. 
22 The incentives to invest in Chile are no greater : 
The lack of exchange stab i lity and the resultant complex system of 
exchange controls must be considered deterrents to for ei gn investment 
in that they operate against the remittance of profits , the 
repatriation of capital and the importation of raw materials . 
USIC, Factors Limi ti~ U. S. Investment Abroad 2 Part 1 : ••• • 
USIC , Factors Limiting U.S . Investment Abroad 2 Part 1 : ••• , pp. 3- 43 . 
USDC , Factors Limiti~ U. S. Investment Abroad 2 Part 1 : ••• 1 p. 6. 
USIC, Factors Limiti~ U. S. Investment Abroad 2 Part 1 : •• • , p. 27 . 
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Other studies reach similar conclusions . OEEC has suggested that USA 
investmenG i n the OEEC countries is deterred by the attractiveness of, and 
scope for investment in the US]. and Canada, by the lack of knowledge of 
European securities and by the high risk2? The risks include uncertainty 
about exchange controls , the belief that European industry i s hampered by 
government controls , the risks of nationali sation or expropriation, and the 
possibilities of war and of political instability2~ The U1ID has made 
several studies of international capital flows; one of these comments of 
the period 1928-1931 that2? 
Thus after several years of uneasy international transact i ons and 
internal economic disturban~es , an epoch came to an end; The very 
motive for capital movements changed . Normally such movements are 
det ermined in large part by interest rates . 'ilhen security of 
invest ments , rather than their yield, became the decisive factor , 
capital showed a tendency t o move from countries where interes t rates 
were hi gh to countries where they were low. 
(iii) Inflation 
An additional bond between uncertainty and growth is provided by the 
relationship through unc ertainty, inflation and growth. The history of 
economi c growth in industrial, primary producing and centrally pl anned 
economies since the war i ndicates that the position of bal ance between 
high growth rates and stable costs of living is a delicate one, maintained 
only wit h difficulty. It is analytically useful to regard inflat ion as due 
either t o cost or to demand factors, although there is an element of both 
in every i nflat i on. The classical case is a general inflation which, given 
perfect markets , can only occur when excess demand is tending to emerge 
when, in other words , there is a lack of balance between a growing 
i nvestment demand and an insufficiently elastic supply of savings . 
However , cost inflation may be the more normal type, especially i n 
developing economies . In addition to the classical f actors of supply and 
demand , pricing formulae , collective wage bargaining and government 
regulation also affect wage levels . If each community of interest is 
attempt i ng to increase its share of the national product , one move to 
. 126 E . increase wages may gi ve an impetus to a wage- price splr a . ' conOIDlC 
systems, especially under-developed ones , may contain inher ent rigidities; 
therefore , although an economy may contain an adequate supply of manpower , 
raw materials and capita l equipment to produce additional investment 
without inducing a f all i n the supply of consumption goods, the increase 
23 . OEEC , Private Uruted States Investment in Euro pe and the Over seas 
Territories , Paris , 1954. 
24 . OEEC, Private United states Investment •.• , pp. 21-27 . 
25 . UNDEA, International Capita l Movements Durll?g the Interwar Period, 
New York, 1949, p . 39 . 
26 . The model of expectations -- of how everyone expects everyone else to 
hehave -- discuss ed in Chapter 2 is obviously relevant to this situation. 
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in t he demand for consumption caused by the added output and income may 
no t be matched by a sufficient rise i n the supply of these goods. 
Inflati onary pressures result. 
Uncertainty increases these inflationary pressures " If wages are 
stable do~nwards and national income is variable ~ money wages tend to 
increase during good years but not to decline during year s of smaller 
n£tional income; if the country lives within its income~ real wages vary 
i n response to the variations in national incomc~ for prices rise during 
the poorer years. In addition, capital in a variable economy is attracted 
to short term or to foreign investment ~ and so the supply 01' consumption 
goods may be less elastic in a variable economy. Furthermore the 
di fficulties of planning a balance of investment demand and savings 
supply are greater under uncertainty~ for the demand for investment varies 
and the supply of savings is re duced , Therefore the possibility of a cost 
or a demand inflation i s greater under uncertain conditions than in systems 
of constant growth. 
The features of an inflation may be usefully separated into two 
types . The first type of effect is caused by the fact that the value of 
money is falling, m1d the second is due to the fall occurring at variable 
rates . The results of variations in the rate of inflation are the same as 
those due to variability of income: t hey include a desire for more 
liquidi t y , ac emphasis on short term investments and ll1vestment in such 
assets as housing and invontories~ and a low rate of inflow of forei@l 
capi tal. A falling value of money implies that monetary assets are not 
acceptable stores of value and tends to generate a deterioration in the 
country ' s trading relations . 
If t he value of money is falling , the value of effective liquidity 
rises, but money and financial assets such as bonds, insurance and bank 
deposits are unaccepatable sources of protection~ for their value is 
falling. Non- money liquid assets are accumulated -- inventories and 
hOUSing , for example -- which maintain their value . Consequently monetarJ 
saving is reduced? and total saving tends to fall and consumption to 
rise2? Further mor e , if inflation leads to a deterioration of trading 
balances (as shall be argued) , forei n investors are uncertain about the 
future value of earnings, the course of exchange rates, and the likelihood 
of exchange restrictions2~ Thus if inflation is proceeding at a constant 
rate ~ investment~ both domestic and foreign ~ falls in amount and is 
directed aV'/ay from long term industrial and so cial development schemes. 
-27. DOI'ranC8~ 'The Effect- of Inflat i on on Economic Development I p rable 2, 
p. 7 . presents evid ence in ·support of this statemeat . . 
28 . Dorrc..nc e ~ I T118 Effect of Inflation on Economic Developnwnt ' argues 
i n this manner . 
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On the other hand, a constant rate of inflation mark dly affects 
trade . It becomes relatively more profitable to sellon the home market 
than to export, because domestic prices are rising2~ Therefore in 
manufacturing countries the value of exports f alls . In primary producing 
countries, however, factors of production rather than goods are normally 
diverted to the home market, for most export products from such countries 
do not have large or expandable home markets. Thus production for the home 
market attracts labour, equipment, materials and land, causing costs to 
r i se in the export sector. Since export prices are normally given, this 
implies lower profits a~d a reduction in incomes from sales abroad . 
During an inflation therefore , the supply of exports falls: but the 
demand for imports rises as welL Imports fall relatively in price because 
domestic prices rise in comparison with foreign prices3? Rigidities in 
supply may hamper the expansion of domestic consumer industries in response 
t o r i sing consumpti on. In both cases the demand for impor~s rises and 
t his, together with falling export incomes, constitutes &~ incipient 
balance of payments deficit . The typical reactions to trading deficits are 
to restrict imports, to limit the outflow of capital payments, or,to 
depreciate the currency; therefore foreign investment is deterred3: 
TABLE 5-1 2 
Assoc i ati on Between Export Variability and Inflati on: 
High Income Countries 
EXPOR'r VARIABILITY 
RISE IN 
CO T OF LIVING High JJOw Total 
High G 3 11 
Low 3 8 11 
Total 11 11 22 
No t e: this is a table of the number of countries in each group. 
I"rlcluded : Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium~ Canada, Chile, Denmark j 
FDR, Finland, France, Greece, Ireland, Israe1 9 Italy, -~ etherla.nds9 NZ, 
Norway , South Afri ca, Sweden, UK~ USA and Venezuala. 
Sources: see di s cussi on, pp. 87-89 . 
Theoretically, thel1 , ini'lation is associated with reduced :cates of 
growth. However the evidence is inconclusive . Table 5-1 2 indicates that 
among high income countries, the economies which exhibit high rates of 
29. See G. Lovasy, ' Inflation and Exports in Primary Producing Countries ' ? 
I 1'IF St aff Pap., vol. 9, 1962 , pp. 37-·69 . 
30 . Dor rance ' The Effect of Inflation on Economic Development '. 
31. Qualitative evidence is provided by USDC , Pactors Limiting U.S ,. 
Invest ment Abroad, Part 1: .0 • . 
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inflation tend to be those with more variable exports: this conclusion is 
significant at the fiv8 per cent level . The analysis used the Chi squared 
test because of the enormous range of the data - - the cost of living in 
1960 as a percentage of that in 1951 varies from a massive 1825~ in Chile 
to a mere 10SG/o in Belgium and Venezuala. However, no association between 
variability of exports and inflation is fOlli1d amol~ low income countries. 
Table 5-13 summarises the relationship between inflation and growth: in the 
group of rich countries~ growth is higher where inflation is low, but once 
again the association is ~erverse amor~ the low income countries. 
TJillLE 5-13 
Association Between Income, Inflation and Growth of I_ come 
INCOME 
IliIFLATION High Low l'Iean 
High 204 3 ,0 2.7 
Low 3.4 2.0 2.7 
Mean 2.9 2. 5 2.7 
Included: the countries analysed in Table 5-12 plus: Brazil, Burma, Ceylon, 
Co lombia , Costa Rica, Ecuador, El Salvador, Ghana, Guatemala, Honduras , 
India 7 Indonesia? Irc:.q , Japan, Mexi co, Pakistan, Peru, Philippines, 
Portugal, South Korea, Spain, Th&.i land, Turkey and UAR .• 
Sources: see diSCUSSion, pp. 87-89 . 
Thus among high i 1come countries, variability of exports is 
positively associated with inflation? and inflation is negatively 
associated with growth of income. leither of these relationships holds in 
the low income group of cOlli1tri es. The reasons for this confusion are 
unclear . Dorra..'1ce, in a study of primary producine; countries which used 
arbitrary time periods (as does this study) , found that rates of per 
capita growth are not related to the rate of inflation3~ Similarly, U TW1 
Wai33 concluded that: 
For the less developed countries in general , the findings did indc , ~ 
prove to be inconclusive; but for the small nlnnber of countries for 
which the available statistics cover periods in which the rates of 
price increase differ significa..'1tly, the evidence suggests that, the 
rate of growth was higher when the rate of inflation Vias 10wer . 34 
U Tun Wai, in contrast to Dorrance and this study , identified periods for 
which the rate of price increase was roughly constant. 
32. ' The Effect of In:flation on Economic Development' 9 p. 2. 
33 . U Tilll \V ai~ ' The Relation Between Inflation and Economic Development: 
A Statistical- Inductive Study ' , nIB' Staff Pap., vol 7, 1959- 60, 
pp. 302-317. 
34. ' The Relation Between Inflation and Econom:i.c Development: •. .', p. 302. 
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Three facts emerge from these studies. Inflation and growth are 
signific~ntly associated in high income countries; differences in rates of 
inflation between under- developed countries are not related to growth; and 
within an under-developed economy? differences in the rate of inflation 
are associated with growth. These suggest that entrepreneurs in an 
under-developed economy may be able to adjust to a period of constant 
price increase and that the lli1certainty effect of changes in the rate of 
price increase may be more i mport8.nt than the effect of the loss of value 
of money. Possi bly some sectors of under- developed countries are not money 
economies: if money is not used to save or to buy and sell goods, the 
effect of changes in the value of money on sucn sectors may' be minimal. 
However much more information is necessary to evaluate these ideas. 
(iv) Decision taking capacity 
An examination of the relationship bet'ween variability of exports 8.nd 
growth of income is incomple te if it is founded solely on mechanical links. 
Growth is not simply a function of the rate of saving or investment , nor 
merely a mntter of avoiding inflation. Other factors are in short supply 
in the developing world besides capital: one of these is the ability to 
invest and to take decisions. Two theories which develop this idea are 
mentioned? though their nature prevents empirical testing. 
Baumol has suggested that the problem in an under- developed economy 
is not so much one of a lack of capital , nor of investment opport~u1ities 
even~ as one of investment in asse t s which are not socially' roductive? 
such as land~ or stocks previously issued~ or military equipment3~ If this 
is a reasonable analysis of the situation in ma!lY under- developed economies? 
the greater the uncertainty attached to productive investment relative to 
other forms of investment, the lower will productive investment be . Now, 
the more uncertain the envirol~ent? the more apparent is the tendency for 
uncerta inty to attach to productive investment . If population is growing 
relative to the development of resources, the value of l and increases , and 
one of the most secure investments of al l is urbrul land. The demand for 
military hardvvare is rising constantly. Stocks ru1d shares are a liquid 
lllvestment, ruld so are easily manoeuvered in response to chrulging 
conditions . In comparison the demand for a domestically produced good, and 
therefore for the productive factors used in the processes , is uncertain? 
especially if domestic prices are rising. Consequently, the more ~mcertuin 
is the env~ronment~ the greater tends to be the relative uncertainty 
surrounding productive investment: the propensity to increase grov/th ral:.e.s 
by investj.ng productively rather than in socially unproductive assets is 
correspondingly weakened. 
35 . Baumol , Business Behaviour? Value and Growth. 
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Hirschman proposes an alternative thesis. He s"Uggests that all the 
factors necessary for economic development are present in many countries: 
both capital (used unproductively) and entrepreneurial ubility (used in 
real estate dealing and trade) may be available. The problem is to bind 
together and to utilise these developmental yet socially idle factors . 
In addition, the nation must desire growth and must realise its 
requirements. His diagnosis i s3? 
••• simply that countrj.8s fail to take adva 'ltage of their 
developmental potential because, for reasons largely related to their 
image of change, they find it difficult to take the decisions needed 
for development in the required number and at the req~ired spced. 
Both the desire to change and the ability to gauge t he potential of 
a sit"Uation and to take advantage of it are scarce. The desire for change 
is probably unaffected by uncertainty, but variability does affect the 
ability to invest, for this is acquired through practice and observation. 
In an uncertain environment, decisions are more difficult to make because 
of the problems of obtaining information and m'e therefore more likely to 
prove wrong than in a relatively certain economy. Furthermore the more 
uncertain the environment, the greater the relatiye uncertainty of 
decision taking in productive enterprises. Consequently entrepreneurs 
concentrate on trading and real estate activities, and the amount of 
practice the society obtains in productive decision taking is reduced as 
uncertainty rises , 
Foreign companies opera ting in an economy perform a dual role. On the 
one hru1d , individuals may observe their performance and thus learn the 
principles of 'nvestment and decision taking . Alternati vely , foreign 
capi tal iIl a developing economy nay be an i mportant source of key 
decisions, 
subsequent 
&.rl economy 
thos e investments in a new field which dral forth many 
and silJlpler decisions3! Since the amOtElt of foreign capital in 
falls as uncertainty rises3~ the more uncertain the economy, 
the less observatj.on domestic entrepreneurs can make and the less practice 
they obtain at making relatively simple decisions. Again, uncertainty and 
low rates of growth are positively associated. 
(v) Swnmary 
Theoretically the limes between uncertainty and rates of growth are 
strong. Variability of exports tends to reduce the amount of savings, 
causes investment to be directed towards relatively unproductive assets, 
reduces the inflow of foreign private capital, and enhances the possibility 
of inflation, and therefore dimini shes the rate of growth of exports in 
36. The Strategy of Lconowic Development, p. 25. " 
37. Hirschman, The Strategy of Economic De elopment; this lS bne of the 
arguments he uses in i'avour of "UnbCllanced growth: see pp . 62-75. 
38 . Evidence has been presented on pp. 10 1- 102 to support this statement . 
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relation to imports. However , the empirical tests of these notions have 
pr oduced much less sure conclusions. Countries in which export variability 
is high have lower rates of gross domestic saving, tond to exhibit a lower 
rate of growth 01' foreign capital inflo vs~ ana corporations in these 
countries disburse a larger proportion of their earnings as profits than 
in countries in which the variability of exports is low. In high income 
countries, variability is positively associated with rates of inflation. 
Some quali tative evi~ence indicates that tmcertainty discourages foreign 
investment. SometiLles the small number of countries and of variables used, 
and the fact that the analysis has been conducted over only. one ti~e 
period may contribute to some of the perverse associations: despite these 
difficklties of data1 some of the processes whereby uncertainty and growth 
may be ass ociated have been shown to exist. 
The subsequent pattern 
The result of the processes examined should be that uncertainty is 
positively associated with low rates of groy{th of ' er capita income , 
Table 5-1 4 illustrates some data available to test t:b..is hYl)othesis 1 
collected for forty-eight cotmtries . Economies in which exports form a 
high percentage of the national income, in which the variability of 
exports is high, and which export primary products are also those countries 
which are subject to low rates of growth of per capita income . The effect 
of commodities is significant at the five per cent level; the effects of 
the size of the export sector and of its variability are significant at 
the one per cent l eveL 
As night be expected, the r a tes of growth of exporters of 
manufactures are higher than those of countries exporting primary products . 
Countri es in which the export sectol' is lc.rge compared with the economy 
as a whole exhibit low rates of growth; this i s expected 1 for the larger 
t he export sec'Gor 1 the greater the extent to which variability of exports 
induces variati ons in the rest of the economy for a given multiplier 
effect. This conclusion does not hold in the minerals and beverages group. 
Variability of exports is associated with low growth rates , an associ ation 
which is most marked among the food exporters and which is not true of the 
lar ge exporters of minerals and beverages and of the small expor ters ()f.' 
manufactured goods . 
Thus variability and growth are negatively associated, though when 
small groups of countries are exarrlL~ed the relationship sometimes appears 
perverse . Now, the combination of this proposition with the inital 
pattern of w10er tainty generates a pattern of growth (and ? therefore , of 
activity at a point in time) which is highly concentrated in a few nat ions 
and in a few areas: this is the :feature which the theory is a ttempting to 
explain. Assuming that variability of exports is positi vely r elated to 
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TABLE 5-14 
Association Between Export Variability? Commodity E-v:ported 2 Size of 
Export Sector and nate of Growth of Gross Domestic Product Per Capita 
KXJ?ORTS AS PEHCElJTAGE OF NA'rIONAL INCOME 
High Low Mean Effect 
of" 
C0l11MODITIES EXPOHT VA HI ABILITY Commodities 
High Low High Low 
I,Ianmacture s 2.83 3.50 3. 87 3.62 3.64 
Minerals and 2. 50 2.17 1. 62 Beverages 2.17 2.13 
Food 10 20 2050 1. 92 3. 17 2.23 
h1EAN E~FEC'r OF VARIABILITY IvlliAH &'FECT OF SIZE OF EXPORT SECTO, 
2. 43 High 2·34 
3 . 02 Low 3. 08 
J0TJ.LYSIS OF VARIAl'IGE 
Source doL S.S. M. S. F. P 
Size of Exports 20 . 6 20.6 9 . 90 less than 0 . 01 
Export Variability 1602 16.2 7.71 less t an 0.01 
Commodities 2 21.0 10.5 5. 05 less than 0 . 05 
Residual 43 89 03 20 1 
Total 47 147.1 
Note: no signii'icant differences exist between the rniJ.'lerals and the 
beverages exporters. 
Included: all countries except Algeria, CAP , Cyprus, Jamaica, f'iiorocco , 
and Trinidad and Tobago . 
Sources: see discussion, pp . 87-89. 
uncertainty , then uncertainty rises with increasing distance from markets 1 
.. 
and therefore, since uncertainty is associated with reduced growth rates, 
the further a country is from its markets , the lower t ends to be its rate 
of growth. Thus once a number of countries , located near one another , 
have most of their trading links within the grouP? they immediately obtain 
an advantage over all other countries, whose trade routes are longer, 
Theoretically such a group may comprise manv£actured or agricultural 
goods exporters. In practice however , the countries in the group tend to 
be industri.al nations. One of the reasons for this is that the location of 
agricultural production is partly dependent on climate and edaphic factors, 
which vary gradually over space in contrast to the more random and 
punctiform distribution of industrial resources. The agricultural 
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production near a point, X, is likely to be similar to that at the point 
X. Consequently the trade routes which relieve the local surpluses and 
deficiencies caused by agricultural comparative advantages tend to be 
longer than those caused by the location of resources for industry. 
Conclusions 
The broad relationships between distance from market and export price and 
volume variability aDd between vo.riability and growth are therefore clear 
( with but a few exceptions), though the attempts to find evidence about 
the links between uncertainty and growth have not been as successful . A 
large number of factors affect gro'wth, and only a few of them have been 
included in this study. Thus even at best the residual unexplained 
variation is large, as the analyses of variance demonstrate, while at 
worst no association is apparent. Generally then~ much of the data is 
compatible with the theory, although it does not follow that uncertainty 
is the cause of the patterns which have been discovered . 
Concentration Within Countries 
The analYSis has so far assumed that countries are homogeneous within 
themselves with respect to concentration. While this is a useful 
simplifying assumpt ion, uncertainty does in fact yield distinct patterns 
of location within countries. Thus the analysis turns now to examine the 
general relationships which all countries sbow between uncertainty and 
the location of population. Bvidence is adduced to demonstrate the 
association between uncertainty, its amount ffi1d its source ~ and the degree 
to which the population is concentrated in large cities . 
Hypotheses 
Cities may pel'form mai nly industrial or mainly service func tions, though 
most contain elements of both. In manufacturing countries uncertainty is 
largely due to the market and to associated external economies (althoUB;h 
some industries which process agri cultural products are dominated by 
supply uncertainty) and therefore the greater the uncertainty, the greater 
the concentration of population in large cities. The service industries 
follow. Thus in industria l countries a positive relationship be~veen 
lli1certainty and population concentration is expected. 
However the reverse is more likely in agricultural countries . The 
towns in these economies are concentrations of service funct ions and the 
greater the uncertainty of the market, the closer they locate to the 
population -- i . e. , the smaller do towns become. The greater the 
variability of agricultural output, the greater the uncertainty of service 
ind.ustries: therefore a negative relationship between u...'1certainty and the 
concentration of the population of agricultural countries in large citi es 
is hypothesised . 
{ 
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Several other factors may affect the location of population, but one 
is of over- riding importance. In both agricultural and industrial 
countries? the smaller the percentage of the population engaged in 
activities which require space -- i.e., agriculture and mining -- the 
greater the degree to which population is concentrated in larg3 cities. 
Both agriculture and mining are activities of individuals who mostly do 
not live III large towns: the only countries in wbich mining products form 
more than five per cent of' the national product are some of the developing 
countries? such as the (former) Central Af'rican Federation, Chile and the 
petroleum producers , rtining is mainly a small town occupation in these 
countries. 
Unfortunately the relationsraps are slightly confused. On the one 
hand, countries are grouped into agricultural and industrial in order to 
test the different effects of uncertainty in each group , while on the 
other hand, industrialisation is correlated with population concentration 
in order to explain the degree of urbanisation within each group. An 
interesting by- product of this experiment is therefore the measure of the 
differences between industrial and m~re rural countries with respect to 
the influence which increments of industrialisation have on population 
concentration. 
Analytical concepts 
Countries in which more than thirty per cent of the gross national product 
is agricultural in origin are defined as mainly agricultural. ~here is no 
a priori reason 1:'or choosing any particular dividing pOint , and this ODe 
gives the most significant result. This represents a change from the 
8rouping of countries used in the analysis of trade; whereas p~eviously 
the structu e of exports was used to define groups, interest is now 
focused on the structure of the domestic economy. Data on the industrial 
origin of the GDp39 are used to define groups because they are more 
abundant than employment figures. 
Uncertall1ty is measured by the standard deviation of the percentage 
year to year changes in the value of exports4? Use of the variability of 
the GDP might be preferable, but this entails the loss of f'ourteen 
countries for which a sufficient length of data i s not available. Since 
data on the industrial origin of the GDP were published for only forty 
countries anyway, it was decided to use the more abundant source of 
information. 
39. These statistics are obtained from SO of mqO , National Accounts 
Statistics, Nev,r York, 1950. 
40. The sources are IrlF, Int . finan. Stat., and mm'ESA , Yb . into Trade 
Stat., for the years from 195 1 to 196 1. All exports are valued free on 
board. 
{ 
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The measure of population concentration is computed from data on the 
size of metropolitan areas4} Each metropolitan area in each economic 
syst em was classified into one of five size groups: less than 100 ccn, 
100 000 to 500 000 , 500 000 to one million, one million to five million, 
and more than five million population. Prom these data an index of the 
concentration of the population :in each country42 in large cities was 
calculated43 and eXj)ressed as a proportion 01 that index which wOlud 
rcsult if each s i ze class had the same percentage of the population. 
Results 
An analysis of vmiance usiJ.b t hese data was performed for the five 
variables. The independent variables are a) the groupu1g, based on the 
extent of industrialisation, b) the correlation between industrialisation 
and population concentration within each group, and c) the correlation 
between uncertainty and concentration within each group. Tabl e 5-1 5 
presents the results of the analYSis and Fig. 5- 5 illustrates the 
relationship between uncertainty and population concentration. 
TABLE 5-1 5 
Association Between Industri&lisatiol ? Bx-port Variability aDd 
Concentration of Population 
Source d. f. S. S. n. s. F. 
Groups 0 . 07 91 0.0791 104.0b 
Correlations wi thin the industric:~roup: 
r yz.x 
r 
xy. z 
0.0047 
0.0083 
0 . 0047 
0.0083 
6.18 
10.92 
Correlations within~cultural group: 
r 0 . 0032 0.0032 4.20 yz.x 
0.0106 0.0 106 13.95 r 
xy.z 
Residual 34 0.0239 0.00076 
1'otal 39 0. 1298 
p 
less t lan 0.01 
less than 0.05 
less than 0.01 
equals 0 . 05 
less than 0.0 1 
Notation for partial correlation coefficients is: ~ = agricultural and 
mineral output as percentage of GDP i ]l = loe;ari thm of the index of 
population concentration; z = variability of exports. 
Included: Agricultural: Brazil, Burma, CP.F, ColombiCt, Ecuador, Dgypt, .K~ 
Salvador, }'inland, Ghana, Greece , Guatemala, Honduras , India, Indonesla, 
I r eland , Korea, Panama, Peru, Philippines , PortllgD.l, Thailand, Turkey and 
Pakistan; Industrial: Austria , Austro.lia, Canada, Belgium, Chile, Denroark 
.B'DH , Israel, Italy, Japan, mexico , NetherlaDds , lIZ, Horway , south Africa, 
UK and USA . 
Sources: see discussion, pp. 11 3-11 4. 
41. International Urban Hesearch, The -[orld I s Metropolitan Areas , 
l ,os Angeles , 1959 . 
42. Population data f r om H iP , Int . finan. Stat • • 
43. The method is explained in Appendix 4· to the thesis . 
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FIGURE 5- 5 
ASSOCIATION BE1'WE -f VARIABILITY OF EXPORTS Ai.\1]) POP1.,TLATION CONCEliITHATION 
IN INDUSTRIAL AND AGRI CULTURAL COUNTRI :CS 
Note : that the effect of industrinlisation on urbanisation wi thin each 
group has not been removed. 
Sources: see discussion~ pp. 11 3-11 4. 
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All the factors arc significantly associated with population 
con centra-cion at the five per cent level at least. Countries in which 
more than 30% of the pop1,llation i agricultural contain a population which 
is less spatially concentrated than countries in which the GDP is more 
industrial. Furthermore? within each group there is a significant positive 
relationship between industrialisation and the degree to which population 
is concentrated in large cities : industrialisa tion is associ ated with 
urbanisation. '_rhe relationship between industrial and service output and 
the degree of population concentration is closer in agri cultural than 
among industrial countries. 
However the most important result of the analysis for this thesis ip 
that the expected relationship between uncertainty and population 
concentration exists . The correlation between export variability and the 
concentration of population among the industrial countries is positive 
and significant; in the more agr icultural countries the correlation is 
negative and significant. Thus in agricultural countries uncertainty is 
negatively asso ciated with concentration in large cities, while among the 
industria l co~~tries the association between uncertainty and population 
concentration is positive. 
Conclusions 
Several of the models introduced during the development of a theory of 
location under uncertainty have becn shown to be compatible with reality. 
In addition the foroality of international trading mechanisms and the 
more abundant financial data for ,,;vhole nations in compc..rison vri th reg i ons 
have enabled the study to extend portions of the theory. One of these 
ertensions is the finding that gross domestic saving falls as ~~certainty 
r i ses. A s e cond is the investigation of the relationsl'..ip between 
uncertainty? inflation and growth: while ambiguous , a more detai led 
examination might discover the exp ected association. 
The i -a ct that the variability of export prices and of ezport incomes 
i ncr eases with distance from the market was demonstrated. The rate of 
growth of gross national product falls as uncertainty rises. A combination 
of these two facts generates a pattern in which activity is concentra ted 
in a few nations of the world. Within economic systems ? the extent to 
which the population is concentrated in a few large cities varies with 
the amount and the source of the uncertainty . If uncertainty derives 
mainly from spatially dispersed activities , towns are swall and services 
are located close to tLe economic activities; if uncertainty is produced 
by punctiform activities , these aeti vi ties and the industries whicr. s erve 
then are concentrated in large cities. Some evidence was presented to 
show that the theory of the influence of the development of capital 
markets under uncertainty may be relevant to location theory. 
{ 
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Some of the empiricnl work i nove1 9 other portions are less so. The 
effects of' inflation on er~orts have been examinc1 theoretically by 
Lovasy4~ and on snving by Shaalon4i statistical studies have been made by 
Dorrance 46 and U Tun l1a/r 7 on the relation between inflation ~d growth. 
Some studies by t h e UIIDESA48 have ohown how var iations in export values 
are associated with variations in the rate of capital formation . Nassell 
has indicated that the extent to which a cO"Lmtry ' s value of exports 
fluctuates depends partly on the degree to v/hich exports are concentrated 
in a few cOl:lffiodi t y groups and sent to a fe I natiC'ns 4.~ No one appears to 
have compared countries ,;tatistically with respect to the de&ree to which. 
their population i s concentrated spatially. This study is different from 
the others, i n that the whole gamut of effects of instability ruld 
uncertainty on gro'l7th are examined and in that J ocation is expl i citly 
int ':'oduced into the analyses as an independent variable. 
44. ' Inflation and Exports i~'l Primary Producing Countries '. 
45. A. A. ShaaloYl, ! The Impact of Int'lation on the Composition of Private 
Dornesti c Investment! 9 1Mb' Staff Pap ., voL 9 ~ 1 962~ PI . 243-263. 
46 . !The E~~0ct of Inflation on Economic Development ' 0 
47. ' The Relation Between Inflation and J~conomic Development: . . 0 I 0 
48 . UNDESA , VIIl d econ. Surv. 9 1928, JlTew York, 1959 . 
49 . I E Xport. (onc.Ql\ trCl tion and 1'luctuations in Export Earnings : A OrosS-
Section Ana]ysi~ ! . 
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CHAPTER 6 
UNC:CRTAINTY AND THE COSTS OF LOCA'l'IOlT : AlIJ EVALUATION 
Goltz had said that if you lmew the enerrw ' s strength, and he was 
fully deployed, then you could dispense with a reserve: but this was 
never. The possibility of accident, of some flaw in materials was 
always in the general ' s mind, and the reserve unconsciously held to 
meet it. 
'1' . D. Lawrence, Seven Pillars of Wisdom. 
The results of the previous chapter contain several implications for the 
Australian economy. Australia is on average 12,000 miles from its markets: 
New Zealand is the only cOQ~try in the svrvey more distant from the 
consumers of its products. Consequently the average percentage year to 
year change in export prices is large , and so the Australian gross 
domestic product per capita should be growing slowly and its population 
should be highly concentrated in large cities. 
As expected, the value of Australia ' s exports is variable . The 
standard deviation of the percentage year to year changes in the value o~ 
exports as a proporti on of the mean change over the period 195 1 to 1961 
was 9.7 in Australia: the average for all industrial count ries (i.e . , 
countries in which less than 30fo of t he GDP is formed by the agricultural 
sector) was 2,1] Australia, a long way from its markets, suffers marked 
fluctuations in output. Similarly t ee standard deviation of the percentage 
export price changes was 9 . 4, compared to an average for all food 
producers of 5. 6, and for all countries of 6.7. These re lationships are 
the expected ones. 
The theory predicts that the rate of growth of Australia ' s gross 
domesti c product per capita is relatively low as a result of these 
fluctuations. Over the period 195 1 to 1961, GDP per head grew at an 
average rate of 1. 5% per annum in Australia, compared to an average of 
2. 3% for all the countries in the survey and of 3.6%p . a . for the 
manufacturing countries . The Australian situation conforms to the 
hypotheSis. 
HOVlever, Australia has attempted t o overcome some of these problems. 
Part of the function of the tarif~ is to reduce the uncertainties \yi thin 
the economy. Some of the Tariff Board ' s reports illustrate this role. For 
example, the tariff can protect industries against the effects of 
uncertainty about future price and cost changes: ' • • • a reserve of 
protection is an eft'edi ve safeguard of the stability of established 
1. The me thods of computation and t he sources for these figures are 
described in Chapter 5, pp. 87-89 . 
r 
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industries and provides a buffer against disruptive fluctuations in cost 
levels. , 2 Similarly, 
Current uncertainties concerning the presence of present exchange 
rates has created uneasiness in some sections of industry regarding 
the stability of Australia ' s competitive position in the event of a 
change. An argument sometimes advanced in favour of requests for 
duties that appear too high is that the extra protection would be 
needed in the event of an appreciation in the value of Australian 
currency • .• 3 
Furthermore the population of Australia is largely confined to a few 
cities. The index of concentration of poptuation in Australia is 0.624 
( the lowest value except for the UK) , whereas the average for 'all the 
i ndustrial countries is 0.731. The internal distribution of population is 
uneven: in 1954, out of a total population of 9-t millions , 3.3 millions 
lived in Sydney and Melbourne. In 1961, 56 . 1 /~ of the country ' s population 
l i ved in the six State capitals~ Table 6-1 indicates the extent of the 
concentration of peopl e and production in the State capitals. The 
arr angement of people largely conforms to the hypotheSis : Australia is 
distant from its markets, has fluctuating exports , and an uneven 
distribution of population. 
TABLE 6-1 
Proportion of Each State ' s Produc t ion? Employment and Population 
in the State Capital , 196 1 
Capi tal State 
Sydney New South .Vales 
Melbourne Victoria 
Brisbane Queensland 
Adelaide South Australia 
Perth Western Australia 
Hobart TasI!l.aLlia 
Factory 
Employment 
75.7 
81.8 
52.9 
78.0 
79 . 9 
37.0 
Factory Total 
Production Population 
72.8 58 . 5 
80 . 5 65.3 
54.7 40.9 
8 1. 5 60.7 
8 1. 8 64 . 5 
35 . 9 33. 1 
Source : Linge, ' ProblewB of Dispersion and Concentration . •• ', p. 7. 
This and the following chapters analyse the components of the lmeven 
distribution of population. The first stage of the analysis of the 
association between lLDcertainty and patterns of location is to determine 
how uncertainty varies in different areas. TIns chapter attempts to 
isolate some of the costs caused by w1certainty and to show how they vary 
in Australia , del,ending on the location of the firm and on the type of 
2. Tariff Board, A1ll1ual Report for the Year ~nded 30th J~~e 1950 j Canberra? 
195 1, p. 3. 
3. Tariff Board, Annual Heport for the Year Ended 30th June 1950 , p. 16. 
4. G. JOo H. Linge j 'The Problems of Dispersion and Concentration of 
Manufacturing in Australia ' , IGU Symposium, iTewcastle (UK) , 1 964~ p. 6 . 
{ 
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relationship the firm maintains with other firms. In the following chapter 
these results are used to help to examine the connexion between uncertainty 
and the location of industries. 
Methods 
A large number of personal interviews with industrial managers provides 
the data for this study. In the context of published Australian statistics~ 
this source of information IDV_st be used to assess the factors affecting 
the lo cation of fac t ories . The interview survey was planned t o satisfy 
four aims. The first was to provide information on the costs of 
uncertaL"lty. Secondly? the views of the industrial managers about the 
important a'Tenues through which uncertainty influences the location of 
firms can be discovered. Thirdly~ the interviews provide data for several 
case studies, which may be ~sed to illustrate t he interactions of 
uncertainty and other costs in a detailed causal context. And fOUl~thly, 
the information collected supplies a check on the efficacy of' the 
statistical variables used in the next chapter and offers a basis upon 
which to determine the location of the source of the uncertainty affecting 
an industry. 
Interviews were conducted i n Nevv South Hales only. The collection or 
data for one s tate reduces the amount of time which is spent in comparing 
the effect on location of individual State laws and conditions. New South 
Wales was chos~n because it is the mos t convenient to reach a"ld because 
it has more and larger non-metropolitan tovms than most other States , 
towns which are not compl etely dependent upon servicing and processing for 
primary industry. 
The sample of firms was stratified be~ween types of location. The 
evidenco of Chapter 7 will demonstrate that there are distinct groups of 
towns in New South Hales: large towns and towns ncar the metropolitan area 
have different industrial structures to towns which are small or distant 
from Sydney. The sample was based upon a simplified form of this grouping: 
the grouping had to be simplified because it was impossible to duplicate 
interviews in IDaYly of the smaller country towns. Places in New South Wales 
have been classified into three types -- metropolitan Sydney , Newcastle 
and v-{ollongong , and other country towns . 
The least number and variety of firms are found i n the cOlliltry towns. 
Accordingly these were s ampled first. A list of fi rms was chosen from a 
m2nufacturers directory which appeared to contain the most comprehensive 
classification of firms by type of j_l1dustry? This population was then 
stratified into two directions ~ the first to interview representatives 
of every industry which operates in country towns, and the second to 
5. The Aus t ralas ian .Manufacturers ' Dtrectory, vol. 23, Sydney, 1962. 
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provide at least two interviews in each town which was visited. The second 
qualification was introduced as a means of saving travellinG time between 
interviews. ',! i thin these limits, if there was any choice , firms Vlere 
picked out randomly, at the r ate of two firms per industry. If a firm no 
longer existed , no longer manufactured, or refused t o grant an interview, 
a similar firm was chosen, if possible in the same town. 
Interviews in Newcastle, Wollongong and Sydney were arranged to 
provide inforrnation on all the industries found in these cities. If the 
industry was represented outside Sydney, two firms were visited; if there 
were no firms outside t he metropolitan area, only one interview was 
arranged in the industry. Vii thin t his limit, the sanple of firms was 
chosen a t random? f rom a list of firms drawn up by inspection of the local 
telephone dire ctories (The Australasian :'Ianufacturers I Directory was found 
to be not recent enough to permit accurate samplir~ ) . 
The managers of 228 firms, controlling 262 factories , were usefully 
interviewed. The sample contains 11 , 4jb of the industrial workforce of the 
County of Cumberland , 68 . 1% of the manufacturing employees in Newcastle 
and rrollongong, and 14.0/; of the industrial labour force i n country towns. 
The large sample in Newcastle al1d Hollongong arises because the tvlO iron 
and steel mills of '.rhe B. H.P . Co . Ltd were contacted: these "bllO fac tories 
employ three quarters of the sample workforce of the tVIO cities. Fir-LIS 
employing 88~81J5 workers -- out of a State industrial workforce of 
463~ 1 20 - - were interviewed: a 19 . 1 ~~ sample. Appendi x Table 6A-1 
summarises the basic qual1titative information obtained, and Fi g . 6- 1 maps 
th e cistribution of the factories i'or which data were accumulated , 
A vari ety of data, quantified as f .".r as pOSSible , was reque s ted. 
Questions were asked about the setting of the firm and the industry, about 
its history~ financial links, size ru1d processes. The origin, nature and 
location of raw materials were discussed, and i nfor mation was obtained on 
the structure and components of costs in the fir • '1'he executi ves v/ere 
invited to define the advru1tages and disadvantages of the i r location and 
to provide evidence where possible; they were asked why they located in 
this town or suburb and why they chose this industry. Data on the size of' 
the stocks of rmv materials, parts and spares, and finished goods , on 
communication costs, and on t he value of total assets and turnover were 
collected . 11. set questionnaire was not presented to the firms for it was 
felt that discussion would enable more information, especially reasons 
f or the answer , to be gleaned . 
Many firms would not provide numerical data. Each firm was sent a 
let ter from Sir Jo}1..n Cravviord, the Director of the Research School of 
Pacific Studies, which explained the research proj ec t and guaranteed that 
all infor m.'1tion would be treated as confidential. However , one third of 
r 
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"IGUR:8 6-1 
MAP SHOVIIUG LOCATION OF .D'ACTORIES POR WHICH US~UL DAl'A WERE COLThCTED 
Note: the number alongside the name of the town indicates the number of 
factori es within that town for which data were collected . 
Source: personal interview survey, new South Hales, 1965-66 . 
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the firms would nut reveal the value of their total assets; even more 
companies ware reticent about the size of their turnovf'r. (In Australia, 
proprietary companies, unlike public companies , are not required by law 
to publish a ballli1ce sheet: the valu6 of their total assets and total 
sales is not? therefore, generally a m£Ltter of public knowledge.) 
GimilarlJT~ despite attempts to develop diSCUSSion, most managers of small 
firms gave only short and undocumented answers, which are not useful when 
the results are used as the basis for interpr etation. Since the larger 
firms tended to have the more voluble executives and since they most often 
gave information, the effective sample is probably binsed towords the 
larger firms of the total sample. This may be an ~ortant qualification 
upon the generality of the results of the survey. 
Nevertheless , information was obtained about each of the four main 
ob j ects of the survey. The cas , studies of a few industries ill1d an 
evaluation of the source of the uncertainty affectir~ industries are 
reported in Chapter 8 . The present chapter contains the results of the 
stUdy of the costs of uncertainty and the factors associated with it . 
These results are generalised by the introduction of qualitative data 
from an investigation into the distribution of population in Victoria6 
ru1d from some of the reports of the Tariff Board. 
Hesults 
Table 6- 2 SLJ.1n'1l"l.rises the answers to the question about the natur'e of the 
problems which the firm encotmtered in its location. The table indicates 
how many times tDe factor was IJlentioned in open- ended questioning , and is 
used to introduce discussion of t he nature and the cost of the Vroblems . 
Clearly, IJle tropolitru1 and country firms have a very dtfferent distributiOl 
of difficulties: the distribution of hl1periimentn ir! Newcastle ru1d 
Yv'ollongong r eflects the natur'e of t hese towns> as not quite being 
metropolitan areas yet not being entirely like smaller COlli1try towns. 
Labour 
----
Almost all the problems mentioned by the metropolitan firms are associa ted 
with labour, land~ or traffic. Australia is a nation generally short of 
skilled labour? and competition for wha t is available in the cities is 
acute . ' In 1950 , 195 1 ru1d 1952 the Australian rate of labour turnover was 
6 . Transcript of Evidencp. given before the Distribution of PopulatioE 
Commit t ee, Vi ctoria, 1960-61, and Trru1script of Evidence given before the 
Rec.onstituted Distribution of Population Committee? Victoria, 196 1-63; 
quoteA. hereaf t er a8 Population Committee , 1960--61 or 1961 - 63. 
? Tariff Board, Annual Heport for the Ye8X Ended 30th June 195 1, po 4, 
suggests that Aus tralia at that time was short of coal, transport and 
labour? and indicRtad that it thought that employers , in competi ng for 
labour , were driv-:Lns wages far above the ' award ' rates . 
r 
TABLE 6- 2 
The Problems of Manufacturing? by Type of Location 
LOCATIOf.r 
PROBLEMS Sydney Newca:::;tle & Wollongong Country TOTAL 
Labow.' 38 15 47 100 
Small Demand 0 8 8 16 
Price of Land 25 0 0 25 
Freight 3 8 12 
Traffic 9 0 0 9 
Input Supply 4 28 33 
Contacts 0 3 14 17 
Tilarketing Speed 0 3 16 19 
Communication 0 0 0 9 .J 
Disinvestment 0 2 3 
Hote : this is a table of the number of times each factor was mentioned 
in open- ended questioning. 
About one quart~r of all the firms ind j_cated that their location 
caused them no difficulb.es. 
Source: personal interview survey, New South ,Vales, 1965-66. 
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at least twice that in the United KingdoB. ' Rates of pay and of turnover 
in the city are extremely hight Many managers are extremely bitter about 
their supply of labour. The other major complaints of metropolitan firms 
are, as expected? the price and availability of land aDd the costs of 
traffic congestion. A recent study has shovm that the traffi c costs in 
10 Sydney are many times higher than in cities of 20 , 000 or 30,000 people. 
The failure of firms to mention other diffictlities suggests that, apart 
from one or two firms which import raw materials, the metropolitan area 
is a good location from which to reduce uncertainty costs . 
Country firms are also concerned about the supply of labour. In ~~ 
towns , there is no pool of labour skilled in a given trade upon which the 
firm can draw. rl1any firms suggested that the absolute shortage of skilled 
and semi·-ski J.led labour has impaired their rate of growth. In contrast to 
metropolitan firms, however, country manufacturers are usually pleased 
with the labour they can obtain, for owner-employee relations tend to be 
good , turnover and absenteeism rates are low, and rates of pay are not 
forc ed up by competition for labour. 
8. Tariff Board, Annual Report for the Year Ended 30th June 195 3, p . 11. 
9. For data from one firm, see Chapter 8 , p . 181 
10 . G.rd. liJeutze? ' The External Diseconomies of Growth in Traff i c ', Ec~ 
Rec.:_, 1963, pp . 332--345 . 
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Why the shortage of labour in country towns has not led to a 
deter ioration in these conditions is unclear. Presumably, part of the 
explanation may be that country firms have realised that the higher rates 
of pay necessary to attract labour from the metropolitan area are 
uneconomic. Furthermore, firms in the same tOV~1 may not compete against 
each other for skilled labour , for they are unlikely to require labour 
wi th the same ski lls. Entrepreneurs are possibly not willing to attract 
l abour away from other businessmen (who may be their friends ) by engaging 
i n a ' wage war ' , which may finish with all firms paying higher wages than 
they can afford. 
Notwithstanding the generally good labour-employer relations, labour 
is mostly in short supply in country tOV'llls. (It is male labour which is 
in short supply. The interviews su~gest that female laboux' is available in 
quantity in country tovms , and that this haG been an attractive asset of 
small tovvns for firms in such industries as clothing and textiles . ) 
Consequently the rate of growth of firms in the small towns of New South 
Hales has been reduced, and new ones, especially large firms~ are deterred 
from locating in these town~. Since this is the most frequently mentioned 
disability of small towns and since the labour market is apparently not 
working efficiently across space, the reasons for the shortage must be 
examined. 
Ultimately, it must be aDsumed that the marginal cost of more labour 
to country firms the cost of attracting labour from the metropolitan 
area -- is greater than the marginal productivity of that labour. It is 
expensi ve to attract labour to small tovms for several reasons. Living 
costs are higher in country tOV'llls: transport to and from work is cheaper 
because of smaller distances and less congestiol1, but the prices of goods 
are higher for most of them are transported from the metropolitan area. 
While land prices are lower in country towns, building materials tend to 
be more expensive. The metropolis offers better educational and cultural 
facilities than do most country towns. However there may be some sort of 
country town ethic in Australia: 
Most Australians say they would like to live in a big country town. 
60% would like to live in a big country town . 35% would prefer their 
state capi tal. 5~b are uncertain. This preference for living in big 
country towns was found in all nge- groups and in all states except 
iestern Australia • • . . ~10st people said country tovms appealed because 
they were friendlier, slower, quieter , and fresher. Cities appealed 
becaUGe of their arneni ties , opportu.ni ties, and f'acili ties for 
leisure . 11 
Industrial managers interviewed by the Population Committee in 
Vi ctoria suggested a number of other reasons why more people had not t aken 
jobs in country tovms . On the one hand , insecurity about jobs is a major 
11. Australian Gallup Polls, 1432-1 442 , published ~ebruary , 1960 , and 
quot ed in Population Committee , 1960- 61, p . 1216. 
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drawback to life in the country . If a man leaves the metropolis to live 
in a country to m? he must find out how the firm he jOins is performing 
and how much he likes the town before he invests in hOUSing1~ It is 
therefore essential that houses be available for rental , but the small 
country town is typically unable to satisfy tIllS need 1 ~ A firm which 
provides such housing is increasing its capital investment with little 
corresponding rise in productive capacity. Furthermore , even after 
settling down in a town, the worker is in a relatively insecure position: 
i f he loses his job for some reason? he is likely to have to seek work in 
another town, for mos t country towns do not contain a large pool of firms 
among which people can change jobs. A change..of job in Sydney or Melbourne 
does not imply a change of home as often as it does in a country tov~l . 
On the other harId , the critical factor is often the lack of 
co- ordination of locational change. A firm may wish to locate outside the 
me tropolitan area, but it is not goi ng to set up its factory and then wait 
for people to come and operate the machines , even though there may be 
plenty of people willing to do tIllS; neither are people going to live in 
country tOvms and wait for firms to come and employ them. normally, no 
mechanism exists whereby the actors can communicate their desires one to 
another, but examples are available of firms being attracted into count~ 
towns by government promises to provide labour. For instance? Hedger has 
pointed out that one of the roles of the Division of State Development in 
Victoria is to overcome this vicious circle by co- ordinati ng the decisions 
of government and of companics1~ He has cited the case of Henolds Chains 
Ltd, which originally decided to locate in the metropolitan area because 
of the l abour shortages in country tmms, but which finally located in 
Bonalla after the government had promised to build a migr ant hostel in 
the town. The existence of SUCD examples is encouraging support for the 
game theoretical model of the location of firms and labour in Chapter 2. 
This evidence suggests that the high costs of attracting labotIT to 
country towns may be ascribed in some measure to uncertainty about jobs 
and to a lack of communication between the firm and its potential labour 
force . The first avenue through which uncertainty affects location is thus 
by driving employees to more s ecure employment areas ? in which there are 
more firms , and 1;0 set in motion the firms- to- labour- to- f irms vicious 
12. Population Committee, 1960-6 1, pp . 759, 1 467~ and 1488 . 
13. The mru~agers of Fletcher Jones & Staff pty Ltd , larrnambool (population 
Committee, 1960-6 1, p . 1050) , George Fielder & Co. Ltd , Tamworth 
( interview, 23-24/7/6 5) , and Metropolitan Portland Cement Co. Ltd , 
Picton (interview, 12/ 4/65) all said that their company had to provide 
employees with rented housing for an initial period because such housing 
was not available in the tovm. 
14. P.K. Hedger , Senior Investigation Officer , Division of Stat e 
Development , before the Population COmmittee , 1960- 61, pp. 77-112. 
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circle , both of which cause greater concentration of activity in the 
metropolitan area. At the same time , this uncertainty reduces the labour 
force in country towns and consequently impairs the rate of growth of 
firms already in these towns. 
Availability of supplies 
The second most frequently mentioned disability of firms is that supplies 
of raw materials and spare parts and maintenance facilities are irregular 
in areas which are not adjacent to these facilities . A firm located in a 
t own where raw materials and parts are not available holds higher stocks 
of these assets than a firm which is close to its source of these inputs, 
because of delays in the transport of goods between the source and the 
fi r m and because of the firm' s lack of control over the source of the 
goods. The following tables illustrate this effect. 
Table 6-3 indicates that firms located outside Sydney hold stocks of 
parts and spares for machinery which are almost three times as high as 
those held by met r opolitan firms. From this point of view a location in 
Newcastle or Wollongong is almost as costly as a location in Orange or 
Tamworth. Almost the entire capita l equipment industry of New South Wales 
is l ocated in Sydney and a large proportion of items is imported: Sydney 
is therefore the source of these goods and of spare parts for them. 
Consequently, as firms locate away from the source of machinery parts and 
spares, they must carry higher stocks of these goods . 
TABLE 6- 3 
Stocks of-Machinery Parts and Spares , by Looation 
Source 
Locations 
nesidual 
Total 
stock levels 
Number firms 
Sydney 
0.63 
22 
ANALYSIS OF 
Newcastle & Country Wollongong 
1.66 
11 
VARIANCE 
1. 77 
10 
d. f . S.S. M.S. F. p 
2 12. 05 6. 03 5.384 less than 0. 01 
40 56.95 1. 12 
42 69 . 00 
~: t his is a table of the value of a firm' s stocks of machinery parts 
and spares as a proportion of its total assets: unweighted means of 
43 firms . The sample size is small because a large number of firms incl ude 
this stock with r aw materials or write off these items as soon as they are 
purchased. 
Source : personal interviews , see data in Appendix Table 6A-1 . 
I 
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However, these are not the only maintenance co~ts of manufacturing 
outside the metropolitan city. Many firms -- for example , Fletcher Jones 
& Staff Pty Ltd of Tdarrnamboo115 and Nowra Co- operative Dairy Ltd of Nowra 
16 
Nowra -- suggested that they have to duplicate machinery because they 
cannot aff ord the inevitable delays before broken down machinery is 
repaired . Most country enterprises , except the very large , have regularly 
to bring mechanics from Sydney to repair equipment . Ul~ortunately , these 
costs are not readily measurable . But the data which are available indicate 
the heavy maintenance charges incurred by firms which are located outside 
the metropolitan area. 
Table 6- 4 illustrates the association and the significance of the 
association between some factors and the level of raw material stocks hel d 
by a firm. In this analysis , the data (stocks as a percentage of total 
aosets) were first calculated . Fir ms were classified into ~vo groups __ 
those in whi ch more and those in which less than 5O;7b by value of their raw 
materials were obtained from within 50 miles of the firm. Firms were also 
classified according to their type of location, into metropolitan, 
Newcastle and Wollongong , and country town firms. The effects of the type 
of' industry on the level of stocks must be analysed , but because 
i~~ormation is available for only 135 firms, industry codes have been 
generalised into the following twenty- five groups : 100-1 09 ( cement and 
bricls and glass manufacturing ), 11 0-11 9 (coal and petroleum industries), 
120-123 (metal extracting, refining and founding ), 124-139 ( metal bars , 
sheets , etc. , making), 140-160 (meta l products) , 170-1 80 (machinery), 
191-1 99 (radio and electrical apparatus)? 200- 209 (vehicles) , 210- 239 
(yarns and textiles) , 240- 259 (clothing and shoes) , 260-269 (meat 
processing) , 270- 272 (milk and margarine products) , 280- 283 (flour 
industries) , 2S'0- 29 1 (sugar), 300- 329 (jam and fruit canning) , 330- 339 
(drinlcs), 340 (tobacco), 350- 369 (wood products) , 370- 386 (paper and -
printing), 390- 409 (chemicals), 410- 412 (jewellery), 420- 429 (furs , skins 
and l eather), 430- 431 (rubber goods) , 440- 442 (instruments) and 450 
(plastic goods) . In eleven of these groups , insufficient informa tion was 
available to provide adequate r eplication and so these groups were 
discarded . After analYSiS , a further generalisation of industries was 
apparent; this grouping is contained in Table 6- 4. 
Table 6- 4 demonstrates that the stocks of raw materials held by firms 
which are more than fifty miles from their source of most r aw materials 
are almost double the stocks held by firms 8.djacent to most materials . 
This effect is apparent in each of the three types of location. 
SurpriSingly, however , country firms which use local raw materials hold 
lower sto cks of these materials than metropolitan firms which use local 
materials . This may be due to the greater number of metropolitan than 
country firms which buy their local raw IDB terials from other firms : a 
15. Popula tion Committee , 1,960.-61, p. 1049 . 
16. Interview, Nowra, 27/4/65. 
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TABLE 6- 4 
Raw Material Stocks , by Location 
LOCATION OF THE FI Hl\1 
SOURCE 011' 
Yewcn3tlc & Country 111 RAW lYIATEHIALS Sydney Wollongong Towns Location., 
Local 
Nonlocal 
Total 
12. 03 
23.98 
14.62 
10. 85 8 .18 
17.77 23 . 20 
14. 56 17. 89 
INDUSTRY CODE 
280- 339 & 350- 369 100-109 & 124-180 Remainder 
331 . 2j~ 98 . 9% 171 . 6% 
Stocks in nonlocal materials firms as percentage 
stocks in local materials firms 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
Source d. f . S.S . M. S. F. 
Raw material 
location 3382 . 86 3382.86 178. 14 less 
Industry 13 5381. 72 413. 98 21. 80 less 
Firm' s location 2 274.79 137.40 7.24 less 
R. mtl location 
b;y: firm ' s location 2 31 8 . 11 159. 06 8 . 38 less 
R. mtl location 
11.1 5 
21 . 28 
P 
than 0.001 
than 0. 00 : 
than 0 . 01 
than 0 . 00 1 
b;y: industries 13 224 .1 6 17 . 24 c. 1. 00 not significatnt 
Industries by 
firm' s location 26 7724.45 279 . 09 15. 64 less than 0.001 
Residual 77 1462.01 18 . 99 
Total 134 18768.10 
Note: this is a table of the value of stocks of raw materials held by a 
firm as a percentage of the firm's total assets; figures are the 
unweighted me2ns for 135 firms. 
Source: personal interviews ~ see data in Appendix Table 6A-1. 
company which buys processed raw materia ls from another firm may hold 
larger stocks than a firm which owns the original source of the unprocessed 
raw material • :r'irms in Newcastle and \'.'ollongong which use nonlocal 
materials hold relatively low stocks of these materials , possibly because 
many of these nonloctil inputs arrive from Sydney, with which location both 
cities are well connected by t he transport media. 
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Industries vary wi:ely in the degree to which firms near their raw 
materials hold lower stocks than firms using nonlocal materials . The 
stocks of firms using nonlocal raw materials are three times those of 
firms with local raw materials in the food processing (excluding meat) 
and wood products industries . These axe industries in which the output of 
raw materials may be highly variable , for physical rather than demand 
reasons: the industries which are eliminated from the statistical analyses 
of the following chapter ~ll belong to this group . However , the interviews 
did not provide any reason why the locality of raw materials has no effect 
on the level of' stocks held by firms in the cement and glass . and brick 
goods industry group and in the metal products industries . The effect of 
the location of raw materials on the stocks of raw materials held by firms 
in the other industry groups is remarkably consistent: on average , stocks 
of materials in firms using nonlocal sources were 7Z-/o higher than in firms 
adjacent to their raw materials , yet the entire range of increase was only 
from 55% to 8310 . 
Thus a firm which locates near the source of most of its inputs holds 
lower stocks of these goods than a firm which is more than fifty miles 
from its raw materials . If firms hold no more stocks than are necessary , 
or if the factor by which stocks are above the necessary level does not 
vary with location, the data indicate that a decision to locate away from 
the source of uncertainty (source of raw materials) causes a firm to incur 
extra costs due to larger stock holdings . A firm which is adjacent to its 
raw materials pays only 12,10 of its capital costs in parts and materials 
stocks, whereas a firm which has located away from its sources of inputs 
pays 23~~ of its capital charges for such stocks . 
Marketing fbcilities 
Firms distant from their markets complained frequently about the effects 
of transport delays in reducing their competitive ability to sell goods . 
t Rail delays are well- known in Victoria, and I refer to the present state 
of instability with work to regulation strikes; consequently country 
industry is forced to carry stocks .•• at least double those of its 
metropolitan competitors. t1 7 Uncertainty in marketing can force firms to 
open city showrooms and storage facilities , and may lead to loss of 
markets . Data were obtained from firms to measure the impact of the location 
of a firm in relation to its markets upon the finished goods stocks of the 
firm. The information from only 63 firms - - one half of those contained in 
the raw material analysis -- is examined: the size of the sample is 
reduced because many firms . work to order only and so carry no stocks . 
These firms are excluded from the analysis because they are of'fering a 
17. 1. D. McCoy, general manager , James Selkirk Pty Ltd , Ballarat, in 
Population_Committee, 1960- 61, p. 160 . 
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TABLE 6- 5 
Stocks of Finished Goods , by IJocation 
SALES LO CJ\.I.,ITY SilliES LOCAIJITY 
FIRM FIPJII ' S 
SIZE Local Nonlocal rrOTAL LOCATION Local Nonlocal TOTAL 
Large 5. 94 11. 17 9. 43 Sydney 8 . 23 11. 83 9 . 79 
Small 11. 69 17. 34 13. 26 Newc . & 11. 78 10 . 40 11 . 29 VI ' gong 
Country 12. 40 16. 87 14 .75 
Total 10. 21 13 . 34 
ANALYSIS OF V ARIANGE 
Source d. f. S. S. M. S. }l' • P 
Sales locality 154. 96 154.96 5. 685 less than 0.05 
Firm' s location 2 288.48 144 . 24 5. 29 1 less than 0.0 1 
Firm size 226 . 49 226.49 8 .309 less than 0.01 
Industries 2 53 . 65 26 . 83 c. 1. 0 not significant 
Sale s loc by firm size 239 . 39 239 . 39 8 .782 less than 0 . 01 
Sales loc by industry 2 504. 87 252.44 9 . 260 less thru1 0.01 
Fi rm loc by industry 4 1856 . 05 464. 01 17. 022 less than 0. 01 
Firm s ize by industry 2 262 . 07 131. 03 4. 8 18 less than 0 .01 
Residual 47 1281. 42 27 . 26 
'1'0 tal 62 48 14.36 
Note : this is a table of the stocks of finished goods held by a firm as a 
percentage of the total assets of the firm: Ul1we i ghted means for 63 firms . 
Firms are defined as producing for local sales when more than 500,,;6 of 
their sales are ,tithin 50 miles of the factory. Large firms are defined 
as firlLs with total ussets of more than $800 , 000. 
Source : personal interviews , see Appendix Table 6A-1 . 
different service to customers . Table 6- 5 , above , contains the results 
of the analYSis of this information. 
The table demonstrates that l arger stocks of finished goods are held 
by firms which sell to nonlocal markets , by firms in country locations , 
and by small firms than in local market , metropolitan and large firms . 
These differences appear consistently throughout the tables of interactions 
except thut the locality of the market has no effect on the size of th8 
finished goods stocks helJ by firms in Newcastle and Wollongong. The 
nearness of the nOlllocal Sydney market may account for this . 
In contrast to their holdip~s of raw material stocks , country firms 
sellip,7; in local or nonlocal markets carry higher stocks of finished goods 
than their metropolitan cOUYlterparts . Several factors may account for this , 
but two possible eA.'}llanations were mentioned during the interview survey. 
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First , a country firm selling in a nonlocal market is likely to suffer 
more extensive transport delays than a metropolitan firm which sells 
nOrLlocally , because selling in a different part of the State involves 
sending the goods through Sydney. Secondly , it was suggested that the 
demand in a small market is more variable than in a large one . 
Unfortunately, the i ncome of small areas is not measured regularly, so 
that the hypothesis cannot be tested directly. However , as the graph, 
Fig. 6- 2, shows , the value of inuustrial production is more variable in 
the smaller markets: 
(6-1) y 5. 4081 - 0. 8327 log X, 
where Y is the standard deviation of the percentage year to year changes 
i n the value of industrial output in statistical divisions of I~ew South 
Hales, over the period 1952/53 to 1962/63 , divided by the mean percentage 
yearly increase i n the value of output , and,! is the population of the 
statistical divisions i n 196 1. The equation (6-1) has an associated 
correlation coefficient of ~~ - 0. 6437 , which is significant at a 
A~ 
probability of less than 0.01; the s tandard error of estimate is 0. 4204 . 
This relationship may be due to a combination of three factors . 
Industries in which output is variable may cluster in small markets, the 
more variable portions of industries may cluster in small markets , or the 
demand in small markets is more variable . lifow, Chapter 7 will show that 
industries i n which output is variable tend to locate L~ large towns , and 
that the employment of small toy-ms tends to congregate in industries in 
which output is not very variable . Possibly therefore , the greater 
variability of industrial output in small markets may be due in part to 
the greater variability of demand in these markets . However , data ar0 not 
available to evaluate the influence of different location trends within 
industries . 
The industries in which the ratio of stocks for local markets to 
stocks for nonlocal markets is lowest are the textile and clothing 
industries . Chapter 8 examines the locational pattern of these :L.'1dustries 
in more detail, but it is interesting that some of the most uncertain 
industr ies - because of their high degree of fashion consciousness --
are also the industries most affected by the stoclcholding costs of locating 
away from the market . In the textile and clothing industries t he stocks 
finished goods held by firms producing for a nonlocal market are three 
times as high as those held by firms which are ad j acent to their markets, 
in comparison with an average rise for all industries of only 30~~ . 
1!' irms distant from raw materials and markets hold higher stocks than 
fi r ms near their mar kets and mater ials . Tbis conc lusion is the most 
definite indication provided by the interview survey of the manner in 
which the costs caused by uncertainty vary v:i th the location of the firm. 
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RELATIO NSHIP B.C'r VlEEN SIZB OF MARKET MID VARIABILITY OP INDUSTIUAL OUTPUT 
Note : ' size of market ' is defined as the population of the stntistical ~sion in 196 1, and ' variabili ty of industrial output ' is the standard 
deviation of the percentage year to year changes in the value of 
production in the period 1952/53 to 1962/63, divided by the mean 
percentage yearly incr ease in the va lue of output . 
Source: Statistical Register of New South Vfales , for the years 1952/53 to 
196 2/63 . 
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TABLE 6- 6 
The Value of All Stocks 2 bl Location 
SALES RA'.V Sydney Newcastle & MATERIALS Wollongong Country 
Local Local 20 . 89 24.49 22.26 
Nonlocal 32.84 31. 21 37.31 
Nonlocal Local 24 . 49 22.19 26 .73 
lTonlocal 36.44 29 . 83 41.78 
Note : this is a table of the value of all stocks held as a percentage of 
total assets ? obtained by summation of mean effects of Tables 6- 3, 6- 4 and 
6-5. 
Sources: Tables 6- 3 , 6- 4 and 6- 5. 
Tables 6-6? 6-7 and 6- 8 demonstrate that these costs may substantially 
affect the profitability of a firm. Table 6- 6 shows that all stocks as a 
percentage of total aosets are nearly twice as high in firms distant from 
both materials and markets as in firms near both. Approximately 40% of 
the total assets of country .firms which have neither local materials nor 
local markets are in the form of stocks of raw materials , parts and 
finished goods. 
Table 6- 7 expresses these results in terms of profit rates . A firm' s 
rate of profit on total assets can be reduced by the need to hold stocks 
to 60% or 70% of its non-stock level. Even in the best location stock 
holdings reduce profit rates by 20-25% , a disability which is almost 
doubled when fir~s have neither raw materials nor markets on hand, as is 
illustrated in Table 6- 8. The data proffer a scale of locational 
preferences, in which location close to market is less essential to cut 
stockholding costs than is location near materials . 'rhis unexpected result 
may be caused by the fact that many firms selling mainly in nonlocal 
markets nevertheless do sell some goods locally? whereas there are more 
firms which obtain all their materials inputs from nonlocal sources . 
Tables 6- 6 and 6- 7 also illustrate the components of the cost 
advantages of a metropolitan location. For given materials and market 
locations , a firm in Sydney has an advantage of roughly 10% in levels of 
stocks over firms in country towns. This is because parts and spares 
originate in Sydney and because metropolitan firms tend to be larger than 
cOUl1try firms , if for no other reason than that distribution costs to the 
loca l market do not introduce diseconomies of scale at low levels of 
output . But in addition to this advantage , metropolitan companies can gain 
economies in stockholding through their interchange of materials and 
finished goods: many firms are close together? using goods produced by , 
and selling goods to ? other firms , with the result t!:lat many metropolitan 
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TABLE 6- 7 
The Effect of Stocks on Profit Rates 
SALES RAW Sydney Newcastle & MATERIALS Wollongong Country 
Local Local 7. 9 7 . 6 7. 8 
Nonlocal 6. 7 6 . 9 6. 3 
Nonlocal Local 7. 6 7. 7 7. 3 
Nonlocal 6. 4 7. 0 5.8 
Note : a profit rate of 1a';0 per annum on ' productive ' assets ( L e . , all 
assets except stocks) is expressed as a percentage of total assets in this 
table . 
Source: of stock values ? Table 6- 6. 
TABLE 6-8 
The Relative Di sabiliti es of Locati ons 
SALES RAW Sydney Newcastle & Country MATERIALS Wollongong 
Local Nonlocal 84 . 8% 90 . 8% 80 . 8% 
Nonlocal Local 96 . C/o 101. 3% 93.6% 
Nonlocal 81. 0% 92 .1% 74 . 4~~ 
Note: the rate of profits in Table 6- 7 at each location is expressed as a 
percent age of the profit rate of firms wi th local materials and markets . 
Source : Table 6-7. 
f i rms use local materials and sell to local markets . Thus ? wher eas an 
i nspection of Table 6- 6 suggests t hat t he stocks held by an average 
metropoli tan firm ar e 89 . 5~b of those held by an average country firm whi ch 
has a similar relationship to materials and markets ? an analysis of the 
actual stock levels of all firms reveals t hat me tropolitan firms carry 
only 70 . 310 of the stocks held by country firms . Generally Sydney firms 
have a stock cost advantage over non- metropolitan firms of 10% because 
mRtrnrolitan firms are large and distribution is easy from Sydney, and of 
a f urther 20% because Sydney is a lar ge i ndustrial complex. 
This study has shown that location has a marked effect on some of the 
costs asso ciated with uncertainty , and that these costs are an important 
i nfluence on profit rates . The price of not locating near the source of 
t he uncertainty is possibly underestimated because a n~~ber of factor 
a ssociated with transport delays have not been measured. It has not been 
possible to quantify the effects on a f i rm of the loss of t rade caused by 
irregular delivery or of the higher price paid for materials bought t hrough 
a local merchant (who pays for stockholding costs) rather than direc t ly 
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from a distant supplier. Even though the figures produced may appear large, 
they probably underestimate r ather than overestimate the true situation. 
Similarly, many firms suffor the problems of delays in the supply of 
raw materials because Australia is so far from the source of many of these 
materials. l!'or example, a representative of Davies Coop & Co . Ltd, a cotton 
canvas and duck manufacturer , claimed that his company had stocks of raw 
cotton worth £1 , 000,000 on JOune 30th, 1949, because shipping from Brc:..zil 
was irregular and dollar shortages prevented the purchase of US cotton1~ 
A representative of Bradford Cotton ~lllls Ltd pointed out that stocks, 
while necessary, were also rislcy because of tho possibilities of price 
fluctuations 1? 
Thus Australian firms prefer to buy from other Australian firms, if 
the quality and the range of their goods are s~fricie~t . 
It would be an advantage to the Company if they could obtain wire of 
Australian manufacture . They would automatically swing over to the 
local manufacturer, as the source of supply would be much nearer and 
they would not have to carry such heavy stocks2Q 
The savings which are made by using local raw materials vary bet~ween 
industries , depending on? amongst other things , the irregularities of SUpPJ_y, 
the value of the goods and the quanti ties in which they are UBed . One earl:, 
estimate of the value of the convenience of being able to buy small 
quantities as required is a saving on interest, storage and insurance of 
between 20;10 and 5% of the price ot' the goods2: tIore recently , Courtaulds 
Ltd suggested that the advantages of local supply of acetate flake are 
worth a half-penny per pound of flake, on a price of 37% pence per pound, 
lv/ 0 22 0 t 0 1 a saving of about 12 /') by prlce. On the ln ernatlona scale, a location 
near raw materials allows a firm to hold lower stocks of these materials. 
Furthermore a local firm selling in the Australian market has an 
advantage over no~local firms which sell in the Commonwealth. The advantage 
of being able to adjust rapidly to fashion changes has been stressed. In 
1930, it was pointed out that local shoe manufacturers have an advantage 
over foreign firms because they can respond to fashion changes more 
qui ckly2 :: Similarly, I through the Australian manufacturer being on the spot, 
he had a distinct advantage in that he was able to dye hosiery he was 
o t f h O r 24 placing on the market to any shade that might suddenly come ln a as lone 
It has been suggested more recently that local watch case manufacturers 
, have an advantage over foreign rivals in deli very times of several months, 
which is important because consumer demand for case designs changes 
18. Tariff Board, Report on Cotton Canvas and Cotton Duck, 1950, p. 8 . 
19. Tariff Board, R8port on Cotton Canvas and Cotton Duck, 1950 , p. 8 . 
20 . Tariff J30ard, Report on Barbed Wire , Fencing ':tire and Wire Netting , 
1927, p. 33. 
21. Tariff Board , Report on Barbed Wire~~, p. 22. 
22 . Tariff Board? Report on Cellulose Acetate Flake , 1961, p. 6. 
23 . Tariff Board, Report on Shoes , 1930, p. 16. 
24 . Tariff Board, Report on Socks and Stockings, 1925, p. 4. 
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rapidly2~ Thtffi the advantages of being near materials or markets apply 
to the location of firms between countries as well as within them. 
contacts 
According to the managers interviewed, the third most important uncertainty 
cost associated with a country town location is the difficulty of 
maintaining contacts. :Non- metropolitan firms pay more than Sydney firms to 
obtain information whj,ch orj ~"inates in the metropolitan area, especially 
as such infor mation is often only available through personal contact . Two 
types of information may be distinguished for the purposes of exposition. 
The first type of data is general knowledge about' the trade. If 
people know that a firm exists , they may buy from it: the market of many 
country firms must be severely limited by the fact that wholesalers and 
retailers do not know that the firm exists or is capable of supplying some 
of their needs . Similarly, if a firm in the metropolitan area requires 
services , it has a greater chance than a country firm of knowing more about 
suppliers , about people who can provide raw materials or credit when it is 
needed . While it proved impossible to assess the costs of not knov:ing all 
the conditions of the market, many firms consider such costs important . 
The second type of cost mentioned by companies is that of obtaining 
specific information, most notably about technical change and fashions. As 
one manager expressed it , ! • • • if I had the final handling of the cloth 
where its use would be subject to the whim~ of fashion , • •• , it would be 
necessary for me to run down the street each day to see what changes in 
26 
style were taking place • • • ! • The secretary of John Lysaght Ltd claimed 
that the company located its first tinplate mill in Newcastle in 1917 no ': 
because of transport costs 
before and after treatment 
the produc~ weighs almost exactly the same 
but because it was essential that Lysaght ! s 
tecl1nical staff be in close contact with the technical staff of the only 
27 
iron and steel mill in Australia, The B.H.P. Co . Ltd , also at Newcastle. 
The exact technical specification of requirements is best transmitted by 
personal contact and communication. 
Several firms also claimed that they had to be in close proximity to 
their market becaus e technical discussions between producer and buy-er ~e 
essential to the effic:Lent specifi cation of a good. Examples are the 
28 
Melbourne technical engineering company , L. Ll . Ericsson- Trimax Pty Ltd, 
and such custom built control and switch gear manufacturers as 
M.I . Australia Ltd of Lidcombe29 , Quad Electrical pty Ltd of Newcastle30 
25. Tariff Board , Heport on 'Hatch Cases and Movell:1ents , 196 1, p . 6. 
26. F.G. James , managinG director, Cleckheaton (Yorkshire) IJtd , Shepparton j 
in Population OOmmittee , 1960- 61, p. 117. 
27. Intervi('m, 8;y u.ney, 24/ 3/66 . 
28 . Population Committee , 196 1- 63 , p. 45. 
29 . IntervleH, Sydney 9 10/5/66 . 
30 . Interview, Jewcastlc, 6/5/66 . 
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and Special Electric Manufacturing Co. Pty Ltd of wollongong3 : Contact 
over space is costly if performed quickly , and inefficient, in that ideas 
and data are imperfectly transmitted . 
TABLE 6- 9 
Communication Costs by Location 
LOCATION 
FIRM SIZE Sydney Newcastle & Country All Wollongong Towns Locations 
Large 0. 24 0 . 34 0 . 25 0. 25 
Small 0 . 32 0. 47 0 . 80 0. 53 
All Firms 0. 28 0 . 45 0 . 69 0 . 44 
ANAIKSIS OF VARIANCE 
Source S. S. d. f. M. S. F . P 
Locat i on 4.20 2 2.10 5 . 00 less than 0 . 01 
Firm size 2. 24 1 2. 24 5.33 less than 0 . 05 
Residual 57 . 68 138 0. 42 
Total 64.1 2 141 
Note: t his is a table of the unweighted means of the costs of telephone, 
cables and teleprinter as a proportion of total sales for 142 firms . 
Large firms are defined as firms which have total assets of more than 
$800 , 000 . 
Source: personal int erviews , see data in Appendix Table 6A-1 . 
The fourth most frequently mentioned factor in uncertainty costs is 
the costs of cOillffim1ication, which symbolise in part the costs of 
maintai ning contacts over a distance . The data in Table 6- 9 illustrate 
how the costs of telephones, cables and teleprinters vary with location, 
although it includes by no means all the costs of communication. The cost 
of these accounts as a proportion of the turnover of the firm is more than 
twice as high in country and small firms as in metropolitan and large 
companies . But the table also demonstr ates that the location of a large 
f i rm has no significant effect upon i ts communication costs , wher eas the 
ef fect of location is extremely marked among small firms . The tendency of 
lar ge firms to establish offices in the metropolitan area as a means of 
maintaining market and financial cont act may account for this result . The 
communications costs of Newcastle and WOllongong firms are roughly mid-·way 
between those of Sydney and those of country firms . 
31. I nterview, Wollongong , 28/ 4/66 . 
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Investment and location 
To buy a given amount of productive assets , an entrepreneur may have to 
obtain more capital i:f he locates in a country town than if he chooses 
Sydney as a location. A large proportion of the total assets of country 
firms is t i ed up in stocks of goods; furthermore a country firm encounters 
problems in borrowing capital on the security of fixed assets . The 
difficulty is a result of fixed assets in a country town being worth less 
as security t han physically identical assets in the metropolitan area. 
Lenders base the security value of an asset upon its disposal price 
rather than on its value in operation. The expected demand in the future 
for a given type of factory in a country town is lower than the expected 
demand in Sydney , because industrial output is on average growing more 
slowly in non- metr opolitan areas than in Sydney and because a cOlmtry town 
may contain only one or two firms which could use that particular asset . 
Three of the interviewed firms mentioned that they had experienced or wer 
experiencing di fficQlties in selling assets : there is a long time lag 
between the attempt to disinvest and the completion of the sale . r hus a 
given fixed asset in tIle country has a lower ex ante disposal value than 
a s i mi l ar asset i n Sydney , because capital is tied up wastefully while a 
buyer is being sought and because demand is less likely to maintain a high 
pric e on a factory than in the city. 
Therefore the amount of capital which a barilc is willing to lend on 
the security of a factory at 1:, given rate of interest is less in the 
; ountry towns than in sydney3~ ' I know that there is a discounting of 
country securities by banking institutions and financial houses of all 
types. , 33 The ovmer of a factory making prefabricated house units in 
Maryborough expressed a similar view3~ Diffi culties of dis i nvestment were 
ment ioned by Macquarie Yrorsted Ltd3~ Vi . F. Dawson E"Jgineer ing Co. Ltd36 and 
a Newcastle wire products manufacturer , J.F . Draffin Pty Ltd3? In addition~ 
sever al country firms said that the commercial banking companies had refused 
to lend them money on the securi ty of their fL~ed assets3~ Uncertainty 
about disinvestment forces firms outsi de Sydney to borrow capital at highel' 
rates of inter est , or to use less effi cient plant , or to grow more slowly 
than s i milar plru1ts in the metropolitan area. 
32 . Al t ernatively the capital that a country firm can borrow costs marc 
than that borrowed by a city counterpart . 
33 . p, E. Hedger , Division of State Development , before Population 
Committee , 1960- 61, p. 100 . 
34. Population Committee , 1960- 61, pp . 763 and 792. 
35 . Intervi ew, Orange, 7/7/65 . 
36 . Interview, Orange, 6/7/65 . 
37. Interview? Newcastle , 5/ 5/ 66 . 
38 . For example , an electrical equi pment manufacturer in Albury: interview, 
Albury , 7/9/65 . 
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Conclusions 
This chapter' has dravm upon evidence from interviews with factory managers 
in New South \Vales in order to define the marmer in which uncertninty costs 
vary with location. The managers suggested that the most important avenues 
through which uncertainty affects the profitability of a firm arc labour 
uncertainty , the stocks of raw materials and finished goods necessary for 
smooth operati on and competitive market i ng , the efficiency and cost with 
which contacts can be maintained at a distance , and the uncertuinty 
associated with disinvestment and capital borrowing ability. These factors 
may raise the costs , limit the growth and boost the need for capital of a 
firm in a poor locati on. 
SydneY9 the most populous city in the State 9 the largest concentration 
of information, firms , lubour and output , may usually be regarded as the 
source of most of the uncertainty fac i ng firms . As "tihe city with the 
largest pool of labour and firms in the State 9 it is the best location in 
which to reduce uncertainty about jobs and labour forcei as the largest 
complex of interdependent factories in New South V/ales, it offers many 
companies the possibility of pr oducing efficiently ,vi thout buying goods 01' 
selling output far beyond its boundariesi as the centre of research in the 
State , and the city containing the stock exchange and many head offices 
and department stores , Sydney is the major source of teclmical , financial 
and fashion informationi as the city with the largest and fastest growing 
industrial output L1 Hew ~)outh Wales, it offers the least risky setting 
for fixed assets . The a scendancy is not complete - - there are other sources 
of raw materials , there a.re other (though smaller) markets , and there arC' 
other sources of technical information - - but Sydney remai ns the most 
i mportant source of uncertainty facing most industries . 
This study, then, hns set the stage of the statistical analyses which 
follow . Some costs 9 which Chap ter 3 has shown may be associated with 
uncertainty , vary with location, and some of those costs may be major 
items affecti ng the growth and the profi tability of the firm. The 
following chapter discovers the extent to which this vari ation in 
uncertainty costs is associated with the location of industry in Australia. 
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APPENDIX TABLE 6A-1 
Costs of Stocks and Connnunications : Data by Individual Firms 
LOCATION RAVi PIN. 
CO IJl''IUN I N LOCATION OF TOTAL 
-
rffiTLS PJUITS GOODS TOTAL ACCOUlTT R/MATLS F /GOODS ASSt'TS (as % total assets) ( ~~ sales) (local/ nonlocal) ~~AOOO 
100-1 09 : CE~/ilmT q GLASS MID BRICKS MANUFACTURING 
count ry 6. 80 L NIl 11 032 
9 . 67 5. 00 14. 67 0.08 L NL 12000 
L II 
2. 29 20. 00 22 . 29 0 . 38 II L 350 
50. 00 1. 00 Nil L 16 
11.10 8 . 10 19. 20 0 .05 L L 
6.60 11.10 17. 70 0.30 L II 
4. 40 11. 20 15. 60 0 . 30 L IJ 
8 . 00 0. 00 8 . 00 0.40 L L 
6 . 06 0 . 68 1. 29 8 . 03 0.37 II L 66 
7. 14 0 . 00 7. 14 0 . 32 NL L 70 
Newcas t le 10 . 59 L NL 20288 
& 4. 00 order 4. 00 0 .70 NL L 30 Wollongong 
3. 00 order 3. 00 0 . 22 HL IJ 40 
1. 80 1. 67 10. 00 13. 47 0 .1 2 II L 300 
10 .00 5. 00 1. 50 16.50 0 .1 5 L I, 200 
Sydney 0 . 30 11. 09 11. 39 0 . 37 L L 992 
2. 90 11. 30 14. 20 0 . 40 L L 
5. 50 18 . 50 24. 00 0 . 30 L I, 
22 . 51 .LJL L 38200 
3. 57 0.01 L L 16800 
9 . 00 0 . 88 12. 3) 22 . 23 NL L 1700 
4. 00 0 . 25 0. 00 4. 25 L L 800 
20 .1 8 I, NL 132800 
-
11 0-11 9 : COAL AND PETHOLEm1 nIDUSrrnIES 
Sydney 2. 98 26 .79 29 . 77 NL L 42000 
15. 56 23 .78 39 . 34 0 . 28 UL NL 900 
120-1 23 : }:rr,T.AL EXTTIACTING 9 .flLFI NI NG AND POUNDING 
Country 14. 00 1. 00 order 15. 00 0 .18 lTJJ 1'JL 400 
0 . 25 NIJ L 
Newcastle The B. H. P . Co . Ltd Data from these four com,e£mies are 
& Austra lian Iron & 8 teeJ pty Ltd not available for 
·/ollongong 
Me tal Manufactures Ltd ,eublication 
Elec t rolytic Refj~ling & Smelti~~ Co . of Australia Ltd 
1. 25 order 1. 25/ 0 .1 3 JJ L I 
240 
7 . 41 order 7. 41 0 . 27 NL L 26 . 
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10.00 order 10.00 0 . 25 L L 10 
6.28 0 . 93 order 7.21 0.20 L L 430 
14. 70 . order 14.70 NL L 74 
Sydney 5. 66 0 .1 9 order 5. 85 0.09 NL L 106 
20. 00 order 20.00 0. 18 IJ L 50 
124-1 39: fllETAIJ BARS z RODS z SH1~TS 2 LTC. 
Newcastle John Lysaght Ltd Data from these two com:eanies are not 
& Rylands Bros available for publication i!ollongong 
.I I 20.00 10.00 30.00 0 . 07 L L 10 
Sydney Lysaght Bra s Data not available for Eublication 
16.67 13. 89 30 . 56 0 . 05 UL. L 360 
5. 8 2 0 .96 19. 49 26 . 27 0.32 NL L 6220 
140-1 60 : METAL PRODUCTS 
Country 34.29 28 . 57 62 . 86 NL L 350 
10 .00 order 10 . 00 0.9 1 NL L 6 
12 .50 20.00 32 . 50 NL L 40 
2.91 order 2. 91 0.20 JIlL L 11 0 
Newcastle 9 . 72 8 . 89 18 . 61 0.07 L L 360 
& 31 .75 order 31. 75 0 . 71 L L 10 
'ilollongong 
26.66 13 . 33 39 . 99 0 . 74 L NL 2500 
15.87 order 15.87 0 . 47 L L 1260 
1. 00 order 1. 00 0 . 20 L L 40 
16.67 order 16. 67 0.17 HI, L 120 
7.1 4 0 . 60 order 7.74 0 . 77 L L 70 
18 . 33 16. 67 35.00 0 . 20 J.J NL 600 
Sydney 31. 25 0.20 .rr, L 160 
L J% 212 
20 . 25 NL NL 200 
41.07 L NL 240 
L NL 2800 
39 . 55 L NL 1416 
L L 400 
L L 
L L 1000 
NL L 4000 
L NL 2500 
NL NL 1200 
28 . 57 NL NL 5600 
25 . 00 12. 50 37 . 50 0 . 30 L L 2000 
12. 50 order 12.50 0 . 05 NL L 4000 
10.00 2. 00 order 12. 00 0 . 16 L L 300 
37.25 ord .r 37.25 0 .1 2 L L 320 
25.00 order 25.00 0 . 18 NT.J L 4000 . 
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17. 50 1. 50 19.00 0.07 L L 800 
13. 00 3. 00 16. 00 0 .13 ITL L 500 
15.20 order 15. 20 NL L 3740 
170-1 80 : MACHINERY 
Cm.mtry Email Ltd Data not available for Eublication 
0 . 91 1,TL NL 
90 
24. 00 order 24 . 00 0 .39 U1 NL 300 
NL L 30 
Newcastl e 1. 25 0 . 25 9 . 38 10 . 88 0 . 08 ~TL NL 16000 
& 10.00 order 10.00 Vlollongong 0 .23 NL L 20 
Sydney 12. 90 1.29 14.1 9 0 .24 NL NL 1240 
50.00 NL NL 14200 
L NL 800 
22 .17 lIT, NL 6200 
NL NL 2400 
17. 05 L ~TL 960 
L NL 11 00 
16. 18 0. 38 15. 44 32 . 00 0. 16 L ITL 13600 
20.00 25 . 00 45 . 00 NL NL 2000 
191 -1 99 : RADIO AND ELECTRICAL APPARATUS 
Countr;y: 6.40 28 . 00 34. 40 I 0 . 44 tTL NL 50 
lTewcastle Electric Lamp MIrs Ltd Data not available for publicatio~ 
& 20.00 order 20 . 00 Wollongong 1.06 IlL L 
10 
13. 00 order 13. 00 0 . 27 L T 10 oW 
8 . 89 order 8 . 89 0 . 35 L L 44 
Sydney 20 . 00 17.1 4 37 .1 4 0 .1 8 IJL L 350 
14.00 11. 00 25 . 00 JJ L 9500 
13.39 1. 57 18.97 0.39 L L 26 
18.00 2.00 20.00 0 .23 L L 1000 
14. 00 2.00 order 16.00 0.13 NL L 2500 
58 . 06 order 58 . 06 0 . 71 JlTL 1 1550 
29. 85 NL ·TL 860 
31. 74 20.02 51.76 NL NL 972 
NL NL 80 
L IlL 774 
NL L 22 
200- 209: VEHICL8S 
Sydney British Motor Corp . Data not available for Eublication 
3. 57 order 3. 57 0.50 l!TL L 350 
14. 00 1. 70 16. 80 32 . 50 1. 50 NL NL 
8 . 00 44 . 44 52.44 0 . 18 L NL 100 
37 .1 6 L Nl.J 1400 
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210- 239: YARNS AND TEXTILES 
Country 8 . 55 0 .43 8.55 17.53 0 . 34 NL NL 1500 
21.46 15. 63 37 . 09 JilL NL 1920 
Newcastle 5. 34 1. 70 1.20 8 . 24 0 . 24 lifL NL 1000 
& 6.13 2. 77 9 . 40 \! ollongor1€! 18. 30 0 . 19 NL lITJ 20800 
Sydney Bradford Cotton ~.1ills Data not available for Eublication 
1. 21 6 . 05 7.26 L L 2920 
6. 88 7.81 14. 69 0 . 22 NL L 1080 
11. 34 1. 01 11. 34 23.68 0.06 L L 4940 
240- 259: CLOTHING AND SHOBS 
Country Dunlop Rubber Ltd Data not available for Eublication 
Fhi te illfg Co. Ltd for t hese two cOIDEanies 
48 . 39 25 . 8 1 74 . 20 0 . 38 lIJ-:L l-l"I, 12 
(making up) NL NL 12 
(making up) NL NTJ 24 
(making up) NL NL 44 
6.25 1. 00 NL L 8 
lJewcastle 35 . 09 order 35 . 09 0. 16 NL Ill, 104 
& 1. 67 1.67 3. 34 NL L 60 Wollongong 
Sydney J . Hobins & Sons Data not available for Eublication 
21,00 25 . 30 46.30 NL L 4380 
20.00 7. 00 27.00 NL L 
NL NL 800 
rTL NL 50 
19. 00 9.00 28 . 00 L lilL 2000 
L NL 900 
L L 2000 
31. 53 6. 86 15.77 54.1 6 0 .1 5 lIT, L 1040 
22.50 2. 50 25 . 00 0 . 51 NL L 40 
11.50 0.80 57.52 69 . 82 0 .1 2 NL L 11 30 
L L 126 
260- 269: MEAT PROCJESSING 
Countr'y 2. 78 2. 78 L NL 720 
Sydney 17.97 13.07 31. 04 0.04 L L 306 
270- 272: MILK. MILK PRODUCTS AN]) HARGARINE 
Country 0 .1 4 L L 270 
L L 2000 
3. 75 0 .1 6 L L 160 
Newcastle L L 
Sydney NL NL 
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280- 283: FLOUR INDUSTRI:CS 
Country 0 . 15 L NL 
0 . 50 L L 1500 
3. 00 0 . 29 L NL 
)~ L 500 
Newcastle 5.00 0.00 5. 00 I. L 60 
& L L 
Sydney Allied Mills Pty Ltd Data not available for Eublication 
30.00 1800 
8 . 27 1. 02 7. 63 16. 92 0 . 10 L NL 1572 
290- 29 1 : SUGAR 
CSR Ltd Data not available for Eublication 
~OO 329 JAn FRUIr.l All]) VIDElnABLE PROCESSING AND CANTfIHG ::; 
- : ;! , 1 1 ; "l . r l~ 
Country L NL 1500 
2.00 0 . 17 
0 . 33 
1.1 4 120 
0 .20 0 . 22 400 
Newcastle 10. 71 2800 
Sydney H. ,Jones & Co . Ltd Data not available for Eublication 
6. 60 15. 04 21. 64 0 . 20 l'rJ~ L 4548 
20 .00 1. 00 45 . 00 66 . 00 0.08 L L 400 
11. 43 0 .75 8 . 57 20 . 75 0 . 15 NL L 14000 
330-339: BEVERAGES 
Country 56.25 6025 62.50 0 . 24 T ,. 96 .!J .U 
2. 36 0 . 41 0.00 2. 77 0 . 23 I'lL L 2800 
McWilliams ';{ines Ltd Data not availabl e for Eublication 
Pen:folds 'Ji nes Ltd f or these two cOIDEanies 
Newcastle 8 . 00 0.35 12.00 20 . 35 0 . 50 ITL L 50 
& 22 . 22 1.20 WollongoM 44 . 00 67.40 NL L '500 
Sydney 5. 89 L L 7880 
19. 38 5. 00 24. 38 0 . 04 I . L 1600 
1. 04 0. 12 0 . 00 1. 12 0 .28 L L 32200 
340: TOBACCO 
Svdney Rothmans of Pall 1'[all Data not available i'or Eublication 
Vi. D. & H. O. Wills Ltd for these two cOillEanies 
350- 369: ';tOOD AND WOOD PRODUCTS 
Countr y 0 . 40 L L 200 
1.68 2. 80 4. 42 8 . 90 IJ NIJ 5000 
20 . 75 26.42 47 . 17 0 . 58 NL NL 530 
46.00 order 46. 00 0 . 65 NL L 20 
15. 00 order 15.00 0 . 47 NL L 20 
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20 . 00 5. 00 25 . 00 0 . 80 NL L 20 
53 . 33 order 53 . 33 0 . 20 I'lL L 30 
40 . 00 order 4D000 0 . 70 NI, L 28 
Newcastle 31. 03 order 31. 03 0 . 30 flJ L 58 
& 23.68 0 . 74 3.1 6 27 . 58 0 021 Wollongong 
NL NL 190 
44.40 order 44 . 40 0 . 54 IiL L 36 
27. 60 order 27. 60 0 . 43 liD 1 110 
21. 80 order 21. 80 0 . 02 NT-I L 58 
Syuney 0 . 37 920 
4. 55 order 4. 55 0 . 27 L L 22 
2. 50 5.1 9 7 . 69 0 .1 8 lifL L 5200 
12. 50 2. 50 15. 00 0 .17 L L 120 
5. 00 order 5. 00 0 .70 L L 40 
16.70 order 16 . 70 0 . 25 J-I L 120 
370- 386: PAPER . PAPF~ PRODUCTS AND PRINTING 
Countr y NL L 100 
4.76 HL L 60 
9 . 60 0.00 9 . 60 3. 74 NL L 150 
13.70 order 13. 70 3 . 98 ~lL L 
9 . 09 1. 45 10 . 45 0 . 18 NL NL 1100 
Newcastle 10 . 89 0. 00 10 .89 3 . 65 NL L 596 
& 27000 3. 00 order 30.00 0 . 60 NL L Wollongo~ 
5. 00 orQer 5. 00 0 . 34 L L 
32 . 00 order 32 . 00 0 . 50 NL L 100 
Sydney 26 . 25 0 . 0 1 18 . 13 44 . 39 rIL J.J 1600 
56 . 82 In.. -'lL 4400 
14. 20 order 14.20 0 . 95 1':L L 6000 
5. 80 order 5. 80 0 . 88 IITJ I, 60000 
7 . 02 0 . 29 0 . 67 7 . 98 0 . 32 IlL L 
16.67 order 16 . 67 0 . 67 NL L 180 
4. 67 order 4. 67 0 .1 7 L L 300 
1. 20 order 1. 20 0 .1 6 L L 500 
L L 
8 . 00 0.00 order 8 . 00 0 . 35 L L 200 
390- 409; CHElVIICALS 
Newcastle 15. 39 23 . 08 38 . 47 0 . 30 NL L 26 
& 24 . 00 0 . 00 24 . 00 m. L 10 \ iUll0!!f~ 
Sydney 29 . 73 0.00 29 . 73 1. 40 HL L 150 
13.70 9 . 78 23 . 48 0 .06 IJ I· 1022 
22.00 10 . 00 32 . 00 :NI, NL 350 
10 000 10 . 00 20 . 00 350 
7, . 00 75000 150 
26 . 6 7 0. 00 1 5 . 00 1. 6 4 7 L JJ 600. 
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2. 27 36 . 36 38 . 63 0.09 L NL 2200 
32. 79 0 . 33 8 . 85 41. 97 O. 11 NL L 1220 
20 . 29 19. 74 40.03 0 . 31 lITL NL 2026 
420- 429: SKINS Alr!) LEATHER 
Sydney 26.00 order 26.00 0.09 NIJ JJ 1000 
0 . 02 NL L 120 
430- 431 : RUBllGR A~m RUBBER GOODS 
Sydney 7.1 4 lITL NL 14000 
29 . 02 IfL NL 44800 
440- 442: I NSTRUMENTS 
Sydney 39 .1 7 jlTL L 1300 
NL NL 3000 
NL EL 19000 
450: PLASTIC GOODS 
Country 30 . 77 IlL NL 26 
Newcastle 22 . 22 order 22.22 1. 00 NL L 36 
Sydney 15. 00 0 . 00 25 . 00 40.00 0 . 43 L NL 120 
No t e : Data from a firm is not available for publica-r;ion if ei ther the 
firm speci fically requested that the data be not published in any form 
or if the i denti ty of the firm cannot be concealed. 
In addition to the quantitative information above 1 eighteen firms 
provided usefu.l qualitative infornation, without revealing any figures . 
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CHJtP1'ER 7 
UliXJERTAINTY AND INDUSTRIAL CONCENTRATION IN AUSTRALIA 
He had decided that fast and accurate communication lay, in a 
contracting world , at the very heart of power. ICnowledge of the truth 
before the next man, in peace or war , lay , he thought , behind every 
correct dec i sion in history and was the source of all great 
reputations . 
Ian Fleming , Thunderball . 
Australi a has one of the least dispersed patterns of population 
distribution i n t he world . Both between the States and within them, there 
exists a high degree of spati al concentration of population, labour force 
and manufacturing capacity. IIowever, despite a continuing political and 
a cademic int erest in the pattern, a convincing and definitive explanation 
has fai led to emerge. The problem may be approached in two ways . 
On the one hand , the degree of conc entration of activity in Australia 
and some other countries may be compared , and the assumption made that the 
differences i n population distribution are due to the differences in the 
other observed facts . This approach characterised a study by Robinson, in 
whi ch he compared Australia, New Zeal and and some other countries colonised 
from Europe in order to pr esent some hypotheses about the effects of the 
processes and timing of settlement on population distributions: Similarly , 
the evidence of Chapter 5 suggests that two causes of the extreme 
concentration of population in large Stat es and cities in Australia are 
the indust rial character of the workforce and the fact that exports are 
highly variable . 
On the other hand , this chapter attempts to explain some of the 
differenc es between i ndustries within Australia. This gener ates conclusi ons 
different f r om those obtained by aD international comparison. Since the 
study is based on Australian data alone , it cannot explain the average 
level of population conc entration within the country , nor can it explain 
the closeness of the association between independent variables and 
location. The study merely provides part of the explanation of the 
differences between i ndustries in locational behaviour. 
The only explanatory variable with which the work is inter ested is 
unc ertai nty. Ot her factors are i ntroduced as controls , but t he important 
result i s the demonstrat ion of the r elationship between the location of 
industry and some of the costs caused by unc ertainty. The theory 
expounded in Chapter 3 and the intervi ew survey r eported i n Chapter 6 
1. K.W. Robi nson, ' Processes and Patterns of Urbanisation in Australia 
and New Zealand ', NZ Geogr, vol . 18, 1962 , pp. 32- 49 . 
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indi cate that the more uncertain industries are likely to be more 
concentrated in large cities than are other industries. The larger the 
industrial community upon whose experience and resources he mny draw , th 
more easily mayan entrepreneur adapt to unforseen changes in fortune . 
Tlris hypothesis is now evaluated. 
The first portion of the empirical work examines the deBree to which 
industries in Australia are concentrated in the state capital cities . It 
is assumed that all these cities are sufficiently large either to reduce 
the uncertainty which the entr preneur faces or to enable him to bear this 
uncertainty more easily. The accuracy of this assumpti~n is then tested 
by analysing a hierarchy of cities which is based upon uncertainty. The 
differences between the s tates of the Commonwealth with res1)ect to 
industrial structure are investigated , and an attempt is made to relate 
these dif ferences to uncertainty . The first stage in t he analysis is a 
discussion of the nature of the concepts and the data . 
The Variables and the Data 
Introduction 
The data employed in each of the a~alys es of this chapter present some 
common problems which are now discussed in detail . The most pressing of 
these problems is the definition of uncertainty . No theoretical definition 
of uncertainty has been made, f or uncertainty is related to several 
variables . Thus, instead of presenting uncertainty in terms of a definite 
function , such as : 
(7-1 ) X 0.0 + al1 -I- ... + aX u nn 
the concept remained indefinite, in the form: 
(7- 2) X f[X1 ' y Xn J. u 1\.2' ... , 
In equations (7-1) and (7- 2) , X represents uncertainty , while the var~ables 
u 
X
1
, • •• , X measure such factors as the difficulty of obtaining supplies 
n 
of materials and labour at exactly the required time , the severity of the 
problems encountered in mrucing sales when customers demand speed and 
extensive after sales services , and the difficulties of obtaining 
information about new Ill£lthods of production and about trends in the mar ket . 
All these factors might be measured in an index based upon the number 
of bankruptcies in relation to the nurllber of finns in an industry . lJotices 
of sequestration orders , of meetings of creditors and of dividends are 
2 published , by law. However , this source suffers from several defects, 
apart from the vohlme of work necessary to obtain a sufficiently large 
sample . Each bankruptcy is reported on a number of occaSiO!ill , so that a 
lot of worle is necessary to ensure that a banlrruptcy is samp led only once 
2. In the Commonwealth Gazette , Canberra, weekly. 
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and that each bankruptcy has an equal chance of being sampled. In addition, 
the nature of the business conducted by the bankrupt person or firm is 
usually imprecisely defined: in particular, it is often impossible to 
determine whether the f i r.n \vas a manufacturing, wholesaling or retailing 
ent erprise. Furthermore 9 busin8ss failure does not necessarily result in 
bankruptcy. These data are therefore no t useful in this context. 
The index of uncertainty must therefore be defined in terms of the 
associated individual factors : a transformati on f r om an equation of type 
(7- 2) to one like (7-1 ) is required. This raises two major problems. First 9 
it mus t be assumed that the relationship between the variables and 
uncertainty is additive -- that iS 9 of the type represented by equation 
(7-1) - - and ? s econdly? a value must be attached to the parameters? 
a
O
? • • '? an' Since t he relationship i s assumed to be additive , the value 
given to the irldex of uncertainty may be chosen to fit the data exactly by 
mani pulating the parameters ? a09 '. '9 an9 for no unique i ndex c n be 
constructed by the combination of several cardinal components of that 
i ndex, In t he following correlation and regression analyses 9 this 
difficulty is avoided by using as a dependent variable the individual 
components of uncertainty rather than a total index of uncertainty. 
However? this solution causes t he loss of a coeffi cient for uncertainty as 
a whole which might be entered into a regression equation. 
To illustra te? assume a regression equation of the form : 
(7-3 ) y 
in whi ch Y is the index of concentration of industry? aO is a cons t ant 
t erm representing the influence of all the other fac tors i n the pattern, 
and X
1 
through Xn are the various factors of uncertainty, Then? defining 
uncertainty (X ) as 
u 
x 
u 
and substituting (7-4) in (7-3) results in a regression equation in which 
X has a constant coefficient of unity? thus : 
u 
(7- 5) y aO + Xu' 
In the followi ng analyses , therefore ? the results comprise the closeness 
and the direction of the relationship between uncertainty and location 
(the correlation coefficients), rather than an equation relatil~ 
uncertainty and location (the regressi on equation) . 
An alternative measure of uncertainty is required when correlation 
analysis i s no t the appropriate statistical technique, In such cases , 
i ndustries are classified on the basis of whether their value of a facto r 
i s above or below the median value for all industries. Six factors are 
used t o define uncertaintY9 and an industry is allocated to a group, 
0 9 19 " '? 6 9 according to t he number of factor s in whi ch the industry 
r ecords a value greatcr than the median. This is simple and probably 
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sufficiently accurate for the purpose on hand: ecological work has 
demonstrated that ~seful results may be obtained by using data no more 
sophisticated than these: 
The uncertainty variables 
Chapters 3 and 6 have indicated that a large number of factors contribute 8 
to the running costs caused by uncertainty, but few of these are readily 
quantifiable . It is impossible to attach a numerical value to such features 
as the difficulties of timing production in relation to sales and supplies , 
or the techl1iques of obtaining information. The evidence of Chapter 6 
suggests that the cost s of stocks and of communication may be important 
incentives to locate in a large city ~ but these costs cannot be measured 
for the entire range of industries, because many industries are represented 
only in city locati ons. Therefore , instead of using direct data such as 
these costs, the analysis employs indirect indices 'which vary with 
uncertainty, indices which tend to be higher when uncertainty is high. 
Firms may attempt to reduce their reliance upon outside sources of 
essential services by increasing the size of their plants. Luttrel14 and 
Law; examining locational change in the UK, show that plants which are 
outside the traditional locations for their industries (and hence which 
tend to find it difficult to obtain services and supplies) overcome the 
problem by making services internal , by increasing the size of their plant. 
Table 6_56 indicates that small firms carry larger stocks of finished goods 
in relation to their capital assets than do large firms, and Table 6- 97 
demonstrates that location away from the metropolitan area causes a much 
larger increase in the costs of comnunication among small firms than among 
larl~er firms. These results suggest that location in the metropolitan area 
may be a relatively greater advantage for small than for large firms. 
Schwartzman has shown that firm size is negatively associated with 
uncertainty: the higher the proportion of the sales in an industry made by 
the few largest firms , the smaller the ratio of markdowns to total sales 
i n that industry~ Therefore it is assumed that the smaller the size of 
the plants in an indlilltry , the higher is the uncertainty in that industry? 
3 . See for example D. W. Go odall, ' Objective Methods for the Classification 
of Vegetation: I -- The Use of Positive Interspecific Associ ation ' , 
Aust . J . Bot . 9 vol . 1, 1953 , pp. 39- 63. 4. W.F. Luttrel1 ~ Factory Location and Industrial Movement , (2 vols), 
IJondon, 1962. 
5. Do Law, ' Industrial Movement and Locational Advantage ' , ]I.'lanchr Sch. 
econ. soc . Stud . , vol. 32, 1964, pp . 131- 154. 
6 . See Uhapter 6, p. 131. 
7. See Chapter 6, p. 138. 
8. D. Schwartzman? ' Uncertainty and the Size of the Firm' , Economica, 
vol . 30, 1963 , pp . 287- 296. 
9 . Dat a from CBCS, Second~ry Industries , Part 1 : Factor y and Building 
Operations q 196 1-62, Canberra , 1963· 
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I f the demand for the products of a firm is variable, the firm is 
uncertain about t he course of its future sales; and the greater the 
variability, the great er is the uncertainty. Unfortunately, no published 
statistics relate t he course of the sales of individual firms . Annual 
reports provide data on sales, but these are published only for public 
companies~ which constitute a biased sample of all firms. The likelihood 
that a firm in a given industry suffers output variations is therefore 
measured by the variability of the output of the whole industry. The values 
of the output in all industr i es are obtained for t he period 195 1 to 1961 1~ 
and the ten percentage year to year changes in output ar e calculated. As 
one index of outpUG variability , the standard deviations of these 
percentage changes are con~uted; as an alternative, the percentage change 
in the level of all manufacturing output for each year is subtracted f rom 
the individual industry values before the standard deviations are computed . 
The greater is the rate of te chnical change in an industry, t he more 
necessary is it for firms in tha t industr y to be able to obtain informati on 
(or to make their own) about technical methods , about the intentions of 
other firms and about consumer demands and reactions . Three indices of 
technical change are therefore included to measure t he amount of 
uncertainty in an industry. They are the increase in the value of 
production per employee , the decrease in the value of salaries and wages 
as a per cent age or the value of production, and the change in the average 
11 
number of persons per factory , during the period 195 1 to 196 1 . The value 
of salaries and wages is a useful index because it is an inverse measure 
of the import ance of overhead costs, for: 
( 7 - 6) P - i + %, 
where P is t he value of production (that is, value added) , S is salaries 
and wages , and 0 is overhead costs . 
These indi ces are not perfect , i n either the s t atistical or conceptual 
senses . Si nce industries respond to recessi ons in different ways, the 
choi ce of t he depression year of 196 1 as a base for most of the factors 
is unfortunate : t he choi ce was dicta ted by the need to obtain production 
data for the year in whi ch the latest cen.sus of population was conducted . 
Ji'urthermore , it is necessary tha t the first and last years of the series 
were Toughly con parabl e in economic conditions . As an example of t he 
effect of economic conditions on statistical series , production per person 
depends on the amount of overtime ~vorked as well as on productivity , and 
oVQrtime probably decreases during depression8 1 ~ The conditions of 1952 , 
in the period of the downturn from t he boom induced by the Korean War, 
10 . Data from CBCS , Secondary Industries , • •• , 1952- 53 to 1961 - 62. 
11. Data from CBCS, Secondary Industr ies, ••• , 1951·-52 to 196 1-62. 
12. There do not appear to be availabl e any statistics on the amount of 
overtime worked in anyone year. 
may not be very different from those of 1961, a year of credit 
restrictions and dampened output. 
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conceptual problems are also apparent . For example, the two measures 
of market uncertainty take no account of the way in which the output of an 
individual firm varies through time , nor of the way in which prices and 
advertising are varied in order to combat possible variations in demand. 
Normally, economic aggregates exhibit less variation then the units of 
which they are composed: consequently t he measure of the output 
variability of an industry understates the output variability of a firm 
to a greater extent in i ndustries of many firms than in industries with 
only a few firms , 
The interview study of Chapter 6 concluded that the most important 
uncertainty influences on costs were labour uncertainty , the stocks of 
raw materials and finished goods , the efficiency and cost with which 
contacts can be mo.intained at a distance , and the uncertainty associated 
wi th disinvestment . The only index in the present study which was sho.vn 
to be an important determinant of the costs incurred by a firm in an 
uncertain location is the size of the firm: this is the only unambiguous 
. 
variable being used . The remaining indices may be associated to a greater 
or a lesser degree with uncertainty, but the extent of this association 
is open to doubt . The imprecision is unforturlate, but unavoidable . 
The industries 
The returns of the population censuses provide the finest areal breakdown 
of the location of industry1? However, all the inforr..uation about industries 
from which variables are constructed to expl~in the loc tion of industry 
is contained in factory production statistics 1 ~ Unfortunately the t wo 
sources use different classifications of industries , and they have to be 
matched. In this process , some industry codes have to be omitted because 
they are not obviously defined in one or other 01' the sources , and some 
industry codes must be combined. Although the industries so combined are 
11 1 . f t d f' . t· b . 15 usua y c osely related, tne loss 0 accura e e 'lnl lon may e serlOUS . 
The analyses in this report are based on 107 manufacturing industry codes 
and include about 85% of the Australian factory labour force . 
The hypothesis being evaluated proposes that industries tend to 
locate near the source of the uncertainty which faces them. The study in 
Chapter 6 concluded that the most usual source of the uncertainty in 
13. The data from the Census of population in 196 1 is from unpubli shed 
returns which were extracted by Dr G.J.R. Linge , and kindly made 
available to the writer . 
14. CB('S, S .condary Industries ? .. , various years. 
15. The discussiun of the location of industr in Tasmania, in the 
Appendix to this chapter , offers an example of the difficulties caused by 
broad industrial classifications . 
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Hew South \'/ales is the 'metropolitan area of Sydney, where the greatest 
varie ty of' materials? markets and t echnical i nJ:'ormation is available . 
Correspondingly, this analysis assumes that the uncertainty in industries 
originates in the J:letropoli ta~'l areas of tho country 9 and therefore the 
hypothesio is revised to propose that the greater the uncertainty in an 
i ndus t ry , the more concentrated i n large cities is 'the production in that 
industry. This i mplies that t he analysis assumes that variations in output 
are due to variations i n denmnd and that a firm locates near the ~emand 
i n order t o mor e cheaply predict and adapt to variations . This 
simplifying assumption is necessary because the statistical techniques 
being used cannot nccomodate a variety of expected results . 
However , in some of tho food processing industries , variations in 
output are due mai nly to natural fluctuations in the supply of raw 
materials . V/hen the uncertainty surrounding the supply of raw materi als 
is high compared to mar ket and technical uncertainty, the firms may be 
exp ected to locate near raw materi al sources rather than markets , a 
tendency which is more pronounced the greater the uncertainty facing the 
industry. The source of the uncertainty facing an i ndustry was identified 
on the basis of data obtained duri ne t he i ntervievi survey of industrial 
location i n New South Wales: this evidence is reported in the following 
chapter1? Si nce industries of this kind cannot be o.ccommodated within the 
s t atistical l'lYpotheses v/hi ch are bei ng evaluated , they have been omitted. 
The i_dustries eliminated on this ground are 270 (milk process i ng), 300 
(fruit and vegetable dryir~) , 30 1 (jam and fruit canni ng) and 310-31 9 
( ani mal and poultry foods ). 
Controlling vari abl es 
Diffictlities of data al so beset any attempt to define other factors wb~ch 
affect lo cation. I'Iany vari ables are r ecognised by the t heory of location 
as affecting the situation of the fi rm, but few seem to be readily 
quantif iable . The only available definition of the i mportance of raw 
materials is the value of raw materials as a percentage of the value of 
output . This is not i deal : it neasures neither the weight of raN I'Jaterials , 
nor the freight costs , nor the loss of wei ght in processing . However it is 
the best that is availabl e.17 
Studi as of the New York Itle tropoli t an Region have indicated that 
several other I technical I fac tors af'fect t he degree to which industries 
are located in large ci ties 1 ~ Lichtenberg has shovm that a high prcportion 
of the manufacturing employment in New York is occupied in t ho external 
economy industries. Production in such indust ries is unstandardised, for 
16 . See Chapter 8 ? pp . 177-178. 
17. Data from CBCS , Secondnry Industries , ••• , 1961- 62. 
18 . P OI' exampl e , Li chtenberg , One- Tenth of a I,ration. 
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Hew South V/ales is the 'metropolitan area of Sydney , where the greatest 
variety of materials? markets and technical information is available. 
Correspondingly, this analysis assumes that the uncertainty in industries 
originates in the metropolitan areas of the country, and therefore the 
hypothesis is revised to propose that the greater the uncertainty in an 
industry , the more concentrated in large cities is the production in that 
industry. This i mplies that the analYSis assumes that variations in outymt 
are due to variations in demand and that a firm locates near the ¢l.emand 
in order to more cheaply predict and adapt to variations . This 
simplifying assumption is necessary because the statistical techniques 
being used cannot accomodate a variety of expected results. 
Rovlever, in some of the food processing industries, variations in 
output are due mainly to natural fluctuations in the supply of raw 
mat erials . When the uncertainty surrounding the supply of raw materials 
is high compared to market and technical uncertainty , the firms may be 
expected to locate near raw material sources rather than markets, a 
tendency which is more pronounced the greater the uncertainty facing the 
inuustry. The source of the uncertainty facing an industry was identified 
on the basis of data obtained durine the interview survey of industrial 
location in New South Wales: this evidence is reported in the following 
chapter1~ Since industries of this kind cannot be accommodated within the 
statistical llypotheses vlhich are being evaluated, they have been omitted. 
The industries eliminated on this ground are 270 (milk processing), 300 
(fruit and vegetable dryir~), 301 (jam and fruit canning) and 310-319 
(animal and poultry foods). 
Controlling variables 
Difficul ties of data also beset any attempt to define other factors vvhich 
affect location. liany variables are recogr~sed by the theory of location 
as affecting the situation of the firm, but few seem to be readily 
quantifiable . The only available definition of the importance of raw 
materials is the value of r~w materials as a percentage of the value of 
output . This is not ideal: it neasures neither the weight of raw I'1aterials . 
nor the freight costs, nor the loss of weight in processing. However it is 
the bes t that is available.17 
S tudi8S of the :New York I\Ietropoli tan Region have indicated that 
several other ' technical ' factors affect t he degree to which industries 
are located in large cities1~ Lichtenberg has shovm that a high prcportion 
of the manufacturing employment in New York is occupied in the external 
economy industries. Production in such industries is unstandardised, for 
16. See Chapter 8 9 pp . 177-178. 
17. Data from CBCS , Secondary Industries, .•• , 196 1-62. 
18 . For example, Lichtenberg, One- renth of a Nation. 
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changes of product are frequent and rudica1 9 and consequently the large 
firm has few advantages ovor smaller firms. Long production runs are 
inl'requent1 and so relatively small amounts of ca~ital are used in the 
production process . These industries are characterised by salaries and 
wages being a high proportion of the value of output ? by low overheads and 
by relatively low values of )roduction per person. Tln'ee variables are 
therefore included to measure the degree to which industries follow 
Lichtenberg ' s designation: they nre salaries and wages as a percentage of 
the value of output 9 the value of production per pe:cson, and salaries and 
wages as a percent8{;e of the val".le of production1? 
The only other variable included in the ex eriments is the size of 
th . d t d b th b fIt· tl . d t 20 l' e In us ry , measure y e num er o' p an -" In 1C In us ry • T llS 
index is included because the fewer the number of plants in an industry, 
the more likely is the industry to be concentrated in large cities Since , 
in central place terms? it is a high order industry. However , the 
def i nitions of an industry wnich are employed probably render this factor 
irmocuous in practice, for statistical and economic definitions of 
industry diverge and some industry codes have been combined into larger 
groupings . 
Perhaps the major remaining consideration which theory recognises as 
important is the cost of selling a t a di stance . A direct index is a meaS1Jre 
of' the cost of transporting output over a given distance , vlhich requires 
data on the volumes of output of industries and on t"e freight rates for 
various products . Some data are published on industrial output2; but they 
are incomplete many industries are not reported ( presumably because of 
non- disclosure rtues), and many output figures are in terms of value not 
of wei ght or volume. The alternative i s to define industries as market 
oriented if the employment in them is distributed in accordance with the 
total population of the system. However, tlns definition is errati c , 
because marlcet orientation has no single manifestation (internal 8conorr~es 
of scale upset any simple relationship bet'vYeen the distribution and the 
location requirements of an industry), and because an industry may be 
located near the market us a result of uncortainty. The analyses therefore 
contain no measures of the extent to wInch an industry is subject to high 
costs of transport to its markets. 
The definition of towns 
The areal classification of census reporting units is the last of the 
problems of the general methodology. In all cases , the data have been 
organised by urban areas and. "tates . The definitions of urban areas used 
19 . Data from CBCS , Secondary Industries , .• • , 1961-62. 
20. Data from CBCS~ Secondary Industries , . . • , 196 1-62. 
21. In CBCS, Secondary Industries, •••• 
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by the CBCS22 are open to doubt, fo r they are not primarily economic 
definitions. In addition, the published employment figux'es are based on 
the location of the home rather than on the place of work; consequently, 
persons living outside the boundaries of the ci ties but working within 
them are not included in the employment of the cities. The resulting error 
is greater for the towns which ring the metropolitan area than for the 
capital itself, because they have smaller pOPQlations . 
If it is to be truly accurate, the definition of ' metropolitan ' must 
be altered to suit the problems and concep tions of individual firms and 
industries . Tllanillacturers differ widely in their notion~ of ' metropolitan'. 
For example, many of the fashion clothing firms may not regard any area 
outside a lj.mi ted zone close to the central business district as 
metropoli t an, v/hereas cement firms may act as though they were me t ropolitan 
. 23 
when at much greater distances from the central Clty • 'l.'he only practical 
solution to these difficulties is to use interviews and qualitative 
analyses but as a supplement to, not as a replacement of, rigorous 
statistical analysis. 
A recent s tudy 1ms ) ointed up some of the errors in the defintion of 
metropolitan areas employed by the CBCS2~ As the nearest practical 
approximation to the suggestions contained in that study , the boundary of 
Sydney is expanded to include the Vlhole of tho County of Cumberland , 
Ipswich is at tached to Brisbane , ~lizabeth and Salisb~ry are added to 
Adelaide, and the Perth metropolitan are8. includes SWcl.n division. Hobart 
and Llelbourne are not regarded as underbOlmded. Tl1e net effect of these 
chaDges on the population and elliploy~ent structure of the metropolitan 
areas is no t large? ;nOTe im)ortant is the fact that several small towns 
from which commuting is extensive are included in the metropolitan areas 
and are therefore excluded from independent analysiS" 
The problems reviewed in this outline of the methods used in the 
analyses demonstrate the limitations of the evidence which is presented. 
Several iLlportant explanatory variables are not included in the analYSiS, 
and so rates of explanation must be low. The conceptual difficulticG 
which adhere to t he study~ because the variable s included are inadequately 
defined, ensure that interpretation of the results must be careful and 
conseTvati ve. 
22. These definitions are mapped on CBeS, Statistical Divisions of New 
South 'ales, Statistical Divisions of Queensland, Statistical Divisions 01 
Victori~, Statistical Divisions of Tasmania, Statistical Divisions of 
South Australia and Statistical Divisions of i)es t ern Australia, 1961 eds. 
23 0 Interview , Metropolitan Fortland Cement Co. IJtd, Picton, April 1965. 
Despite being fifty miles from the centre of Sydney , the firm ~egarded 
itself as ' metropolitan ' 9 and cited as evidence the fact that It could 
offer same day delivery throughout the Sydney region. 
24. G.J.R. Linge, The Delimitation of Urban Boundaries fur Statistical 
Purt?0ses~ A Heport to the Co:nmonweal th Statistician, Canberra , 1965. 
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Hetropolitan Concentration 
This preliminary evidence indicates the extent to which each state 
capi t al acts as a location for the uncertain ll1dustries in the Btate and 
displays the role played by Sydney and I,Ie lbourne ? the two largest cities 
in Australia. The method of analysis is correlation~ arithmetically linear 
except i'or five vari ables ? in which the logar ithm (to the base 10) of the 
value is used . Table 7-1 shows which variables are arithmetic and which 
have been transformed. The choice between arithmetic and logarithmic 
transformations is made on the basis of the performance of the variable in 
correlation with the percentage of the Australian em lo~ment in the six 
state capitals . The de~endent variable is always arithmetically linear. 
TABLE 7-1 
Summary of Variables and Their Transfor mations 
1) Uncertainty variables 
standard deviation of percentage output changes: logari tl1T! ic 
same? adjusted for effect of economy : ~rithmetic 
persons per f actory: ari thmeti c 
increase in production per person : logarithmic 
change in persons per factory: logarithmic 
increase in salaries & wages as percentage produc tion value : logarithmic 
2) f.·Iaterials- teclmical variables 
materials as percentage output value : 
salaries & wages as percentage output value: 
production per person : 
salari es & wages a s percentage production value : 
3) Central place variable 
nwnber of fac tori es in t he industry: 
a ritbmeti c 
arithmetic 
aritbmetic 
ari thmeti c 
logarithmic 
The results are presented in a simplified form. Partial correla tion 
coefficients were computed for a ll combinations of variables ? and f rom 
these restuts 9 partial correlation coefficients were calculated for the 
groups of variables which are shown in Table 7 .. 1 . The parti a l correlation 
coefficient for? say? t he ~~certainty gro~ of variables is the diffe renc8 
between the multiple correlation coefficient when all variables are 
included and the multiple correlation coefficient when the uncertainty 
variables are excluded. In the notation of Table 7- 2: 
and 
(7-7) 
( 7- 8 ) 
( 7-9) 
2 2 2 
r r - r 
a 1.23 a . 123 a,23 
22  
l' .. r - r , 13.2 . 1) a. 123 a , 13 
2  
r , r _ - r 
a3. 12 13.. 123 13.. 12 
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'rABLE 7-2 
Table of ultiple and Pnrtial Correlation Goefficients 
COlillELATION COEFFICIEnT 
DBPElTDBNT 
VAlUABLE I' 
n1.23 I' [12 . 13 I' 0.3 . 12 r LL 123 
% Australia in 6 
State capitals 
- .26 74** - . 1262 +.4690** .5692-H % Australia in 
SydneY & Melbourne 
-.3406** - . 0648 +.4207** .5413** 
70 New South Wales 
in Sydney - .2362-)(?'I-
- . 11 27 +'-4195** . 4712-)(-* 
% Victoria in 
Melbourne 
-. 2950** .0000 +.3162*J(- . 4254** 
~J Queensland in 
Brisbane - . 1972-)(-'x-
-. 2867** +.3347** . 4393H -% South Australia 
in Adelaide - .2419-)(-* 
- . 0848 +. 4472*J(- .5089** 
% We sterr.. 
Australia in PerU - . 1327 - . 1957-)(- +. 3962** • 45 17-!~* 
% Tasmania in 
Hobart - .1 584 +. 1265 +.1705 . 3647-)(-;'(-
Notation: I' is partial coefficient for materials- technical variable8! 
a l, 23 ' 
r
a2 . 13 is partial coefficient for number of factories in the industryj 
r
a3 •12 is partial coefficient for uncertainty variables; and -L a. 123 is 
t he multiple correlation coefficient. Two asterisks after the coefficient 
indicate that it is significant at the one per ce.t level; one asterisk 
indicates significance at the five percent level; and no asterisk indicates 
that the coefficient is not signj.ficant. 
Sources: see discussion, pp. 149-1 56. 
Table 7- 2 illustrates the results of the an~lyses, in the form of 
correlation coeffici ents and siGnificances. I'he correlation coefficients 
are not a ll convincing, especially the coefficients for the number of 
plants in an industry, which generally indicate little association between 
the number of factories in D.n industry and the locati on of- that industry . 
However , in most cases , the effects of uncertainty and the technical 
variables are significant and in the e~pected direction. 
The individual State results exhibit considerable variation. Sydney? 
Adelaide and Perth show the most significant association between 
uncertainty c:.nd high concentration in the metropolis, while LIelbourne 
exhibits the closest association bet·ween tecru1ical variables and the 
concentration of indust;ry; Queensland and Western Australia are the only 
States in which there is a significant negative association between the 
number of pl3.nts in an industry and the concentratioll of the employment in 
tha t industry in the State capital. The results for Tasmania are all 
insignificant or in the wrong direction: the possible reasons for this 
are fully discussed in the Appendix to this Chapter. 
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In t he second type of correlation analysis? the dependent variable is 
the porcentage of the Aus tralian employment which is in the six State 
capitals. This analysi s exhibits the closest associati on between uncertainty 
and location and the t hird closest relationship between technical 
variables and 10catiOl .. 1'hese relatively good results are robably due to 
the fact that the analYSis is based upon a larger 0 8 ile of firms ru1d 
emp loyment ? which reduces t he influence of SOLle essentially chance clements 
on location wi t hin the individual States. 
'1'he final correlation relates the i ndependent variables to the 
percentage of the Australian employment which is in Sydney and ~lelbourne. 
The analys i s is performed in order to discover whether these two cities 
perfor the role of attracting the uncertain industries of the entire 
C0ill110nwealth as well as of their States . fhe association between location 
and both uncertainty and technical variables is closer in tIllS analysis 
than it is when t he dependent variables are t he proportion of the New 
South .fal es ' employment located in Sydney or the proportion of the 
employruent of Victoria which i s i n Melbourne . This indicates that these 
two citi es contain more of the uncertain industries ru1d less of the 
tech':li cD.l employment of Aus t ralia than is expected of their total 
manufacturing l abour force , and that this tendency is more marked than 
would be expected merely by virtue of their role with respect to t he ir 
States. 
Uncertainty is positively r elated to the proportion of the Australian 
employment of an i ndustry which is located in Sydney or .ie lbourne . This 
association i s stronger than tl1at between uncertainty and the propor tion 
of the State ' s emplo lent winch i s i n t he capital city. These fact s 
suggest that the State may be a cram ed location. If a firm is deci ding 
in which State t o locate, it is likely to choose New South Wales or 
Victoria i f uncertall1ty is high or i f the t echnical factors are low ; 
however , once tIllS choice has been made, ~actors other than external 
economies and uncert ainty reduce the extent to which a f i rm i s free to 
decide upon anyone locati on within the State. Thus , lack of f aci lities, 
small labour force and the isolation of small towns may f orce t he firm to 
locate within the capi tal city even though tIDCertainty may be low. 
Theoreti cally the most surprising r esult is th~t the number of plants 
in an industry only ineffectually determines the degree to whi ch that 
industry is concentrated in -capital cities. Two factors may possibly 
account for this. The result may be due to errors in the definition o:? 
indust ries and to the fact that a number of i ndustry codes have been 
grouped together. But 11 ,rha1Js a more importar.t cause lies in the 
settlement and transport route patterns of the States. Since the settled 
area of most States i s r elatively small and most transport routes r adiate 
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from the capitals? the E;th firm in an industry may prefer to service a 
distant .art of the State from the capital even when E; is vcry large. 
This possibility is supported by the fact that thc Stnte with the largest 
area of effective settlement, Queen land , is also the State whicl exhibits 
the closeot negative association between the nllinber of plants and 
metropolitan concentration. 
Apart from the central place factor , the associ ations discovered in 
this analYSis are generally cor::tpatible with the hypothe;;,ised relationships. 
Industries in which uncertainty is high tend to exhibit a high proportion 
of their State employment in the State capi tnl~3. Australian industries 
demonstratE: a negative correlation between technical factors and the 
concentration of employment in the mainland State capitals. The proportion 
of the employment in Aur·tralia which is located in Sydney and Helbourne is 
subject to the same influences. 'rhe only marked exceptions are the 
inSignificant role of t he size of the industry and the locntional 
behaviour of industries in i'nsmania . 
A comparison of the usefulness of the different indices of uncertainty 
is instructive. The partial correlntion coefficients for each of the 
uncertainty vnriables in each of the eight correlations performed are 
summed B..."ld the average partial correlation between each varinble and the 
degree of concentration of ii'ldustry in a Jlle tropoli tan aren is calcu1ated , 
A compa:c::L::;on of these average partial correlntiol" coefficients sUbgests 
that the average size of the factories in an industry is the factor most 
associated with o. metropolitan location. The second most useful me[J.8'Jres 
are the increase in production per pcrson and the chaYlGe in the number of 
workers per fnctory. The remaining three vari Jb les are equivalent in 
usefulness . '1'he indices of plant size and of technical change in an 
industry are more closely correlated with locntion than are the measures 
of output variability. 'ihis is probably a function of the fact that the 
output variability of an industry is a poor l!leasure of the variability of 
output of the individual firms in that induotry . Difficulties in the 
statistical definition 01' the variables frustrate attempts to cowpare the 
lllodels which comprise the t eory. 
Although these conclusions are often highly significant, the 
variables which have been eoployed ex])lain at most only about 30% of the 
variation between industries in the degree of their p..letropoli tan 
concentration. 'rhe most important cause of thie. is probably tho lack of 
a Pleasure of the extent to which [ill industry seeks locations Iron which 
the market can be cheaply ser ved. Location theorists normally ascribe to 
thi . :factor a dominant role in determining atterns of manu:facturing 
acti vi ty in an affluent societ y but this study is u..."1able to jueasure its 
influence. SecondlY1 the amount of exp lana t i on is reduced by inaccuracies 
in the dat • The definitions of industries, of the a ttraction of a 
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location near raw materials, and of uncertainty are all inadequate In 
addition, some errors may be caused by the assumption that the whole of 
the city is uncertainty bearing, tha t only the capitals perform this r ole 
and that all capitals perform this function , 
Two directions fo r urther analysis are sug3est ed by these r esults . 
The differences between the behaviour of indus try in different St ates are 
considerable: the last s ection of the chapter a ttemp t s an explanation of 
these differences i n t er ms of uncertainty . Further mo r e the Tasmanian 
results and the differonces between the individut::.l State capitals indicate 
the ne cessity of defining t he minirnu..rn size a city mus,t become before it 
may be uncertainty bearing. A hierarchy of tovms i s now constructed? and 
from this the emp l oyment s tructures of cities of different sizes may be 
constructed . 
The Uncertainty Hierarchy 
The previous analysis, comparing uncertainty and the concentration of 
industry in the State capital cities, has implied that there is a 
variation in the employment s tructure of cities which is related to size, 
and has suggested in particular that large cities may have a gr eater 
proportion of their employment in uncertain i ndustries than have smal l 
towns . The range of city sizes is now explored more fully t o determine 
explicitly the relationship between ~~certainty bearing and town size . 
Towns have been grouped into classes 9 using the me thods described and 
justified ll1 Appendix 3 to the thesis . Only those towns have been included 
which had a population of 5,000 or more at t e time of the 1961 census of 
population. This size limit was chosen in order to limit the amount of 
work and in order that the analysis should not be overloaded with towns in 
which u..~ ccrtainty bearing means little because of their small manufacturing 
popUlations . After SOllie towns had been included in the revised definitions 
of metropolitan areaS 9 109 tovms remained in t he analysis. The variable 
used as the basis of the grouping procedure is an index of t own si ze 
the logarithm of the total manufacturing popula tion of the town. The 
boundaries chosen by this method of classification a re therefor e those 
which represent the greatest discontinuities be tween the populations of 
neighbouring tOM1S in rela tion to the populations of those towns . 
Towns are classified on the bas is of t heir distance from the 
nearest me tropolitan area , During the i nter views it was observed that 
firms onl y t wo or three hours from Sydney (by road) feel that they can 
readily call on the ent repreneurial and service facilities of that citY9 
whereas firms a t a gr eat er distance are more independent of the capital. 
For examp le 9 there are very few clothing firms further from Sydney than 
Litbgow9 for beyond this distance the cost and energy devoted to twice-
weekly or thrice-weekly visits to Sydney approaches the limit. TherefoFe 
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towns have also been grouped into those more and those less than 100 miles 
(straight line distance) from the nearest metropolitan area . 
The influence of the States is also included in the analysis . In a 
preliminary calculation it was found that towns are not arranged in a 
hierarchy in Tasmania~ that Queensland~ South Australia a.."ld Western 
Australia are not signific&ltly different from one another? and that New 
South ',vales and Victoria exhibit similar trends. Therefore Tasmanian towns 
are excluded from the analysiS2~ and the towns of the remaining States are 
classified into two groups ? those in the t wo most populated States and 
those in the three least populated States. 
The index of the extent to which an i ndustry is uncertain is founded 
on the variables used in t he previous analysis. Industries are classified 
on the basis of the number of uncertainty variables in which they exhibit 
a value greater than the median. The seven classes dorived are then 
generalised into the groups? 0-1~ 29 39 49 5- 6 (high uncertainty factors)? 
and the total employment of each town i n each uncertainty class of 
industry is calculated. Prom this data is computed an index which measures 
the extent to which the labour force in the town is employed in t he 
t · . d . 26 uncer 8ln La ustrles • This ( ' Iu ' ) index varies between the values of 
zero and eight? the lower end of the scale representir~ employment mainly 
in the uncertain i ndustries , 
Tables 7-3 and 7-4 present the analysis of variance results and the 
mean values of the Iu index for the groups , The tables reveal conclusive 
evidence a.bout the statistical effect of each factor in the analysis; each 
TABLE 7-3 
Analysis of Variance: Effects of TOwrl Size ? Dis t ance f r om Metr opoli s 
and State on Uncertainty Bearing in Tovvns 
Source d.f , S,S , M. S. F. P 
Town size 4 19 .8318 4 .9579 10.5 1 less than 0.001 
Di stance 10.820 1 10 . 820 1 22 . 94 less than 0 . 001 
States 10,, 7333 10 . 7333 22.75 less than 0 . 001 
Residual 102 48 , 1094 0 . 471 7 
Total 108 89.4946 
Sources : see discussion? pp, 149-1 56. 
25 . The location of industry in Tasmania and its abnormal pattern are 
discussed in the Appendi x to this chapter . 
26. The index i s t he area under the cumulative percent age employment 
curve : the method is explained in Appendix 4 to the thesis. 
TABlli 7- 4 
Mean Bffects of fr own Size? Distance from Hetropolis ~ and Sta.te on 
Uncertainty Bearing in TovIDs 
TOVt N DIG'rAIJCr: 1'ROi'.1 UETROPOLIS 100 miles and less 101 miles and more 
SIZE 
GROUP Sf11ATE S A'rE NSW & Vic SA, WA & Qld NSW & Vic SAy 'NA & Ql 
A 2. 2077 3,6484 
B 2,9322 4,79tl5 3. 3819 
C 3, 6040 4.2791 3,9598 4,2507 
D 3. 8303 4, 3409 4, 086 1 4.6001 
E 3. 7554 5. 1138 4.3755 4,6642 
EFFECTS OF DISTAl~CE EFFECTS OF STATE 
- 100 miles +101 miles NSW & Vic SA, WA & Qld 
3.6746 4.211 6 3,7832 4.3080 
EFFECTS OF TOWnS SIZE GROUP 
ABC D E 
2.825 1 3.2537 4.0156 4 .~253 4.4278 
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Note: definitions of' town size groups: group A contains Sydney , r.Ielbourne; 
Adelaide~ Brisbane~ Perth, Newcastle and Vfo llongollg, and includes tovms 
wi th a manufacturing work force of more than 24~640; group B consists of 
twelve towns, with manufacturing population limits of 14, 140 and 2910i 
group C contains 42 towns? and has limits of 2280 a':ld 600; group D has 36 
towns, and the limits 550 and 315; group E consists of 18 tovms, and has 
limi till€, manufacturing populations of 275 E.nd 90 . 
Sources : see discussion, pp . 149-156, 
of the three independent variables is significant at the one per cent 
level, and together they explain 45% of the variation in the data . The 
effects are consistently i n the direction predicted by the hypothesis. 
The larger a town is, the closer it is to the metropolis; and the more 
populous the State in which it is located, the more uncertain tends to be 
the employment within that town . Tho differences between the groups of 
St ates vary slightly with town size, but they tend to be more mar ked at 
low distances than at high ones , There are two exceptions to the rules : 
in New South Wales and Victoria., employment in group E is slightly more 
uncertain than in group D, while in South Australia, Western Australia and 
Queensland~ employment is much more certain in group B than in some of 
the groups of smaller to vVIl s , 
However the exceptions are minor in view of the general result. The 
data support the hypothesis that more of the workforce in la.rge towns is 
employed in uncertain industries than i..."l small towns, Not only are large 
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towns an advfl.~tageous location for the uncertain industries, but so is 
proximity to such towns and so is location in the industrially more 
advanced stat es (though wheth~r the cause of the advantage of New South 
Wales and Victoria i s their wider industrial base or their larger population 
and market is 1L~decided) . As Fig . 7-1 demonstrates 9 the structure of the 
employment of large towns near the metropolitan area in New South Wales or 
Victoria is mar kedly different fro m that in small tovms which are away from 
the metropolitan area in South Australia, 'Vestern Australia or Queensland. 
A greater proportion of the workforce is employed in uncertain 
industries in the metropolitan areas of New South Wales and Victoria than 
in Adelaide, Brisbane and Perth. The Iu indices are 2. 2077 and 3.6484 
respectively. In addition? Sydney and Melbourne exhibit a much more marked 
tendency thar. the other three capitals to att~act the uncertain industries 
within their states. The ratio of the Iu indices of Group A towns to the 
indices of the remaining tovms in New South "iales and Victoria is 
2 . 2077 : 3 . 8900~ that is? 0 . 5675; in comparison, the ratio of the Iu indices 
of Group A towns to other towns in the re~~ining group of states is 
) . 6484 : 4. 3540, i.e . ? 0. 8380. The evidence therefore indicates that some 
new economies become available to industries as cities grow from 500,000 
to two millions in population27 this notion tallies with the qualitative 
judgement that one reason for the slow industrial growth of Brisbane and 
Q 1 d ' th 1 t' 1 11' f Brl'sbane28. ueens an lS ere. a lve y sma Slze 0 
These results are an improvement upon those given by the first 
analysis -- of t le concentration of industry in the state capitals. 
Uncertainty bearing increases as the size of t own increases, aries between 
States and is greater in tovms near the metropolitan area. This more 
extensive conclusion is now used in a re- examination of the extent to which 
individual industries are concentrated in large cities . 
The Concentration of Industries 
The employment in every industry in each of the town size classes is 
computed . The area under the cumulative percentage employment C1ITVe is used 
to calculate an index of the extent to which the employment in each industry 
is located in large towns2? The index varies between zero and unity (zero 
represents ab solute concent ration in the class of largest cities, unity 
represent::. complete disp ersal among towns of less than 5,000 popuJation) , 
and is calculated for every industry in every state, subject to the 
conditlon that there are wore than ten persons employed in the industry in 
the state. This limitation is necessary to minimise the effect of errors 
27 . The fact that other diseconomies may be accumulating at a faster rate 
is a different qU3stion. 
28 , See the discuss i on in rL Gough et aL? Queensland Industrial Enigma, 
Melbourne ? 195 4. 
29. The met hod is explained in Appendix 4 to the thesis. 
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FIGURI; 7-1 
AN ILLUSTRATION OF THE E1.IIPLOYl'IlENT STRUCTURES OF LARGE TO WlifS NEAR THE 
Mb"TROPOLITAN ARZA IN NEW SOUTH WALES AND VI CTORI A AND Oli' SMALL TOWNS 
AWAY FROM THE Iv'IETROPOLITAN AREA I N THE OTHER MAINJ~ STATES 
Sources : see discussion~ pp . 149-156. 
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in gathering information from the CBCS on the employment figures of towns 
with less than 5,000 population (which were calculated as residuals). 
Industries are then classified according to uncertainty and the 
importance of raw materials. Two raw material groups are used~ comprising 
industries vdth morc and less than the median value of raw materials as a 
percentage of the value of output for all industries. Three uncertainty 
groups are formed , based -- as previously -- upon the number of uncertainty 
variables i n which the industry exhibits a value great er than the median 
for all industries . These groups are of industries with 0- 1- 2, 3-4 and 5- 6 
variables more than the median . 
TABLE 7-5 
Association Between Raw Materials , Uncertainty , States and 
Industrial Concentration Index 
RA VI MATERIALS UNCERTAINTY GROUP 
High 
0 . 2006 
NSVI 
0. 1401 
Low 0-1 -2 3-4 5-6 
0. 146 1 0 . 2063 0, 1640 0 .1 248 
Vic SA Qld WA Tas 
0 .1 598 0 . 1850 0.225 1 0 . 1101 0.2226 
Sources: see discussions pp . 149-156. 
The data f or all the States are analysed together , and the results 
are illust r ated in Table 7-5. The materials and uncertainty classificati ons 
are s i gni ficant at the one per cent level , wh:i,.le the effect of the States ' 
is significant at the five per cent level. Industries in whi ch raw materials 
f orm a high propor tion of the value of output tend to be located in small 
towns and the more ~~certain industries tend to a large city location. 
These results confir m the associations previously discovered: some typical 
location pat terns of industries with different concentrati on index values, 
illustrated in Fi g. 7-2 , demonstrate the meaning of the figures in t he 
Table 7-5. 
The States have varied average indices of concentrati on. Concentration 
is measured as the cumulative percent age employoent in the industry in 
t ovvns of the given size cla sses in comparison with the cumulative 
per cent8ge employment in all manufacturing industry . Therefore the greater 
the unweighted aver age divergence of the industries ' concentration from 
the weighted distribution, the great er the average difference in the 
behaviour of the large and t he small industries in the state , and the 
gr eat er the tendency for the State ' s industria l structure t o be dominated 
1 
ld 
's 
;y 
., 
:F'IGURE 7-2 
FREQUENCY CURVES ILLUSTRATING THE LO CATION PATTERNS ASSOCIAT~ 
WITH TWO INTIICES OF CONCENTRATION I N LARGE TOWNS 
Sources : see discussion, ppo 149-1560 
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TABLE 7-6 
Factors Affecting Industrial Concentration in Each Stdte 
UNCERTAINTY GROUP 
STATE MATciUALS 0-1 - 2 3-4 5-6 Me :m 
liJSW High .2284 .1373 .06 10 . 1564 
Low . 1231 .1414 .0523 .1234 
Vic High .2356 .1986 .2119 .2079 
Low .1414 .1290 .0492 .1117 
SA High .2844 . 1395 . 1765 . 1961 
Low .2306 .1513 . 1094 .1740 
Qld High . 2943 .2312 .2085 . 2498 
Low .2393 . 181 5 . 1646 .2003 
WA High . 1688 .1220 .1161 .1373 
Low .0778 . 1008 . 0327 . 0826 
Tas High . 2476 .2926 .1230 . 2520 
Low . 1604 .2125 .2207 .1907 
Sources : see discussion, pp. 149-156. 
by a few large industries, the greater is the potential difference between 
the average Australian value for concentration and the value exhibited by 
the State. These are purely technical conclusions, dep ending upon the 
manner in which the indices are constructed, and are not of interest. 
The results presented in Table 7- 6 are more interesting. This table 
shows how states differ with respect to the influence of uncertainty and 
raw materials upon the index of concentration. In most cases~ the States 
exhibit the expected associations 1 that industries in which materials are 
an important component of the value of output and in which uncertainty is 
low are industries which are least concentrated in the large cities of the 
State -- though several exceptions to thi s statement exist. As in the 
earli er analyses~ Tasmania is the state in which the expected relationships 
are least evident. 
These studies of interurban location are of two types -- analyses of 
.ng 
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the location o.f industry by type of town, and studies of the employment of Y 
to 'illS by type of industry. These complementary studies demonstrate that 
the independent variables explain some fcatures of the location patterns 
of industries in Australia. Uncertain industries are spatially concentrated : 
they locate more than proportionat ely in large to\IDS, in towns near large 
towns, and in the most populous States. The following study makes a more 
detailed analysis of the employment structm'es of the States. 
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Interstate Location 
'rables 7-2 through 7-6 indicate that employment structures mB.y differ 
between the s t a tes. St utes differ in the closeness of the relationship 
between uncertainty and location in the metropolitan area? but· t he value 
of the particl correlation coefficient betwe en uncertainty m1d the r 
proportion of the Sta te ' s employm.ent in industries which is in the capital 
city30 is not significantly associated with indicators of 'the size of the 
cap:L tal city or of the size of the State, ~'he data in 'rable 7-4 indica te 
that towns in New South Wales and Victoria have significantly more 
employment in the uncertain industries than do towns in South Australia? 
Queensland and Western Australia, However 7 before this result can be 
taken to suggest that New South ILrales and Victoria have a larger proportion 
of their employment in unc ertain industries than the other three States~ 
the data must be weighted by the number of towns in each s ize group III the 
States. 
An index of the extent to which the labour force in each State is 
employed in uncertain industries is calculated. The D1dustries 7 and then 
the employment 7 in each State are classified according to the number of 
uncertainty variabl es for virhich these industries have values more than the 
median into the groups 0-1~ 27 37 4? 5- 6. The index - - the area under the 
cumulative percentage employment curve -- varies between zero and ei ght; 
zero indicates employment D1 the relatively certain industries. The index 
is correlated with two independent variables7 the total number of 
employees in the State in the 107 industries and tbe percentage of the 
population of the State which lives wi thin 100 miles oi' the metropolis. 
Both of t he partial correlation coefficients and the multiple 
correlation coefficient are extremely high, as Table 7-7 demonstrates. 
The coefficient for the si.ze of the manufacturing l abour force is 
signif'icant with a probability of less than 0.01 and t he coefi'icient for 
the percentage of the population living wi thj.n 100 miles of the metropolis 
is significant at the p = 0.05 level ~ The nultiple correlation coeff icient 
is significant at the one per cent level. 
These results demonstrate that those States in which the uncertGoin 
j,ndustries are relatively more i mportant are also the Stc.tes in which the 
manufacturing labour force is large and in which population is closely 
concentrated around tho metropolis. This conclusion is compatible Hitl the 
theory of location under uncertainty and with the evidence already 
introduced. Uncertain employment tends to cluster in States which have 
large industrial employment. If states are regarded as functional r egions ? 
30 These pnrtial correlation coefficients are presented in Teble 7- 2, on 
p . 158. 
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TABLE 7- 7 
hssociation Between Size of Industrial Labour Fo~ce9 Spatial Concentration 
Of Population, and Employment Structure of I.'Iainland 3tates 
Ooncentra tion Manufacturing ~o of Population On Uncertain Wi thin 100 rols 
Employment Labour Porce Of the Capital 
STATE Iu index (X) 100 ?000 ' s (y) Percentage (z) 
NSW 5.05 4.36 75 
Vic 5.43 3.47 85 
Qld 6.09 1.01 61 
SA 5.68 1.05 80 
WP_ 5.85 0.47 74 
Note: Multiple corr elation coefficient1 r2 = 0.9653 ; partial correlation 
coefficients~ between labour force and Iu index1 r -0 . 9725 1 and between 
population distribution and Iu index1 l' = -0. 8336. The regression equation 
is X 9. 79 - 0.18 Y - 0.05 z. 
Sources: see discussion? pp. 149- 156. 
a reasonnble assumption under Australian conditions ? this evidence _1as 
suggested that uncertain employment is concentrated between regions as 
well 3 S within them. 
Conclusions 
The theory under review suggests that when entrepreneurs are Qncertain and 
v/hen their uncertainty can be modifi ed by the frequent swapping of 
information and ideas ~ tht) se entrepnmeurs operate with maximurn 
effectiveness wben they are all located close together. The primary 
protection again,st the ha zards of doing business in a fickle environment 
is knoHledge~ which is in part a function of the counterplay of ideas 
among specialists. The costs of buying? selling and lnanufacturing can be 
ininimised by maintaining direct and continuous contact ,vi th the market and 
with similar firms. 
The data examined in this chapter 1 on the location of manufacturing 
industry in Australia1 are generally compatible '.lith this hypothesis. The 
degree to which the state employment ~n an industry is located in the state 
capi tal rises as does the uncol"tainty; the proportion of the j,ustralian 
employment which is in Sydney and Melbourne rises as does uncertainty ; as 
the size of a town rises 9 so do es the proportion of its labour f orce nhich 
is employed in uncertnin industries; and the states with the largest 
manufacturing labour force are also those with the highest proportion of 
their employment in uncertain industries, The evidence in support of those 
conclusions is statistically convincing1 although exceptions to these 
generalisations do ex.i.st . The most important exceptions occur in Tasmani8'1 
but? as the Appendix shows~ there are good roasons for regarding Tasffiunla 
as a special case. 
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However , the evidence is subject to conceptual limitations. The effect 
of these limitations upon the results is difficult to establish __ apart 
from the obvious point that the lack of a measure of the pull to the market 
must have i hlpoverished the explanations attained . Data from a number of 
sources have been introduced~ in order that the weaknesses in any one 
analysis are covered by another result : the multiple samples decrease the 
likelihood that the conclusions are solely the result of errors in the data. 
Despite these controls , though, the interpretation of the results must not 
.. 
r 
be too confident . r 
Nevertheless , s everal conclusions are possible. The data are compatible 
with two of the models of the theory -- that the small size of factories 
and high rates of technical change are associated with location in large 
cities . In addition~ the data are compatible with the theory on the 
inter- regional and inter- urban scales: uncertainty is associated with the 
concentration of economic activity into regions and large cities. The 
following chapter fills out this general statistical analysis with some 
more detailed stUdies of a limited number of industries . 
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APPENTIIX TO CHAPrER 7 
The location patterns in Tasmania are a bar to the confident interpretation 
of the empirical relationships which have been discovered . The general 
validity of the results is doubtful unless there exist special reasons 
for the apparent perversity of the location of industries in Tasmania. 
Therefore the causes of this divergence from the expected pattern of 
behaviour must be established. 
In each of the three main analyses, industry in Tasmaria performed 
unusually. The correlations between technical factors; uncertainty? the 
number 0:1: factories in an industry , and the degree of concentration in 
Hobart are all insignificant or in the wrong direction. The town groups on 
the island do not exhibit the hi erarchy found in other states . Despite its 
small Size, the state ' s labour force is heavily concentrated ll1 the 
uncertain industries . 
Some statistical and definitional problems consequent upon the methods 
may account for these poor results . The data are of t wo types . In some 
analyses , the results are not weighted according to the size of the 
industry -- for example , the correlations and the indices of the extent to 
which industries concentrate in large cities. On the other hand , the 
indices of uncertainty bearing in towns and States do take into account 
the amount of employment in each industry. The problems of each type of 
analysis are differ ent , although there is some intermingling of causes. 
The data on uncertainty bearing (the weighted analysis) indicate that 
three industries account for much of the error in the results . These 
industries are wool, cotton, silk and synthetic fibre manufacturing (code 
TABLE 7A-1 
The Unc ertainty Hierarchy in Tasmania: Index of Uncertainty 
TOWN TASMANIA NSW & VIC 
CLASS Before Adjustment After Adjustment Less Than 100 Miles 
A 2. 2077 
B 3.4205 3. 4205 2. 9322 
C 2. 2006 4.1063 3. 6040 
D 2.2778 4. 1043 3. 8303 
E 3. 7554 
Uncertainty beari ng in Tasmania 
Including all industries ••• 5. 06 (cf . JlTSW = 5. 08 ) 
After adj ustment ••••••••••• 5.72 ( cf. riA = 5.85) 
Sources: see discussion, pp . 149-1 56 . 
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211 ), pulp, paper and paperboard making (370), and paint, colour and 
varnish malting (391). Table 7A- 1 compares the uncertainty hierarchy and 
the index of uncertainty bearillg in the State before and after these 
three industries have been excluded from the analysis . This adjustment 
improves the results . 
Table 7A- 2 demonstrates that these three industries are more 
important to the economy of Tasmania than they are on average elsewhere 
and that they act perversely only in Tasmania. The pattern of location 
exhibited by these industries is different to their pattern in other 
States: less than 10% of the employment in the industries is located in 
Hobart, compared with an average concentration in the other State capitals 
of at least 80% of the State employment. The reasons why the codes locate 
extensively in Tasmania and why they locate in an unusual manner in the 
State must now be sought. 
TABLE 7A- 2 
A Comparison of the Behaviour of Industries by States and Wi thin Tasmania 
% Stat e ' s Industry % Australian 
Employment Industry Employment 
in Capital 211 370 391 in Tasmania 
New South Wales 77.1 86 .6 95 . 8 211 7.3 
Victoria 66.0 64 . 7 96.1 370 29 . 8 
Queensland 89 . 5 91. 5 89.4 391 5. 6 
South Australia 77.4 22.5 96.4 Total 
Western Australia 50 . 5 94 . 9 98. 6 Manufacturillg 2. 6 
Tasmania 8 .2 2. 7 5.1 Population 
Sources: see discussion, pp. 149-156 . 
At least part of the explanation of the location of these industries 
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in Tasmania and of their unusual location pattern within the State dependR ng9 
upon a problem of definition. Only portions of what the CBeS defines as 
codes 211, 370 and 391 are located in Tasmania, in contrast to the 
situation in other States where? because of their broader industrial bases, ng 
employment tends to be spread throughout the whole industry. Those sections 
of the codes which are present in Tasmania may behave s imilarly in all 
States ? but on the mainland their effect is swamped by the behaviour of ey 
the other, more important, sections of these industries . 
This tendency is most noticeable in code 211: wool , cotton, silk and 
synthetic fibre manufacturillg. In Tasmania the code is represented only by 
woollen mills and one9 more recent, rayon mill ] Throughout Australia just 
1. Premier ' s and Chief Secretary ' s Department, Industrial Index, 
Hobart, 1965 . 
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over one half of the employment in woollen mills is located outside the 
State capitals, in contrast to the whole code, in which 70% of the 
employment is in the capitals~ Thus part of the cause of the apparent )N 
perversity of the pattern of location of fibre manufacturing in Tasmania 
is the inadequate definition of the nature of the industry in the island. 
However? two other factors are also important . First, Hobart and 
Launceston are both in the same size class of towns -- class B in Table 
7A-1. The error in the correlations of regarding only the capitals as 
n ' 
uncertainty bearing is therefore proportionally larger for Tasmania than )r 
for other states: especially as 74% of the employment .in code 211 in 
Tasmania is located in Launceston. Thus, rather than being less concentrated 1 
employment in the woollen industry in Tasmania is more concentrated in 
large towns than in other states . Secondly, in the mainland States the main 
market is always the capital, whereas in Tasmania this is not necessarily ling 
the case. Some of the woollen mills have located in Launceston rather than ;he 
Hobart in order to be near the mainland market. 
Code 370 is pulp, paper and paperboard making . The industry might 
have been excluded from the analysis altogether, for it is one in which 
the uncertainty derives from the source of materials rather than from the 
market. The loss of weight in processing is extensive , huge amounts of 
water are required, and assured forest reserves are essential. On the other 
hand, some evidence indicates that marketing is relatively straightforward? 
In every year from 1950 to 1964 the output of Australian Newsprint Mills 
Ltd rose, except in 1961, when some machinery broke down~ While 'Delivery 
delays caused by frequent shortage of wharf labour and the inadequacy of 
the shippil1g facilities for the amount of cargo to be handled remain one 
of the compru1y l s major marketing disadvantages ••• , 5 in 1955, the problem 
of transporting goods to the market was not mentioned in any report after 
1958 . Other qualitative data from firms in New South Wales confirm this 
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conclusion, that access to materials is much more important than location ng, 
near the markets~ Important economies are gained from the close contact 
of the processing plant and its sources of raw materials. 
The third anomalous industry is code 391, paints, colours and varnish. 
The code is similar to the textile industry, in that the title 
misrepresents the industry as it exists in Tasmania. Apparently, the only 
2. Data from CBCS, Secondary Industries , Part 1, •.• , 1961 census of 
population, and Statistical Register of the State of Tasmania, Hobart . 
3 . Australian Newsprint Mills Ltd , Report of Directors and Managing 
Director ' s Report , for the period 1953 to 1964, Melbourne, ru1nually. 
4. Australian Newsprint Mills Ltd , Report of Directors . 
5. Australian Newsprint _rills Ltd , Report of Directors , 1955. 
6. Interviews with the managers of Robbs Industries Ltd, Lismore , 26/7/65 9 
Tableland Timber Co . Pty Ltd? Armidale, 20/7/65, and Allen Taylor & Co . 
Ltd , Rozelle, 15/2/66; supplemented by articles in Australian Financial . 
Review, 10/11/60, 11/5/61 and 9/7/63 . 
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factory which is classified in this code in Tasmania is a titanium oxide 
plant7 -- titanium oxide is one of the pigments used in making paints . 
The finished product is not made in Tasmania , according to this evidence. 
Tables 7A-1 and 7A- 2 have demonstrated the important role of these 
three industries in the anomalous results for some of the indices those 
indices which weight the results by the size of the industry. Two of the 
industries are only partly represented in Tasmania, while the third code , 
pulp and paper making? may be one in which the source of the uncertainty 
is the raw materials rather than the market. The factors which cause the 
employment of these industries to be dispersed in Tasmania are also the 
factors which cause the industries to be relatively important to the 
structure of the economy of the island. In the correlation analysis , the 
results of which are not weighted by the size of the industry, similar 
factors may be important, although the SIlE.ll size of Hobart , the similarity 
in population of Hobart and Launceston, the fact that the State capital is 
not the location of t he largest market for firms which sell interstate may 
also cont ribute to the relatively poor results. 
Consequently, the perverse pattern of industrial location in Tasmania 
may be explained -- in part? at least -- by reference to special features 
of the Tasmanian economy. A comparison of ~lasmania with the mai nland States ld 
is not a comparison of like with like . Al1 accurate evaluation of the theory 
of location under uncertainty requires a detailed statistical and 
qualitative examination of the definition of industries , of the locational 
roles of Hobart and Launceston, and a measure of the extent to which a 
firm is attracted to the market for its products. Since such a detailed 
study is outside the scope and the time limits of this work, the problems 
are by- passed by excludi~~ Tasmania from the analysis . 
7. Premier ' s and Chief Secretary ' s Department , Industrial Index. 
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CHAPTER 8 
SOME LOCATION PNfTEfUrs DISSECTED : CASE STUDIES IN PROBLEMS OF INFOP..MATION 
She appraised him coolly. ' I ain ' t sure you heard nothing . I 
' Better not take no cilances ,' he said. ' If you ain' t sure you better 
take the safe way. ' 
John Steinbeck, Of Mice and Men . 
Ten case studies are presented in this chapter . They have been chosen for 
two reasons. Limited s tudies of t he milk proces~ing , animal and poultry 
foods , and fruit and vegetable cannir~ suggest why these codes have been 
omitted from the statistical studies of Chapter 7: they do not fit the 
simple assumption that the source of the uncertainty measured by t he 
variables used in t he analysi s lies in t he mctropolit~~ area . The remaining 
example s have been chosen because t hey illustrate particular facets of the 
opernti on of uncertainty pressures (can making and textile and clot'ung 
industries) or because they off er a reasonably clear view of the operation 
D.nd the locational force of these pressures . 
Three studies comprise this l atter group . They are of carcase 
butchering and meat packing nnd freezing; flour milling; and venetian blind 
rnnking , general printing, and newspaper printinG and publishing. The task 
of evaluuting the effect of uncertainty upon the location pattern i n these 
industries is relatively easy because one can suppose simpl e expected 
patterns in the abs ence of uncertainty c..nd becaUSe t he effect of such 
factors a s transport costs is in a direction opposite that of uncertnir!ty. 
The patt ern of location in most other industries in New South 'vVales appears 
to depend on transport costs operating in t he S3.IIle direction as uncertainty 
costs : thus one is unable to disentangle co.uscs except by statistical 
ono.lysis . 
These industries, together with can making and clothing mo.nufn c turi ng , 
account for 27% of the total factory employment in New South Yloles . Thus 
if t he cost~ of uncertainty have had an important effect on the location 
patterns of thes e industries , they have also been important in determining 
the general pattern of location . Furthermore , having shown uncertnint"lJ 
costs creating such pressures in these industries, there is at least t he 
presumption tha t the forc es also affect oti.1er industrieo, even though they 
cannot be distinguished f'rom the other foctoro . The resu1 ts of t hose 
studies are therefore qualitative evidence to compl ement t he statistical 
studies of Chapter 7 and to illustrate the eff ects of uncertmnty v:!.1ich 
vrere detailed in Chapter 6 . 
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The Source of Uncertainty 
The firs t part of t hi .... chap ter discusses t he basis f or eliminating some 
industries from t he s t a tistical analyses of Chapter 7 . The hypothes is was 
proposed t hat the greater t he uncertainty in an industry , as measured by 
output variability, size of firm and technical change 9 the more pronoUlced 
t he tendency for firms i n t hat industry to locate near the source of this 
uncerta j.nty. I n order to simplify the statistical methods used , it was 
assumed that the origin of t he uncertainty in the industry is the capital , 
the major market . However, t his assumption may not be applied to some 
industry codes , in which materials uncerta inty is hi gh when compared to 
market and tecl~ical Ul1certainty and in whicll ma.terials are typi cally 
non- metropolitan in location . The use of data froN the interviews suggests 
tha t codes 270 (milk processing)~ 300 ( f ruit and vegetable dryil18) 301 
(jam making and fruit carming) and 310- 319 ( animal and poultry foods) 
should be eliminated from the stat istical analyses . 
tulk processing 
The milk processing industry has relatively small plants, very vari able 
output and rapid t echnical change. However , many of t~e technical and 
economic developments which are eliminating t he smaller firms in this 
industry have their origin in research co.rried out by CSIRO , and this 
information i s available to all equo.lly. The variability of output is a 
f unction of weather r at her than of the ability of t he market to absorb 
output: should gluts occur 9 t he surplus mi lk may be made into butter and 
cheese , variable amounts of whi ch mny be exported. according to conditions. 
The milk mar ket itself i s well r egulated , while the movement of m lk over 
long distances i s rebular and predictable . Furthermore , some co- operative 
dairi es act as inforn~tion dispersal points in providing a t echnical and 
vetinary s er:vi ce to their member s . Clearly uncertainty in t he milk processing 
proceSSing i ndustry does not originate i n the market~ 
Frui t and vegetable drying and canning 
Fruit and vegetable drying (code 300) ana fruit carming (301) behave 
similarly. In the former t her e is a weight loss , in jam and canning a 
weight gain during processine, but bo t h have highly uncerta.in SOl.ll'ces of 
materials . The timing of t he harvest and its quality mus t be closely 
controlled. The canners and dryers offer a specialised advisory servi ce to 
farmer s and in r eturn require contra cto with the far mers defini ng thc 
amounts and the quality of the product, of t en specifying such factors as 
1. This interpretation is based upon data and ideas supplied by the 
managers of H2l.berfield ' s Pty Ltd , Albury , 1/9/65, Nowra Co- operative Dairy 
Ltd , Nowra , 27/4/65, Tamworth Co- operative Dairy So ciety Ltd , Tamworth , 
22/7/65 , and Hunter Valley Co- oper ative Dairy Society Ltd , Newcastle , 
26/5/66. 
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the sowing date and the size of the product on harvest . Immediately upon 
picking, the fruit and vegctables must be procel.3sed as they arc usua.lly 
subject to rapid deterioration. Furthermore, one firm may engage in 0. 
variety of functions: thus, it might buy all the ' ruit offered and then 
allocate it among various uses -- to the fresa fruit market, to canning, 
to jam making, and for home or foreign consumption. The availability of 
this choice in the market reduces fluctuations in the ratio of supply to 
demand in anyone of the local ma.rkets~ while it causes further pressures 
to be near the sUP1)ly of raw materials. 
The more recent of the factories in the fru~t and vegetable canning 
industry have tended to locate nearer the metropolitan area than did the 
older ones . The neVier of the trw large canning plants in New South \"Iales 
is in Sydney (the other is at Leeton , in the :. f!urrumb idgee Irrigation Area)? 
but this is a function of the high costs of sending tinplate to Leeton from 
the canst arJ.d of then carting full cans back again, of the cost of mOving 
:31~gar from Sydney and then returning it as jam, of the problems of 
obt[J.ining a sufficient number of short time labourers in a smnll town, of 
the difficulties of timing consignments to Sydney to catch s~-.ips 'llhen there 
is labour unrest on t he wharves , (lnd of the costs of maintainin£; stocks of 
parts and spares at such distances from Sydney. At the same tille , transport 
technoloBY has improved recently to allow a fi:cm to send fresh fruit for 
distances up to twenty- four hours with only Slilall losses in transit . 
_~ slightly different movement is represented by the location of the 
H.J. Heinz & Co . Ltd tinned food cal1nery at Dandenong , on the outskirts 
of Nlelbourne . Heinz representatives have claimed that the company is able 
to locate some distance from its sources of materials because more of the 
value of the product is due to cooking and preparation than is the case in 
' straight' canning~ Furthermore , since much of the output of Heinz is in 
t_1e form of chopped vegetables , th8 question of on- the- spot control of 
quality may be slightly less vital than to a fir'll which sells whole 
vegetables i'rozen or canned . They then explain that the company used this 
possibility by placing their plant in a location which enables them to 
draw vegetables from a variety of ar eas , so that the weather induced 
fluctuations tend to even out over the several sources of supply . 
Thus the location pattern of the fruit 8.Yld vegetable processing 
industries is complex. It is an industry in which requirements are changil1£ 
and in v/hich new locational possibilities are bsing explored, but 
2. Vfuile such firms as Gordon Bdgell & Sons pty Ltd (at Bathurst) also sell 
cooked foods, a large proportion of their output derives from straight 
canning (i . e., of whole or nearly whole vegetables)? in wlich transport 
costs and quality are more vital . An additional advantage of the 
Dandenong location to Heinz was the more secure water supply and t_le 
faciliti es for effluent disposal . 
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nev8rtheless 9 much of the output and the emploYLillnt in the industry is in 
plants whose location was partly directed by the problems arising out of 
materials uncertainties and by the attempts to meet and overcome these 
problems: 
Animal foods 
The fourth industry group to be excluded is 310- 319? animal and poultry 
f'oods, Discussion of the locational factors in this industry is 
complicated by the fact that its plants are usually ciosely tied to flour 
mills? by virtue of their use of milling waste. However, there do exist a 
number of independent animal food mills and the 'forces operating appear 
to be slightly different in the two industries. Animal food millers often 
provide an extensive tecrlllical advisory service to farmers? in the same 
ma~~er as milk co- operative companies. The variability of output is due 
partly to variations in the supply of raw materials and partly to changes 
in demalld . One portion of the market is close to the metropolis (the 
poultry ' factory farms ' )? but the demand in this market is relatively 
stable? for production is largely independent of weather; the larger 
proportion of' the market, though, is rural and the demand in this IIlf1rket 
varies widely in response to weather. (The prices and the costs of rural 
products also affect the demand for animal feeds.) Thus output variability 
in tIle animal and poultry food industry is largely rural in origin9 while 
technical change pulls both to the farmers and to the origin of the 
°nf t' 4 l orma lOng 
Costs of Uncertainty 
The following two studies illustrate some of the difficulties of op erating 
in an uncertain environment and how they affect the location pattern of 
these industries . The first of these studies illustrates how the 
variability of a small market affects production costs. 
Can making 
One of the important added costs of operating in a small market is caused 
by the tendency for demand within that market to fluctuate widely. In a 
large city? manufacturers may hope to supply various separate markets ? 
3. The statement of Heinz ' position is given in Population Committee~ 
1961-1963, pp . 49- 55 . Other data are from interviews wi th the managers 
of Cottee ' s Ltd? Leichhardt 1 2/3/66; Gordon Edgell & Sons Pty Ltd , 
Dathurst 1 8/7/65; Henry Jones & Co. (Sydney) pty Ltd , Sydney, 12/5/66; 
Leeton Co- opera tive Cannery Ltd , Leeton, 7/9/65; P. Methven & Sons pty 
Ltd, Sydney? 13/4/66; and Producers ' Co- operative Co . Ltd ? Griffith? 
6/9/ 65 . 
4. Interviews with the managers of J.D. Phillips & o. Pty Ltd? Albury 9 
2/9/65 1 and Rural Stockf'eeds Pty Ltd ? Wagga Wagga? 3/9/65, which are both 
stockfeed mills only; and Steggles Pty Ltd , Newcastle, 24/5/66, which 
owns several stockf'eed mills together with a poultry ' factory farm ' and 
a poultry freezing unit . 
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the fluctuations of which may t end to cancel out . In a smaller centro , on 
the other hand ? t here may be only one market for the product, which may 
increase the vari abi lity of the output of the plant . The making of ce.ns 
for t he food and drink industry illustrates t his situation~ 
Cans are expensive to transport . Usi ng road haulage it costs about 
five time s as much to t ransport a ton of cans as it does to move a ton of 
tinplate~ mainly because of the gr eatly added volume to be shifted . 
However , a ton of cans i s only worth twice as much as a ton of tinplate . 
Thus the jJoi nt at which the econo~,Jies o.f large sC8.1e operation are offset 
by transport costs is reached at a low level of ' output: can making 
facilities are located close to their market . For exampl e , the Souther n 
Can Group, a division of Containers Ltd, has plants a t Cabarita and Wes t 
Foots cray (to service the Sydney and Melbourne metropoli tan areas)~ but 
the company also owns pl ants in Bathurst (selling t o the vegetable 
processing plants of Gordon Edgell & Sons Ltd a t Bathurst and Cowra), a t 
Berri, South Australia (to service t he local fruit canneries), at Kyabr am, 
Victoria ( which sells to the milk proc essing plants of the Goulburn 
Valley), and is building a new factory at Dandenong , t he output of which 
is to be sold to H.J. Heinz & Co . Ltd . In addition in lew South Wales 
there are the Sydney plants of Gadsden- Hughes IJtd and Rheem Australia Pty 
Ltd , while t he Leeton Co- operative Cannery Ltd has its own can making 
di vision i n Leeton. Transport costs force can ulaking facilities into 
close proximity to their markets. 
However the non-metropolitan plants have o~~y a limited market , and 
so output is more variable than in the metropo li tan factories . Data are 
available to compare the volumes of output of one metropolitan and one 
extra- me tropolitan plant . Sal es from the country plant ar e twice as hi 'h 
in October and r.Iarch 7 Cts in August or April. In t he metropoli t ar]. plant 
however, output at the peak (summer) is only 25% higher t han in other 
months, for peak demand periods from the beer and soft dri nk canners t end 
to coincide ~2th t he lower production of soups and canned meals . 
The non- metropolitan pl ru1t makes roughly the same n~ber of cens 
during each month of the year and builds up stocks duri ng low sales 
periods. This is cheaper t han varying output in accordance vdth demand , 
which would increase the capital cost of machinery and raise problems in 
obtaining l abour for short periods . But the cost of variability is still 
hi gh . If t he total assets of the factory lli1d the aver age value of the 
stock of cans held at the end of each month are ooth pric ed at 1 ~~ p. a . , 
5. All the data used in this section were suppli ed by a firm which wished 
to r emain anonymous . 
6. Tinplate forms more than 967& of t he r aw material cont ent of a can. 
7 . ~'he CCll1.S are used to process lo cal farm produce whos e peak cropping 
periods occur i n October and March . 
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the stock of cans are worth 30% of the total assets of the factory. 
Since capital is turned over in the can making industry only about once 
per annum thi s charge represents a serious inroad into the profit rate of 
the factory . Presumably customers absorb some of this cost because the 
firms may bargain to allocate the cost: the buyer of cans which are made 
for a small market also has hi gher costs thnn the firm which uses cans 
made for a large market. 
Spinning! weaving and clothing industries 
This analysis of a rather diverse group of industries attempts to 
illustrate some of the difficulties faced by the statistical methodology 
of Chapter 79 but in so dOing, helps to reinforce the conclusions of that 
study. The cloth and clothinG industries are well suited to this task 
becaUSe of their wide variety of responses to the location requirements 
of production within the tensions created by conflicting location 
pressures . The industries permit the definition of the subjectively 
important factors i n uncertainty and the analysis of the costs and 
advantages of the multi- plant fiI'hl . 
TABLE 8-1 
Index of Concentration in Large Cities: Textile and Clothing Industries 
Ruw Iu Index 
Materials Code Industry 0- 2 3-4 
High NSW i'/lean . 2284 .1373 
211 spi!lIl.ing a.YJ.d weaving .1 642 
242 shirts & pyjamas . 0417 
245 Inri t ted goods . 0478 
Low NSW Mean .1 231 .1 414 
240/1 outer clothing . 0838 
243 corsetry .1542 
244 millinery . 06 18 
250 boots & shoes . 0533 
~: an Iu of zero represents abso lute concentration in the largest 
group of citiesi an Iu of unity means complete dispersal in small towns . 
Sources: and me thods, see Chapter 7, Table 7- 69 p . 1689 and pr . 149-156. 
(i) The data 
The review of the data in Table 8-1 suggests that, with tvvo exceptions, 
the industries in this group are more closely concentrated in large cities 
than their uncertainty indices predict. Only spinning and weaving (code 
211) and corsetry ( code 243) are more dispersed than i s expected . The 
reason for t his poor fit is that the most important item of uncertainty 
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in the environment of clothing firms is f ashion, which was not measured 
in the statistical analysis . The acute need felt by clotlring enterprises 
to be in close touch with fashion leaders is a factor which it was 
impossible to measure in the indices used t o define the levels of 
uncertainty faced by industries. The lack of these data has thus increased 
the residual error of the regression equations set up to predict the 
degree of concentration of industries . 
The ~YO codes closest to the means , 211 and 243 , a re slightly 
differ ent from the remainder of the group . Spinning and weaving i s a basic 
industry, one in which little capacity is spent upon producing fashionable 
fabrics~ Most of the output consists of such items as sheets , blankets, 
men's suit cloths and furnishing materials . Corsetry, code 243, h~s only 
within the last few years become closely tied to outerwear fashions, and 
it is dominated by large firms with overseas associates: one firm, Berlei 
Ltd , controls 40~ of the market~ Such firms are less concerned about the 
unpredictability of fashions than about l~bour costs . Labour takes much 
longer to train in this industry than in other sections of the clothing 
industry1~ and it is therefore ess ential that the firm be able to recoup 
these training expenses by achieving the low rates of turnover of labour 
which apply in country towns . 
(ii) Labour costs 
Here , in fact , lies the bnsic t ension of the textile industries . On the 
one hand , firms wish to centralise i n order to obtain, and react quickly 
to, information; but on the other hand , decentralised production offers 
lower labour costs. Labour costs outside the metropolitan area arc often 
TABLE 8- 2 
Labour Turnover and Absence nates? by Location 
I Nn.EX Metropolitan 
Separations in J"uly 1955 as a 
percentage of labour force ••••• 
Separations in July 1965 as a 
percentage of labour for co ••••• 
Hours work lost through absence 
as % all hours work July 1965 •• 
Separations within 3 months as 
% all 1965 separations ••• •••• •• 
Source: confidential interview. 
9 . 4 
5. 6 
8 . 5 
51 
8 . Nost very fnshionable fabrics are imported. 
9. Australian l!' inancial Heview, 19/3/64 . 
LOCATION 
Newcastle 
6.6 
4. 5 
7.8 
35 
Country 
4. 0 
2. 0 
5. 2 
14 
10 . Berlei estimnte that it takes two years to train a girl machinist 
(personal communication from Secretary, Berlei I,td, 5/4/ 66); the fipures 
mentioned i n other indlilltries ranged from three to twelve months . 
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markedly lower than those prevailing in Sydney. It is the experience of 
most firms that productivity per hour worked is probably the same in 
metropolitan and extra- metropolitan factories, but many city factories have 
to pay above av~rd rates in order to retain their labour. Training costs 
are much lower in country towns, for more employees remain with the firm 
f or a longer period . Absenteeism is lower outside Sydney. Some technical 
data on these labour costs are presented in Table 8- 2. Not only are 
turnover and absenteeism higher in the metropolitan areas , but a greater 
proportion of the ' separations ' occur before the company has recouped its 
initial training costs . It is to take advantage of these cost differentials 
that firms in these industries decentralise. However , following this 
impulse results in an increase in the difficulties associated ~ath 
uncertainty and transport costs . 
( i ii) Uncertainty costs 
11 The i nterviews pr ovide some data on the nature of these problems • 
Nineteen of the firms in the group had plants outside the metropolitan 
area. The answers given to the question about the problems caused by the 
location are summarised in Table 8-3 . 
The most frequently mentioned problem w~s that of transport delays . 
Raw materi als arriving late and finished goods not beL~ delivered on time 
are more than mere irri~ants . Delays in the arrival of raw materials cause 
an increas e in manufactU1~ing expenses because of the need to pay idle 
labour and, later, overtime, and because of higller stock levels . The late 
arrival of goods often causes loss of contracts; the alternative is to 
use quicker -- but more expensive -- transport media. These difficulties 
worry the snaIl rather than the large firms, presumably because small 
11 . Australian Woollen fills Pty Ltd , Marrickville , 17/2/66; Bradford 
Cotton Mills Ltd (Camperdown, Kotarah, Rutherford , ITewtown, Abbotsford , 
Bendi go , Footscray and Toowoomba) , Camperdown, 12/4/ 66; Bulli Spinners Pty 
Ltd , Bulli, 27/4/ 66; Courtaulds (Australia) Ltd (Newcastle), Sydney, 
8/ 3/ 66 ; Lithgow Woollen Mills Pty Ltd , Lithgow, 12/7/65 ; Macquarie Worsted 
Ltd (Albury and Orange), Orange , 7/7/65; Supertex Industr ies Ltd (Goulburn, 
Auburn and Alexandria), Alexandria , 7/3/ 66i Andrella Gowns of London pty 
Ltd , Lithgow, 14/7/ 65; Dunlop Rubber Australia Ltd, Wagga Wagga, 8/ 9/ 65; 
Karella Ji'ashions Pty Ltd , Lithgow, 14/7/65; ,Thite ivlanufacturing Co . 
(Australia) Pt y Ltd , (Melbourne and Albury) , Albury , 1/9/ 65; Crystal 
Cl ot hi ng Indus t ries Pty Ltd (Mel bourne, Belmore , Wollongong and Dapto ), 
Woll ongong, 21/4/ 66; Eastern Industries Pty Ltd (Camperdown, Liverpool and 
Cessnock) , Camperdown, 24/ 3/66; M. W. A. Honeysett , Li thgow, 14/7/65; 
I . Johnson & Co. , Newcastle , 4/5/ 66 ; Maxelle Product i ons Pty Ltd, Lithgow, 
12/7/65, Berlei Ltd (Sydney, P1Ulchbowl , Wollongong and Lithgow), personal 
cormnunication, 5/4/66; Betina Foundat ions pty Ltd , Lithgow, 13/7/65; 
For mfi t of Austr alia Ltd , Guildford , 4/3/66; Dunkerley Hat Mills Ltd , 
Waterloo , 8/ 3/ 66; Imperial Cap Co. Pt y Ltd , Surry Hill s , 15/ 3/ 66; Kolotex 
Holdi ngs Ltd , Lei chhardt , 14/ 4/66 ; Meritana Knitting Mi lls Pty Ltd , 
Al bury, 30/ 8/ 65 ; Brucebilt Shoes pty Ltd (Botany, Brighton and ~littagong ) , 
Botany, 16/ 5/ 66 ; J . Robins & Sons Pty Ltd (Leichhardt, Chippendal e , 
Bathurst and East Malvern) , Lei chhardt , 23/ 2/66 . 
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TABLE 8- 3 
Problems of Uncertainty i n ilJon-Metropoli t un Locations 
i IRM PROBLEM NO . OF 
TYPE Transport IWanc:tgerial Contacts Telephone laintenancc PIRMS Del c.y Control 
I,arge firms 3 2 3 1 0 7 
SJllD.l1 firms 10 0 3 2 3 10 
Shoe firms 0 2 0 0 0 2 
To tal 13 4 6 3 3 19 
Note: t his is a table of t he number of mentions each problem was given. 
Sources : interviews with firms listed i n footnote 11, p. 182. 
firms do not own transport facilities and because the short notice orders 
can be made up in th~ Sydney factories of the larger firms . 
I n Australia most clothing firms are small . It has been esti mated 
that 8a~ of the f irms making ladies ' dresses and casLwl outerwear have 
annual turnovers of l ess than ~A200 ) 0001~ On the other hand , r tail s2.1es 
are largely concentrated through a snnll nL~bcr of large chai n depar tment 
stores . The strong bargainint; power of the retailer has led to the 
situation i n which a large proportion of t he orders for clothing are small 
and on short notice. A non- metr opolitan f irm, e~~pecting delays in transport 
or costly transport , is in a poor • osition from which to cOll:)ete for this 
market . Most country :t'irms now avoid t:his market , the most profi table and 
largest per t of the totcJ.l cl othing market, preferring instead t he larger 
order s and longer delivery dates of' t 1e less fashi onable, mass- produced , 
lower profit marIe- up clothes . 
Nhi le transport delays caus e production delays , hinder effe ctive 
planning ruld reduce t he scope of the sales of the firm, they also i mpel 
a Ilk'l.nufacturer to hold larg l..r stocks o:~' raw materials and finished goods . 
Non- metropolitan 1:'irms col!llllit more capital to stocks of raw.materials and 
fini shed goods than do Sydney f irms , as is i llustrated by 'l'ables 8-4 and 
8- 5. Sydney firms hold about 13~~ of their total assets i n stocks , compared 
wi t h 38~'; in country factori es . This is an expensive difference , for it 
implies that for e~uivo.lent productive facilities , country manufacturers 
have to buy 3 3'i~ more capital than t heir Sydney competitors : 0. 1010 return 
on capital in Sydney becomes 7. 5% outside the metropolitan area. 
The mai ntenance of contacts i s c.nother common problem. On the one 
hand , firms require to know trends and changes, they wish to be able to 
service the quick buyers, merchants need to be able to lmow hOH a 
12. This and the other facts mentioned in t his paragraph nr~ from ,the 
Australian Financial Review, 1/ 8/ 63 -
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TABLE 8- 4 
stocks of Raw Materials~ b;y: Loca.tion 
LOCATIOn 
I NDUSTl1Y Sydney Country All firm 
Spinning & weaving 4.1 ( 2) 6 . 3 (3) 5. 6 ( 5) 
Clo t hing 11. 5 ( 1 ) 35.0 (3 ) ]. 1 ( 4) 
All industries 6.5 (3) 20. 8 (6) 16.0 (9) 
Note : this is a table of mean raw material stocks as a percentage of 
total assets. Differences between both pairs of means significant at 0 . 01 
level . Ten firms were omitted: both Sydney corse try firms (all materials 
imported) , both hat companies (no non-metropolitan equivalents), and six 
fi r ms ( lack of data) . The number in brackets is t he number of firms in· 
the group . 
Source : interview survey, New South Wales, 1965- 66 . 
TABLE 8-5 
Stock of Finished Goods? by Location 
LOCATIOl'T 
nmUSTRY Sydney Country All firms 
Spinning & weaving 7.0 ( 2) 11.2 (3) 9 . 5 (5) 
Clothing 7.0 ( 1 ) 25.6 ( 2) 19.4 (3) 
All industries 7.0 (3) 16.9 (5) 13.2 (8) 
~: this is a table of mean finished goods stocks as a percentage of 
total assets. Dif ferences between both pairs of means s ignificant at 0.05 
level. El even firms omitted because of lack of data, manufacturing to 
order , or more than 75% of sales to an associated company. The number in 
brackets is the number of firms in the group . 
Source : interview survey , New South Wales, 1965- 66 . 
making- up firm is using their cloth , and it costs at least 7~% of the 
sales price to mainta in an agent in the metropolitan area1? These 
difficulties were all mentioned by one plant firms in country tovms . On 
t he other hand , the larger multi- plant firms were more concerned to 
maint a i n f i nancial contacts , to be able to borrow money quickly, and to 
have top executives in the market to arrange large contracts. Firms must 
a l so be near their customers in order to arrange and control credit 1 ~ 
There has been for some time a sustained request for extended credit 
by our customers, a condi tion which seems to have become much of a 
pat tern in the community generally. 1,le have succeeded in holding the 
posi t ion reasonably welL • • • In recent years we have had to face a 
position where we have virtually been the bankers for some of our 
13. Int erview, Andrella Gowns of London Ptr Ltd, Lithgow, 14/7/65 . 
14 . Speech of Sir Robert Webst er (Chairman) to stockholders at the .39th 
Annual Meeting of Bradford Cotton Mills Ltd , held on 29th October, 1966 , 
in Sydney. 
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customers . We find that they look to us for assistance when Trading 
Banks tighten up on the limits of funds available for manufacturing, 
wholesaling and retailing activities . 
Thus both large and small firms require frequent and personal 
comm1L~ication between executives . 
The multi- plant companies also suggested that managerial control ViaS 
more diff icult to effect at a distance. Three of the four firms which 
mentioned this problem said that all the highly skillec1. operations had to 
be carried out under the close supervision of the senior management . The 
country plants of these firms performed the simpler roles, such as sewing 
and making- up , whereas the plant at the head office did the cutting out, 
in which the margin for making expensive errors is greater. The fourth 
firm suggested that they would not locate any productive facilities more 
than about seventy miles from Sydney, because it is too difficult to 
supervise plants which are beyond this distance . 
Three firms considered that operating outside the metropolitan area 
involved higher communication costs . The costs of telephones, cables and 
personal travel are much higher outside Sydney, even though country firms 
attain a less effective degree of communication than metropolitan firms . 
Ifhile it proved i mpossible to measure the costs of inefficient 
communication, Table 8-6 presents data on the cost of communication by 
telephone and cables . Two multi-plant fir~s were able to offer estimates 
of the total communications and travel costs of running several plants . 
The estimates were both in the region of 0.7% of turnover: trus cost 
would reduce a profit rate of 10% on their total assets to 9 . 4». 
TABLE 8- 6 
Communication Costs, by Location 
Costs of 
Communication 
TYPE OF FIRM 
Sydney Country rJlul ti- plant 
0.16 (3) 0. 39 (5) 0 .28 (2) 
Note: this is a table of means of telephone and cable accounts as a 
percentage of turnover. Firms excluded only on the bnsis of incomplete 
information. The number of firms in each group is bracketed . 
Source : interview survey, New South Wales , 1965-66. 
Three firms, all smal19 suggested that it was more expensive to 
maintain machinery in a country town than in Sydney. Parts and spares 
have to be stocked, or the firm has to wait for them to arrive from Sydney; 
it is expensive in time and transport costs to import a mechanic frOID 
Sydney to repair and service machinery. Two firms estimated that they 10sL 
between five and eight working days jer annum through machinery breakdown 
and lack of local repair facilities. This is equivalent to a loss of 
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2- 3% of turnover. These costs affect small firms rather thac large since 
they are unable to afford to employ a mechanic of their own. 
Only one firm had experienced the problem of trying to sell a factory 
outside tho metropolitan area. Macquarie \lorsted Ltd, after a rationalis-
a tion programme, attempted to sell their mill in Goulburn. Hovlever, this 
disinvestment process proved costly in terms of the amount of capital 
tied up in an unused building: the demand for textile mil18 in Goulburn 
at any point i n time must be almost zero . 
Thus the costs of uncertainty rise in several ways as clothing and 
textile factories locate outside the metropolitan area. Transport delays 
received the most stress in the thinking of entrepreneurs , but the 
maintenance of contacts and managerial control was also important . Firms 
also thought that communications and machinery repair costs were higher 
outpide Sydney. Consequent upon these costs , a return of 10% on total 
assets in Sydney might fall to 5.8% in a country town, the fall of 4. ZJ~ 
being made up of 2. 5% for extra stocks , 0.7% for communications costs, and 
an estimated 1. 0% for n~chinery maintenance and loss of contacts . 
Presumably , some of this loss is compensated for by lower labour costs . 
(iv) Techniques for reducing uncertainty 
In operating outs ide the metropolltan area, however, the fir!llS in this 
group of industries have evolved a number of maragerial techniques which 
help to reduce the costs of uncertainty to a minimum. Table 8-7 summarises 
these t echniques , f or each industry classification. 
TAi3LE 8-7 
Managerial Organisation for Reducing Uncertainty Costs , by Industry 
INDUSTRY CODE; 
TECHNIQUE 211 241 242 243 245 250 Total 
HQ in Sydney 8 2 2 3 3 18 
Sydney plant 3 2 2 3 10 
Sydney sales office 
Guaranteed market 
Sydney trips 2 2 
Mal\:ing-up 5 2 2 10 
Local trade 
Degree of fashion L-8 L- 2 L-4 L- 3 lVI-1 1- 3 M- 2 M-1 
Number of f i rms 8 4 5 3 3 24-
~: Table indicates the number of times each tecIDlique occurred. As 
degrees of fashion ILl indicates Ilow! and IMI indicutes Imedium! . , 
Source: personal interview survey, New South Hales , 1965- 66 . 
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A head office in the metropolitan area (which mayor may not be 
attached to a factory) is the most favoured means of reducing uncertainty. 
This allows contact with the trade and professions to be maintained and 
marketing facilities to be located close to the customer8~ while some 
manufacturing is loc::.ted in areas of 10Vier labour costs. Owning a Sydney 
factory as well enables the company to execute quick orders and to 
perform difficult operations under the supervision of 8cnior I1k.'l.llagement . 
However~ use of these techniques presupposes relatively large and 
stable firms~ and so they only occur in industries where formalised 
managerial structures do not necessarily entail ' a slow rate of adjustment 
to fashion. In such industries~ major stabilising factors are the 
technical knowledge of firms and the minimum capital investlJent necessary 
for economical operation: thus the spinning and weaving ( 211), corsetry 
(243) and shoe (250) industries show a high ir..cidence of Sydney 
headquarters and pl ants . 
1,1aldng- up i s another common feature. 1 merchant sends the cloth to 
a firm, which manufactures it into garments and then returns them to him. 
The firm i s paid a standard price for this service. At no time does the 
manufacturer own the cloth~ and so it avoids having to maintain close 
contact with fashion and market outlets ~ for someone else ~ located in 
Sydney, makes the decisions about pattern~ styling and marketing . This 
technique for avoidi:1g uncertainty is especially comroon i n code 242 
shirts~ pyjamas and tUlderclothes: since the value of the cloth is 
relatively low and the operations are comparatively Simple , the merchant 
is running only a low risk of loss through poor workmanship. 
Companies in codes 243 (corsetry) and 250 ( shoes ) use country 
factories to perform the simple operations like sewi ng rather than the 
more complicated ones of cutting out and buying rJ1D.terials. Making- up in 
these codes is an internal ore;anisation technique , by which the quality 
of work i n country f a ctories does not deteriorate despite the fact thGt 
senior managers remain in the city? close to sources of information. 
Other methods of holdi ng dovVll uncertainty costs are used? though 
less frequently. Three trips a week to Sydney are made by the only 
i 
I 
I 
: 
! i 
I 
entr epreneur who is in the medium fashion market and without a L 
metropolitan factory. One knitting mil l (code 245) attempts to serve it c: 
local market , but since most large chain department s tores buy i n the 
city anyway~ the mill is limited by the s i ze of its market . One spinning 
mill bes its output guaranteed ~ for three quarters of its sales are to a 
company with which i t is fincllci ally liru{ed . 
Finally? the table suggests that non- etropolitan factories in 
industry codes 241 and 242 (outerwear ; and shirts and pyjrun.ns) tenc{ t o 
manufacture for t he l ess fashionable portion of the market . r,Iainly as a 
I 
~ 
, 
i 
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consequence of transport delays, the small and rush order market is not 
open to these firms, which therefore must serve the more predictable and 
less fa.shionable market. The only exceptioL1s to this st tement are a 
Lithgow dress and skirt maker who had been in business for two years, and 
a lingerie manufacturer who? besides his Cessnock plant, had factories in 
Liverpool and Camperdown which could make up for rush orders. 
Despite the use of these techniques , however, most entrepreneurs 
regard a country location as less profitable than a city site. Transport 
costs and uncertainty outweigh in their minds the labour cost savings of 
a country town. There is evidence for this view, too: the data presented 
in this study suggest that the higher uncertainty costs of a country town 
may cut profit rates by almost one half. 
(v) Comparison with USA 
Helkgott has studi'ed the location of some clothing industries in Hew 
York1~ He found that the more standardised portions of the industry 
contained larger firms and were less concentrated in the lew York area 
than unstandardised producers. The incentive to leave New York was 
provided by the need for space (to layout a mechanised plant) and for 
cheaper labour. These ideas, while more general? are compatible wi th the 
conclusions of the present study: the less fashionable industries --
spinning and weaving? and corse try -- are those least concentrated in 
Sydney. Helkgott also found that there has been a decline in production 
in New York, but that the area within thir.ty miles of I,lw-hattan contains 
the headquarters of the firms which sell two thirds of the USA ' s women ' s 
and children' s apparel. American firms? like New South Wales firms ? 
maintain offices in the centre of fashion even if they have production 
plants elsewhere . 
Helkgott ' s study contains three main implications for New South 
Wales. First, Sydney is likely to remain the centre of fashion and of 
fashionable production even if the proportion of the New South ~ales ' 
population which lives in Sydney falls. Sydney has established its 
dominance of the clothing industry and is likely to keep it . Secondly, if 
basic rates of pay in COQDtry areas were not fixed at the same level as 
city rates , firms would be more likely to locate productive facilities in 
the country areas. The fact that legal minimum rates of pay are the same 
i n all areas may have hindered decentralisation of production. Even if 
l egal and actual rates of pay were lower outside than in Sydney and 
industries which use female labour were thereby attracted to country areas, 
the standard of living of co~~try dwellers would rise relative t o Sydney 
standards because incomes per family would increase -- provided that there 
15. R. B. Helkgott, ' Women' s and Children' s Apparel '? in Hall (cd.), ~ 
in New York, pp . 21-1 34. 
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is a pool of unused female labour. Thirdly ~ Helkgott found that most of 
the firms which es t ablished outside New York did so in areas which are 
within a night ' s trucking distance of Manhattan. In New South Wales~ mo~t 
de centralised factories are even closer to Sydney -- most are within 100 
miles of the metropolitan area, in Lithgow, the Newcastle area and 
Wollongong -- and this pattern seems likely to persist . 
The two areas exhibit basically similar tendencies. The more 
standardised industries are less concentrated; labour costs provide the 
main impetus to decentralisation; and dispersal of manufacturing facilities 
is likely to be withir. an area close to the fashion centre. IL New York 
is any guide, the location pattern of the New South Wales ' textile and 
clothing industry is likely to remain broadly similar for some time , 
though productive, as opposed to managerial, facilities may disperse more 
than they have yet done . 
Uncertainty and Location 
In this section of the chapter, three groups of industries are examined, 
in order to define the effects of uncertainty upon their location. The 
method used is that of comparing the actual location pattern with that 
which would be expected if there were no uncertainty. The first study is 
a relatively long one of the flour milling industry; it is followed by 
two short studies -- of meat packing and fre ezing; and of blindmaking, 
general printing, and newspaper printing. 
Flour milling 
The flour milling industry is~ by New Sout Nales ' stan ards, an old one. 
It is also an industry in which an early close relationship between 
milling capacity and wheat farming has given way to a more complex pattern 
of location. This stLldy investigates the reasons for this change, in order 
to demonstrate the pressures and the interactions of the costs of 
uncertainty with other locational requirements . 
(i) Location patterns 
Initially , flour milling capacity was closely linked to wheat production, 
for in the absence of cheap transport , wheat could be hauled but short 
distances to a mill. Without rail transport , wheat could not be brought 
from over the Blue ~.1ountains to Sydney, for on a round trip of 350 miles, 
horses would eat the entire 10ad1~ Thus until the advent of railways, 
wheat production beyond the Blue Mountains was small and geared to local 
needs , while Sydney' s reqturements were met by production in such nearby 
areas as the Hawkesbury River flats , by imports by sea fron the north and 
south coasts of New South Wales , and by imports from overseas. At about 
16. A. R. Callaghan & A.J . Milli ngton, The Hheat Industry in Australia, 
Sydney, 1956 , p. 17 . 
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1860, then, New South Wales had a large number ( 160) of small flour mills, 
v,'hich drew wheat from local sources and sold it in 10c2.1 markets . Sydney, 
as the larges t town of the Colony, had 8-9% of the mills , but there is no 
evidence that these Sydncy mills were larger or technically more advanced 
than country mills1! 
TABLE 8- 8 
Westward Expansion of Wheat Production, 1860 to 1890 
ITh'GION 
YEAR nmE)( Western Tableland Coastal Slopes Divisions 
1860 (000 acres) 12 44 73 
1890 (000 acres) 236 95 2 
1860 (r':! /0 of total) 9 34 57 
1890 (01 /0 of total) 71 29 
Source: Statistical rtegister of NeVI South Wales , 1860 and 1890 . 
The cOming of railways began a process of westward expansion of wheat 
farmirlb, an e).."P8.nsion which is still continuing today. Because of rust and 
falling prices, coastal wheat production declined to insignificance , while 
output in the cheaper producing regions beyond the Tablelands expanded 
rapidly under the impetus provided by cheap marketing facilities. Table 8-8 
illustratcs this change . Thus the railways permitted a westward movement 
of the raw materials of mills , while at the same time reducing the 
necessity for mills to depend on local sources and markets. 
The y.>ressure of these events caused sharp changes in the pattern of 
flour production. A westward sluft in milling capacity appeared, as mills 
in the coasta l area (except Sydney) found themselves increasingly cut off 
from wheat supplies , and as new mills were established in the more 
recently developed farming areas . This process i s illustrated in Table 
8 - 9, which demonstrates the decline i n the number and capacity of mills 
in coastal districts (which are defined as statistical divisions east of 
the Tablelands). By 1933 there were no mills in the coastal areas , except 
for the mills in Sydney and one mill in Newcastle1 ~ 
A second process evident by the 1870 ' s is a gradual increase in the 
size of mills, coupled with a decline in their number. While employment 
remained stable at 660 persons , the number of mills fell from 165 in 1878 
to 159 in 1885 . By 1900 flour mills employed an average of ten persons 
17. Statistical Register of New South Wales, 1859 . 
18. Itoyal Commission on the Wheat, Plout' and Bread Industries , 3.rd Report, 
Commonwealth of Australia Parliamentar Po. ers? 1934-1 937, vol. IV, 
p . 513. HereL~ter quoted as Royal Commission • ••• ) 
r.i.1ABLE 8- :t. 
Flour Milling oves West? 1860 to 1885 
INDEX 
Number of 
flour mi lls 
Horse- power 
of mills 
Employment 
in mills 
YEAR 
1859 
1869 
1878 
1885 
1878 
1885 
1878 
1885 
Coast 
90 ( 5 1 7~ ) 
66 (35?; ) 
38 (25%) 
25 (16%) 
550 ( 217b) 
367 ( 12%) 
107 ( 16~~ ) 
76 ( 11%) 
RIDl on 
Sydney Inland 
15 ( 9?~ ) 72 ( 40';; ) 
18 (1 0;,:' ) 105 (55~) 
14 (~~ ) 100 (66%) 
6 ' ( 4~~ ) 121 ( 8lf;; ) 
4-63 ( 17;&) 1664 ( 62/~ ) 
447 ( 14%) 2278 (7 4~;) 
164- (251~ ) 393 (59~~ ) 
109 ( 17;0) 477 (7 2; .;) 
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Source : Statistical Register of New South Wales, 1 859~ 1869, 1878 and 1885. 
oach; in 1945 the average e ployment per mill was almost thirty persons. 
New South i',ale s had 87 nills in 1895, 54 in 1945 , and only 33 in 1964. 
As transport costs fell~ mills were able to e:~tend t heir source and market 
, 19 
areas and to gain further economies from l arge scele productlon • 
The interesting feature , though, the one which marks t he departure 
of a new location pattern frore tho historical pattern , is t he i ncreasing 
concentration of flour milling in Sydney, despite the movement west of 
r8.W materials and despite the initial westward movement of milling in 
respons e to this. In the period 1875 to 1910 , Sydney :J.ad ~,; of the mills~ 
15-2OC;; of the employment and about 1 01~ of the horse- power capacity of the 
State. III the 1910 to 1915 period , the metropolitan ~rea contained 1qS of 
the mills and 2Cf/o of both the employment and the capacity of Ne w South 
Wales . Change in this period was slow, but the pa cc soon quickened: by 
1933 30~~ of the mills, neerly 500,,0 of the employment and 5010 of the 
capacity of New South Wales were loca ted in Sydney. By 1955 the 
proportion of the State ' s mill::; in Sydney had risen to 35% and thnt of 
the State ' s capacity to nearly 55%2? The remainder of this study a ttempts 
to interpret this changing pattern of lo cation. 
(ii) Analysis of the change 
This pattern i s paradoxical because there is no grea t transport cost 
advantage in being in Sy ney. The railways conccde milling-in- transit 
privi l eges to millers , so that the two short j ourneys , from the fCLr m to 
19. Dat a from Statistical Register of New South Wnles, 1878 , 1885 , 1895, 
191 0 ~ 191 5, 1925 , 1945 and 1964 . , 
20. The data in this par<.:.graph are from Statistical Hegister of NCH South 
Wales, 1878 , 1885 , 1895, 1 905~ 1915 and 1955. 1933 data ar c frohl Royal 
~ssion ••• , pp. 519-520 . 
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the mill and from the mill to the market (i . e . , Sydney), cost no more 
than the one longer journey from farm to Sydney. An important proviso is 
that the wheat and flour must be moving towards the coast; that is, if a 
flour mill is not on a ITBin through railway line from the bulk store 
facilities to Sydney or Newcastle? it has to pay for those sections of 
the journey which are not in the main direction of flow . Thus sourC(;S, 
markets and mills not on a main traffic route have to pay slightly higher 
transport costs than mills in Sydney. 
On the other hnnd country millers are able to buy, with only low 
transport costs, all wheat which is grown within twenty miles of the 
"1121 S" ml • lnce most country mills are located in wheat growing areas, this 
local wheat may be a high proportion of their raw material needs: one mill 
buys 25r.y~ of i ts wheat from f8.rms wi thin twenty .mles of the mill. This 
saving probably offsets the extra transport costs discussed previously. 
However , country millers are at a disadvantage compared with mills 
in Sydney with respect to floux sold locally. Because the local country 
market is smaller and more scattered , distribution costs to this market 
are much higher than in the Sydney market . It ,vas estimated in 1933 that 
whereas local delivery cost Sydney millers about 6/- per ton of flour, 
t " 11 h d 1 5/ f 1 " 2
2
"h " coun ry IDl ers a to pay - per ton - or de 1 very . '1 e average prlce 
received for flour in the local market at this time was about £8 per ton. 
But this extra 9/- per ton does not explain the relative growth of 
Sydney ' s flour milling capacity. Country mills could distribute as 
cheaply in Sydney as Sydney mills could, while any Sydney mill selling 
in the country would incur this extra charge just as IIr<lch as a country 
mill. Any mill selling in Sydney would deliver cheaply (because of 
milling- in- transit f3.cilities), whether it be a city or a country mill. 
Cheap distribution is therefore only an a vantage to Sydney mills if 
these mills can exclude the country mills from the metropolitan market . 
Thus it is important to explain how Sydney mills cnme to domino.te their 
local market, for this domination gives these mills a cost advantage 
over country mills . 
Further data, on the relative costs of ID.c:.'lJlufacture and administration 
in country aYJ.d city mi lls in 1933, are given in Table 8-10 . TIns tablo 
shovis that metropolitan I!lills were manufacturing more cheaply than country 
mills . The main factors v/hich comprise this advantage when mills of like 
21. Wheat grown within twenty miles of 0. flour mill can be sent directly 
to that mill; wheat grown beyond that distance is marketed by the 
Australian V!heat Board, is stored in silos, and is transported by rail. 
'rhus local wheat escapes the administrative costs of the Ylheat Board, 
and is moved in one jou:r:'ney by road rather than in several broken 
journeys. Information: interview, George Fielder & Co . Ltd, Tamworth, 
23-24/7/65 . . 
22, Royal Commission . • • , pp. 546- 547 . 
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operating time are compared are wages , levies and interest . These are 
probably all related to the fact that country mills tend to be smaller 
than city mills. They are economies due to scale . In 1933 the average 
capacity of country mills was 2. 59 short tons of f lour per hour? compared 
wi t h 6 . 48 tons per hour in city mills2? 
TATILE 8-1 0 
Cost of manufacturing a Ton of Flour? by Location and Op8rating Time, 1933 
LOCATION 
Metropolitan Country 
COST OP:cRATING TIME AS % POSSIBLe WORKING TIME 
8 1 +~'~ 51 - 8Cf/o 8 1 +~'h 51-80% 50-% 
I"JANUF ACTURI NG 
Wages 8- 00 7-09 9-08 10- 02 15- 06 
Bags 6- 00 4-1 0 5-11 4- 07 5- 06 
Depreci ation 2- 01 1-07 2- 02 2- 02 1-05 
Other 5- 03 5- 00 5-03 6- 01 9-03 
TOTAL (M) 21-04 19- 02 23- 00 23- 00 31-08 
ADMINISTRATIVE 
Levies 0- 10 0- 02 1-09 1-10 
Salari es 3-07 3-07 3-08 4- 00 4-11 
Interest 0- 03 0- 03 1-00 1-05 0-11 
Other 2- 06 2- 06 3- 00 2-11 3- 06 
TOTAL (A) 7-02 6- 06 9- 05 10- 02 9- 04 
TOTAL (M & A) 28- 06 25- 08 32- 05 33- 02 41-00 
Source : Ro;zal Commission • • • ? p. 546 . 
However, the table also shows that one major disadvantage suffered 
by the average country mill was due to its failure to operate as near to 
capacity as did city mills . On average Sydney mills produced to 9~~ of 
capaci ty whereas c01..U'ltry mills only produced to 6 8'/~ of capaci ty2~ 
Comparing the idle with the busy country mills , idleness is more costly 
mainly because of :higher wages and ' Other ' manufacturing costs. 
T.1US the costs of manufacturing in country mills were from 4/- to 
14/6 per ton higher than in city mills . Probably this disadvantage was 
due partly to the ,fa ct tp~t country mills were smaller, but also to the 
fact that they suffered a higher proportion of idle time than did city 
millers. It is unfortunate that the Royal Commission did not print 
evidence on the capacity and production of every mill, as this would have 
23 . Royal Commission ••. , pp . 520- 521. 
24. Ro;zal Commission •• • , p . 521. 
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allowed an evaluation of the relative importance of scale and idleness 
by statistical methods. 
The smaller s ize of country mills i s probably a reflection of t he 
higher costs of distribution in the country. Once there is a certain amount 
of milling capacity i n the metropolitan area , these Sydney mills tend to 
be larger than country rDills because t he econoL1ics of manufacturing and 
administrat i on to be gai ned by the amalgamation of mill s arc not offset 
by diseconomi es ari sing out of the costs of distributi ng flour to a wide , 
sparsely populated market area. However ~ this, process r equires that 
country mills dep end heavi l y upon the i r local market and , in order that 
imperfections in the amalgamation process do not retard the increase in 
the relative size of city mills, i t is probably necessary that the 
metropolitan milling capacity and market be rising . That is~ city mi lls 
are larger because they serve t he city market Ihereas country mills are 
mostly dependent upon local markets . However , it is jus t thi s s ituation 
that we are trying to explain: the small size of country mills is as much 
a consequence as a cause of their lack of penetrati on of the city D drket . 
So far , then9 the data and the argument based upon them have sugGested 
two main propositions . The first i s that ci ty mills have an advantage 
over country mills because they dominate the local market . This allows 
m8tropolitan mills to manufacture more cheaply (economies of scale) and 
to distribute more cheaply. The second proposition is that city mill s are 
abl e to manufac ture more cheaply because they work nearer to capacity. 
These are the two major conclusions to be drawn from the data presented 
by the Royal Commission (though the Commiss ion does not, i n fact , 
draw them) . 
Data from the seven interviews conducted with flour millers in New 
South Wales ure now used to provide potential reasons why Sydney mills 
. 25 dominate the me tropolitan market and work nearer to capaclty • A summary 
of the answers to the question about the advantages of city mill s over 
non- metropolitan mills i s given in 'lIabl e 8- 11. Six answers were given, 
relating to the ho~ market, the export market , the sources of whe't and 
transport costs . These are examined in turn. 
25 . The companies i nterviewed wer e : Allied lhlls Ltd ( Summer Hill and 
Strathfield) , SUIllrler Hill, 25/ 2/66; Wm Connolly & Sons Ltd, Goulburn, 
22/4/6 5 ; George Fi e l der & Co . Ltd (Tamworth and Dulwich Hill), Tamworth, 
23- 24/ 7/65 ; Keys & Co. pty Ltd , Narrabri, 22/7/65; C. S. I'lIaclnt;yre pty Ltd, 
Newcastle, 24/ 5/66; Wise Bros Pty Ltd (Narrandera and Tocumwal), Sydney, 
30/4/ 65 9 and George Weston Foods Ltd (whi ch has flour mills at :£<;nfield, 
Tile lbourne, in South Australi a , i n Western Au tralia and in Queensland), 
Camperdown , 13/ 4/66 . 
TABLE 8-11 
The Advantages of Sydney Mills over Country Mills 
jill AJITT AG E 
JlflARKE'l'Hm 
Sydney Market ":';xpOl't Narket 
Quick delivery (5) Timing deliveries 
Local decisions ( 1 ) Arranging exports 
If ransport costs ( 1 ) 
( 1) 
( 2) 
RAW 
MATERIALS 
Several sources 
of supply (1) 
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Ifote : bracketed figures indicate number of times f actors were mentioned. 
Sourcej interview survey , New South Wales) 1965-66 . 
The value of the export market and the n8ed of flour mills to sell 
in this ffiurket are illustrated by the fact that when the productive capacity 
of mills in 1933 is compared to the population requirements for flour, New 
South Wales hud 63% surplus mill capaci t/? During this period, however , 
only 35~ of the flour produced was exported2; and most of this wa 
contributed by the city mills2~ Yet t he city export pri ce was not lower 
29 than the country price • 
Table 8- 11 suggests ~¥o possible reasons why the city mills should 
dominate the export market , both of which are extensions of the problems 
of uncertainty costs. COlLl1try millers must use rail to send flour to the 
export port , as part of the milling- in-transit agreement . This media is 
notoriously lli1Teliable: several firms complained about ships missed 
because of delays in consignments arriving at the port . Even now, no 
country miller can be r easonably sure that a delivery will arrive in Sydney 
in less than four days. Thus if a firm is to sell regularly on the export 
market, it must sustain the capital cost of a store in Sydney and the extra 
costs of double handling of flour. 
Arranging and documenting transport and contracts , dealing with 
commissions on the whnrvGs, all these must be done by a man on the spot. 
SOlle country millers seem to have been deterred by the cost and complexity 
of this process. Other firms have set up offices in Sydney, but this 
involves extra communications and administrative costs : one firm 
considered that maintaining a Sydney off ice lengthened the delays before 
30 
problems of administration and pl&nning were solved . 
26. ~yal Commission •• • , p. 582. 
27. Royal Commi ssion • . . , p. 527 . 
28 . Royal Commission • • • , p. 583 . 
29 . Royal Cormllssion . .. , pp . 572- 5'73. 
30. Interview , Wise Bros "Pty Ltd, Sydney , 30/4/65. 
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These nppear to be the only two advantages which city mills have 
over country mills in competing for the limited export mark8t . The data 
perwit no other deduction: firms mentioned only these advantages. Since 
the export pri ce ,.,as approxi 12.tely 18/- per ton lower than the local price 
while local flour was on average 17/6 more expensive to deliver3; the 
dornin["tion of the export market by the city mills t:r..rough their advc:.ntage 
in uncertainty costs vlUS important in allowing them t o work nearer to 
co.pacity than country mills without the city mills los';"ng money in 
supplying thCtt Llarlcet. 
A similar series of advantages -- depending on the fact that they 
were close to thDir custoIDvrs -- accrued to the city millers who sold 
flour on the local market . By the interwar period bakeri8s were becoming 
larger? and many were making long term contracts to obtain flour. A mill 
in Syc1.ley had its executives on the spot , able to mo.lce quick decisions 
about discounts which might be offercd in order to gain the contract. 
More importantly, city millers were able to offer prompt delivery, and on 
a definite date. No country miller could compete against this service 
32 
without incurring the costs of a bulk store in Sydney . 
A third factor adduced to explain the advantages of Sydney mills 
over country mills in the metropolitan market was transport costs. Any 
mill located in what the Australian Wheat Board has or ganised as the 
hinterland of rewcastle can only sell flour in Sydney if it pays for the 
transport from Newcastle to sydne?: The mills in the north and llortl"east 
of leVI South \Yales therefore had to pay slightly higher freight rates if 
they were to sell in Sydney than did Sydney wills; ove~ the rest of the 
State, milling- in-transit privileges meant that freight costs to the 
Sydney market were the same for metropolitan and country mills . A 
compnrison of the extent to which milling capacity in the Newcastle and 
Sydney hinterlands has closed down Dince 1933 , in Tabl e 8- 12, suggests 
that the mortality of mills in the Sydney zone WdS lubher than that in 
the Newcastle hinterlend . The great bulk of the lost capo-city in the 
country areas of the State was therefore in mills which suffered no 
transport cost disadvQlltnee relctive to city mills in selling to the 
metropolitnn market. 
31. Royal Commission • • • , pp. 583 and 587 . 
32. I VIas unable to obtain accurate information from flour millers on 
these costs, but a similar firm owns a bulk store in Sydney for which it 
pays n rent equiva lent to the cost of 10% of its total assets . The 
company owns four mills and other assets . 
One firm estimt:tted that it cost them about £32 per 100 tons to Llove 
flour five miles in Sydney (including handlir~) . On a local price of 
£42 per ton~ this is 71% of the received flour price. 
-Storage and handling charges in Sydney are therefore high. 
33. Interviuw, George Pi elder & Co . Ltd, Tamwor th, 23- 24/7/65 . 
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TABL~ 8-1 2 
MortalitY.: of Flour Mills 1933 to 1966, by Location 
LOCATION 1933 Mi 11 Capaci ty Closed ca)acity as Capaci ty Closed 1933-66 % 1933 capacity 
Hewcastle hinterland 95 .5 22. 0 23. O';~ 
Sydney hint erland 383 . 5 194. 0 50.6% 
Note : mills in Ne~castle and Sydney have not been included in the figures . 
Since there are no figur' cs on present cc.pc:..ci ty by location, the 1966 
capacity cannot be compared \n th the 1933 capacity. 
Sources: the 1933 cupaci ty of indivi.dual wills from Royal Commission . . . , 
pp . 517--519 ; loca tion of surviving mills i 1 advertisement inserted in 
The Official Journal of Bread Manufacturers of N. S.W., September 1963, 
p . 14 , by the New South 7ales Flour Millers ' Council , upda t ed during the 
intervim'v's . 
Thus Vii thout facilities in Sydney to store flour while awaiting 
either shipment or local delivery, and without executives in the metropolis 
to arrange shipping and nego tiate contracts , country mllers were, and 
remain, unable to compete against the Sydney mills for t e metropolitan 
or the export market . Even VIi th these facilities, this competition is 
expensive~ for the country f irm has to pay for storage, for double handling 
and for the o.dded co s ts of communication between Sydney and the mill. 
The third adv3.llt age of the city mill derived from its more secure 
source of supply . A country mill~ if i t was to enjoy milling- in-transit 
privileges, had to draw almost all its ':1heat f rom areas to the west of 
the mill . Gener ally t his mem1t that i t had a smaller area to draw from 
than the city miller who vms located at the focus of the State railway 
system. Now, the smaller the area from which a cou-Yltry mill could dravl 
wheat, the more variable -'ms the supply: thus for the years 1881-1 89 1 
there is a correlo.tion of r = 0 . 5224 (p less than 0 . 01) between the volume 
of v/heat produced and the standard deviation of the percentage year to 
year change s in the output of wheat3~ Fig . 8-1 illustra tes this associa tion 
The smaller the source area and the volume of production from tha t area, 
the more variable was the wheat output. Then i n years of low output, a 
country mill had ci ther to pay extra char ges to import wheat from other 
areas or to produce only a 10Vi volume of output . The impractica l 
alternative was for the mill to hold l a r ge wheat stocks . 
~l'his discussion has suggested that the relative growth of flour 
milli~~ capacity in Sydney up to 1935 may be due to three main fac tors : 
l ess variable whea t supplies, a firm hold on the city market by virtue of 
quick service and decisions , and a near monopoly of the export trude 
because of r eli 8.ble delivery and ease of docuL'1J.cntatioE. Because of these 
34. Data from Statistical Hegister of New South Wales, 1881 to 1891, on 
the basis of electoral districts. 
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FIGURE 8-1 
ASSOCIATIOn BEI'KCEN VOLuiYIE OF . HEAT PRODUCED JI.lITD STA1'wAl'1D DEVIATImr Oli' 
PERCENTAGE YEAR TO YEAR CHANGES Dr WHEAT OUTPUT? 
ELECTORAL DISTRICTS? NEW SOUTH WfJES , 1881-1 89 1 
Source : Statistic8.1 Regist8r of Nev7 South Wc..les? 1881 to 189 1. 
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advantages ? the operating costs of city mills were lower and the average 
return on capital in 1933 for city mills was 1 1 .2~~ while for country 
mills it Vias 9 .1 8%3: The extra funds thus generated Vlere to be useful in 
the postwar years . 
(iii) Re cent changes 
By this time the foundations were laid for the locationa l . changes which 
have taken place since 1933. The capacity and the number of mills have 
fallen, exports have declined, and firms are diversifying , but these 
structural changes have not reduced the relative advantage of Sydney mills 
over country mills The discussion of the continued increase in the 
concentrati on of capacity in Sydney through these changes will bring the 
case study up to date . Table 8- 13 presents the basic data. 
TABLE 8-1 3 
Structural Changes in the Fl our 1lilling Industry Between 1933 and 1965 
INTIEX 
Number of mills 
Employment 
Capaci ty ( 10) 
Exports as ~~ production 
Exports (tons) 
Bxport as % do~estic price 
1933 
NSVI 
55 
1335 
154.2 
39 . 9 
2249 192 
88 .6 
YEAR 
1965 
Sydney 
rTSW Sydney 
as % NSW as ;~~ NSW 
29 .1 ( 1 ) 33 36 . 4 (6) 
48.5 ( 2) 2182 59 .8 (7) 
50 . 6 ( 1 ) 11 6.2 54. 5 (6) 
(3) 25.1 (8) 
( 4) 168? 114 (8) 
(5) 79.5 (9) 
0ources: (1) Royal Commission ••• 9 p . 520; (2) Royal Co~nission •• • , p . 522; 
( 3 ) Royal Commission •. . , p . 527 -- . refers to 1928- 1933 ; (4) Royal 
Commission" ' 9 pp. 509 and 527 -- refers to 1928-1 933; (5) Royal 
Commission ••• , pp. 56 1 and 583; (6) personal communication from Secretary, 
New South Hales Flour rlillers ' Council, dated 28/1/66; (7) unpublished 
returns of the 196 1 census of Australia; adjusted for employment in rice 
mills (interview, Ricegrowers ' Co- operative Mills Ltd, Leeton, 6/9/65); 
(8 ) over the period 1960-1 965, from Statistical Register of New South 
Wales; (9) interview9 C. S. MacIntyre Pty Ltd, Newcastle , 24/ 5/ 66; 
~capacity is in short tons per hour. 
In' an environment in which the overseas market was declining ann the 
home Dlarket growing but slowly, the metropolitan mills showed a greater 
ability to adjust and survive . Their advantage of being on the spot 
enabled them to dominate the largest market in the State) wher eas the 
country mills, with almost one half of the State ' s capacity, could sell to 
local markets equivalent to one third of the State market . Country millers 
were t her efore more heavily dependent upon exports , whose relative 
35 . Royal Commission • • • , p. 564. 
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profitability had declined since the war . Thus Sydney millers could 
continue to earn higher rates of profit on capital than country mills . 
A large baking company entered this situation in 1950 -- George 
Wes ton (Australia) pty Ltd . This company bought bakeries in Sydney and ? 
expanding with new imported techniques? was able to offer large and 
profitable contracts to some millers . The other millers saw these 
companies doing well and wanted to participate? and tnen realised that 
their home market was shrinking . 'rhe millers reacted by attempting to 
secure as large a tied market as possible t~ov~h buying bakeries. Since 
the city mills had? or could obtain more funds (as a result of higher 
profit rates)? they were able to buy up proportionally more bakeries than 
the country mills. For example ? during the period 1957-1 960 Allied iills 
Ltd bought thirty suburban bakeries and acquired John Darling & Son 
(Australia) Ltd~ wlrrch had bought twenty- five bakeries3~ This process has 
led to an even gr eater exclusion of the country mills from the Sydney 
market while guaranteeing? for the time being at l east? the continued 
existence of the metropolitan mills . iU1Y further locational change in tho 
immediate future must be in the direction of furthc;r concentration in 
Sydney. 
This case study has argued that the increasing concentration of flour 
milling in Sydney - - indeed, that the existence of any milling capacity in 
Sydney -- is due primarily to costs arising out of lllcertainty. The 
advantages of city millers 'lath respect to uncertainty costs have been 
operative during both the interwar and postwar yc;ars 7 completely changing 
tile pattern of t he location of flour milling in the process. That such 
changes should occur v~1en city millers have a negligible advantage in 
transport costs ? pay more for wheat than country m:i..llers3T and when country 
mills receive a higher local price for flour than do city mills3~ is 
perhaps an illustration or the locational effectiveness of the needs for 
information and of the ability of firms to react quickly to these data. 
Carcase butchering? and meat packing and freezing 
In New South ':Vale s and Queensland there are meat works in several distinct 
types of location? each offering very different advantages to the 
36. Interview? Allied Inllls Ltd , Summer Hill? 25/2/66 . 
37. Royal Commission • • • , p . 547: cost of wheat in shillings per bushel? 
by location and by operating time as a percentage of potential capacity: 
Operating Time Sydney Mills Coum;ry': ";Iills 
38 . Royal 
81+1; 3 - 00 . 4d 2 - 08.4d 
51-80% 2 - 11.4d 2 - 08 . 2d 
50-.% 2 - 06 . 5d 
Commission •• • ? pp. 
. Operating Time 
81+% 
51-80% 
50-% 
572-3 : median 
Sydney Mills 
£7 - 8 - 11 
£6 -17 - 08 
price received per 
Country Mills 
£7 - 5 - 04 
£7 - 6 - 08 
£7 - 13 - 03 
ton of flour: 
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abattoirs . In this short study a cross section of these locations is taken 
and the advantages and problems of each are disc~ccd. The discussion is 
complicated, however, by the existence of several markets . 
These markets are three. By and large, country areas are fed with 
local meat locally killed. This means of reducing transport costs offsets 
many economies of large scale operation, and so there i s an abattoir in 
most large country towns. The metropolitan mc'1.rkets are served by local 
abattoirs killing nonlocal lleat and by country meat works . The third 
mnrket, the export llk~k6t? is supplied by pl~ts in three different types 
of location: the metropolitan port, the small non- metropolitan port and 
the inland country town. Interest in the location patterns of tIllS 
industry arise out of the results of the competition between plants in 
these different places for the metropolitan and eA~ort markets. 
Killing near the source of the meat offers distinct savings in 
transport costs . Orl average about 55% by weight of cattle and sheep is 
recovered as meat and 20'/0 as hide, blood and meal. Transport of killed 
meat and by-products costs about 15% of the charge for moving live 
animals . Furthermore there are savings in that 3- 4% of the animals usually 
die on a long train journey, while among the others there is an average 
loss of weight of approximately 5%3: Thus , provided that minimum scale 
economies can be attained, killing near the source of the meat makes for 
lower transport costs than killing near the market. 
The non- metropolitan port abattoir has few advantages over the inland 
killing works when competing for the metropoli tQi.l market . The costs of 
transport are higher in the port if there is no local meat source . But in 
competing for the export market, a small port f8.ctory has lO'ller 
uncertainty costs than an inland abattoir , a cost advantage which may 
offset the transport cost disadvantage of a location away from raw 
materi al so rrces . 
One of these advantages derives from the delays inherent in tpe 
transport of meat. When me.::tt is killed and frozen for export and sent to 
a port , it is i r:lposs i ble to time the arrival of the meat and the readiness 
of' the ship to receive that meat . A country meat works must therefore 
set up a cold store near the port so that its meat can be safely stored 
until the ship is able to load it. An abattoir in the port escapes both 
the capital cost of this extra store and t1e cost of double handling the 
cargo . This cost had been recognised as early as 192849 managers of the 
39. Interview, Tancred Bros Industries Ltd , Sydney , 15/4/66 and Wm Angliss 
& Co . (Australia) pty Ltd ) Sydney, 14/ 4/66. 
40 . Parli amentary Standing Corrn:nittee on Public Works, Report on Proposed 
'P r ovisi on of Wharfage :B'acilities y Dar win, Commonwealth of Austr alia 
Parliamentary Papers, 1926 ·1928 , vol. IV, pp. 955-1 016. See the discussion 
on pp . 986- 981 and 992- 993 . 
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three exporting companies interviewed41 mentioned it as a ma jor advantage 
of a port location. 
I.letropoli tan plants are also able to obt8.in this advantage with 
respect to both the export and metropolitan markets . Plants in the 
metropolitan area .s.re further aided by their ability to capitalise upon 
the benefit of a larber hinterland from which they can draw meat. Brisbane 
and Sydney and, to 8. lesser extent, 'rownsville, Bowen, Rockhampton and 
f..1ackay are all effectively connected by transport routes to much larger 
hinterlands than are the inland abatto irs which produce for nonloc 1 
marlcets . Consequently port meat works are more able to escape the severe 
output fluctuations which so mar the operations of the inland ment works . 
This offers a considerable advantage : the plant at Bourke has been closed 
for at least 10% of its potential running time since 1945 because of 
lack of meat to kil14~ 
Furthermore, metropolitan plants obtain the advantages of beine in 
a large city. They have all the advantages of proximity to a large 
market -- quick and flexible delivery, maintenance of contacts , ability 
to negotiate large contracts quickly 1 and so on -- \'li thout the extra 
capitEl, handling and administrative costs associated with a city store 
and ~rehouse distant from the f actory. In nddition, the custs of 
manufacturing are possibly slightly lower than outside the fu.etropoli t.J.n 
areas , for water and power Dilly be cheaper than in small cities, repairs 
are easier and quicker to effect, and the freight cost on such 
accessories as tin cans is reduced . 
These, then, are the forces. On the one hand, the costs of transport 
favour n location near the source of the !ileat while, on the other, 
unc er'tninty and running costs are 10 er near the market (port and 
metropolitan) locntions . The resultant pattern differs slightly betw en 
the two States for which information was gathered , New South .7ales and 
Queensland. Consequently the two situations are examined separ tely. 
There are no New South Wales ports eJCcept Sydney which handle the 
meat exports of the State . Newcastle and Port Kembla 8.re oriented mainly 
to the iron c:md steel industries . Therefore there are meat works only in 
the inlnnd and metropolitan locations . De pite the feet that only 6 . 8'-;~ 
of the New South Wales ' beef cattle herds are within 100 miles of Sydney4? 
41. VIm Angliss &. Co . (Australia) Pty Ltd , Thos Borthwi ck (Australas ia.) 
Pty Ltd and Tancred Bros Industries Ltd . 
42 . Interview, Tancred Bros Industries Ltd, Sydney, 15/4/66 . 
43 . Statistical Register of Hew South ;:Ia.l es , 1962. Sheep for wool and 
sheep for lamb and ID1ltton aTe not diff rentiated in the statistics , a.nd so 
no calculation has been made for lamb and mutton production. Data adjusted 
for movement of beef from Queensland to New South \!ales : see N. S. Morrell 
& W. T. Allen, ' Cattle Movement· Between Queensland a.nd New South Wales 1 7 
Q. Rev. agric. Econ., vol . 18, 1965, pp . 63- 76. 
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43% of the states employment in carcaSG butchering, and m08.t paeking o.nd 
freezing is located ill the county of cumberland4~ Since :\few South \VQles 
exports no more meat than it imports 4; o.pproximately 40;,& of the m at 
output is consumed in the country areas. Assuming that meat eat en in the 
country is largely locally produced? then? of the employment in this 
i nd'LlStry which is competing for the Sydn8y mc.rl-::et and the export mnrket? 
6~/o of the total ? 43% i s in ydney and 17% ( 57% less 4O~ local consumption) 
is 10c8.t ed in country nreo.s . Allowing for the fuct that 7/; of the Stat8 ' s 
co.ttle herds o.re 'IIi thin 100 miles of the metropolis ? the r atio of 
employQent nt the market (o.nd o.W:J.Y from mat~ri~ls) to employment at the 
mo.terials ( o.nd avT8.Y from the market) is 36 : 17. Thus more t haD twic(; as 
much of the nonlo cnl mnterials and mBIke t employment in th8 meat industry 
is in the me t ropolis (to reduce uncertainty and running costs) as i s 
located near r aw mnt eri als? even though there is 0. substantio.l freight 
advanto.ge in being close to the areas whi eh ro.ioe meat . 
Queensland ' s employment in the butcheri"~ and meat packing industries 
i s divided among the three types of location~ with Bri sbane ho.ving 29 . 4%> 
the non-metropolita~ ports 45. 5%1 end inland areas 25.1% of the Stcte 
tota14? The industry in Queensland is much more closely oriented tovlO.rds 
the ports than it is in New South 'Jales? probably i n part because 357; of 
th st· ,to 1 s ca ttle production is wi thin 100 miles or' tho coast and 49'-';' of 
the meat output is exported47 Performing the same calculo.t ions as for 
New South Wale s , it seems that of the employment which is compctine for 
the export and me tropoli tan warkets (73% of the total) , 5% is loca t d 
nem' ravi matE:rials, 35~b is near rnaterio.ls and market , and 33% is at the 
market, eit her in Brisbane or the other ports . The lower uncertainty costs 
of a port l ocation appear to be as important 8.8 the transport cost 
advantages of bei~~ close to r o.w materials . 
This study of the carcase butche~ing? and meat packi ng and freezing 
industry has h elped to illustrate the pressures arising out of uncerto.inty. 
These forces have quite strongly influenced the location of meat works 
mvny fron 0. type of lo cation that has an almost 35~ advantage in trc.nsport 
costs over alte~native places . The locational f orces set up by tL.Ylcertainty 
then, a1'e not always to be r egarded as minor: i n some cases at least, 
they can create strong pressures towards otherwise unlikely lo cations . 
44. Unpublished returns of the 196 1 census of ustral i a . 
45 . Statist ical Register of New South Hales , 1958 to 1962. 
46. Unpubl ished returns of the 196 1 census of Australi a . 
47 . statistics of the State of Queensland , 1961-2. Adjusted for cattl e 
movements to New South Wales . 
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The venetian blind ? goneral printing, and newspaper printing industries 
The three industries in this study have been chosen to illustrate some 
of the effecto of the movement of information over distance and of the 
nature of the origin of this information. The data suggest that uncertainty 
has altered what might otherwis e be expected to be the location pattern. 
(i) Venetinn blinds 
About 8~S of the New South Wales ! venetian blind fmd furnishing drapery 
industry employment is in the C01.mty of Cumberland~ The furnishing 
drapery segment of the code is more concentra ted than the blindmaking, 
so tha t possibly 801 of the employment in the New South Wales ! venetian 
blind industry is located in Cumberland4? For mo st firms the source of 
raw mbterials is Hunter Douglas Ltd, at Rydalrere , Sydney. There is a 
slight loss of weight in proc essing, but it costs about the same to 
transport finished blinds as to move the materi[ ls . Thus any firm hoping 
to sell to the metropolitan market minimises its transport costs by 
locating there, while 0. firm selling to any other market has no transport 
cost advantages over a Sydney firm. 
TABLE 8-1 4 
Some Metropolitan and Country manufactur.J:Eg Costs 
OOSTS 
Raw material stocks 
as % total assets 
rr elephone account 
as % turnover 
LOCAJ:ION 
Syd..Yley (2) Country (4) 
10 .8 33.5 
0 . 29 0.42 
Sources: interviews with Alken AlumiI1ium pty Ltd, Newcastle, 5/5/66 j 
The Express Venetian Blind Co. ~ Tamworth, 20/7/65; I1ilroy & Simmons Pty 
Ltd, Sydney, 10/5/66; Riches & iVlcC o.nn Pty Ltd? Sydney? 12/5/66; South 
Pacific Venetian Blind Co. , Wollongong, 20/4/66; and H.A. Parsons & Son, 
I'{ollongong, 21/4/66 . 
On the other hand the eosts of manufacturing in country areas are 
higher th&~ i n the metropolis . Tables 8-1 4 and 8-15 set out the da ta 
derived from the interviews. Non- metropolitan firms have r elatively 
higher stocks and cornnnmications costs than Sydney firms . SinCe the me.rko-'.:i 
of non- metropolitan firms is limited (a) by their inability to sell in 
markets butween them and Sydney (because of transport costs) and (b) by 
the fact that the road and rail network in the state tends to radiate fro. 
Sydney? so tha t it is difficult t o send goods from one lile to another 
without sending them through Sydney, country firms tend to be smaller thrul 
48 . Unpublished returns of the 1961 census of Australia. 
49. Compared to 60% of the population of the s tate. 
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metropolitan firms . Table 8- 15 suggests tlmt luree firms may have some 
cost advantages through a more efficient u 8 of capitcl and labour . Thus 
one would expect thc.t employment in this industry be concentrated in the 
County of Cc@berlnnd . 
TABLE 8- 15 
Costs of Small and J~rge ~irms 
COST 
Turnover as % total assets 
Turnover (£000 ) per employee 
Sources: see Table 8- 14. 
FIRM 
Larg8 (3) 
270 
6 . 3 
SIZES 
Smell (3) 
180 
4. 7 
However, this expected pattern is upset by the methods of ordering 
and transmitting information. All the firms intervie\Ved nanufactured on 
order and all dealt in part at least directly with the public . The range 
of Size, colour and style in blinds is so great that no one firm could 
hope to stock efficiently all the variation. firm in a country town is 
able to sell directly to the customer and to produce his order quickly 
because there are no transport delays. These two e l ements of speed of 
production end information (order) collGction pull some employment away 
from the metropolitan area and closer to the market . 
The process is not completed, however, because there does exist .n 
method of channelling information into the larger metropolitan firms 
from the country areas. Many of these firms manufacture to orders received 
from the branche of the larger department stores in the Stat e. This 
overcomes the proble~ of information collection, but there remains that 
of speed . Consequently country tovms have about 20% of the State ' s 
employment in tr~s industry, compared to possibly 40% were there no 
regular information channel to the metropolitan firms and compared to 
possibly no employment if standardised blinds were sold through retail 
outlets in the same illBIrr!cr as, say, cooking utensils. 
(ii) General printing 
The second industry to be studied, job and general printing? is affected 
by similQT pressures . Some 76% of the code ' s employment is in the County 
of Cumberl8.nd; a llowing f'or the fact toot the cod e also includes the 
highly concentrated book printing and publishing industry, it is possible 
thnt the industry has 65-70~'"b of its employment in the metropolitan area. 
The raw material is distributed through Sydney, und there is some 
loss of weight through ,-vaste . However, transport costs to market arc 
higher than from materials, becaUSe of packaging and the smallness of 
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orders . Three mc:tropoli tan firms held stock of ra\1 mo.teria l s equivalent 
to 7.5% of their total assets ~ 'Nhile four non- metropolitan firms held 
1 6 . 0~~ of their total assets in such stocks . Communication bills in the 
metropolitan aren \vere 0 . 33/; of turnover, compared vlith 1. 55% outside 
50 Sydney • These facts suggest that the industry be concentrated in the 
metropolis . 
However, as Yli t h the venetian blind mnkers ? job end general printer., 
are faced v;i th a multitude of sizes and desig;):J of orders , information 
whi ch I'uqvires t r..8 firm to have very close contact nith its market. Si .. ce 
there is no organised method of channelling this informntion to 
I!1etropolitan firms -- possibly because of the importance of quick 
delivery -- all local m8.I'kets nre served by local print er s. The general 
printing industry, because of its information requirements, is one of 
small f:i..rms, closely t ied to its markets . 
(iii) NcvlSpapers 
Probably 70~~ of the employm8nt in neYJspnper printing and pub lishirib is 
located in the Sydney hlctropolitan aren5 ~ The costs of transporting 
newsprint and ne'ilspapcrs are roughly equivalent , but there is evidence of 
extensive econom.ies of scale in the industry . I'or exampl e, the J.arger the 
circulc. .. ,tion of the neVlspaper y the more reporting staff it can employ, and 
the grenter the coverage of neVis which cun be olJtni ned . 'i'hus the locnl 
paper in Wollongong 9 the South Const Times ~ employed twenty- tHo reporters 
. 52 
and editors , whereas John rairfa..'C Ltd employed ,no such staff In Sydney . 
Since the source of all newsprint in new Soutl Wales is in ydney -- it 
is all imported, either fron Tusmania or ov~rscas -- non- metropolitan 
newspnpero are u..'lnble to compete fOl' the 3ydn~y iJarket: the problem is 
to det ermine what factors i nfluence the extent to which the Sydney 
newspapers, with their economies of scnle ~ can COilll)ete \Ii th small country 
newspapers ir.. the non- TIetropolitan market . 
It is cheaper and Q.uicker to move inform tion about the countryside 
than to move ne\{spapers . It is cheaper t o transpor t newsprint f rom Sydney 
to, say> Tnmworth by road or rail nnd to send information later by 
teleprinter thnn it is to fly newspapers from Syuney to Tamworth to 
arrive in time for morning del iveri es . This is one major reason why tlere 
50 . Datn from interviews wi th the ffian8gGrS of J.A. Cnmpbell Pty Ltd 1 
Sydney? 16/2/66; Davies & Cannington Pty Ltd? Newsc~stle ? 4/5/66; 
O' Loughlin Bros ?ty Ltd, Sydney, 15/3/66; J . G. Parkes , viollongong, 
20/4/66; Paramac Printing Co . Pty Ltd, Sydney, 19/4/66; Port Kembln 
Printery Pty Ltd , Wollol1gong , 22/4/66; 1f[esten1 Printers Pty Ltd, Bathurst; 
13/7/65. 
51. 70//0 of the code is employed in Cumberland, but this i ncludes the 
concentrated magazine pri nting and publishing industry . 
52 . Interviews 5 John Fairfax Ltd, Sydney, 1/2/66 and couth Coas t Times 
Pty Ltd, Wollongong , 21/4/66. 
are a large number of newspapers in New South Wal es and why most 
metropolitan newspapers are not sold across State borders . 
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The local news content of newspapers is Rlso important . The Newcastl e 
and Wo llongong newspapers are able to maintain a large share of their 
local markets, even though the Sydney morning papers can be ~ent to these 
cj.ties by road or r ail in time for morning deli veries5? The mEltropoli tan 
newspapers cannot compete with such local newspapers in respect of th 
amount of local news story that they can incorporat e: a column- inch count 
of the Newcastle Morning Herald for 4/5/66 reveals t hat half the newspaper 
(all items, including advertising) is concerned solely ,vith information 
drawn from the Hunter Valley r egion. 
It is impossible to assign accurate weights to these two factors, 
the relative costs of transport and communication, and local news content, 
for only one situation is available for analysis . However, the fact that 
the Newcastle paper can survive competition from Sydney despite equality 
of transport costs and despite the economies of scale available to 
Sydney f irms, suggests that the local informP.tion content of a small 
newspaper can be an i mportant element in boosting that newspaper ' s 
competitive ability. 
Conclusion 
The several studies reported in t~is chapter have attempted to point out 
some of the difficulties inherent in the broad ranging statistical t ests 
of the last chapter . The closer examination of a small nwnber of industries 
has refined the methods but has reinforced the general conclusions of that 
chapter . At the same time, this method cannot entirely r eplace the 
development of broad statistical generalisations: the two t ypes of studies 
provide different sorts of conclusions, one of which is incomplete 
without the other. 
The examples have shown how awlC\'lard it may be to construct a simple 
expected pattern of location from the pressures cnased by the rum1ing 
costs associated with uncertainty. The general tests of Chapter 7 are 
therefore subject to error, not (necessarily) because the theory is a 
poor interpretation of reality, but because it is difficult to determine 
the generalised predictions of the hypothesiS . The problem of deciding 
which codes to omit from the analys es of Chnpter 7 illustrates this 
clearly. 
53. Daily Press in the New South '[>jales Primary rJarket , Sydney, 1965, 
based on data compiled by The Anderson Analysis Pty Ltd , for the Research 
Department of Mirror Newspapers Ltd: the Newcastle Morning Herald and 
the Sun outsell all the Sydney morning and afternoon papers ?ombined 
in Newcastle . 
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Firms locate to max:ilnise profits. Uncertainty affects the level of 
these profits in s everal ways . If information is an input , comparable 
with, saY1 raw materials, firms have an incentive to locate near the 
source of information, to reduce collection and transmission costs : thus 
the general printing , venetian blind making and newspaper printing 
industries locate near the customers , while the clothing industry locates 
near the centre of fashion. The variability of local sources of supplies 
and uncertainty in marketing have driven the meat and flour milling 
industries into areas where several sources can be tapped and where the 
uncertainty costs of selling can be minimised. The can making industry 
provides an example of the problem of selling to a purely local market. 
These studies complement the analyses of Chapter 7 in another way. 
Little information was available to allow a statistical evaluation of 
uncertainty costs in comparison with other costs . The more qualitative 
studies , relying on interview surveys, have been able to achieve a closer 
integration of the several factors affecting the location of industry. 
Even when other factors are recognised in the analysis , uncertainty can 
still be seen as an influence on location in these industries . However, tho 
data collected are not sufficiently precise to evaluate exactly the 
influence of the various factors . 
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CHAPTER 9 
UNCERTAINTY ANTI LOCATION 'NITillN A CITY: l1AN1J1:i'ACTUTIING nmUSTRY IN SYDNEY 
Uncertainty is at all times perp l exing .•• • 
IV. S. Churchil1 ~ letter to his mother , 11 July, 1887. 
Citi es are areas of relatively intense economic activity. However, the 
density of this acti vity is not cons tant over the entire urban mass. Bo t h 
economic activity in general and its component parts i n particular are 
variously scattered wi thin 2. metr opolitan ar'ea. This chapter , by studying 
the interaction between the costs associated with uncertainty aDd the 
uneven distribution of manufacturing industry within the metropoli tan area 
of Sydney, complements the previously completed studies of the relationship 
between uncertainty and concentration at the national and interurban scales. 
Introduction 
Controls 
Adequate statistical evaluations of the theories of location as they apply 
to the distribution of activity within a city have been f ew. Only a 
handful of studies have bee"" IlBde of lo cation within metropolitan areas~ 
but the statistical bases OJ: these studies are limited; Many lnajor 
empirica l location studies have developed with an overtly inter- urban 
character, even though the theory is spatially general. However, the 
development of meaningful gener alisati ons about the location of economic 
activity within cities probably requires assumptions different from those 
used to explain interurban location patterns. It i s unreasonable t o assume 
that the same factors are of the same relative importance at the variOlw 
areal scales. In determining the location of industry in a metropo litan 
area~ two factors in particular are relatively more i mportant than at the 
interurban scale: they ar e rent and t _le age of the industry. 
Theories of the location of non- agricultural production have largely 
ignored t he impli cations of the possibility that s everal firms may compete 
to locate at exactly the same point i n space . rlhen analysing choi ces among 
several towns~ firms may sensibly be assumed to locate at the same place 
1. For example , parts of Vernon, ~1etropolis 1985, are concer ned with 
location wit hin the metropolitan area of New York, but the study contains 
no evaluation of the s i gnificance, statistical basis, or generality of 
the results; J .I . Griffin, Industrial Location in the New York Area~ 
New York, 1956~ is based on an extensive i nterview study which is heavily 
biased towards large firms, both by intent and by the willingness of firms 
to reply. M. 1. Logan, ' The Geography of Manufacturing in an Australian 
City' , Ph.D . thesis~ University of Sydney , 1 964~ was f orced by lack of 
published data for Sydney to interview a l arge nurnber of firms i n three 
small sample industria l areas of Sydney. 
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even though they are in fact several miles apart. However 9 within a citY9 
points only two or three miles apart may have quite different locational 
characteristics ~ and it becomes important to assume that f irms may be 
competing for exactly the same site . A model of location within a city 
must therefore incOrl)Orate the effect of differences betv/een indu tries 
in the intensity with which they us e land and the vary i ng ability of f i rms 
t o pay rent. 
The i mportance of competition for sites? and thus of the factors 
which affect a firm' s ability to pay renty has been subject to little 
analysis. Logan has pointed out that i t i s o~e of the more important 
determinarrts of lo cation in Sydney? and has giv n example s of the effect 
of the land intensity of an i ndustry ' s production function~ POI' instance? 
firms in the fashion clothing industry require a location close to the 
centre of the city? in order to take advantage of the external economies 
there available . Thes8 firms can afford to pay the high rents attendant on 
such a location because they genera te high profit per unit area as a r esult 
of t heir ability to produce in multi- storey buildings: The i nterview study 
of fi rms in Sydney a lso illustrates the point~ The firms were asked to 
list the factors affecting their choic e of a lo cation wi thin Sydney: the 
price of l&~d received 32.6f; of all the mentions. An adequate eA~lanation 
of the location of i ndustry wi thin Sydney must therefore incorporate the 
effects of' compe tition for l and. 
A s econd fo..ctor which must be introduced int o a discussion of location 
within a me tropoli tan area i s the age of industri es . In a one node city? 
the l east a ttractive location is the one on tl e friage of urban development . 
At a given point in t ime? an industry ( A) is located there. However? as 
urbanisation and industrialisation develop more firms locate i n the citY5 
and the sites occupied by the f irms in A are no longer in the most distant 
zone? nor are t hey thc least attractive sites availabl e . If A remRins the 
industry least able to compete for centr al sites , the firms in it should 
be forced by rising rents to relocate still further from the centre . Tr~s 
process will occur unless ( a) the fi r ms own the land they occupy and (b) 
the costs of disinvestment exceed the gains from relocation. 
If the firm rents the land on which it is located 9 i t is charged the 
full market price for its usc . As industrialisation proc eeds~ this r ent 
rises ? eventually beyond the capa city of the firm to pay: t he firm may 
either relocate outwards, or incur losses , or offer less than marke t rates 
c~ return to uncerte,inty bearers. The site is eventually occupied by a ne'N 
firm? whos e residual prof it equals the r ent demanded . 
2 . ' The Geogra9hy of r1anufncturing in an Australian City ', pp. 34- 35 . 
3 . Logan, ' The Geography of j'.1anufacturing in an Australian City ' , pp . 283- 4. 
4 . For de tails of methods~ s ee Chap ter 6, pp . 120- 123. 
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However, if the firm owns the land vhich it occupies , this change in 
use may not take place. As land values rise arollild the firm, the an&lysis 
of the decision whether or not to r elocate takes a diffe rent form. The 
benefit from relocating is t he return on the sale of the l and less the 
cost of buying a new and more distant s i te : this is normally positive. 
On the other hand, to offset this benefit, the actual process of relocation 
i s costly. The cos t s of disinvestment include the inevitable loss of some 
employees and the training of new workersi the reorganisation of the firm ' s 
linkages with nearby suppliers and markets; and the interruptions in 
production and planning associ ated with the est ablishment of a new pl ant. 
These costs may be large enough, or the llilcerta inty about them great 
enough, to nullify the gains from the relati e prices of central and more 
distant land. 
The costs of disinvestment ther efore introduce imperfections into e. 
simple reodel of the effects of the competition for land. Time 18~S are 
injected into the process of adjustment to the continually evolving 
structure of the demand for land. Cons equently, industries which ar e no 
longer growing quickly tend to be located nearer the centre of the city 
than industries which have only recently been established in the city. 
For example , the inner industria l suburbs of Sydney, such as Alexandria 
and Waterloo y are dominated by the growth industries of the early twenti eth 
century - - metal fabrication and glass making in particular -- whereas the 
more r ecent growth i ndustries , notably heavy chemicals and pharmaceuticals, 
tend to be locat ed i n t he more distant suburbs, in Granville und Kurnell, 
and Rydalmere , respe cti vely~ 
The r esults of surveys of industrial location indicate that the cost 
of disinvestment is sufficiently high to deter firms from changing sites 
unless the benefits are large . Interview studies in New York6 and in 
Syuney and Melbourne7 r eveal that such disadvantages of a location as a 
limited labour forc e or poor transport and communication facilities are 
r a r ely sufficiently acute to offs et the co sts of relocation. It is 
frequently only when a firm outgr ows its site that it is prepar0d to 
undergo the costs and distuJ.'bances of moving. 
5 . Logan, ' The Geography of Manufacturing in an Australian City ' , pp . 226- 7 
and 263- 270 . Similarly, Vernon, Metropolis 1985, Chapter 8, in studying the 
relocation of jobs out of NeVI York city, finds that i ndustries i which 
employment is expanding are moving away from the city faster than the 
static industries . 
6. Griffin, Industrial Location in the ew York Area, pp . 41-71: of 32 
firms leaving Brooklyn, 26 indicated that they did so because there was 
no room for e~)ansion at their existing sites. 
7 . Confidential report from The Urban Planning and Research Centre, 
Sydney, 1966. 
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Data 
Variables associated with these two factors , profit per unit area and the 
age of industries ? must bl) introduced to act as controls while evaluuting 
the influence of uncertainty on the location of industry in Sydney. As a 
relatively simple measure of' the agc of an industry? the value of the 
output of the industry i 1951 is expressed as ~ percentcge of that in 
1 96 1 ~ It is hypothesised that, the greater the 195 1 production cOLlpared to 
the 196 1 value~ the greater is the conccmtration of that industry ne£,T the 
centre of Sydney. Unfortunntely, however? the lillld intensity of the 
production function of industries has eluded, measureocnt? for none of the 
published statistic[ 1 to.bles of'fer any data relating to the area occupied 
by firss or to the effect of variations in the area occupied on profits . 
The absence of such do.ta must reduce the confidence with which My results 
may be interpreted. 
Two further f actors have been introduced into the analysis ns 
i ndependent variables. The statistical nnalysis of interurban location in 
Chapter 7 indicates that firms using heavy raw materials are more dispersed 
thnn firms with fewer inputs in relation to output; hence the first of 
these is the value of raw rru:::.tericls as .J. percent.::.ge of the value of output 
in 1 96 1 ~ The second factor is uncertainty, as ~easured by six vari ab les 
1) the stcmdard deviation 0 1. Lhe percentage year to year chanees in t!le 
value of output, 195 1-1 9619 2) tht sQme standard devia tions after adjust-
ment for the changes in manufacturing output as a :1hole; 3) the average 
size of the firms in nn indufltry in 1961; 4) the percent8.ge change i n the 
number of employees per factory in 1951 -1 96 1; 5) the percento.ge incre8.se 
in the production per worker~ 195 1-1 96 1 ; o.nd 6) the pc 'centagc change in 
the value of salaries and wegus as a percentage of the value of output, 
195 1-1 96 11? '1'he hypothesis is set up thnt the costs of uncertainty rise 
with distance from the city centre and tha the industries in which this 
rise is most rapid arc more conc8ntrated in tl e inner suburbs . 
The Distribution of Indu try 
Any attempt to define the location of mnnufacturing industry in the 
metropolitan area of Sydney is complicated by the co~plete absonce of 
published data on the employment in types of industries in areas of the 
city. Ji''LITthermore , there are no comprehensive) accurnte and published 
directories . The Department of Labour and Industry in Sydney maintains n 
complete list of all factories in New South 'Jale;:; ? with details of their 
employment and occupations 9 but refuses to rev 0.1 these data. rraturally~ 
S. Data from New South Wales Statistical Register, 195 1 to 1962. 
9 . Data from Statistical l1egister of new South 1'I00l es, 196 1. 
10 . Statistical Register of New South Wales , 1 9~ 1 to 1962 . The conceptual 
limi tations of thel:>8 indices have been ou-tlined in Chnpter 7, .pp. 149-1 56 . 
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this has been an effective bar to adequate statistical research on the 
subject . Data about location within other cities were either less useful 
or unavailable : another worker was using the only data available in 
Melbourne , and it was expected that the other Australian cities are too 
small and have too limited a range of industry to permit extensive internal 
differentiation of industrial struc t ure. 
Consequentl y, a 25% sample of all industries was taken from the Sydney 
t I h d · t 11 h ' ( e ep one lren ory 0 T 1S was done by listing all the firms other than 
obvi ous non-m9nufactlITers) on 25% of the pages of the directory, the pages 
being chosen at random1~ The Sydney directorl which lists the goods and 
services offered by firms was then used to decide what goods firms 
manufactured and to eliminate the firms which did not manufacture 1? This 
primary sample consisted of 4515 firms, and was supplemented by 
telephoning 271 firms for which adequate information was not available . 
As a further addition to the sample, data were obtained from the State 
Planning Authority of Hew South Wales , who kindly allowed use of a 
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confidential l i st of factories with more than 100 employees in Sydney. 
This list tabulated the number of workers in the factory , its occupation, 
and its address. The firms on this list employed 18. 5% of Sydney 1s 
manufacturing labour force . The average size of the remaining firms of the 
sample in each industry was computed, and the two samples combined to 
estimate the emplo~ent structures of Sydney 1s suburbs . Small suburbs were 
grouped together tEltil no suburb contained less than twenty firms . 
The resulting dcscri.ption of the location of industry in Sydney is 
liable to error. Firms may have been included which do not manufacture , 
the designation of a firm1s employment group may be wrong , f i rms may have 
been omitted through oversight} or the wrong address may have been used . 
In addition, the sample is liable to error from statistical causes . Thus , 
while the sample is the best available description of the location of 
industry in Sydney, w1due reliance must not be placed on the results of 
delicate analysis. 
The probability of errors in the indices used in the analysis has 
been computed . Assume that a sample of .E firms ~ == 45 15) is drawr from a 
population whose proportion having a given characteristic (location in a 
particular suburb) is..E., then the mean number of firms i n repeated samples 
of the populat i on having this characteristic is EE, and the standard 
deviation of the estimates of the proportion given by the repeated samples 
11. Australian Post Office , Sydney Telephone Directory, 1965 , Canberra, 1965. 
12. Table of random numbers in Chemi cal Rubber Co ., Standard Mathemati al 
Tabl es , 13th ed . , Cleveland, Ohi O, 1964 , pp . 246-251. 
13. Austral:i_an Post Office, Sydney Pink Pages, 1965 , Canberra, 1965 . 
14. State Planning Authority of New South Wales, confidential data for a 
j ourney to Vlork survey, 196 3-1 964. 
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is _ £E.5b where q = 1-p. 'l'herefore, if a suburb has 80 firms, the mean 
number of firms in this suburb in repeated samples is 20 and the standard 
deviation of the estimate is 8 . 86. The standard error of an estimate of the 
number of firms in the suburb is the standard deviation divided by the 
square root of the number of firms in the sample: in this case, 1. 98 . 
The confidence limi ts are therefore 3. 93. That is, if repeated samples were 
drawn from this population, 9~b of them would contain 20:3 . 93 firms from 
this suburb . ( In the larger suburbs , estimates would be even better . ) 
Applying this procedure to determine the confidence limits of the estimate 
of the number of firms in each uncertainty group of industries, it is 
found that the computed index of the extent to Which a suburb concentrates 
on the uncertain industries is within 9% of the actual figure in 95~ of 
the cases in which the suburb has 20 firms sampled and in which there are 
at least six firms in each of the three uncertainty groups of industries . 
As the munber of firms in a suburb and the number of firms in each 
uncertai nty group rise~ so t he corrfidence limits become narrower. The 
limits are sufficiently fine to bear the analysis which is performed on 
the data , especi ally as the results which follow are the means of at least 
30 firms or suburbs . 
In general, subject to allowances for the age of an industry and the 
importance of raw materials , it is expected that the more unc ertain 
industries are more concentrated in the centre of the city than the less 
uncertain industries . Suburbs were ranked and grouped on the basis of 
centrality indices . The first index is simply the linear distanc e 
separating the geometric centre of the suburb from the centre of the City 
of Sydney. The second measure used was the manufacturing labour force 
potential of the suburb, computed from 
(9-1 ) r.1LB'- P . 
1 
n r [p j/dij ] , 
j=1 
where P. is the manufacturing labour force of the jth suburb, and d .. is J lJ 
the distance separating the ith and jth suburbs . A random sample of 35 
suburbs (33% of the total) was used to define the actual potentinl lev ls~ 
and the potential of the remaining suburbs was determined by interpolation. 
Since the potential of the suburb measures the closeness of a firm in that 
suburb to all the manufacturing employment i n Sydney , it may be a more 
useful concept for the purpose of this study thru, is distance alone . Both 
measures are used in the tests. 
Results 
Three sets of data are lilled in the nnalyses which follow. They consist 01 
measures of the degree to which industries are located near the centre of 
the city, of the industrial structure of individual suburbs, a~d of the 
eVuluation by interviewed firms of the various types of location in Sydney . 
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In the first two analyscs ~ location is meam .. 1Ted in the: same IM.nner 1).13 in 
Chapter 7: the tendency oi' industries to conceccrate near the city centre 
is measured by the area tUlder the cumulative percentage employment curve 
along the distance or potential axis (suburb beine; grouped into six 
classes to equalise employment in each clt ss), vIr ile thE. tendency of the 
industries in individual suburbs to be uncertain (the Duburbs ' 11.1 index) 
is defined by the area under the cumulative percmltage employment curve 
along the uncertainty axis (industries being grouped into classes with 
0- 2, 3 9 and 4-6 indices of high uncertainty) 1? The results do not justify 
more detailed analysis, 
TABLE 9- 1 
Effects of Haw Materials, Age of Industry and Uncertainty on the 
Location of Industry in Sydney 
Raw Materials 
High Low 
2. 1539 1. 8772 
Age of Industry 
Old New 
1. 9274 2 . 1246 
Uncertainty 
High Low 
2. 0331 2. 0090 
Note: 0. lmv index indicates high concentration of the industry in central 
suburbs ; the effect of raw materials is Significa nt at p less than 0 . 05; 
no other main effects or i nteractions are signific£lrlt; the dependent 
variable is based upon the distance measure of centrality. 
Sources: Statistical Re~ister of New South Wales? and personnl compilation. 
Table 9-1 indi cates the effect s of the three factors on the 3xtent to 
which industries are located near the centre of Sydney~ the location being 
defined by linear distance from the CED. Industries in which raw materials 
represent a high proportion of the value of output tend to be located 
further :from the city thaD D..ce industries Ylhich usc l ess raw ill.8.teri als . 
This is the only firm conclusion which may be drawn from thE.: data. 
Uncertainty has no apparent effect on location, and while old industrierJ 
may tend to have more central locations than YWW OrlQS9 the difference 
between them is not significant . 
For createI' detail 9 industries are classified into seven industry 
groups and two levels of uncertainty. This claSSification, in Table 9- 29 
reveals that most of the error in the data i s duo tc the Food , Drink Ql1d 
Tobacco group and the ~,letals and Vehicles group of industries, althouGh 
none of the other groups shows very marked positive effects . Apart from 
the Clay, etc. group, the effects of uncertainty on location are eithar 
uegligiblc or in the unexpected direction. Similc..rlY9 not one of the 
individual factors which arc used to define levels of uncertainty h' s 0. 
stronG positive effect on the location of industries. 
15. See Appendix 4- to the thesis . 
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TABLE 9- 2 
Uncertainty? Industry GrouP? and Centr~lisation of Production 
INTIUS'l'RY UNCEH.TAI N'l'Y High Low 
Clothing & Textiles 1 . 5069 1. 4967 
Food , Drink & Tobacco 1. 7632 2. 1131 
Wood & Paper 1.931 0 1. 8728 
Chemicals 2.055 1 2.0403 
Clay, Cement & Glass Industries 2.5809 2. 3255 
Het6.1s & Vehicles 2. 3204 2. 5266 
Other 1. 9252 1. 9006 
Note : t:e effect of industry groups on location is sibnificant at pless 
than 0.05; distance is the basis of the index of centrality. 
Sources : Statistical Register of New South Wales? and personal compilation. 
A similar lack of effect is illustrated in the rem ·ininc analyses. 
Table 9- 3 indica t es that suburbs nearer the centre of Sydney do not contain 
more of the highly uncertain industries than the outer suburbs: no 
significant effect is present. Furthermore? the use of the manufacturing 
labour force potentiul to define location also reveals non- Significant 
resul ts. 
TABLE 9- 3 
Uncertainty Bearing by Location of Suburb 
Location of Suburb Mean Iu I~ldex 
Zon'3 ( Centr al) 1.086 
2 1.022 
3 1. 038 
4 0 .989 
5 0.987 
6 (Distant) 0.927 
Note : a low value of the index indicates concentration upon highly Wlcertain 
industries; no significant effects observed . 
Sources: Statistica.l Regi ster of New South V/ales , and personal compilation. 
Conclus ions 
The statistical attempt to show that the more uncertain industries are 
loc~ted in the more central suburbs has f ailed . Nevertheless the data 
provided by the firms interviewed indicat e that uncertainty does affect 
the location of manufacturing in Sydney. Ji'irms were asked to detail the 
advantages of their location as compared to other points in Sydney . Scvera.l 
features were mentioned : the availability of transport media. , closeness 
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to market 9 the availability of 18.bour~ the area of land open to purchase~ 
the cheapness of land? the proximity to raw materials~ and the closeness 
of the location to the homes of executives . These factors are characterised 
in Table 9- 4 as ' other '. However~ firms also mentioned uncertainty 
factors -- the closeness of the site to the central business district; the 
closeness to customers? suppliers? and competitors for rapid and relatively 
easy adjustment to change ; and speed of service. Table 9-4 shows the number 
of times factors in each group were mentioned? by location. 
TABLE 9- 4 
Advantages of Location Types in the S-rdney Metropolitan Area 
DISTANCE ADVANTAGES OF LOCATION 
OF LOCATION 
FRO 1 CBD Uncertainty Other Total 
Zones 1 & 2 24 35 59 
Distant zones 7 41 48 
All zones 31 76 107 
Note: the table indicates the number of times t hat facto:r;s of each type 
were mentioned; Chi squared shows that the differences in the distribution 
of mentions are significant at p less than 0.01. 
Source: interviews ? Sydney? January- June? 1966. 
The first conclusion to be drawn from this table is that firms think 
that factors a.ssociated wit _ uncertainty may be advantages of a location. 
Approximately one third of all ment ions concern uncertainty attributes. 
Secondly? firms located near the city are more interested in the advantages 
this location gives them with respect to uncertainty than are more distant 
firms. The data indicate that manufacturers think? first? tlllit a location 
near a source of uncertainty may be an important attribute of a Site? 
secondly? that such attributes are more often to be found in the inner 
city area than in tlle outer suburbs 9 and 9 thirdly? that a greater 
proportion of t he advantages of inner suburbs are based on the ability of 
a firm there to reduce uncertainty than of the attributes of more distant 
16 . d fi r ms. Studies of New York? such as that of Hoover and Vernon ? provl e 
similar conclusions about the advantages of a downtown Hanhattan location. 
Thus if firms take no tice of what they think are advantages of a 
location? uncertainty may be an influence on the distribution of 
manufacturing within the city? and tends to be minimised by a location 
near the CBD . The reasons why the statistical tests failed to reveal such 
an association between uncertainty and location must therefore be 
determined. These reasons are of two types: the first is statistical? being 
16 . E. M. Hoover & R. Vernon, Anatomy of a Metropolis ? New York~ 1962. 
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concerned with errors in the variabl es 9 while the second type is conceptual? 
being the r easons why accurate measures might fail to illustrate the 
exp ected trends. 
Statistical probl ems 
There are sever al possible sources of error in the measurement of the 
variables. The measurement of the centrality of a suburb 9 the measurement 
of urlcertai nty, or the sample of firms used to describe the distribution 
of industry may be inaccurate. However, the definitio n of the centrality 
of a suburb is very likely to be accurate, for the mO.rlui'aeturj 1{?; labour 
force potential of a suburb measures the concept of centrality well -- the 
nearness of one firm to all other firms~ taking their size into account . 
The failUI'e of this def inition to give positive r esults signifies that 
other causes are more important. 
The definition of uncertainty may not be a true characterisation of 
the theol'etical concept. For examp l e , the highly uncertain fashion clothing 
industries have uncertainty j_ndices of from two to four (the limits being 
zero and six), for t he concept of fashion changes is not included in the 
indices" Hmvever 9 many other variables also shaH an unexpected locational 
proclivity_ The measurement of output variability s eems to be the indicator 
most in error , f or it should theoretically define the liability of an 
individual f irm to variations in output rather than the output variations 
of the entire industry . The other indices are more accurate 9 for relatively 
small firms have been shown to predominate in the more uncertain 
industrie s 1; end the concept of t echnical change ' ppears to have been 
a ccura tely transformed by the statistics. Tile index of uncertainty lacks 
measures of' some i mpor tant portions of uncertainty, though 1 because the 
intensity of the demand in an industry for rapid service or for close 
persona l contact is not included. The over 11 index of uncertainty is 
therefore probably not an entirely accura te measure of the concept of 
uncertainty; however , since even the conceptually accurate indices such 
as the size of the firm -- do no t perform wel1 9 there must be other and 
more ilnportant causes of the failure of the tests to reveal the influence 
of uncertainty on the location of industry_ 
Furthermore1 the limits on the accuracy of the description of the 
location of industries have been shown to be quite narrow. In any case, an 
inaccurate descrip tion of t he pattern of loca tion has not seriously 
affected the results for, if a tabl e is prepared (Tabl e 9-5) to indicate 
the associ a tion between uncert a inty and the location of only the larger 
industries ( in whi ch the samplir~ errors are very small)? the differences 
between the loca tion of the more and less uncertain industries still appear 
17. Schwartzman y ' Uncertainty and the Size of the Firm' • 
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insignificant . The progressive elimination of industries with a small 
number of firms? and therefore of the industries whose location is least 
accurately described by the sample 1 does not improve the results of the 
analyses . 
TABLE 9- 5 
Associ ation Be t ween Uncertainty and the Location of Larger Industries 
IDle ERTAHTTY 
llIDUSTRY 
All industries 
Largest 75% of industries 
Largest 607& of industries 
High 
0. 9325 
0. 9715 
0. 9806 
Low 
1 . 0441 
0. 9551 
0. 9878 
Not~ : centrality has been measured by potential; no significant 
differences emerge . 
So~~: data from Statistical Register of New South Wales and personal 
compilation. 
Thus, while inaccuracies of measurement may partly cause the 
insignificant results, t he effect is unlikely to be the major determinant 
of the perforillance . A comparison with the study of the location of industry 
withi n the IJew York Metropolitan Region by Hoover and vernon18 suggests 
that the broad definit ions of industry available in Australia may have 
conc ealed an actually existi ~ relationship between uncertainty and 
location. Whereas the present study can divide manufacturing employment 
into 104 categories, the Federal Bureau of the Census in the USA publishes 
some data on mantuacturing industry by 450 industry groups1.9 Trends which 
may be apparent when the fine division is used may be obscured by the 
coarser classification. 
Such an obscuring effect seems probable . Hoover and Vernon specify 
a group of ' communications oriented ' industries (the highly uncertain 
industries) comprising some industries in the women ' s outerwear and 
printing and publishing groups . There were 24 industries in this group 
in 1947-1956 , compared with eight in the Australian data. Such difference8 
in the fineness of the grouping are important because of the conclusions 
of Hoover and Vernon that , within an industry the unstandardised portions 
may remain in the core whereas the more standardised products are made i n 
20 af 21 . d· t 
more distant locations . Similarly , Helkgott and Gust~ ·son ~n ~ca e 
18 . Hoover & Vernon, .Anatomy of a Metr opolis . 
19. Hoover & Vernon, Anatomy of a MetropoliS, p. 21. 
20 . Helkgott, ' "l omen ' s and Children ' s Apparel !. 
21. W.E. Gustafson, ' Printing and Publishing ' , in Hall (ed . ) , Made in 
New York, pp . 137- 239 . 
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that an analysis of the location of the clothing and printing and 
publishing i ndustries must use a fine classification if the differences 
between the standardised and uncertain portions are to be demonstrated. 
Economic problems 
There are four possible reasons~ apart from statis tical inaccuracies, why 
uncertainty is not significantly associated with the location of 
manui'acturing industries wi thin Sydney. They are the fact that firms are 
abl e to separate management and factory, the failure of published data to 
define important contro lling variables, the effects of institutional 
features on the his tory of industrial development and lo cation in Sydney, 
and the effect of the location of local market firms. 
If industries differ in the extent to whi ch the firms cowprising them 
place offices in the city rather than locating t he entire plant centrally? 
the expected r elationship between uncertainty and location may be upset . 
The spatial separation of office and factory in an industry allows the 
production and labour forc e of that industry to be spatially dispersed 
even though uncertainty in that industry may be high and even though 
managerial functions are located close to the source of the uncertainty. 
I f, on the other hand, firms are unable to separate office and factory, 
there will be a closer relationship between the location of production and 
uncertainty. Comparing industries in which uncertainty is of the same 
intensity? industries in which offices can be separated from production are 
spatia lly more disper s ed than industries i n which offices have to be 
adjacent to the factories. 
TABLE 9- 6 
Location of Production and the Spatial Separation of Functions 
Type of Industry 
No separation observed 
Functions were separated by one firm or more 
LIean Index of 
Concentra tion 
1.9942 
2. 2694 
Note: the centrality index is based on distancej a higher index means the 
industry is more dispersed . 
Source: Statistical Register of New South Wales, and personcl compilation. 
Unfortunately, any attempt to investigate these possibilities is 
complicated by lack of data. The only sources of information are the 
interviews conducted in Sydney and the telephone interviews which backed 
up the sample of firms, but these samples do not provide a body of evidence 
22 
suffiCiently accurate to have been included in the main analyses • 
22. Directories may not be relied upon to give more than a firm l s postal 
address~ which is often the address of the of fice. 
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Table 9-6 presents the results of an analYSis p rformed on the fifty 
industries for which data are available . The differences between the means 
are not significant1 but the figures do suggest that the separation of 
functions may prove to be an important control on the location of industry 
within .J. metropolitan area) if only data could be found which adequately 
describe the extent to \'/1 ich firms are able to separate functions. 
In addition1 at least one major factor affecting the location of 
industry within a metropolitan area has been omitted. The ability of 
industries to generate profit per unit area and so to pay rent has proved 
impossible to measure 1 for no adequate stati'stics on the area occupicd by 
firms exist. However9 competition for land must be one of the major 
factors affecting the ability of an industry to centralise its production. 
The absence of such a control within which to present the influence of 
uncertainty may be one of the major reasons why the results are 
inconclusi ve . 
Sydney is possibly a city ill suited to test the theory. As Logan has 
pointed out, industria l development "LLYltil the end of the second world war 
was heavily concentrated in a few inner subul'bs 9 wi thin which '!Vere located 
the rail and sea transport termini and which were the only areas to which 
a large labour force could be attracted2: Since that date the rapid 
increase of industrial output in Sydney has been rigidly confined to a few 
areas by the Cumberland County Council and its successor1 the State 
Planning Authority . The consequences are that the bulk of the industrial 
labour force in Sydney is emlJ loyed in a few SUbU1:bs 1 and that each 
suburb contains nn almost complete range of industries. The resulting 
concentration of manufacturing activity in a few suburbs may have caused 
some of those suburbs to develop at le2st so!ne of tIle external economies 
which nrc necessary to the existence of uncertain firms. Even thow;h the 
suburbs are on the outskirts of the metropolitan area, demand within them 
may 111lve been sufficiently dense to draw forth a range of exter_nl 
services whicl have permitted the suburb to attract uncertain firms from 
the central city urea. 
A fourth possibility is created by the inability of thi s studT to 
interview sufficicnt firms to determine accurately the extent to which 
output in each industry is for local or for nonlocal markets. 'l'his may have 
affected the conclusions for 9 as Hoover and Vernon point out9 firms which 
produce for local murkets tend to locate nearer the centre of a 
24 
metropolitan area than do firms which manufacture for nonlocal markets. 
The reason is that distribution within 0. metropolitan urea is easier from 
a centra l than i'rom a peripheral location: Hoover nnd Vernon conclude that 
23. ' The Geogruphy of r.lanu:t'acturing in an Australian City ' , p~o 75- 102. 
24. Hoover & Vernon~ AnatoID.Y of a Metropolis 1 pp . 36- 39. 
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the outward spread of consumers and traffic congestion in the core are 
pushing local market jobs out of Manhattan? but at a slower rate than 
national market jobs arc leaving the core. Thus~ industries serving mainly 
the metropolitan market may be more concentrated in the centre of the city 
than national or State market industries? even though they may be less 
uncertain than nonlocal market firms . Since the metropulitan area comprises 
two thirds of the State market for consum(;r goods~ and one fifth of the 
Australian mnrket~ this effect may be important . However? data are not 
available and sufficient interviews were not conducted to test the effect 
of this point . 
The conclusi ons of this study are therefore nebulous. Uncertainty 
probably affects the location of manufacturing in Sydney? for nanufacturers 
account the factors associated vtith uncer~ainty to be important attributes 
of locations. However~ statistical tests have failed to reveal this effect? 
possi bly partly because the defini tion of uncertainty is not entirely 
accurate~ but more importantly because state planning action hns 
concentrated manufacturing assets into a few industrial suburbs? because 
the effect of the land intensity of the production function has not been 
analysed? because industries differ in the extent to which firms may 
separate headquarters and factories, and because the marlcet of industries 
has not been located. The insufficiently extensive data render these 
conclusions fal l ible; they may therefore have to be revised when considered 
in conjunction with the other results reported in this thesis. 
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PAHT C 
CONCLUSION 
CF.JU?T ER 10 
THE RELAJ'IONSHIPS BETVlEEN UNCERTAINTY AIm LOCATIon 
The only cert, inty is that nothing is certa:Ln. 
( Solum certvm nihil esse certi .) 
Pliny the lder , Historia Naturalis, Bk ii. 
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This thesis has developed and illustra ted by means of examples a theory of 
location. 'fhe differences between the location patterns of certain and 
unc ertain economic systehls have been outlineds and these differences have 
been attributed to t he differences in the assumptions . This method of 
analysis has suggested that uncertainty is positively associ ated with the 
concentration of economic activity, if that uncert a inty is largely due to 
other firms. However s it is more useful to change the certainty:uncertainty 
classification of factors if the theory is to be us ed , along with other 
theories, as a framework for the explanation of actual location patterns. 
Integrati on: Cost Patterns 
An explanation of the pattern of location of firms and concentrations of 
activity relies on three main vari ables: distance costs, external economies 
and economies and diseconomies of s cale within the firm. (Although 
ext ernal economies are closely related to distance costs , their separa tion 
may be analytically useful.) Uncertainty affects all three of these 
factors~ though in this thesis , little attention has been paid to t he 
effects of unc ertainty or'. firm size. To a la:rge extents it is more useful 
to r egard uncertainty costs as affecting these variables than as being 
a nevI variable which must have to be taken into account in location 
analysis. The theory of location under uncertainty does not add to the 
factors analysed in location economics? it merely 2.1 ters their relative 
importance. We shall therefore now attempt to integrate the theory of 
location und er uncertainty ~~thin this more general framework. 
Scale economies 
Several vlOrkers have commented upon aspects of the rclationship between 
uncertainty and firm size . Uncertainty affects plant size largely in so far 
a s it affects the size of the firm: this becomes a significant effect 
because many firms own only one plant illld hence a limit on firm size 
becomes a limit on plant size. Firm size is limited by unc ertainty i n 
several ways. 
Accepted theory suggests no siz e limit for the individual firm i n a 
static or perfect knowledge situation. Without uncertainty, there would be 
no place for management in the co- ordinating s ense, except for establishing 
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1 initial plans . Thus individual plants within a firm could exist at their 
technically optimum size. However, where knowledge of change and the future 
is uncertain, manegement must function continuously. As uncertainty 
increases, the number of decisions which must be made by management also 
increases ; the greater the number of decisions, the le8S perfect they 
become because the supporting knowledge upon which each is based becomes 
less perfect. Consequently diminishing returns from management are the 
result of imperfect decisions and the misdirection of resources relative 
to price and production outcomes~ The greater and the more frequent the 
changes (i. e., the greater the uncertainty h the greater the amount of 
decision making which is necessary . Uncertainty and optimum firm size are 
inversely related through diminishing returns from management. 
If entrepreneurs measure uncertainty by the dispersion or the range of 
expected outcomes, then Ul1certainty limits firm size in another way? 
Suppose that the odds of success are five to one: if the outcome is 
favourable 9 $5 are returned for every dollar invested 9 whereas with 
unfavourable outcomes 9 the investment is lost. Thus the range of outcomes 
from an investment of $ 100 is $600 , of $ 1000 is ~ 60009 and of ~ 10 , OOO is 
$60 , 000. While the rate of earnings on the investment is constant, the 
range of outcomes and the possible loss increases as the size of the 
investment rises. As Hicks has suggested, ' As the planned size of the firm 
increases 9 the possible losses become steadily greater; and people will 
usually become less and less willing to expose themselves to the chance 
of such losses. ,4 Then, if firms have only l±mited resources with which 
to weather unfavourable outcomes 9 they may limit the size of their 
investment . 
Uncertainty may also limit firm size through the principle of 
increaSing risk. This prinCiple suggests that as a firm expands by tho use 
. l' 5 /, of borrowed capital, the chance of loss of its own capl ta lncreases . 1"~ 
firm has to pay interest on borrowed capital; if its rate of return is not 
equal to the market rate of interest , payments for borrowed capital reduce 
still further the return on the entrepreneur's own capi tal. Although the 
odds of success remain the same -- or even improve if there are economies 
to scale -- bankruptcies are irretrievable: the firm is not making a 
series of bets . 
10 Heady , The Economics of Agricultural Production and Resource Use, p. 535. 
2 . Kaldor, ' The Equilibrium of the Firm' • 
3 . See Heady 9 The Economics of Agricultural Production and Hesource Use, 
pp . 538- 542. 
4. Hicks 9 Value and Capital, p . 199 . 5. Kalecki , Essays in the Theory of Economic Fluctuations , pp . 95 -1 06, and 
J . Steindl , ' Capitalistic Enterprise and Risk ' , Oxf. Bcon. Pap . , No . 7 , 
1945, pp. 21-45, have illustrated this statement geometrically ruld 
algebraically. 
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Thus uncertainty poses a limit to the optimum size of firms . Where 
firms mainly own only one plant~ uncertainty may therefore reduce plant 
size below the optimum output level which occurs under certainty. The 
greater the uncertaint ? the greater is the limitation. This reduction of 
plant size has several effects on the pattern of location in society. 
First, uncertainty differs between industries and therefore alters the 
relationships of plant sizes more in some industries than in others. 
Secondly, income levels in society are reduced because plants are not 
operating at their technical optimum size, and consequently factories must 
have a larger market area to survive than under certainty. If income levels 
affect urbanisatioll~ then the proportion of the population which is urban 
is smaller the greater the uncertainty. On the other hand, thirdly~ plants 
in some industries are smaller under uncertainty than in certain 
conditions . In secondary c~d tertiary industries, firms own only one plant 
less frequently than in primary industries (especially agriculture), and 
so , on average? the market areas of many town fOrDung industries are 
larger lli1der uncertainty than lh~der certainty (even though their output 
may be smaller). Thus? towns tend to be further apart in an uncertain 
environment than in a certain one? though the market areas of individu I 
industries may decline. Fourthly? uncertainty varies over a Si)atial system~ 
tending to rise as distance from markets increases; the distance between 
towns tends to rise as does uncertainty. And fifthly, smaller plants are 
less able to internalise services than l arge plants; thus under 
uncertaintY9 more plants are small and huddle together to obtain the 
external economies than in a certain environment. lhe major effects of 
uncertainty on location through plant size are therefore to alter the 
relative sizes of market areas in industries? to reduc e the extent of 
urbanisation~ to increase the distance be~veen towns, and to affect the 
relative distribution of towns in different areas of the economy. 
Distance costs 
It is argued in this thesis that distance costs include not only the costs 
of transport, but also some uncertainty costs. This point has been made 
before ~ we h:we tried here to provide a coherent fr8JIlework to account for 
some of the added costs of distance, a detailed analysis of the nature n~ 
these co sts 9 fmd some meaSU1.'es of their impact . Generally 9 it appears that 
the costs of distance are higher in un uncertain than in a cortain economy. 
Thus, price variability rises with distance from the market. Ii'rom 
this simple model was constructed a pattern of economic growth and 
population distribution: making allowances for commodities exported and 
i ncome levels) the further a country is from its markets 9 the more 
variab,l e are its export prices and incomes , and the lower is its rate of 
6 . For exar;1ple, by ),Teutze, ' A Theoretical and Empirical Evaluation • • . ' -
growth of income per capita and the greater the conc entration of i ts 
inhabitants near the source of the uncertainty. 
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Similarly, stocks of goods held by firms rise with the distance of 
those firms from their raw material sources and markets . The costs of 
marketing are related to distance from markets . The interview study of 
manufacturing firms in New South Wales lent some support to t ese 
theoretical conclus i ons and suggested that communications costs and the 
risks of dis i nvestment are higher in non- metropolitan areas than in Sydney. 
The case studies which were based on this survey indicated similar 
conclusions: the studies of flour milling and clothing manufacturing 
revealed some of t e effects of stock and marketing costs , whereas most 
of the remaining examples illustrated how firms are attracted to the 
source of their ini'ormation. 
However ? one di stance cost associated with uncertainty has not been 
evaluated empirically . The thesi s contains no substantive study of the 
development of capital markets because published data partly confirm the 
hypothesis . Both Davis7 and LosCh8 have denonstrated that capital flows 
slowly over space and at high cost . Davis , in his study of US capital 
markets, shows how the development of a cotton textile industry in the 
southern USA was retarded by the failure of capital to leave the 
established core in New England . These conclusions are compatible ~ath the 
model developed in Chapter 3. 
These higher dista...'1ce costs have several effects on location patterns . 
Growth of income per head tends to be faster near major marketsi the 
pattern of population distribution varies with distance from markets; and 
stocle, communication ,and marketing costs affect the optimum location of 
firms. The distance cost s effect of uncertainty is probably generally in 
the direction of increasing the concentration of activity? for stocks of 
materials may tend to be less important than finished goods tocks, and 
uncerta inty from r aw materials (especially agricultural products ) become 
less important as economic development proceeds . In most modern industrial 
SOCieties, then, uncertainty acts through distance costs to promote 
concentration, though i n primary producing SOCieties , uncertainty may be 
associated with dispersion. 
External economies 
Equally, agglomerati on econonies are higher in an uncertain economy than 
in a relatively certain one . To the r elatively static analYSis of Weber 
may be added some further economies of location on large cities and 
developed regions . 
7 . Davi s , ' The Capital Markets and Industrial Goncentrntion: The U. S. and 
U. K., A Comparat i ve Study '. 
8 . Losch , The Economics of Location. 
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The process of agricultural adjustment was examined in Chapter 3. 
If migrant farmers are entering the economy, they discount returns at a 
distance and so profits exist inland~ although rent and population density 
are higher near the origin. Later, however) as consumption patterns within 
the society change~ farmers near the origin can leave agriculture more 
easily than more distant farmers because they know more about job 
opportunities in other industries . Furthermore, farms near the origin are 
closer to their technical optimum size than distant farms, and so can gain 
more extensive economies of scale. Distant agricultural areas therefore 
t end to depression. No evidence was collected to confirm this model: some 
existing studies al'e compatible with its conclusions . Thus, lTicholls, in 
a study of the adjustment of Tennessee Valley agriculture to industrial 
and urban development in the region, suggests that the ilidustrial counties 
maintained or increased their advantage over less industrial counties in 
such agricultural indices as resources per farm? average farm size 9 factor 
combinations and farm income~ He proposes that the more rapid progress of 
agriculture in the industrial counties is due to (i) industry attracting 
labour, raising the cost of that labour, and forcing the farmers to 
reorganise in order to raise the productivity of that labour, and (ii) 
industry attracting outside capital, which causes greater personal savings 
and thus increases the ability and the willingness of credit institutions 
to provide agriculture with the capital necessary for reorganisation. He 
concludes that factor and product markets are more efficient in the reas 
of industrial and urban development. 
The attractiveness of large cities for new firms and new li1dustries~ 
which arises out of their uncertainty, is also an agglomeration economy. 
New firms and new industries are w1certain and therefore small, and so 
must rely on the external services of large cities for many of their 
inputs . Som studies of the Hew York Metropolitan Region illustrate the 
marked effect of the external economies vhich are available to new and to 
fashion conscious firms1? Some of the case studies in Chapter 0 -- for 
example, those of clothing manufactur ing and flour milling -- make similar 
p oints ~ 
Chapter 4 discussed a third external economy. It was proved that if 
firms maximise profits they should collect data wainly from areas near 
themselves: they are therefore ignorant of conditions at a distance from 
themselves. From this a model of the location of irmovations VIas developed , 
which showed that most irLl1ovations are made in large cities. 'rhe notion of 
innovations and of diffusion waves was given long term significance by 
9. For example~ ' Industrial-Urban Development and Agricultural Adjustments j 
Termessee Valley and Piedillont~ 1939- 54 ' ; and ' The Effects of Industrial 
Development on Tennessee Valley Agricul ture 9 190C-1 950 ' 9 J. Fm j~con.? 
vol. 38, 1956 9 pp. 1636-1649. 
10 . Eug., the studies in Hall (ed u), Made in New York. 
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introducing learning theory into a sequential analysi of prices and 
outputs over time, I,arg i ties? regions and nations grow fa ter thun 
small one' because they have a higher rate of innovation in relation to 
their population. 1:owever, this hypothetical relationship betY/een the size 
of an area end its rate of innovation has not been teated . The study of 
the location of large and s~ll firm demonstrated that the assumption of 
lir:1ited spheres of knoV/ledge is compatibl with r e2.lit , but more direct 
assessments were not made _ A,. statistical ~tudy of patents and innovations 
was low on the list of priori ties because of the dangers of using pEI.tents 
to measure innovation rates. The most obvious of these dangers is that of 
equating all innovations: it is difficult to erect prcctical criteric to 
evaluate the invention of jet engines as compared with the invention of 
ball point PCI s. 
'rhus uncertainty increo.ses agglomeration econoLues. Once ae;ain~ t. l. 
effect of uncertainty is to increase the degree of concentration of 
society into large cities, regions o.nd nations. Agricultural adjustment, 
innovation rates? and the profitability of new firms and industries are 
all at a higher level within large areas than elsewhere in the econom . 
These specific effects may be attributed, o.t least in part, to uncertainty, 
Qualifications 
However? before we can proceed from this re- orientation of tho theory into 
the terms of traditional loco.tion analysis to llraw gener 1 conclusions 
about the effects of uncertainty through economies of scale, distance costs 
and external economies on the location of economic activity, some 
qualifications upon the gen rulity of the results must be emphasised . Four 
main qualifications are discussed -- those arising from lack of data) 
problems of scale, methodology and the factors a~alysed. Some of these 
issues markedly limit the extent to which the evidence supports the theory. 
(i) J;;xamples 
Some of the models developed in Part A huve not been tested: tl e theory is 
more extensive than the substance. The relationship betvwen innovation 
rates and the population of areo.s has not been evaluated, because this is 
a particularly dangerous exerciue. Data about agricultural adjustment and 
the development of co.pital markets have been omitted beco.use aspects of 
published work cover parts of the models. On the other h nd, the bnses of 
the innovution model were shown to be compatible with reality, and a 
po.ttern of price vario.bility over space wa sLown to exist at the 
international scale. Thr e chapters evaluated the distance costs and 
external economies of uncertainty within Austrclia. Thus only one general 
model - - the innovation idea -- has not been s~own to be compatibl · with 
reality . 
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Possibly more important than this limitation is the fact that al l 
the informa tion about location patterns within a country has been 
Australian. No detailed ano.lysis of location pat t ernn in terms of 
uncerta inty has been made for other (.;ountri(;s. This hets some advantage 
data from sever al scales may be analysed, and tho hTI)oth esised 
r elationships between uncertainty and location co.n be simply stated . On 
the ot her hand, Australi a i s u country in which an unusually hi gh proportion 
of the population lives in a few large c' tie s : thcre are few ci tie' vii th 
populations in the range 75 , 000 tu 250,000, ~nd there is really only one 
large industria l area in each Stat e. Compared with a country such as the 
UK? Australia ' s pO}Julation distribution can be I'l~latively simply described. 
Generally, one might expect that t he finer relationshi p between uncerL~.i. ty 
and location is missing in such a pattern. An adequate evaluation of the 
theory r equires data froll countries with more complicated and ill ture 
locati0n patterns. 
( ii) Sca l e 
A comparison of the v rio us analyses of patterns of acti vi ty sugge ts th..;,t 
the external economies and distance costs models are in their prtJsent form 
applicable mainly to l arge scales. Uncertainty is largely a function of 
distance: the larger the scale, the more difference there is in the 
distance and therefore the uncertainty be~leen two places . Correspondingly, 
the empirical r esults are better a t the l ar ger scal es. 
For example? the variability of prices is essenti 211y a l arge scal e 
phenomenon. The distance separating f irms and mcrkets \uthin a city or a 
State may hardly affect the varia ility of the prices which a firm 
receives, whereas t he variability of export pri ces received by a cow try 
alters markedly in relation to distance. Similarly the effects of 
innovat ion and learning rates may be more important at larger s cales: the 
greater the distance separating t wo areas, th less likely it is that an 
innovation will be transmitted benveen these areas in a given period of 
time~ for the less likely it j_s thc.t people in t hl.se two areas will 
communicate 1 ~ The eff~ct of location on external economies and on tock 
levels may be more appar ent as the dist nce separating pl aces rises 
a firnl may be able to locate three or four ~les from an industrial area 
in a city and still obta in the advaLtages of closeness to service firms and 
suppliers. On the other hand, firms further than fifty miles from the 
source of a good hold larger stocks of that good th~1 firms at the source, 
It is us eful to examine the results of the analysis of location 
patterns within the Sydney metropolitan area within this framework . The 
intervi ews sugge s t ed t rut :firms considered that uncertainty reduction is 
11. Se the examples in G. K. Zipf, Human Dehaviour and the Principle of 
Least Effort, Cambridge, Mass ., 1949, esp . pp. 386- 414. 
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an important attribute of an area and that the attribute is most often 
found near the city centre. But the statistical analysis did not confirm 
this idea. It was argued that the causes of this result are the i nability 
to measure the land intensity of the production function in ind'ustries , to 
control the effects ot' the separation of office and iactorY1 to define 
small industry classes, and. to evaluate tie effects of the location of 
markets and of the history of industrial development . These seemed to be 
reasonable conclusions in the light of the Sydney data alone. 
However , these conclusions may have to be modified when interp)'eted 
together with the other statistical results . The effects of the separation 
of office and factory were not measured in the inter- urban analysis , which 
gave positive results even though the study of the textile and clothing 
industries indicated that firms do separate administration and factory in 
order to take advantage of lower labour co ts in country areas while 
keeping uncertainty costs at a minimum. The separation of office and 
factory may therefore not be an important influence on the negative results 
in Sydney unless the forces generated by uncertainty within a city are 
weaker than the forces which determine inter- urban location. Similarly the 
New York ~1etropoli tan Region studies do not suggest that a fine 
classification of industries is more important at illl inter- urban than at 
an intra- urban scale1t yet the analysis of the location of industry in 
Australia produced Significant results despite a coarse grouping of 
industries • 
Thus uncertainty is probably a weaker locational force at the 
within- city th8~ at the inter- urbilll scale . This is partly becalille its 
effect may be sVlalllped by the effects of other factors -- the land intensity 
of the production funct:j..on , the location of markets , and the history of 
industrial development -- but also because wlc ertainty may not vary 
greatly between subm'bs within a city. This Bencral conclusion is, however, 
based on data from the statistical analysis of location patterns in only 
one metropolitan area , supplemented by more subjective judgements on 
industrial location in 1:T ew York. Still , the results for Sydney stand in 
marked contrast to the significant associations between uncertainty and 
definite patterns of location at the inter- urban, inter- regional and 
international scales . 
(iii) Methodology 
By far the most important of the methodological limitations to the meanin 
and value of the results arises because only cross sections of location 
and growth patterns have been taken, rather than a combination of cross 
12. See , for example , the analyses of Hoover & Vernon, Anatom.Y of a 
Metropoli~ and Lichtenberg , One- Tenth of a Nation. 
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sections with analyses of growth and location through time . The annlyses 
are static and contain no investigation of the way in which the patterns 
have developed . (The case study of flour milling is the sole exceptior. to 
this statement . ) Both international and Australian data are limited in 
scope and accuracy now] but twenty yeers ago they were even more limit d. 
Furthermore , since historical stGtistics are tmreliable , an historical 
account of the development of a location pattern would require a lengthy 
evaluat i on of sources on the basis of qualitative information: this 
evaluation is incompatible with the desire to a"'l8.lyse patterns at several 
scales. 
The results obtai ned from the analyses therefore have a limited 
meaning . Differences between cOUl1tries , towns and industries at the 
present time have been related to uncertality. But the fact that large 
towns are different from small towns today does not i:nply anything about 
the i ndustrial fJtructure of the present large towns when they were sm ll? 
nor does it ~ply any relationship between large and small tOY«ill in the 
past . Sydney, when it had a populat i on of 250]000 ] had an industrial 
structure different fro~ that of present day Newcast le: its employment 
was more concentrated in government and consumer goods industries and les8 
in the heavy iron and steel industries . The e@pirical study does not 
reveal any data about the growth of an individual .-- or of groups of 
towns, r egions or nations . 
(iv) Ji'actors 
11. final qualification concerns the factors incorporated in the studies , 
The emphasis throughout has been on uncertainty es ill explanatory variable . 
Dat a on some i'actors (e. g . ? costs of transport) are not available in 
Australia, and it seemed valuable to compare the theory with realitv at 
several scales and in a variety of conditions i n order to determine how 
general the ideas are . One result of this policy is the conclusion that 
uncertainty may operate ineffectually at small scales for example , 
within a metropolitan area. The relatively wide range of the results a'1d 
the introduction of the concept of scale may justify the exclusion of a 
detailed analysis of the interaction of uncertainty pressures with more 
traditional location factors in a developing pattern of economic activity, 
The nearest this thesi8 comes to such an analysis is in the stt~dy of 
flour milling , but even then the emphasiS is on explaining the role of 
uncertainty. 
There is consequently a very real danger that the relationship 
between uncertcinty and location patterns has been overemphasised in the 
empirical studi es. If we are explaining the distribution of X in t r illS of 
r and .£ ? the association between :!.. and Z on the one hand and X on the 
other must be apportioned in three ways : the effect of Y on'X indcpend n 1.])' 
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of .9. , the effect of .9. on! independently of 1. and the effect of YZ on!. 
The importance of yz in relation to 1. and l depends on the correlation 
between Y and _~ . Thus if l is omitted from the analysis , the relationship 
between Y and X also contains the relationship be~/een YZ and X. Then if 
! and l are positively correlated, the actual associCl.tion between Y 
and! is overstated , and if 1. and! are negatively related, the actual 
association is understated . The risk of error is theoretically in both 
directions (towards understatement and overstatement) , but since the 
empirical analyses have suggested a significant association between 1. and 
! (uncertainty and location) , the possibility that the association is 
understated is less important that the pos~ibility that the association 
has been overstated. This is one of the most important dangers inherent 
in the methodology of the thesis . 
Results 
Thus tllcertainty alters economies of scale , agGlomeration economies and 
distance costs. Thi s has been one of the primary themes of the thesis . 
However , the attempt to measure the effect of uncertainty on agglomeratio!1 
economies and distance costs must be qualified : the innovation model has 
not been tested; uncertainty may not have much effect at small scales; 
we know little about the effects of uncertainty during the evolut ion oi' a 
locat ional pattern ; and the omissi on of other factors may overemphasise 
the effects of uncertainty. Within these l:i.I!lits , some information 
available shows that reality is compatible with the thesis that distance 
costs and agglOI:J.cration economies arc higher under uncertainty. 
Plants tend to be smaller in an uncertain economy than in a certain 
one , though their market areas tend to be spatially larger (because 
consumers ale poorer) . Thus the distance between towns rises as does 
uncertainty, and varies in response to uncertainty within a system. On the 
other hand , the proportion of a society 1s urban activities which is 
contained in a few large cities is higher in an uncertain than in a certain 
system, because agglomeration economies are higher . Plants are smaller iu 
an uncertain system and therefore use external economies more than in a 
cert&in system, and there are more external economies available: 
agricultural adjustTIent is eaSier, new firms can obtain specialised 
servic os , and innovat ion rates are higher the larger is the city, region 
or nat i on within which these activities are located. The concentration of 
a ctivity within a fevl areas' lso tends to be jncreased by the higher 
distance costs under uncertainty compared with certainty (though in 
systems in which raw materi als form a large proportion of the value of 
output , uncertainty may be associated with the dispersal of activity) . 
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The resulting pc ttern of location is mOl'e costly in an uncer tain than 
in a certain economy. The external disecononies of scale, especially 
traffic costs? are higher in an uncertain system thzn in a systcm in which 
activ-:L ty is less concentrated in a few areas. H0\7eVeI', Th.is is not to say 
that the p<:.tte n which develops is not optimal, given I;UE; existence of 
uncertainty. The effects of uncertLinty on distance costs~ external 
economies and scule economies do not? in themsel eS 1 lead to the 
conclusion that the pattern of location which evolve is not the best from 
s ocietyl s point of v-:Lew. 
The Location DecLsion 
Review 
The second major theme of the thesis has been an E;valuation of the 
location decisions of firms which are uncertain. The theoretic 1 analysis 
in Chapter 2 has suggested that uncertainty about rivals l behaviour may 
drive firms into tOwrlS even though their profits could be higher outside 
the town. Similar arguments indicated that uncertainty enhances the growth 
of large cities bec~use of the need of firms to co- ordinate decisions and 
because of the risks of making unusual location decisions. Thi portion of 
the work thus indicates a reason why towns form and reinforces the 
conclusion that Q~certainty enhm1ces the concentration of activity 
within a few areas. 
However~ very little evidence has been tendered to evaluate these 
models. It is practic8.11y impossible to obtain evidence which separates 
the uncertainty and externc,l economy effects on the formation of towns: 
existing patterns of activity are compatible with both theories, 
Con equently evidence has only been produced to show that some choices 
made by people are compatible with the minimax criterion: exaJ!lples were 
taken from the production decisions of Australian banana farmers and from 
some experiments. Such examples, though only isolated examples, are 
~ ec e r:f:' Elry for we have little evidence £!.bout the predictive value of the 
theory of games. 
The discussion of the effect of uncertainty upon economies of scalc) 
agglomerution economies and distance costs suggests th2t new data be 
introduced into an analysis of location decisions and of patterns of 
activ-:Lty. These data can be tre~ted within existing conceptual frameworks, 
as we have indicated in tlus chepter. But the theory of games is a 
relatively novel way of analysing the information, and the models which 
use its criteria are different from traditional models . The basis of this 
difference lies in the term 1 maximum profits l. In tl~adi tional analyses, 
the use of the term is relatively simple: a mCt:ximum profit location is 
that location amongst all other s at which the profit of the firm are 
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highest . (However, some ambiguity does arise in the use of long term or 
short term criteria of maximum profits .) In an uncertain environment, 
' maximum profits : does not necessarily mean the same as in a certain 
economy. An uncertain firm tries , according to game theory, to maximise 
profits safely, real i sing that opponents arc behaving slillilarly: the firmi s 
motives include maximum profit but , equally importantly , secure profits . 
The usefulness of this concept in location theory arises because firms 
realise that their profits depend in part on the location of later sellers 
and consumers and therefore try to secure a location which will be 
reasonably good no matter what other firms decide . 
Several other workers have made a similar point and have suggested 
that game theory be used to analyse location decisions . Isard and Dacey13 
and Isard and Reiner14 have proposed that game theory be used to predict 
the behaviour of firms , but they have not proceeded to demonstrate the 
patterns generated by these predictions, nor have they indicated their 
value . Isard and Smith15 have used game theory to analyse typical 
Weberian and typical Hotelling Situations, and GOuld16 has used the 
minimax criterion to predict the product i on decisions of some Ghanairu1 
farmers . However , none of these works can be said to represent attempts to 
develop model which generate specific patterns of activity. 
Soci al optimality 
The game models h8.v e been used in this thesis to demonstrate how fiTI'1;J Flay 
be expected to react to uncertainty when making location decisions . It has 
been proposed that a firm, I, chooses that location which is best when 
other firms choose locations which are worst from l ' s point of view. This 
criterion indicates that firms aggregate together in cities to a greater 
extent than they would if they were certain. This conclusion reinforces 
the conclusions reached earlier in the discussion: that the effects of 
uncertainty on distance costs and external economies are largely directed 
towards the concentration of production. 
However , where s the adjustment of firms to these running costs 
effects of uncertainty may be optimal for society (given uncertainty) , 
uncertainty causes location decisions to be socially non- optimal . Even 
though firms may be making the best choice from their own point of view, 
these choices may not be the best for society. One form of loss occurs if 
expectations are inaccurate , but this is a loss to the firm as well as to 
13. W. Isard & M. F . Dacey, ' On the Projection of Individual Behaviour in 
Regional Analysis I , J . reg . Sci. , vol. 4, 1962, pp . 1-34. . 
14 . W. Isard & T. Ao Reiner , ' Aspects of Decision- Making Thecry and R8gl0nal 
SCience l , Pap . & Pro~eg. Sci . Ass . , vol . 9, 1962 , pp . 25-3~ . . 
15. Isard & Smith, I Location Games: With Applj cations to C lasslc Locatlon 
Problems l • 
16. Gould , :Man Against His Environment: A Game- Theoretic Framework :. 
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society: at the moment VIc; e.re more int rested in defining the occasions on 
which a firm 1 s cst choice is not socially optimal . There are several of 
these occasions . 
'rhe f irst lo cati on model analysed the choices of uncertain 
interdependent sellers~ and suggested that these sellers located a t the 
centre of the market . \!hile t her e is only one firm in an industryy the 
social optimum location i~; t e centre~ but \;he _ the industry contains two 
or more firm.s, incomes i n the market lillly be .ilQ..'{imise when t hese firLls 
separate. The socially op timum loca tion de ends on transport costs? den ity 
of demand, slope of the de:::a2.lld curve and pricc, but unless external 
economies can offset the influence of these f actors , incomes i n the market 
may oe highe~ if the sellers separLte thc.n if they congr8gatc together . 
The aggregation of fir:ns sclling t he S8.IIle good i s not necessarily 
non- optimal for society -- t his depends on external economies - but in 
some case~ the ex ante maximum profit location of uncertain interdependent 
sellers may not be socially the best locat ion. ( If this is true~ the 
location is not the best ex post location fOl' the f irm either . ) 
Similarly the best lo cc.ltion before the event for f irms whicl must 
aerec on a common site Day not be the bes t ex poat location. As the 
discussion in Chapter 2 suggested, firms may be attrac t ed to the largest 
city in a region even though some other place Il1D.y offer higher profits . 
This may be linked wi t h the lClor e general problem of co- ordinating the 
locati onal movement of external economy firms . Assume that there arc 
s everal firms in an ir2.dustl'ic:.l complex, thc profits of which depend 
closely on prOximity to the other firms in the complex, and that th 
relocation of the complex fro. point 1. to point l would be profitab l e 
(thc.t is, the extra profi ts c.t 1 would yiwld a markct rate of returl on the 
capi t a l inves t ed. i n thc relocation) . Soci ety and cnch firm would then 
benefi t fro 1 this movement. However , no one firm CDIl malce the move on its 
own~ for wlless all the firms relocate c.t the same t i me , the individual 
firms lose by the change in location. Hence tle relocation of S:l811 an 
industrial complex requirt)G co- ordination of decisions, in the same ','lay 
that t he ellers had to co-ordinate their locc.tion choi ces "i,i th r espect to 
ci ties. Thl:: locational ch' nge will not take pl ace: unless the firms C[,r! 
communicate ? u..'11ess they c.:.m malce binding .J.greement"' , ond unless they can. 
nll finance the move at the same time. The relocation of SOlle industrial 
complex(·s is hal ted when some of these condi tions do not hold : a{>.in ~ 
social income is l es th&n the maximum. 
The innovation model discussed in Chc.\pter 4 indicates another wa. in 
which uncerta inty i ntroduc es location patterns which are socially l es s than. 
the best . A firm which r ec eives Em innovation. qui ckly i s !.'lore lilcely to 
adopt that innovnt ion profitn ly thon a. second f i ro which does not I'ec~ive 
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the innovation until later , even though in the long run the second firm 
might be able to produce more profitably. The location of linseed 
production in Australia is probably not thc best: the average yield of 
linseed in Australia would be higher if the crop were grown in northern 
New South Wales , where yields rise above Queensland yields after farmers 
have grown linseed for five or six years . Since firms do not often 
anticipate a profit after two or three successive failures with an 
innovat ion, their choices may not be the best in the long run. 
Furthermore , if firms use the minimax criterion to make production 
decisions, the resulting decisions are not the best for society. The 
banana farmers may make the best choice for them by using this criterion: 
maximum profits in the long run for the firm requires that the firm stays 
in business , and so the firm may not make the bet according to the odds 
because a failure would bankrupt the firm. However , social income is 
maximised when all firms make the best bet (although an allowance must be 
made for the costs of buying and selling firms and of administering 
bankruptcies) . The firm maximises long run profits by staying in business , 
but it seldom matters to society which firm operates a particular factory . 
TABLE 10-1 
Minimax and Expectations Decisions : Returns per Acre 
FARMER i s STATE OF NATURE 
CHOICE MIN Th'lillil 1-2 EXPECTATION Good (1) Poor (2) 
Crop A 70 60 60 10 63 
Crop B 40 80 40 - 40 68 
Note : a linear production function is assumed . 
Table 10-1 indicates one way in whicl this problem of optimality can 
be evaluated . Suppose that the farmer has two choices, crops A and B, the 
returns from which vary according to the state of Nature . If the season is 
good , crop A is better , if the season is bad , B ought to be grown. There 
is no simple strategy to solve the problem, but the farmer , if he uses the 
minimax criterion ought to devote 40/50 of his inputs to crop A ru1d 10/50 
to crop B. But if he knows that a poor season occurs in seven years out 
of ten, the farmer ought to maximise the mathematical expectation of each 
choice : A is then worth an average of 63 per year and B an average of 68. 
In this case the far er grows all B. (His justification for not choosing 
in this manner might be that costs are 50 per acre and he has no reserves, 
so that if a good year occurs when he has chosen B he becomes bankrupt . ) 
Now society loses through the minimax choices of farmers . Over ten 
years of growing the crop B, society ' s returns are 680 . But the minimax 
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cri terion suggests that i, be grown for eight years illld B for nvo, and thus 
returns for the ten years "re [8x63 + 2x63J ? which :.ITo 640. Thus because 
of uncertainty illld the feeLr of bo.nkruptcy? fannR in this region devote 80~~ 
of their land to th crop A and 201~ to B~ whereas socj a1 income is lIk'UCimiseu 
when the farmers grmv only B. The resulting location patten: is clcQrly 
not the best for society, thoug it may represent the best strc.tee:;y for tl e 
fo.llllers to maximise their long run profits. 
Conclusions 
We have attempted within this thesis to describe some of thE; ways in which 
uncerto.inty affectr' the locG.tion of economlc o.ctivi ty. The description has 
ano.lysed two facets of th~ location problem by investi8cting the loco.tion 
and roduction decision, and the costs o.nd profits associated with 
different pla.ces. In gener al it appeQred that uncertainty introduces 
dis economies of scale within the firm (and thus reduces the size: of some 
plnnts), increases the economies of agglomeration c.nd raises distance costs. 
In high income industrio.l countries, uncertainty is posi~ively associated 
with the concentration of economic activity~ though in economies in which 
raw materials and food are a more important compone t of national lllcome, 
the association between uncertainty and concentration may be negative. The 
adjustments which fir~ make to ths effects of w1ccrtainty on distanc~ 
costs nnd agglomeration economies may bu optim8ol froD -che point o i.' view of 
society. However~ the production nnd location decisions uade by uncertD.in 
entrepreneurs may often i.10t result in 0. mnxi!.:1W1l to society. 
The assumption of uncertQinty in 0. location nodal Cill1 therefore 
contribute two results. Fil'st 9 it usually increo.sGS the extent to which 
activity is concentrated and it provides nn add i tional reason for the 
formation of towns. Secondly , l.U1Certo.inty pr.ovides sene reasons why 
location 'pat terns may not be the best for society. Probably no one weuld 
argue that these two re!:lu.lts do not permit theory to explo.in the location 
of economic activity more f lily thnn the o.ssumption of certainty. To this 
extent~ the theory is useful. But the real test of th vnlue of th8 theory 
is whether the addition21 explanation of reo.lity sufficiently compensates 
for the extra complicntions of using 80 games model which incorporates the 
effects of uncertainty on distance costs nnd . eglomeration economics. The 
empirical work ho.s a tt empted to measur the increo.se in explnnntion 
obtained by assuming uncertainty? but the extra precision o...>1d the extent 
of the complications have not been accurately gauged: the thesis has not 
been able to apply the: more sophisticcted t ests wluch might be made of 
the theory. 
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APPENDIX 1 
THE PRODUCTIO r DECISIONS OF BANAl.'JA FAmlJERS 
The purpose of this Appendix is to demonstrate that game theory is 
sODetj,8s a useful predictive model of the production decisions of 
entrepreneurs. In order to predict decisions with the minimax criterion, 
information must be obtained for a variety of economic conditions and 
should relate to a small number of firms ( so that averages do not conceal 
within group variations) . The only regular studies of sufficient detail in 
Australia are thOS e conducted by the Bureau of Agricultural Economics . 
Some of' the economic surveys of the Bureau are based on information 
relating to one year, some contain details for three years . The one year 
surveys are useless for this analYSis because only one condition is 
samplenj even the three year studies may not sample all the conditions 
upon which the farmer bases his decisions . 
A partial solution to the problem of obtaining a varie ty of 
information is found by choosing the banana industry for analysis . The 
survey report on the Australian banana i ndustry1 indicates that there are 
six major producing regions (s ee the map , Fig. A1- 1): (i) Far North 
Queensland, around Innisfail , (ii) North Queensland , around Gympie and 
Caboolture , (iii) South Queensland, between Brisbane and the tat e border, 
(iv) North New South Wales, centred on Niurwillumbah and Lismore, (v) South 
New South Wal es , around Coffs Har bour, and (Vi) near Carnarvon in Western 
Australia. Data ar e presented for three years, 1959- 60 , 1960- 61 and 
1961-62, in each ar ea. 
The report has two advantages over many others of the Bureau. First, 
financial data are pr esent ed in detail for several enterprises , thereby 
allowing an analYSis of the allocation of inputs to each ent er prise. 
Secondly, there is not an extensive complementary relationship between 
bananas nnd the other enterprises on a banana farm. Land is not generally 
rotated to maintain yields (in contrast t o , say, wheat and sheep farms), 
and capital installations ar e often independent . There is, however, some 
complementarity in the us e of l abour : dairying , for exampl e, us es labour 
all the yenr round and provides a continuous income throughout the yenr, 
whereas bananas provide i ncome only over a short period . By and large, 
though, such compl ementarity relati onships may only be minor determinants 
of production decisions , and i t seems that enterprises are competing 
directly for resources in the range of allocations which actually exists . 
1. Bureau of Agricultural Economics, The Australian Banana Industry? an 
Economic Survey, Canberra , 1964 . 
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FIGURE A1-1 
MAP SHOWING LOCATION OF AUSTRALIAN BANA.lI1"A PRODUCING REGIONS 
Source : The Australian Banana Industry , .... 
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Introduction: Survey Methods 
The survey sampled 144 farms , of which 19 were in Far North Queensland , 
21 in North Queensland , 22 in South Queensland, 35 in North New South 
Wales, 29 in South New South Wale s and 18 in Western Au~tralia . The sample 
in each area v~s stratified by farm size and , except in Western Australia , 
only farms with more than three acres of ban"",nas in 196 1- 62 were eliBj.ble 
for inclUSion. The tables in the report are weighted by the total number 
of farms in each size group and are thus representative of all the farms 
2 in each area. 
The report provides a general descript'ion of the banana. farm 
characteristics within each area~ In Far North Queensland ~ bananas are 
grown on flat or undulating country, generally within t hirty miles of the 
coast. The gentle slopes permit the full er use of machinery than the 
steeply sloping sites of most f arms further south. Most banana growers 
here are specialists . The climate is well suited to banana grOWing, though 
the area suffers from periodic damage from cyclones and frosts . In North 
Queensland, bananas are usually planted on steep hill slopes in frost free 
area. Bananas are grown by specialists and in conjunction with other crops 
(mainly sugar cane , tropical fruits and dairy-ing) . Tr..is region is similar 
to all other areas to the south in that plantations are subj8ct to 
occasional damage from cyclones and hail. In South Queensland, farmers are 
sometimes specialists , especially near Brisbane, but other enterprises , 
i ncluding dairy farming and thE:: production of vegetables and tropical 
fruits , may be important . Bananas ar e grown on flat land or on steep 
slopes . Bananas in North New South Wal es are normally grovlD on hill slopes 
and are sometimes the main f8Im enterpri se: other enterprises include 
dairy farming and the production of sugar cane . The farms in the South 
New South Wales producing region are often on very steep slopes , for the 
coastal r ange i s close to the sea. In the north of this region, bananas 
are often the sole farm enterprise, although dairy farming usually 
ac companies banana growing . In Western Australia, around the mouth of the 
Gascoyne River, bananas are grown under irrigation. The a r ea planted to 
crops is limited by water restrictions , and farms and banana enterprises 
tend to be smaller than in other regions . Other crops on the banana farms 
are fruit and vegetables . 10st climatic damage in this ar ea is caused by 
cyclones and by the flooding whi ch is associated with the cyclones . 
The survey had to make somewhat arbitrary definitions of capital 
values and of the allocation of some capital it ems to the di:fferent 
enterprises~ The valuations of land and land improvements used in the 
2. rrhe Australian Banana Industry, ... , pp . 1- 7. 
3. The Austr alian Banana Industry, ••• ~ pp. 8-1 6 . 
4. The Australian Banana Industry • ••• , pp . 30- 34. 
survey were made on the basis of fair market value by valuers of the 
Reserve Bank of Australia. Farms were valued freehold . Plant and 
structures were valued at replacement cost less assessed depreciat ioni 
the house of the farm operator was excluded from the capital valuation, 
though all other buildings -- including houses us ed by employees -- were 
i ncorporated . Li vestock capital values were computed from the values of 
sales and purchases in trading accounts . These capital values were 
allocated to the banana and other enterprises in proportion to the 
farmers ' estimates of annual usage . 
Details of the labour employed and of -labour usage were supplied by 
the farmer and used to allocate labour costs to enterprises . Wage rates 
were imputed to the farmer and to f'amily labour; for hired labour, the 
survey used the actual wage rates paid . Developmental work was included as 
a capital investment, not as a cost. Information suppli ed by the farmer 
was used to allocate other cash costs to the various enterprises . Interest 
on farm capital was charged at rates estimated by banking i nsti tutions to 
have been t he average overdraft rates charged by trading banks during 
each year . A strai ght line system of depreciating assets was used -- at 
rates set out i n Schedule of Rates of Depreciation for Income Tax, 1960 . 
The Analysis 
These data are now to be used to compare the predictions of farmers ' 
decisions whi ch are given by three models. These models are (i) that 
farmers act as though ~Tature was doing its best to minimise their incomes . 
This model assumes that farmers are playing a game against Nature and 
that they therefore use the minimax criterion to allocate inputs among 
enterprises; (ii) that farmers allocate resources so as to maximise 
incomes when the average conditions occur; and (iii) that farmers 
allocate inputs as though this year ' s conditions are to be repeated next 
year. It is hoped that a comparison of the predictions of these models 
with the farmers ' actual decisions permits us to evaluate the usefulness 
of the three models in t~ts context . 
r:lethods 
The first problem is to decide which income measures the farmers maximise 
with respect to variable inputs . The report does not supply sufficient 
data to determine the effects of variations in capital inputs, and so only 
the short run decision can be studied . Land is neither in short supply 
( 
ro& 5) . between 35% and 6W' of the farm area in ell regions is unused , nor ~s 
it a variable i nput i n the short run, for bananas are a r elatively long 
term investment . I,and is not easily nor quickly rc- allocated among 
enterprises . 
5 . The Australian Banana Industry, . .. , p. 17 < 
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Consequently it appears that the inputs which are most readily varied 
in the short run are labour (hired and family) , fuel and power, fertiliser, 
seed, transport and packing, and repairs to equipment . Most of these 
inputs, the payments for which are classii'ied by the r eport as Ilabour 
costs l or I cash costs l can be varied annually between enterprises. In this 
example, therefore, we shall assume that farmers are maximising gross 
receipts with respect to variable inputs -- cash costs and labour costs . 
This i s a short run decision. 
However, some of these inputs are allocated only after farmers know 
practically all the condi tions for the year. For example, the farmer 
knows his returns from inputs of harvesting labour and packaging. Since 
this study is attempting to analyse farmers I reactions to uncertainty, 
these costs must be omitted from the input allocation which is examined. 
If it is assumed that returns are some function of preharvest inputs and 
harvesting inputs, then the farmer is uncertain mainly about the shape of 
t he function relating preharvest inputs and returns , for the effect of 
harvesting inputs is largely known by the time that they are allocated to 
enterprises . The study therefore analyses the farmers I allocation of 
preharvest inputs. 
The report provides financial information for banana enterprises and 
for the rest of the farm. The analysis therefore takes the form of a 
prediction of the allocation of variable inputs to banana and to other 
enterprises . To do this, functions relating value products and value of 
inputs are constructed for each enterprise in each year . The problem is 
that the report only reveals the average results for each r egion rather 
than the results for individual farmers . Consequently two decisions must 
be made for each function .-- its shape and the value of the parameters . 
It has been assumed throughout the discussion that the functions 
relating i nput and output are quadratic , that is, of the form: 
2 (A1 -1 ) y a + bx - cx , 
where Jl.. is the value of output, ~ is the value of input and ~9 ~, and.£ 
are parameters whose values have to be estimated. Agricultural production 
theory recognises two alternative forms of the input- output function . The 
" 6 h" h first of these alternatives is the Spillman production functlon , W l C 
has the form: 
(A1 - 2) y x m - ar , 
where the value of m indicates the maximum output which can be obtained 
from the t echnical unit and the term r indicates the ratio in which 
increments are added to total production. A second possible production 
6. W. J . Spillman, Exponent i al Yield Curves in Fertili ser ExBe~i~en~s , 
Washington, 1933 , and 'N . J". Spillman & E. Lang , The Law of Dlmlrushl~ 
Returns , New York, 1924. 
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function is the Cobb- Douglas production function : 
( A1-3) y axb , 
where a and b ar e parameters to be estimated. The ~uadratic i s preferred 
over the Spillman and Cobb- Douglas forms because it allows a negative 
marginal product whereas the Spillman function as sumes a constant ratio 
of one marginal product to the succeeding marginal product and the Cobb-
Douglas function assumes a constant elasticity of production . The ~uadratic 
is thus a more general curvet though the other two functions may serve 
satisfactorily over observations on the production function which do not 
extend to negative productivity! 
The parameters of the ~uadratic functions must now be estimated . An 
e~uation is fitted to the data for each enter prise (banana s and other) in 
each region in each year ; the data consist of the value of preharvesting 
variable inputs and the value of gross r ecei pts l ess harvesting costs. 
Since 'de know only one point on the function , whereas there are three 
unknowns in the general form of the ~uadrati c (~, ~, and ~ in e~uation 
(A1 -1 )), the solution cannot be exact : the parameter s must be estimated 
from ext ernal criteria. 
The first external criterion to be applied concerns the value of ~, 
the constant term in the e~uation. The constant term is e~ual to the value 
of gross receipts vmen variable inputs are zero . (That is , substi t ute 
x = 0 in e~uation (A1-1) . ) It can be argued that if the farmer applies no 
labour , fuel , fertilis ers, seed and electricity? his gross receipts will 
be zero , and this is the assumpt ion made here . This is an accurate 
assumption for dairying enterprises and for crops sown annually, but may 
be l ess true of banana enterprises . 
The second criterion is that the farmer is not producing beyond the 
effi cient portion of the value product function. In other words , t he point 
which is lcnown for i nputs and output in a year does not l i e beyond the 
maximum point of the function. The marginal value product at the given 
l evel of inputs is non- negative . 
These two conditions may now be used to define the function relating 
value of inputs and value of output in each year for each enterprise. 
Since ~ , has been assumed to be zero , the value product ion function (A1 - 1) 
becomes : 
(A1-4) y 2 bx - cx • 
Since t he marginal value product at the actual input level is non- negative; 
or 
(A1-5) 
(A1-6) 
b - 2cx ~ 0 , 
c :s [b/2xJ . 
7. See also Heady? The Economics of Agricultural Production and Resource 
Use , pp . 52-89 , esp . p . 59 . 
But , from equation (A 1-4) , 
(A 1-7) 
2 
b == X. + cx 
x 
Equation (A 1-7) can be substituted in the inequality (A1 - 6) , to give : 
(A1-8) c :s [y/x2] • 
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The inequality (A 1·-8) defines an upper limit to c . But it is also known 
that ~ is more than zero (for , if ~ is less than zero , the function is 
' UI shaped, and if ~~, the funct i on is a straight line; both these 
results are theoretically unacceptable) . Thus an upper limit and a lower 
l imit have been defined for~, and it is assumed that the actual value of 
c lies midway betwe en these two extremes , i : en , that : 
(A 1-9) c [Y/2x2] 
From (A1-9) and (A 1-7) : 
(A 1-10) b [3y/2x] 
By assuming that the value production function passes through the origin 
a nd contains a range of dimin~.shing returns , that the farmers are not 
pr oducing in the range of di minishing total returns , and that the actual 
curve lies in the middle of the range of possible curves , a production 
function can be fitted to the value of inputs and outputs i n an enterpris e 
in one year . The first step in the analysis is to fit curves of the form: 
(A 1-1 1) y bx - cx2 
(where ~ is gross receipts and ~ is the value of variable inputs excluding 
harvesting costs) to the data for each enter, lrise in each year in each of 
the six regions . 
Production funct i ons 
Table A1-1 shows the value of the parameters , ~ and~, which were obtained 
by this process . There are wide variations in the slope of the functions 
between regions , and also some marked differences between years within 
r~gions . In Queensland Far North and Western Australia, the values of the 
~ and ~ coefficients change markedly over the period . One general trend 
is clear __ the tendency for the ratio b : c to be larger in banana 
enterprises than in other enterprises (this is not true of Queensland 
South or of Western Australia) . Therefore except in Queensland South and 
Western Australia, the maximum of the total value product curve is reached 
Hith higher inputs in the banana than in other enterprises , and gross 
rece i pts are higher at this maximum in the banana enterprise than in other 
uses . In Queensland Far North, Queens l and North and in North and South 
New South Wales , banana enterprises therefore tend to be more important 
than other enterprises on banana farms . 
The actual allocation of inputs to the two enterprises predicted by 
the criteria of choice can be calculated from these production functions, 
and from the total amount of variable inputs the farmer has to invest . 
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Since the relative profitability of the two enterprises changes as the 
amount of variable inputs available rises, the allocation must be 
recalculated for each actual level of variable inputs . The methods used 
are illustrat eCl by the eJ:ample of ueensland Far North ; fo llowing this , 
the results of all regions are presented . 
TABLE A1-1 
Production Functions: Values of band c Coefficients 
EIJTERPRISE 
Bananas Other 
RIDlON YEAR COEFFICIENTS 
c b c b 
Queensland 1959- 60 . 000679 1. 4131 . 001746 1. 9640 
Far North 1960- 61 . 000595 1. 4559 . 001573 1. 7219 
196 1-62 . 000787 2. 2365 . 000949 1. 2838 
Queensland 1959- 60 . 000686 1. 5517 . 001834 2. 3832 
North 1960-6 ~ . 000432 1.1 003 . 001909 2. 8006 
196 1-62 .000530 1.5000 . 001349 2. 2419 
Queensland 1959- 60 .00063 1 1.2749 . 0006 17 1. 6436 
South 1960- 61 . 00060 1 1. 4139 . 000640 1. 6597 
1961-62 . 000776 1. 6807 . 000357 1. 2262 
New South 1959- 60 . 000505 1. 2778 . 002621 1. 8397 
Wales 1960- 61 . 000623 1. 5037 . 002410 1. 6630 Torth 
196 1-62 . 000485 1. 3218 . 007 134 1. 9682 
New South 1959- 60 . 000480 1. 5185 . 000941 1. 0870 
Wales 1960- 61 . 000540 1. 8350 . 001216 1. 5426 South 
1 61 - 62 . 000470 1. 4667 . 001366 1. 5082 
\,1estern 1959- 60 . 000764 2 . 7431 . 000470 1. 7505 
Australia 1960- 61 . 000343 1. 0539 . 000387 2. 0922 
196 1-62 . 000 45 3 1. 6220 . 000393 1. 6032 
Source: computations described in text on data in The Australian Banana 
Industry , • • • • 
The example of Queensland Far Horth 
Assume that the level of variable costs which can be allocated to the 
cnt2rprises is B, and that there are two value pr oduct ion ftillctions : 
(A1- 12) 
and (A 1-13) 
y 
z 
2 bx - cx 
2 d(R - x) - e(R - x) , 
where X is the output of bananas , ~ the inputs used in the banana 
ent erprise z the output of other crops , and (R - x ) the inputs allocated 
, --
to other enterpris es . The total output, ~, is maximised men 
(A1-14) 
that is, when 
(A1-15) 
b - 2cx - d + 2cR - 2ex 
x 
b - d + 2eR 
2( c + e) 
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0 , 
Equation (A1-15) solves the allocation probleI'l fe., ~ a.l individual pair 
of production functions . However, the farmer has first to decide which 
pair of functions he tlunks will occur in ~v given year . Three possible 
decisions are compared in this Appendix: the minimax decision, the 
assumption that average conditions will occur, and the decision th t last 
year ' s pair of fUl'lctions will also occur this yeo.r . 
The average ploducti on functions for the tv/o enterprises are simply 
calculated, as taking the mean values of the band c coefficients for each 
year . The average functions for Queensland Far North are: 
and 
(A1 - 16) 
(A 1- 17) 
y 1. 70 18x - 0 .000687x2 
z 1. 6566(R - x) - 0 . 001423(R - x)2 . 
The actual level of total variable inputs, B., in each year is substituted 
in equation (A1-15) to predict that farmers allocate 68 . 4~ , 68. 33% and 
68 . 2410 of their variable inputs to bananas in 1959- 60 , 1960- 61 and 
1961 - 62 respectively. 
It is equally easy to predict farmers ' cho ices on the assumption that 
they expect last year ' s functions to occur again this year . In the pair of 
functions for 1959-60 is substituted the level of B. for 1960- 61, to obtain 
the prediction for 1960-61 . This criterion suggests that farmers allocate 
62 . 40% of vo.riable inputs to bananas in 1960- 61 and 68.1 7% to bananas in 
1961 - 62. 
The minimax criterion requires slightly more calculation. Consider 
first the allocation problem in 1959- 60 . The farQer can calculate his gros s 
receipts for each of nine possible outcomes: he co.n decide tho.t the pair 
of production functions for 1959-60 or 1960- 61 or 1961-62 might occur, and 
Nature can decide which of the three actually does occur . The farmer can 
therefore calculate a matrix in which outcomes are Shovffi for each of his 
choices and each of Nature ' s choices . Such a matrix , calculated f'rom the 
functions in Table A1- 1 for the actual level of R in 1959-60 is 
represented in Table A1-2. 
The first sto.ge in the deduction of minimax outcomes from uch a 
table is to calculate th minimum of the column maxima (the lowest income 
to which Nature co.n force the farmer: the minimax) and the maximum of the 
row minima (the best that the farmer can do if rlature chooses the worst 
possibility for the farmer: the mo.ximin) . The minimax is 1156 , given by 
1959- 60 and the IDo.ximin is 1059 , given by 196 1-62 . If the minimax equals 
the maximin, the theory of games suggests that these r epresent the best 
strategies for the players, but when they arc not equal the solution is 
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TABLE A1-2 
Matrix for Minimax Choices 1 1959- 60 : I!'armer ' s Gross Receipts 
FARMER ' S NATURE ' S STRATEGY 
STRATb'GY 1959 60 1960- 61 1961-62 Minimum 
1959- 60 1156 1150 1511 11 50 
1960- 61 1148 1158 1545 1148 
1961-62 1059 1114 1580 1059 
Note : this table shows t he gross rec eipts (in £ ' s) obtnined by the farmer 
if he makes the maximising allocation for 1959-60, 1960- 61 or 196 1-62 when 
each pair of functions actually occurs . 
Source: data in The Australian Banana Industry , • • •• 
not stable . For example, if he knows that Nature is to choose 1959- 60, 
the farmer does bett er than his maximin by choosing 1959- 60 as well . 
How ever , insp ection of the table shows that, since Nature is trying 
to minimise the farmer ' s income, it will never choos e 1961-62 as a strategy 
because this choice always gives the farmer mor e then i f Nature choos es 
1959- 60 or 1960- 61 . Once the farmer r ealises this , he never chooses 
1961-62 either, becaus e the income from this choice is always inferior to 
that obtained by choosing 1959- 60 or 1960- 61. Thus 1961-62 is never chosen 
as a strategy by either player . The origina l 3x3 mat r ix has become the 2x2 
matrix shown in Table A1-3. 
The minimax s t ill do es not equal the maximin . The farmer ' s choice is 
now made according t o the differenc e in gross r eceipts bet~een Nature ' s 
strategies. Depending on whet her Nature chooses the f unctions of 1959- 60 
or 1960- 61, the farmer ' s gross receipts vary by £6 if he chooses 1959- 60 
and by £10 i f he choos es 1960- 61. The best allocation is therefore f or the 
farmer to use [6/(1 0 + 6)J of his inputs as though 1960- 61 was going to 
turn up apd [10/( 10 + 6) ] of his inputs as though he thought 1959- 60 would 
occur . The minimax crit erion therefore predicts that farmers allocate 
TABLE A1 - 3 
Reduced Matrix f or Minimax Choice q 1959- 60 
FARMER ' S NATURE' S STRATIDY 
STRATEGY 1959- 60 (A) 1960- 61 (B) ftinimum A- B 
1959- 60 11 56 11 50 1150 6 
1960- 61 1148 11 58 1148 -10 
Maximum 1156 11 58 
Sourc e: Table A 1·-2 . 
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65 . 37% of their variable inputs to bananas . By constructing matrices for 
the levels of total variable inputs i n 1960- 61 and 1961 - 62 , the minimax 
prediction for those two years is shown to be 63 . 08% and 63 . 88% of inputs 
to banana enterprises respectively. 
Table A1-4 compares the predictions of these three criteria of choice 
with the actual allocation of banana farmers . Clearly, none of the 
cr iteria is very good, for the smallest error is 13%. The best prediction 
of actual decisions is obtained from the mean curve -- the assumption that 
farmers expect average conditions to occur . 'l'he minimax prediction is in 
this case t he worst of the three . 
TABLE A1-4 
Comparison of Criteria of Choice, Queensland Far North 
YEAR A VERAG E ERROR 
CRITERION 
1959- 60 1960- 61 1961-62 Actual Percent age 
Actual 77.69 79 . 46 79. 74 
Minimax 65 . 37 63 . 08 63 . 88 14. 85 18 . 83 
Mean Curve 68 . 42 68 . 33 68. 24 10. 63 13 . 48 
Pro jection 62.40 68. 17 14. 32 18 .1 6 
~: percentage error i s the average differenc e between t he pr ediction 
and actual divided by the average actual allocat ion and expr essed as a 
per centage . The ' projection ' criterion cannot predict the allocation i n 
1959- 60 because the actual functions which occurr ed i n 1958- 59 are unknown. 
Source : data in The Australian Banana Industry, •••• 
Predictions compared 
The proc ess es which have been outlined for the comparison of the models 
with actual decisions i n Queensland Far North are now us ed to analys e the 
predictions of decisions i n the re ailung areas . Exactly the same methods 
have been used to derive the data in Table A1-5, except that the aver age 
prediction has been compared to the average decision. This reduces the 
size of the t able and suggests that the ' projection ' prediction is better 
than it actually is . 
The minimax prediction is slightly cl os er to the actual decision than 
the prediction based on the mean curve , and both are better than the 
' projection ' model . The average actual error for the minimax model is 
8 . 26%, for the mean curve model is 8 . 74%, and for the ' projection ' model 
is 11. 40%. The average of the errors expressed as a percentage of the 
a ctual allocation of inputs to bananas are 11 . 9g}& for the minimax model, 
12. 46% for the mean curve , and 16.55% for the ' projections ' . The minimax 
prediction is slightly better tbDn the prediction given by the mean curve , 
in the sense that the average error of the predict ion is sm ller . 
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'lIABLE A 1- 5 
ComEarison of Predictions! All Regions 
REXHON DECISION : ALLOCATION TO BANANAS PREDICTION ERROR 
Actual Minimax Mean Projection Minimax Mean Projection 
Qld lrar North 78 . 96 64.1 1 68 . 33 65 . 28 14. 85 10. 63 13 . 68 
Qld Nort h 72 . 27 60 . 83 57.98 58. 96 11. 44 14. 29 13 . 31 
Qld South 55 . 77 40 . 70 43.67 43 . 38 15. 07 12.10 12. 39 
NSlr North 88. 26 88.51 83 . 60 76 . 09 0 . 25 4. 66 12.1 7 
NSW South 83 . 61 76.17 74. 71 75 . 22 7 . 44 8 . 90 8 . 39 
WA 48 . 23 47 . 71 46.36 39 . 79 0 . 52 1. 87 8 . 44 
Source : data from The Australian Banana Industry, • ••• 
The maximising allocation of inputs was also calculated in each year , 
assuming that vari able inputs were constant at t rleir average level . From 
this the mean yearly change in the allocation to bananas was calculated 
(ignoring signs) and expressed as a p ercentage of the average l evel of 
variable inputs . The average change as a percentage of variable inputs in 
Western Australia was 23 . 3; in Queensland Far North and in New South Wales 
North1 it was about 7. 0 ; and in the three remaining areas it was b et~w een 
1.2 and 3. 8. It was found that both the minimax and the mean curve 
predictions are clos er to the actual decisions the great er is t he change 
in the maximising a llocation. In Western Australia , which showed the 
greatest change , the minimax error is 0 . 52, and the error of the mean 
curve is 1. 87; in Queensland Far North and Nen South Wales l~orth, t h e 
average errors are 7. 55 and 7 . 64 resp ectively; and in the three other 
areas , average errors are 11. 32 and 11 . 76 . It is und erstandable that when 
yearly changes in the maximising allocation are greatest -- i . e., when 
the functions change most -- the farmers should be most uncertain about 
the functions and therefore should choose the conservative minimax 
criterion, though the effect of uncertainty on the prediction of the mean 
curve model is curious. 
Conclusions 
This study has compared three models of f ar mers t decision making crit eria. 
The minimax criterion is slightly better thnn the mean curve prediction, 
though both have an actual error of about 8~. The assumption that farmers 
act as though this year t s conditions are to be the same as l ast year t s is 
less accurate, with an average actual error of 1lWo . Both the minimax and 
the mean curve predictions are closest to the actual decisions when 
farmers are most uncertain. However , the limitations of the data must be 
r emembered : the f i gures are only averages for each r egion, the non- banana 
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enterprises on the farms have all been grouped together 1 and the value 
production functions have been construc ted from flimsy evidence . Bearing 
these limita tions in mind , it nevertheless seems poss ible that the 
minimax predictions are at l east as good as t he mean cvrve predictions? 
and that their nccuracy improves with i ncreasing uncertainty. 
j 
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APPENDIX 2 
---- - -
LOCATION DECISION EXPErrD.lIEWrS 
In this Appendix the game theory location models are tested by experiment. 
These experiments were designed to show whether people agreed with the 
conclusions of the model of the location of interdependent uncertain firms . 
The results demonstrate that many people would agree with the reasoning 
used in this model; they do not suggest that actual decisions are in fact 
made in this manner . This experimental evidence is not proof that the 
hypothesis is valuable in practice~ it merely indicates that the 
reasoning may be useful. 
A questionnaire was given to thirty people. The sample was not random~ 
about one quarter of the forms were filled in by graduate students in the 
Geography Department at the Australian National University, another 
quarter were completed by their wives, and the remainder were answered by 
non- academic friends of my wife . In no case was a questionnaire given to 
anyone who knew any of the findings of game theory or who had discussed 
the theory with me . There was no difference between the answers of the 
academics and the non- academics . No verbal directions were given to the 
part i cipants , who were allowed to complete the forms in their homes and 
after discussion Vii th their spouses . The bias in the sample und the 
crudeness of the methods emphasise the r estriction that the results are 
illustrative only. 
The questiolli1aire, which is reproduced at the end of this Appendix~ 
contained three types of problem. In the first question, some simple two 
person zero sum matr ices were presented and the recipients asked to ake 
the best possible choices . This problem was designed to show whether people 
do choose as if they were using the optimum methods and can find the 
optimum choices . The second question attempted to evaluate the model of 
expectations and the size of city; unfortunately the experimental design 
permitted some confusion of the issues and so the results are not 
conclusive. The third question examined the choices of people in uncertair, 
interdependent situations . 
Two Person Game_~ 
These games were presented as card games , in which the participants were 
r egarded as playing agai nst me . The game was simple and consisted of the 
two players putting one card on a table simultaneously; I then made a 
payment to the player in response to the choices made. The actual matrices 
"xe reproduced at the end of the Appendix, but Table A2- 1 contains a 
summary of the results: the actual frequency of choices is compared with 
the ideal distrihution. People weTe generally very bad at finding the 
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best choice -- or they were fond of risky gambling . Only in two questions 
were choices approximately equivalent to the best . Probably the recipiente 
were attracted to the high payments made on some cards without realising 
that I would be unlikely to play the appropriate card, For example , Table 
A2- 2 is thE: thi rd matrix in the series: three quarters of the players 
cho se to play the Ace, presumably because they did not notice that I was 
bound to play the Deuce (to which their best reply is the Deucu) . Generally 
the sample v~s more attracted to the risky high value outcomes than strict 
logic would warrant; this is an interesting result in view of the 
later problems. 
TABLE A2- 1 
Results of the Six Two Person Zero Sum Games 
MATRIX ACTUAL CHOICES OPTn/fUM CHOICES 
NUl'IIBZH Ace Deuce Ace Deuce 
8 22 0 30 
2 16 14 0 30 
3 24 6 0 30 
4 30 0 30 0 
5 30 0 15 15 
6 30 0 18 12 
TABLE 11.2-·2 
Two Person Zero Sum i:.I<.:.trix Numbor 3 
---"...---. ---~-. -
YOUR (;tiOICE riY CHOICE MINIl''illM 
Ace Deuce 
Ace 11 8 8 
Deuce 9 9 9 
MAXI ruM 11 9 
Expectations 
~ 'h~ ~ol16wing pr oblems represent attempts to investigate the influence of 
expectations on the choices of the sample . The game was presented as if 
the players and I had agreed to meet at a railway station, but had 
forgotten which city. Five cities wer e listed with their populations, at 
each of which there was only one railway station. Four examples were 
provided and i n each case the participant had to indicate his choice of 
the most likely station at which I would be found . In t wo of the examples 
there was only one largest City , whereas in the remaining examples there 
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were three larger cities . According to the model? people should choose 
the largest city in the first type of problem and should mana e to find 
me more frequently than in the exa ples in which there is no primate city. 
The evidence in Table A2- 3 suggests that in fact l)\;ople do generally 
expect to find me at the largest stntion. In the first example, fifteen 
out of twenty- eight people chose the largest city, and in the third 
pr oblem the largest city was chosen by thirteen persons; in both cases th 
number who chose the largest city is more than would be expected on the 
basis of chance alone. The largest city is not chos en because it is at the 
top of the list: in the third example, the largest city is the fourth in 
the list . It is noticeable also that some people prefer the smallest city: 
the smallest cities were chosen seven times in the first problem and 
twelve times in the third example. This choice is probably made because 
it is easier to find someone on a small station than on a large one 
the experimental design ought to have eliminated this possibility. 
TABLE A2- 3 
Results of Expectat ions Experiments 
FIRST PROBLEm THIRD PROBLEM 
City Population Times Chosen City Population Times Chos en 
000 000 15 30 000 9 
100 000 0 50 000 3 
100 000 6 30 000 3 
50 000 4 75 000 13 
50 000 3 50 000 0 
TOTAL 28 TOTAL 28 
Reduced Tables: Significanc e Test 
CITY 
CI-IOIC:CS TOTAL 
Largest Others 
Actual 15 13 28 
Chance 5. 6 22 . 4 28 
TO'l'AL 20 . 6 35 . 4 56 
Chi squared equals 6. 79, with 
one degree of freedom: 
significant at p less than 0 . 01 
Note: two people refused to ansvver the 
nn-rational choice was possible. 
CITY 
CHOICES TOTAL 
Largest Others 
Actual 13 15 28 
Chance 5. 6 22 . 4 28 
TOTAL 18 . 6 37.4 56 
Chi squared equals 4. 41, with 
one degree of lreedom: 
significant at p le s than 0. 05 
question b8cause they thought that 
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TABLE A2- 4 
Effects of Existence of One Largest Cit~ on Expectation 
QUESTIOn 1 QUESTION 2 QUESTION 3 QUESTION 4 
Pop(OOO) Chosen Pop(OOO) Chosen Pop(OOO) Chosen Pop(OOO) Chosen 
1000 15 100 9 30 9 50 9 
100 0 100 7 50 3 100 7 
100 6 100 3 30 3 100 9 
50 4 50 6 75 13 50 3 
50 3 50 3 50 0 100 0 
QUESTION TYPE MEETINGS MADE MEETINGS AS PERCE1TTAGE OF l\.1L CHOI CES 
One largest city 129 34.1 3 
2 No largest city 78 17 . 19 
3 One largest city 120 31. 75 
4 No largest city 96 25 . 40 
Chi squared indicates that there is no significant difference between 
and 3 on the one hand and 2 and 4 on the other . 
Tabl e A2- 4 compares the choices which were made in the first and 
third problems with t hose made in the second and fourth questions . In the 
two examples where there was a largest city, 34 . 13?b and 31. 75% of the 
choic es resulted in tvlO people agreeing on the same city, whil e in the 
cases where there was no largest city, two people agreed on a city 17.1 9% 
and 25 . 40% of the time . The difference in the number of agreements between 
the two types of situation is not significant . Thus people were able to 
form expectations reasonably consistently even when there ,;vas not one 
largest city: the results suggest that the positions of the cities on the 
list were the relevant factors , for the first two citi es on the lists 
were chosen sixteen times in both problems. 
This evidence is therefore slightly inconclusive . People do choose 
the largest city more frequently than chance alone would predict; on the 
other hand , they are also abl e to agree on a common location when there 
is no singl e largest city. Two factors appear to have contri buted to these 
resuJ.ts . First, it was not clearly stated on the questionnaire that the 
aim was merely to go to the right station, and so some people appeElr t o 
hElve decided to go to small cities in order to increase their chance of 
actually seei ng me on the station. Secondly, people are evidently able to 
focus theiT expectations upon the basis of the position of the city on th~ 
list: the top cities are chosen frequently when there is no single largest 
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city. It would be difficult to eliminate this effect from the experiment . 
Thus, while this example indicates that people can agree on u. common 
location even when they are not in communication with one Mother , the 
evidence does not indicate that the size of the city is necessarily the 
indicator chos en. 
Uncertain Interdependent Lo cation 
The third series of questions was designed to illustrate the model of the 
location of uncertain interdependent firms, the basic model of town 
formation. The participants were asked to assume a road on which they and 
I were going to set up shops . Shops could be placed at the ends, th8 
quartiles or the centre of the line, and two tables of profits were 
presented , one of profits to me and one of profits to the player, 
dependi ng on the locations chosen by the player and myself . The tables 
were calculated on the assumption that demand curves wero negatively 
s l oping and that the sellers could only sell for a distanc e of one half 
of the line i n any one di rection before transport costs caused demand to 
be zero . Thus if the players could communicate , their optimum locations 
were at the quartiles . 
Six quest ions were posed, with varying degrees of unc ertainty about 
my choice. In the first three questiOns , players were absolutely certain 
of my choice . The questions were, If my shop is at ( 1) A (an end of the 
line) , (2) B (a quartile), or (3) c (the median) , wher e do you put your 
shop? When I am at A or B, the optimum profit location is at D (the other 
quartile); this site was chosen by 26 out of 30 people in each question 
and the centre was chosen by only two persons . When I am at C, the centre, 
the opt ~_mlUU location is at the quartiles , B or D: 28 people made this 
chOice , and two chose E, one of the ends of the line. Thus 'i.hen they were 
absolutely certain about my choic e , most people were able to find and make 
the best choice , and there was no t endency for two sellers to locate at 
the same point on the line. 
The fourth question examined choices when the players were allowed 
to communicate: If you can talk to me befor e I have set up shop, and you 
and I can agree on sites for each of us, where do you tlunk the shops 
will be set up? Twenty- six people respond ed that the quartiles would be 
chosen, the r emaining four suggested the centre and one end of the line. 
Uncertainty is still low and so the s ellers separate. 
The fifth question assumed the maximlUU amount of unc ertainty. The 
players wer e asked to imagine that they were setting up shop without 
knowing where I was going , without being able to find out my choice , and 
vdthout being able to change their mind onc e the shop has been built . 
They were told that I was locating at t he same time . Ten players chose 
one or other of the quartiles; two chose one of the ends of the line; and 
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eighteen chose the centre . Sixty per cent of the respondents said that 
they would locate at the centre, thus making town formation much more 
likely than under the previous assumptions . Significantly more people chose 
the centre in this question than in the fourth problem . Chi squared has a 
value of 26 . 1, which is significant at a probability of less than 0.001. 
The last question maintained uncertainty high but reduced the risks 
of a poor location. The problem was , Imagine that your shop is only a tent 
and that it can be moved for free when you want; I have not yet set up 
shop : where do you put the tent? Ten persons still chose the centre , 
eighteen opted for one of the quartiles and two decided to locate at the 
end of the line. Hore people chosl::the centre than in the fourth question: 
Chi squared is 12. 0 which, with one degree of freedom, is significant at 
a probability of less than 0.01 . Town formation at the centre is more 
likely under high uncertainty than when uncertainty is low. Furthermore, 
fewer people chose the centre than in question 5: Chi squared has a value 
of 4. 7 , which is significant at a probability of less than 0 . 05 : town 
formation is less likely when the risks of an eccentric location are low 
than when they are high. 
These results conform to the predictions of the model. When 
uncertainty and risks are high, sixty per cent of the players locate in 
the centre; when uncertainty is high and risks are low, 33% of the players 
locate at the centre; when players can communicate to reduce uncertainty 
about the other 1s actions, 13% of the players locate in the centre; and 
when the choice of the other is known for certain1 the centre is chosen 
by six per cent of the players . Thus town formation is not absolutely 
certain when uncertainty is high , though it is very likely. However there 
is a clearly discernible trend for the extent and the likelihood of town 
formation to be related to uncertainty and risk. 
If this experiment were to be related to reality, some significant 
changes would have to be made . By far the most important of these 
alterations is a scheme to introduce payments which depend on the location 
choice of the participants . \fuen actual money is at stake, players are 
probably more conservative than when the game does not offer the prospect 
of losing money . Consequently town formation under uncertainty in reality 
is probably more likely than these experiments indicate . This conclusion 
is also suggested by the fact that many of the participants chose very 
risky plays in the matrices of question 1. Thus, even though most people 
were highly attracted to the very good (but unlikely) outcomes of question 
1, the;y were still able to realise that location at the quartiles in this 
example was very risky indeed when uncertainty was high. 
-
, I 
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The Questionnaire 
The following questions represent experiments designed to test a 
theory of economic behaviour. You are asked to make the best choice you 
can in the circumstances . There is no time limit . 
Series A 
Imagine that you are playing a game with me . We each have two cards in our 
hands ~ an ace and a deuc e. Simultaneously , we each place one card on the 
table, and I pay you a sum of money depending on what choices are made. I 
put down a card to try to minimise the payment I must make to you; you put 
down the card you ·chink will gain you the most . In the following tables , 
the figures represent the payments made to you after various choices . 
Place a circle around your choice -- ace or deuce . 
Let ' s take an example first . Assume that the first table represents 
the payments I make; if we both put aces down, I pay you 1; if I put an 
ace down and you put a deuce on the table? I pay you 3; if I put a deuce 
down and you put an ace, I pay you 2; if we both put deuces down, I pay 
you 4. Obviously, your best bet is to put a deuce on the table, and 
therefore you circle the word ' deuce ' under the heading ' Your choice ', 
M~ choic e 
Your choice Ace Deuc e 
Ace 1 2 
Deuce 3 4 
Now try the following examples: 
Ml choice M;y: choice 
Your choice Ace Deuce Your choice Ace Deuce 
Ace 10 7 Ace 10 8 
Deuce 9 9 Deuce 9 9 
M~ choice 11;V choice 
Your choice Ace Deuce Your choice Ace Deuce 
Ace 11 8 Ace 20 15 
Deuce 9 9 Deuce 12 15 
M;y choice M;y: choice 
Your choice Ace Deuce Your choice Ace Deuce 
Ace 20 15 Ace 20 15 
Deuce 12 17 Deuce 12 19 
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Series B 
Imagine that you and I have to find each other: we have agreed to meet at 
a railway station1 but we have forgotten which city. There is only one 
railway station at each city. There are five cities from which we could 
choose, To which of the following cities ' railway station do you go in 
order to meet me? You have only one choice : once again, circle your choice 
for each of the four examples . 
City POEulation Cit;y Po;eulation Ci t ;y: POEulation C i t ;y POEulation 
A 1 ~OOO,OOO F 100,000 L 30,000 R 50,000 
B 100 , 000 G 100 , 000 M 50, 000 S 100 , 000 
C 100 , 000 H 100 , 000 N 30 , 000 T 100 , 000 
D 50 , 000 I 50 , 000 
° 
75, 000 U 50,000 
E 50 , 000 J 50,000 P 50~000 V 100 ,000 
This might look impossible~ but pl ease put down a choice . 
Series C 
Imagine that in the diagram below~ the line ABCDE is a road. You are going 
to establish a shop on that road: you thime that I am also going to set up 
shop on the road . You can put your shop at A or B or C or D or f" and your 
profits depend upon where you and I put our shops . The table below 
indicates how much profit you obtain at each point and how much I obtain 
at each point , depending on the site chosen by the other one of us . Thus 
if you and I both locate at A, we both receive a profit of 72; if you 
locate at A and I go to C, you will receive a profit of 108 and I of 200 . 
ABC D E ~--------------~--------------~~------------~~------------~ 
PROFIT TO YOU PROF I 'l' TO ME 
Your My Choice Your M;y Choice 
Cho i ce A B C D E Choice A B C D E 
A 72 63 108 125 144 A 72 190 200 240 144 
B 190 108 171 220 240 B 63 108 210 220 125 
C 200 210 144 210 200 C 108 171 144 171 108 
D 240 220 171 108 190 D 125 220 210 108 63 
E 144 125 108 63 72 B 144 240 200 190 72 
Now, will you please indicate where you would put your shop, under 
the following conditions . 
1. If my shop is at A, where do you put your shop? • • • . •• • • • . • . • .•• •• •••• 
2. If my shop is at B , where do you put your shop? . ... .... .. ... ......... " .. ... ..... . 
3. If my shop i s at C, where do you put your shop? ... .......... ... . ..... .. 0' 0 ., 
4. If you can talk to me , before I have set up shop~ and you and I can 
agree on sites for ourselves, where do you think the shops vvill be put? 
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5. Imagine now that you are to set up your shop without knowing where I 
am go i ng to set up my shop and without being able to find out my choice . 
Our choices a r e simtutaneous . Onc e you have built your shop , you cannot 
change your mind about where to go: where do you put the shop? •. • . .• .•. 
6 . Imagine now that your shop is only a tent and that it can be moved 
for free when you want: I have not yet set up shop: at what place on the 
line do you put your shop? ~ 0 .. .............. . ......... .. ...... .. . .............. .. .. .. .. .. ...... 0 .. .. .. 0 ...... .. 
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APPENDIX 3 
THE 'l'HEORY OF CLASSIFICATION 
Classification, despite its apparent theoretical simplicity, is a 
technique of analysis whose potential has been imperfectly fulfilled . It 
is a method whereby data or objects may be grouped , but what is meant by 
a group and the criteria to be used to prove the existenc e of groups are 
subjects of wide ranging disagreements . In order that the use of the 
technique may at least be free of ambiguity and may at least rest on 
logical foundations , the methods and criteria whereby classifications 
ought to be established are examined in this Appendix. Difficulties arise 
at two levels: the first is that at which statistical hypotheses are 
developed , and the second is the methods used to obtain evidence about 
these hypotheses . 
The Theory 
Defi ni tion 
First1 a ' classification' has to be defined . Following i/illiams and Dale~ 
a division of a population into sets may be called a classification if 
(a) within every set there iS1 for every member of the set , at least one 
other member with which it shares at least one relevant characteristic, 
(b) membership of a set is not itself a relevant characteristic, and (c) 
every member of the set differs in at least one relevant characteristic 
from every member of every other set. The first criterion introduces the 
concept of likeness and ensures that an element cam10t be classified if 
nothing is known about it . Criterion (b) demands that the groups shall not 
be defined simply in terms of the number of members of that group (e . g . , a 
division of a population into groups of ten i s not a classification) 1 
while the third criterion ensur es that identical individuals are not 
distributed between different sets . 
Two points follow from this . First, the relevant characteristics are 
not yet defined: ' Airplanes may be classified as flying objects whose class 
would include such thin~s as birds , flying saucers , bats, etc ; or airplanes 
may be classified as means of transportat ion, which would take in 
automobiles , ships, etc ., 2 And second , while thes e axioms define a 
claSSification, they do not define a useful or a good classification. An 
additional constraint has to be added, and thiS , universally, has been 
maximisation -- groups are to be as different as possible from other groups . 
1. Vi . T. Williams & M. B. Dale , ' Fundamental Problems in Numerical 
Taxonomy ', Adv. bot. Res . , vol . 2, 1965, pp . 35- 68. 
2. T. T. Tanimoto , An Elementary Theory of Classification and Prediction, 
}IT ew York, 1958 . 
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But whatever definition of ' best ' is employed, including the one used here , 
it must be subjective. The ' best ' classification cannot be objectively 
defined. 
Existence 
Some differences exist be~veen ecologists about the nature and the function 
of a classification. Williams and Dale and HacNaughton- Smith3 regard 
classification as concerned with finding mathematical formulations which 
serve as concise and economic descriptions of cumbersome masses of data 
or as methods of generating hypotheses . However, writers such as 
Greig- Smith suggest that classification implies discontinuity in contrast 
to regreSSion models , which imply continuous variation in the variables~ 
Some geographers appear to have accepted Greig- Smith ' s point . Thus, 
Berry and Garrison classify central places in Snohomish County into groups 
and conclude from the fact that analysis of variance offers significant 
results that a hierarchy of central pl ac es exists -- i.e., that there tend 
to be levels in the hierarchy rather than a gradation of functions~ 
Similarly, King6 in Canterbury and Scott7 in Tasmania have assumed that 
classification implies discontinuity. The point is important in work on 
central place theory because of the notion introduced by Christaller and 
Losch of the ' order ' of towns in the national or regional hierarchy. 
t 
,8 Such methods involve several problems . First, as King has sugges en: 
Certainly with regard to the list of functions for Canterbury, 
additional divisions ... could be defended . The Snohomish County 
studies should not be regarded as inviolable upon this point . The 
three groupings used by Berry and Garrison can also be broken down 
into a far larger number. 
That is, the studies do not reach unique conclusions . Secondly , the fact 
that an analysis of variance on some data is significant does not mean 
that the data contain discontinuities . Practically any division of a s et 
of ranked continuously variable data into a few groups will be 
significant in an analysis of variance . For example , if the nt~bers 
10 , 9 , 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1 are divided into the groups 10, 9, 8, 
7, and 6 on the one hand, and 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1 on the other, the variance 
ratio, 25.00, is significant at ~ less than 0. 01. The fact that the 
variance ratio is significant does not imply discontinuity in the data . 
3. P. MacNaughton- Smith, Some Statistical and Other Numerical Techniques 
for Classifying Individuals, London , 1965 . 
4 . P . Greig-Smith, Quantitative Plant Ecology, London, 1964, pp . 158- 160 . 
5 . B. J . L. Berry & W. L. Garrison , IThe Functional Bases of the Central 
Place Hierarchy ', Econ. Geogr . , vol. 34, 1958, pp . 145- 154. 
6 . L. J . King, ' The Ftllctional Role of Small Towns i n Canterbury ' , Proc . , 
Third NZ Geogr . Conf . , Palmerston North, 1961, pp . 139- 149. 
7 . P . Scott , ' The Hierarchy of Central Places in Tasmania ' , Aust . Geogr . , 
vol . 9, 1964, pp . 134- 147 . 
8 . ' The Functional Rol e of Small Towns in Canterbury ' , p . 148. 
-- ------
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In this thesis, therefore, the concepts of a class as actually existing 
and of discontinuity in classifications are ignored . 
The Practical Criteria 
The problem remains of defining the criteria of goodness and of defining 
a similarity function. The two types of classification required in the 
empirical work demand different criteria and so are considered separately. 
In some cases, a set of individuals is defined over one characteristic 
only: for example? in Chapter 7 towns and cities are classified on the 
baSis of their population. At other times, there are several 
characteristics which are Imown for the individuals : thus in Chapter 59 
the structure of exports i s tilled to classify countries . 
The uni- variate case 
(i) Criteria 
Assume that a population of objects exists and that each object has a 
value of one variable . For example , a list of towns and their populations 
may be dravm up. The problem is then to classify these individuals into 
groups in some Igood l or Ibest l manner . 
Two possibilities are immediately excluded. The individuals cannot 
simply be divided into groups of a stated s ize, for this does not obey 
axiom (b) above: the classification principle cannot itself be the 
classification. Secondly , visual methods cannot be used because, even 
though the criteria are stated, two investigators may not reach the same 
conclusion. While statistical or numerical methods of classification are 
subjective in the sense that the criteria and methods have to be chosen, 
any two persons who use common criteria and methods will produce the same 
classification. 
Before classifying , a similarity function has to be defined . This is 
basically simple : the difference between two objects is the difference 
in their population. No other definition of similarity is possible in this 
problem. However , various transformations of this similarity function are 
possible: for example , when classifying towns, the logarithm of the 
population may be preferred to the actual population, if interest is 
directed at the differences between th e populations of towns in relation 
to their populations rather than at the simple population differences . A 
difference of 500 i n the population of towns of 2,000 and 2, 500 may be 
thought less significant than a difference of 500 people in towns of 800 
and 300 population. Once such choices have been made , the similarity 
function is defined . 
Furthermore, a criterion of goodness and of allocation must be 
defineu . TIle organiSing principle must be stated . A Simple first. principle 
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is to maximise the between group differenc es: the total amount of 
variation in the data is measured by the sum of squares , and so the 
greater the between group sum of squares , the lower the within group sum 
of squares . The groups are then as homogeneous as possible . Unfortunately 
this is not sufficient , for the internal homogeneity of groups is 
maximis ed when all groups consist of one individual. Similarly, the ratio 
of between group sum of squares to within group sum of squares is at a 
maximum (infinity) when the within group sum of squares is zero, i . e . , 
when no individuals are combined . 
Therefore tne ratio of the between group and within group sums of 
squares must be maximised in relation to the number of groups which 
exist . The criterion has become one of allocating individuals to classes 
i n such a way that the probability that the classification is due to 
chance is minimised . The chosen grouping is that grouping for which the 
vari anc e ratio is least likely to have arisen by chance. 
( i i) Practi cal methods 
The two problems i n classifying the i ndividuals have been solved: a 
similarity function has been defined and a maximising criterion has been 
stated . A practical method which derives n classification which satisfies 
the maximiSing criterion must now be found . 
A possible solution is obtained by examining the logic of the 
analysis of variance . The variance ratio (E) is defined as: 
v2S 1 
v 1S 2 ' 
(A3- 1) F 
where S1 and S2 are two sums of squares of normal variates , having 
respect i vely v1 and v2 degrees of freedom. For this purpose , S1 may be 
defined as the within group sum of squares and S2 as the between group sum 
of squares . Equat ion (A3-1 ) is equivalent to : 
(A3- 2) F v 2(St - S2) 
S2( vt - v2) 
where St is the total sum of squares with vt degrees of fr eedom. 
Now, if the number of groups is held constant , the lugher is~, the 
greater is the Significance. The only factor i n equation (A3- 2) which is 
variabl e is S2 ' the within group sum of squares : as this increase, ~ 
falls , for the first derivative is always negative . Thus , for a given 
number of groups , the object is to minimise the within group sum of 
s quares , and so to maximise the between group sum of squares . 
If it be assumed that there ar e E: groups (and that these groups have 
been defined in order to maximise the s i gnificance of that groupi ng) , and 
n- 1 groups are required , one individual or one group must be combined 
( 
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with one other individual or group . It is proposed that the within group 
sum of squares for the n-1 grouping is minimised in this situation if 
those two groups are combined for which the addition to the total within 
group sum of squares is the smallest. 
Alternatively , one may begin with E groups and proceed to n+1 groups . 
The choice among competing groups is again based on the minimisation of 
the within group sum of squares for n+1 groups : therefore the reduction 
i n the within group sum of squares must be maximised . In such a system 
groups are progressively made smaller rather than, as previously, being 
buil t up gradually from individuals . The tvm systems provide identical 
results, for they are based on exactly the same criteria. 
The progressive breaking down of groups is, however , sometimes 
preferable to the method of building them up. This preference is a 
consequence of the need to economise effort . In practic e , the theoretical 
criteria already established must be supplemented by a further 
limitation: the advantages of a finer classification must be balanced 
against the cost of obtaining this greater explanation of reality. In 
statistical terms , a set of E groups may only be decomposed into n+ 1 
groups if the additional explanation of the data which is achieved by the 
use of n+ 1 groups is Significant . This criterion is supported theoretically 
by the proposition that the null hypothesis (that the n+1 grouping is not 
better than the E grouping) must be rejected by the data . At each stage 
in the derivation of the cl assification therefore, the between group sum 
of squares of the n+1 grouping must be significantly greater than the 
between group sum of squares of the E groups . The process of breaking 
down groups ceases at E groups when the additional explanation obtained 
by using ntl groups is not significant . 
This method offers a practical procedure for the efficient 
classification of individuals . The va.lues are arrayed in order and the 
between group sum of squares for all possible pairs of groups are 
computed. That division of the individuals into two groups is chosen 
which maximises the between group sum of squares . If this grouping is 
s i gruficant , the process is continued with the computation of the between 
group sum of squares of all possible pairs of groups within each of the 
two groups already derived . Again the most significant division is chosen 
(if two are equally good , take both), and the significance of the 
addit i onal between group sum of squares is cal culated . The calculations 
continue lli1til the division of a group no longer r esults in n significant 
addition to the between group sum of squares . 
For instance , assume that there are five individuals with the values 
A(9) ? B(S) , C(4), D(3) and E(2) . These are arranged in descending order 
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of size, and the between group sum of squares wrrich results from the 
alternative divisions of the variables is calculated. Thus, if the groups 
are [(A)] and [(B) , (e), (D) and ( E)], the between group Dum of squares 
is 18. 05; similarly the most sigluficant Groupi ng is [,A) and (B)] and 
[(e), (D) and (E)] , which has a between group sum of squares of 36 . 30 . 
This grouping is significant at £ less than 0. 01. The second stage of the 
process is to compute tho between group sum of squares for the possible 
groupings -- [(A)], [( B)] and [(c) , (D) and (E)] ; [(A) and (B)] , [(e)] 
and [(D) and (E)]i and [(A) and (B)] , [(C) and (D)] and [(E)] . They have 
between group sums of squares of 36.8, 37 . 8 and 37 . 8 respectively. The 
s econd and the tbird combinations are equally ' eood, but the additional 
sum of squares which each generates (37 . 8 - 36 . 3 = 1. 5, with one degree 
of fre edom) is not Significant . Therefore these i ndividuals may be 
classified into the two groups , [(A) and (B)] and [( C) , (D) and (E)] . 
(iii) Alternatives 
Several other methods of classifying individuals over one variable have 
been used . These methods have been used because criteria have been defined 
differently and because it has not previously been shown that anyone 
method call fulfil the requirement of maximum Significance. It is useful 
to compare the present results with thes e methods . 
It has already been stated that the principle of defining E group s 
of the same size is circular and that visual methods are irreproducible. 
Yet visual methods have often been used: for example , Scott , in his study 
of Tasmanian central places, used visual tec~iques and failed to find an 
optimum (i . e ., most significant) classification~ Admittedly only a portion 
of the data which he uses is available, but this is sufficient for the 
purpose on hnnd . The towns of the hierarchy between Devonport and 
Roseberry (i . e . , with functions numb ering between 199 and 39 -- those for 
which he presents evidence in his paper) are divided by Scott into three 
groups, as shown in Table A3- 1. An analysis of variance on the number of 
functions per town using this grouping reveals that the variance ratio is 
significant at the 0. 01 level, with ~ equal to 114. 7. However , us c of the 
Six- fold grouping , also represented in Table A3-1, gives a value of ~ 
equal to 217. 8 . This grouping bears little resemblance to what is usually 
regarded as a hierarchical classification, but it is more significant 
than that of Scott . The human eye is a poor judge of distances , 
distributions and shape . 
The nearest neighbour technique does not necessarily yield the most 
significant classification that is available eithcr; O When this technique 
9. Scott , ' The Hierarchy of Central Placcs in Tasmania '. 
10 . P. J . Clark & F.e , Evans , ' Distance to Nearest Neighbours as a Measure 
of Spatial Relations ', Ecology, vol . 35 , 1954, pp . 145-1 54. 
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TABLE A3- 1 
Two Groupings of Some Tasmanian Central Pl aces 
Plac e No . of Present Scot t 's Functions Groups Groups 
Roseberry 39 
Westbury 40 
Beaconsfield 44 
Zeehan 44 
Cygnet 45 'A' Minor Towns 
Campbell Town 45 
Somerset 45 
Stanley 48 
Penguin 53 
George Town 59 ' B' 
Huonville 60 
Longford 72 
, C' 
Queenstown 79 
Scottsdale 86 
New Norfolk 88 
' D' 
Deloraine 91 
Latrobe 91 Towns 
Smithton 102 
Wynyard 112 IE ' 
Ulverstone 122 
Burnie 170 
'F' Major 
Devonport 199 Towns 
Source : Scot t , ' The Hierarchy of Central Places i n Tasmania ', pp . 141-1 43 . 
is used, each i ndividual is combi ned with at l east one other individual , 
because there must always be some individual to which another individual 
is near er. It often happens , though, that the most significant 
classification of a s et of' objects conta i ns some groups with only one 
member . In central place studies 9 the theory of which suggests only one 
h i ghest order citY9 this s ituat ion may arise frequently . 
(iV) Use in thesi s 
This method of classification has been used once in the thesis . In Chapter 
7 a town hierarchy i s constructed from data on the manufacturing 
employment i n towns i n order to evaluat e the relati onship between tovm 
s i ze and the degree to which the l abour force in tovms is employed in 
unc ertain industries. The i ndex upon whi ch the divi sion was baseQ. was the 
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logarithm of the manufacturing employment: it was felt that a population 
difference of 500 in towns of about 5, 000 population was more important 
than a difference of 500 in towns of 50 , 000 . 
I t can be seen from the classification, the limits of' which are 
11 g i ven in Table 7-4 1 that one normal feature of previously defined 
hierarchies is not present . The group of largest towns is not small in 
relation to the other groups, and there is no tendency for the number of 
towns in a group to increase as the town sizes in the group fall . Several 
factors have caused this result . First, the us e of the logarithm of the 
manufacturing populat ions has reduced the iillp~rtance of population 
differences among large towns in relation to population differences among 
small towns . Secondly, the analysis of variance classification shows a 
marked tendency to produce town groups of similar sizes : two factors 
affect the grouping produced -- the differences in the populations of 
towns and the number of towns in each group . 
Multi- variate methods 
(i) Methods 
However, the one variate model must now be extended to cover more cases . 
Geographers normally measure at least two variables associated with each 
individual because of their interest in the location of the individual and 
in the manner in which attributes vary with location. If, for example , 
types of farming regions are being constructed with respect to variable 
!, it may be decided to group together only those individuals which are 
spatially adjacent. Rather than regard location as a variable to be used 
in this classification, it is Simpler to classify- with respect to X alone 
and to introduc e into the programme the constraint that groups must 
consist of adjacent individuals . 
The general multi- variate case is a rratter of wide r anging dispute . 
In this thesis a method based on the correlation coefficient has been 
used . Imagine a two dimensional graph, and assume axes X and Y, with 
reference to which each individual is plotted according to its value for 
X and Y. Assume that the likeness between two individuals is measured by 
their linear distance apart: the further apart two individuals are , the 
more dissimilar they are . The distance between two individuals ~ and b 
is , by Pythagoras , 
(A3- 3) dab = 0Xa - Xb)2 + (Ya - yb)2 , 
where Xa is the value of a on the X axis , Xb the value of b on this axiS, 
Y
a 
is the value of E along the Y axis and Yb is the value of E along this 
axis . The divisions into groups are made so that the average distance 
between the individuals wi thin each group is minimised and the average 
11. See p . 163. 
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distance between the individuals of different groups is maximised . Once 
again, the process of subdividing groups ceases vmen the additional 
explanation obtained is not significant . 
The extension of this method to cases of 3, 4, 5, ••• , variables is 
obvious. But as the number of variables rises, it becomes quicker to 
replace this method vdth one USil~ correlations between pairs of 
individuals . (In addition, the correlation coefficient makes more acceptable 
assumptions about the nature of the space in which the points are located.) 
The correlation coefficient between each pair of individuals is computed 
and assumed to measure the extent to which these individuals are similar. 
Groups are subdivided as before , in order to maximise the differences 
between the groups v/hen compared to the wi thin group differences . The 
best of the possible classifications into E groups may then be defined as 
that one which maximises the ratio between the average of the within 
group correlations and the average of the between group correlations. (As 
a point of technique, the value of unity must be added to all the 
cor relation coefficients in order to overcome the difficulty of treating 
negative correlations . ) AnalYSis of variance and covariance is used to 
determine the significance of each stage of the classification. 
An alternative technique has been used by Smith in an attempt to 
define groups of Australian towns on the basis of their occupational 
12 
structure • He also began by comparing all pairs of towns, but used an 
extension of the nenrest neighbour method to group them. The first stngc 
in this procedure is to group that pair of towns which record the highest 
correlation coefficient and to add to that pair any towns which recorded 
their highest correlation coefficient with the pair of towns or with any 
town which hns been previously ndded to the group . This continues until 
no new towns remnin to be added to the group , when the entire process is 
repented with the pair of towns which record t1e second highest mutunlly 
highest correlation coefficient . Grouping ceases when all towns have been 
added to some group . 
This technique suffers from 1.1 number of flaws . First , since it is an 
extension of the nearer neighbour method , it suffers from similar 
disadvantages -- in particulnr , 0.11 towns must be added to some group, 
even though there may be towns which are completely dissimilnr to 0.11 
other towns . Secondly, even though a given town may be most like one town 
in group!, it does not follow that it is on average more like all the 
towns in A than all the tOVIn8 in some other group~ . Thirdly, Smith has 
not suggested a method whereby the significance of the grouping can be 
tested . 
12. R.B. T. Smith, I The Functions of Australian Towns I , Tijdschr . voor 
econ. soc . Geogr . , vol . 56, 1965 , pp . 81-92. 
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(ii) Use in thesis 
The method of computing correlation coefficients b0tween individuals has 
been used in the analysis of the ef'f'ects of uncertainty on national growth 
rates . Data were assembled on the structure of the exports of countries 
and correlation coefficients determined for all pairs of countries . The 
average correlation coefficient grouping procedure was then followed . 
The grouping is presented in Table 5- 1. 
Conclusion 
The methods of classification used in this thesis are not to be thought 
i nnately superior to other methods which have been used elsewhere . The 
methods follow the criteria of a classification erected by Williams and 
Dale , but so do many other techniques . 'rhey are superior to other 
techniques only in so far as they fulfil some subjectively defined 
criteri a . The most important of these criteria is reproducibility. Anyone 
who has access to the same data and uses the same methods vlill obtain the 
same r esults . The alternative methods described vvithin this Appendix have 
been tested according to their ability to maximis e the significance of an 
analysis of variance: once again, this criterion is a subjective one. The 
methods which have been outlined and not used cannot therefore be 
criticised or be described as inferior , for they may accomplish their 
authors ' a ims; they are not used i n preferej,lCQ to the analysis of variance 
method because they do not meet thes e subjective criteria. It has merely 
been argued that the various criteria which have been erected are useful 
and logical extensions of intuitive notions . 
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APPENDIX 4 
THE DBSCRIPTION OF DISTRIBUTIons 
On several occasions it has been necessary to compare two or more 
frequency dist ributions with respect to their degree of concentration at 
one or other end of the scale. An accurate quantitative comparison is 
necessary , for much of the evidence produced in support of the theory of 
location in an uncertain environment concerns the degree to which 
industries and population are concentrated in large towns . 
A number of techniques are available for partially describing a 
distribution. The percentage of the items in classes above a certain value 
may be used : for example , the percentages of the workforce of industries 
which are employed in towns with more than 250 9000 population might be 
compared . This is simple? and where only approximate results are needed 
is valuable . But when precise results are required 9 it suffers from the 
disadvantage that it does not use much of the data -- in terms of the 
example , this technique does not differentiate between industries in which 
(a) 50% of the workforce is in towns of 2509000 to 500 , 000 population and 
none in larger towns, and industries in which (b) 50% of the workforce is 
employed in towns of populations greater than two millions and none in 
towns which have populations between 250 9000 and two millions . 
Skew measures the extent to which a distribution is biased in a lower 
or upper direction, and is quantifiable. However 9 it does not take into 
account the location of the distribution on the scale of classes . Thus, 
two distributions may be equally skewed but have very different mean 
values . While skew must be incorporated into the index9 the location of 
the data on the scale is also important . 
The Chi squared technique may be used to compare distributions , and 
to decide whether they are Significantly different . It is simple to 
perform and? with appropriately chosen class intervals, can be a test of 
considerable fineness . However, it is unable to describe the way in which 
the distributions differ. Table A4-1 presents two distributions which are 
significantly different according to Chi squared. But while the two 
dis t ributions have a differont pattern, it is impossible to state which is 
located at the higher end of the scale. It chnnot be concluded that lA ' or 
' BI is more concentrated at the higher end of the scale , nor can the 
extent of the concentration be measured . 
The method used in the thesis contains parts of all these tec~21iques . 
A cumulative percentage frequency curve is graphed and the area beneath 
the curve calculated. This area is then expressed as a ratio of some area 
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TABLE A4-1 
HlEothetical Case: Two Significantl~ Different Distributions 
Class 
Distribution 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
A 100 5 100 5 100 5 100 5 
13 5 5 5 195 195 5 5 5 
which would res~ut if each class interval had the same proportion of the 
population as a theoretical factor would suggest . The value of this index 
derives from the fact that the more a distribution is concentrated at the 
lower end of the scale? the lar ger is the area beneath the cumulative 
curve . Thus the lower is the value which results ? the more the distribution 
is concentrated i n the higher size classes . 
To illustrate the point? consider the frequency distributions in 
Table A4- 2. ~ is completely concentrated at the lower end of the scale? 
C at the upper end of the scale 9 while ~ is completely dispersed through 
the size classes . ASSuming that the value of the class intervals is 
unity, the values given by this index of concentration are ~ 500 , ~ 250 
and .Q 50 ? which become , when transformed into the 0-1 scale ? .A 1. 0, 
12. 0 . 45 and Q O. O. 
The technique has been used extensively in the thesis . 
TABLE A4- 2 
Calculation of Index of Concentration 
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION C UIv.ruLAT IVE FREQUENC IES 
Class Class 
Curve 1 2 3 4 5 Curve 1 2 3 4 5 
A 100 0 0 0 0 A 100 100 100 100 100 
B 20 20 20 20 20 I3 20 40 60 80 100 
C 0 0 0 0 100 C 0 0 0 0 100 
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